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Editors’ Foreword

Editors’ Foreword

“Good my lord, vouchsafe me a word with you” (Hamlet, III,ii,272). This
line is uttered by Guildenstern, Prince Hamlet’s old friend, as he tries to
make the Prince of Denmark aware of King Claudius’ and Queen Gertrude’s
preoccupation about his behaviour. In one of the most brilliant displays of
his antic-disposition, Hamlet refuses to engage in any meaningful dialogue
with his friend and puzzles him to such an extent that Guildenstern protests:
“Good my lord, put your discourse into some frame” (282-283). Meaning
and words are, to be sure, one central topic in Hamlet —and in much
European drama of the period. Indeed, Hamlet himself had already described
one of his readings as “words, words, words” (II,ii,192), in one intellectual
discussion with Polonius in which they probably refer to the Spanish Jesuit
Fray Antonio de Guevara’s Familiar Letters.1 Words without content,
disjointed discourses, or madness with “method in’t” (II,ii,203-204) —in
other words, a debate on language and meaning— are a constant
preoccupation in Hamlet, and one of the reasons why this play has become
one of the icons of Western literary criticism (and why we selected the
”vouchsafe me” motto for SEDERI 14).
This new issue of the Yearbook of SEDERI presents a selection of
papers which, as always, deal with a number of complex literary and
linguistic topics of the Early Modern period in England —or the English
Renaissance, as we have traditionally called it. Studies on dialectology,
translation, or the use of modals and genitives in 15th and 16th centuries
English coexist with analyses of texts by, among others, Skelton, Dryden,
1

Prof. Díaz-Solís, from Appalachian State University, convincingly argues that this is the book
from which, “madly attired”, Hamlets reads in II,ii. He concludes this after analysing Hamlet’s
comment on what he is reading in (II,ii,196-204) and comparing it with several excerpts from
Guevara’s text. In 1980 Prof. Ciriaco Morón, from Cornell University, had already suggested a
Spanish source for Hamlet.
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Jonson or, of course, Shakespeare. These works, written by scholars from
Estonia, Scotland, England, Canada, the United States, Portugal and Spain,
testify to the solid foundations of this journal, and to its long-ranging
trajectory over the past fourteen years. In this sense, it is with pleasure and
pride that we can announce that SEDERI is, for the first time now, the
yearbook of the Spanish and Portuguese Society for English Renaissance
Studies, in a decision that, by including our Portuguese colleagues, makes
clear the overtly international scope of this society and its journal.
Anyone with previous experience with this journal will surely notice
some changes. As in the past, all the works published have been peerreviewed, but the nature of some of the papers has changed. For the first
time we have introduced notes and reviews, in an attempt to present our
readers with a wider choice of contents and scientific progress, in line with
the practice of other prestigious publications. Besides, in a perhaps less
important change, SEDERI will distribute off-prints among contributors in
an effort to make the publication more accessible to specialized readers.
Finally, the journal will be published in the SEDERI website,2 so that
electronic access to this issue —and all it entails— becomes possible from
now on.
We sincerely hope that all these changes, and above all the selection
of papers by our reviewers, will satisfy most readers of SEDERI 14, and
that the journal will prove a “pregnant”, or meaningful, reading for
everybody; if not because of our wit, at least because of the “happiness that
often madness hits on”.

References
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Pium Vestrum Catullum Britannum: The Influence of
Catullus´ Poetry on John Skelton
Juan Manuel CASTRO CARRACEDO
Universidad de Salamanca

ABSTRACT
John Skelton is the first English poet to show an unquestionable influence
of the rediscovered Catullus. Despite the lack of direct quotations and the
scarce reference to Catullus in Skelton’s work, his identification with the
Latin writer in a very significant moment of The Garlande of Laurell and
the amount of parallels between them encourage us to study their relationship.
This paper examines the effects of Skelton’s reading of Catullan poetry going
further than the thematic imitation in Phyllyp Sparowe already noticed by
the critics: shared images, common motifs, and especially, similar attitudes
towards some literary issues. It also analyses Skelton’s reception of the
Renaissance “Catullan myth” and how he tried to assume it in order to be
considered an analogous figure in his own time.

In the closing part of The Garlande of Laurell, the poem which represents
the climax and practically the conclusion of John Skelton’s work, we read
the following verses: “Ite, Britannorum lux O radiosa, Britannum / Carmina
nostra pium vestrum celebrate Catullum!” (ll. 1521-2),1 translated as “Go,
shining light of the Britons, and celebrate our songs, your worthy British
Catullus”. The addressee of these words is Skelton himself and they strike
us because they are nearly the only identification of Skelton with a classical
poet throughout his work. There is only another one, in the same poem,
with Homer, and this one alludes to a praise Erasmus dedicated to him in

1

All quotations from Skelton’s poetry are taken from Scattergood (1983). Catullus references
and translations are from Goold’s edition (1983).
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one of his odes, where he defined Skelton as “England’s Homer”2 so, it
seems, in some way, justified. However, as far as I know, there is no previous
reference relating the figures of Skelton and Catullus, so we must supposse
that this identification was Skelton’s own.
This reference arouses several questions since, apparently, Skelton
uses more frequently commonplaces from other classical poets (such as
Horace or Juvenal) rather than Catullus. Besides, every time he displays a
list of the poets he admires,3 Catullus is not included. Paradoxically, when
he evaluates his literary career (which is the aim of The Garlande of Laurell)
Skelton proclaims himself the “British Catullus”. I consider it valuable to
study why Skelton appropriates Catullus in these lines, and for this we must
study the Latin poet's influence on Skelton’s work. This is worth doing not
only because it will show us what Skelton’s vision of the Latin poet was,
but also, through Skelton’s identification, we will obtain a vision of the
writer himself (we could say ‘another vision’ because one of the favorite
themes in Skelton’s poetry is, as we know, John Skelton).
Despite the attempts to find vestiges of Catullan poetry in Chaucer
(McPeek 1931) or in later medieval poets (Harrington 1963), it seems that
the first English writer who shows some influence from Catullus is Skelton.
It may give the impression that Catullus’ arrival in England is rather late
compared to other classical poets, but the history of the Liber Catullianus
in the Middle Ages was very complex and no definite edition was issued
before 1472.4 Moreover, the introduction of Catullus in England could also
be belated due to the divergency between the impetuous tone of his poems
and the moderate character of the English people. As Berdan noticed in his
Early Tudor Poetry, “the fire and passion of Catullus found a congenial soil
in Italy while the cold, restrained, northern nature [of England] felt more at
ease with the philosophy of Horace. [...] In Tudor England, humanism was
a serious, moral, reflective force” (Berdan 1920:209).5
2

The admiration the Dutch writer felt for Skelton is well-known; not only he compared the
Englishman with Homer or Virgil, but also ascribed to him the restoration of literature in his
country to the level of the Classics:
For he from Latium all the muses led
And taught them to speak English words instead
Of Latin; and with Skelton England tries
With Roman poets to contend the prize. (Trans. by Smith 1923:62)
3
There is one example in Phyllip Sparowe, ll. 749-812 and another in The Garlande of Laurell,
ll. 323-92.
4
For a detailed account of the history of Catullus’ first editions, see Gaisser (1993:24-65).
5
Catullus’ (and consequently Skelton’s) ill-fame in England would peak a century later during
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Many textual incertitudes prevent us from knowing when or how
Skelton came into contact with Catullus. It is obvious that he read him in
Latin: the only translation of Catullus before 1641, according to Palmer’s
List of English Editions and Translations of Greek and Latin Classics,
consists only of a single edition of the Phasellus ille, dated in 1579. We can
also infer, without fear of mistake, that Skelton read him from a manuscript
copy (since the first printed editions of Catullus, from the 1470s, 1480s and
1490s were mere anthologies of his poetry, thus insufficient to explain
Skelton’s knowledge). Nevertheless, it is impossible to specify the text or
conditions regarding Skelton’s reading of Catullus.
We can assert that Skelton knew Catullus at a rather early date: there
are no traces of him in his very first writings, but some of the lyrics from
around 1495 include motifs which indicate Catullus' presence. For instance,
the poem “With Lullay, lullay”, which deals with a theft by a prostitute,
seems to take the subject and some of its generic aspects from Catullus’
Carmen X. Insults which are analogous to those directed at a hack poet in
Agaynste a Comely Coystrowne appear in several satiric poems by Catullus
(such us Carmina XXII or CV). Therefore, it seems that Skelton was attracted
by Catullus’ abusive language at the beginning of his career. We are all
acquainted with Skelton’s fondness for the flyting genre (a continuous
sequence of insults, very successful in Scotland) and Catullus’ Liber is the
nearest thing in Latin poetry to medieval flyting. There will be examples of
abusive poetry taken from Catullus throughout Skelton’s work. To mention
just one, in Agenst Garnesche he attacks his rival for the stench of his breath:
Your brethe ys stronge and quike;
Ye ar and eldyr steke;
Ye wot what I thynke;
At bothe endes ye stynke.
(iii, 78-81)

In this case, Skelton is taking images from Carmina XCVII and XCVIII
against Aemilius:

the Puritan period: “Among English writers, the Puritans could point to several whose lives
would furnish grist for the mills of piety. Some of the tales about John Skelton, self-styled
British Catullus, are not calculated to endear him to douce respectable people” (McPeek 1939:36).
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Non (ita me di ament) quicquam referre putavi,
Utrumne os an culum olfacerem Aemilio.6
(XCVII, 1-2)

However, it is to some extent irrevelevant to pay attention to these
abuses if we are to grasp Catullus’ influx on Skelton: first, because they are
merely anecdotic in his poetry; second, since Skelton does not see Catullus
as a satiric poet, or at least, one of importance: in Agenst Garnesche, ll.
139-41, there is a list of “the famous poettes saturicall” and Catullus does
not appear in it (though Skelton acknowledges that he imitates Martial’s
satire, and that is almost equivalent to being influenced by Catullus, since
Martial followed Catullus' steps to a great extent). So, apparently, it is not
as a satirist that Skelton regarded Catullus.
If we move on to longer poems, we notice a first step in his Catullan
influence: this is represented by Skelton’s amplificatio of the subject of
Catullus’ complete poems (and not merely their topics or images), especially
when they are coarse, crude or, at least, immoderate. Though I am not
referring now to the above-mentioned linguistic abuses, Skelton still takes
Catullus as a source for ‘non-poetic’ elements, elements at the edge of literary
decorum. Of course, I apply the concept of amplificatio as a link between
both poets since Catullus’ carmina are usually shorter than twenty lines,
whereas Skelton’s compositions normally go beyond several hundreds. But
Skelton was a master in the use of amplificatio, as we can see in the poems
against Wolsey, where he departs from thematic centres comprised in few
lines and he expands them by repeating the same ideas once and again. The
ideological weight of Why Come Ye Nat to Courte? is enclosed in its first
one hundred lines but Skelton, through amplificatio, extends the poem to
1.300 lines. In the following poems, Catullus must be seen as the core,
which is spread and molded by Skelton at his will.
The example most of the critics mention is Phyllyp Sparowe. In
Phyllyp Sparowe, Skelton writes an elegy for his lover’s dead sparrow, the
same as Catullus did in his famous poem “Lugete, O Veneris Cupidinisque”,
number III in his Liber Catullianus. Skelton’s imitation reaches many
categories in the poem: Catullus’ bittersweet tone, a mixture of irony and
tenderness for the girl, is similar to that used by Skelton to describe Jane
Scrope. Both authors alternate in abrupt changes between the lack of rhetoric
6

“I didn’t —God help me!— think it made any difference / whether I sniffed at Emil’s mouth or
his arse” (Goold 1983:209).
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and a pretended affectation: Catullus bursts into “At vobis male sit, malae
tenebrae / Orci, quae omnia bella devoratis” (13-4),7 as impassioned as
Skelton’s overblown speech against cats (ll. 273-323). Both share the
willingness for flouting of the genre they use, the elegy, and conceive not
just a parody of it, but a mixture of black humour and sensuality, extremely
uncommon in their time. Even some of the secondary subjects are suggested
in a similar way: for instance, the erotic games between Jane and the sparrow
(what has been studied as “the phallic symbol” of the bird by Daileader,
1996) recall those of Lesbia with her pet: the ambiguity between innocence
and sexuality receives the same treatment from both poets. The English
writer is attracted by that coarse mixture of death, humor and love in Catullus’
carmen, and the first part of Phyllyp Sparowe is just an elaboration of the
elements present in “Lugete, O Veneris Cupidinisque”.8
Striking similarities may also be found in The Tunnyng of Elynour
Rummynge with several poems from the Liber Catullianus, especially
Carmen XXXVII. In these compositions, we find a description of a lowclass tavern and its mob of regulars: Catullus views the place and its visitors
as the cause of his breaking with Lesbia, his lover; Skelton, for his part,
7
“A curse upon you, accursed darkness / of Orcus, that consumes all pretty things” (Goold
1983:33).
8
The presence of the Catullan theme in Phyllyp Sparowe has been acknowledged, among others,
by Jusserand (1905:114), Berdan (1920:213-24), Lang (1929:151), Neilson and Thorndike
(1930:81), Pollet (1962:71), Harrington (1963:144) and Spearing (1985:237). As far as I know,
only one critic dissents: James McPeek denies the possibility of contact between both poems
and suggests that the image of the woman with the sparrow comes from Ovid’s “In morten
psittaci”, or his imitator Statius in “Psittaci dux volucrum”. However, the connection between
these two compositions and Skelton’s elegy seems to be very hazardous, especially if we consider
that their similarities are restricted to the central image of the bird. McPeek explains his search
for these new sources with the fact that “in 1382 lines we find not one mention of Catullus amid
a veritable host of authors, not one word in all abundance of Latin in the poem suggesting the
phrasing of the Carmina, and not one allusion bearing on Catullus in all the gallimautry of
classical allusions which the author was concoted” (McPeek 1939:58), but he is the only critic
who does not find clear parallels or allusions between both poets. In any case, Skelton does not
always reveal his models, as it happens in The Bowge of Courte and its obvious procedence from
the Latin Stultifera Navis (not mentioned or rephrased by the English poet). McPeek’s opposition
to Catullan influence is so unconvincing that he must admit that “yet one hesitates to say that
Skelton did not know the ‘Sparrow Songs’, for one has a feeling that Skelton knows much more
than he sets down, that he may be consciously avoiding definite imitation at times” (1939:44) or
that “even so, it is necessary to suspend judgement as to whether Skelton was vaguely recalling
Catullus or some imitation of his poems, or avoiding, with an amazing independence, a servile
imitation of the Catullan poems. Skelton is quite capable of the latter; one does not know where
to have him” (1939:60).
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seems to have had a dispute with the real Elynour Rumming, the owner of
the tavern. In both poems we are shocked by the creation of a unpleasant,
gloomy atmosphere, very different from that of merry taverns in the literature
of the Middle Ages. The characters we meet in Catullus’ XXXVII, XLIII,
LXXI are parallel to those we find in The Tunnyng of Elynour Rummynge:
a crude tableau of drunken men and women, who behave disgustingly (in
fact, some of the scatological images in Skelton can be traced back to
Catullus), etc. Moreover, the perspective from which we witness this picture
in both cases is similar: the vision is neither comical nor moral but it shows
a bitterness which is very uncommon in Skelton’s time. Too many parallels
suggest that Skelton found a source for his poem in Catullus’ realistic and
somber description.
From Catullus, Skelton takes not only these coarse elements, unusual
in his time and so appealing to him. He also takes the excuse and defence
against the censures he received for using them. In Speke Parott, facing the
attacks of those who called him obscene, Skelton shields himself with a
quotation from Martial: “Est michi lasciva pagina, vita proba”. (l. 264):
“My page is lascivious; my life upright”. In fact, this idea is directly derived
from Catullus, who wrote in his poem XVI: “Nam castum esse decet pium
poetam / Ipsum, versiculos nihil necesse est” (ll. 5-6).9 Therefore, Skelton,
maybe unconsciously, defined his responsability as a writer from Catullus.
We also find a significant parallel in their rejection to generic and
rhetoric conventions in virtually every poem. Catullus is well-known for
repudiating the traditional patterns from the Greek genres he dealt with: we
have seen ludicrous funerary poems or innovating descriptions, but we can
also remember his epithalamia or his consolatios. Skelton repeatedly
manipulates the reader’s expectations as he fragments medieval rhetoric, as
has been claimed by Stanley Fish (1965:82-88). I do not mean to imply that
Skelton got this practice from Catullus; many writers had done the same,
even better, and Skelton’s temperament needed no excuse for it. Nevertheless,
I would like to suggest that Skelton must have been aware of this device in
Catullus: he certainly realised that they both felt the same disdain for
rhetorical tradition, and this may be very helpful to explain his ultimate
identification with the Latin poet.
In the next group of poems, the satires against Cardinal Wolsey,
Skelton reaches a new level in his relationship with Catullus. Now, he does
9

“For the dedicated poet has to be decent / though there’s no need for his verses to be so”
(Goold 1983:53).
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not take rough, improper elements as he did before, above all because the
register of these poems couldn’t be so low: his criticisms against Wolsey
were fierce, but Skelton is aware of the person he was addressing to, a
Cardinal and Lord Chancellor, probably the most powerful person in England
after the King. Therefore, the style of these poems could not resemble that
of previous flytings (against Dundas or Garnesche) and Catullus’ obscene
language could not be of help.
On the contrary, in this second step, we detect the connection between
both poets in their reflections on the act of writing and the value of literature.
Skelton’s compositions are mainly satires on the situation of his country
and the corruption of its rulers, but behind the main subject there is a number
of secondary ideas that evince Skelton’s worries and obsessions, one of the
most recurrent of which is his role as a poet. In casual verses Skelton reveals
his thoughts and feelings about poetry and, in these moments, he recovers
Catullus because their ideas are interchangeable most of the times.
It has been pointed out by several critics (Spearing 1985:234;
Loewenstein 1984:620) that Skelton is extremely concerned with the
question of literary fame, that he needs to ensure success after his death.
This is a modern feature of this author, since it shows a concept of poetic
fame unwonted in the Middle Ages, something he may have received from
the Classical age. Catullus shared the same worry and, at times, it is possible
to find very close formulations of this idea. For example, both poets threaten
their rivals with the spectre of harmful notoriety: in Catullus’ carmen
LXXVIII and in Ware the Hauke, the target of their criticisms is warned
that the seriousness of the attack lies not in what it says but in the fact that
it will be recorded forever in their verses:
Verum id non impune feres: nam te omnia saecla
noscet et, qui sis, fama loquetur anus.10
(Catullus LXXVIIIb, 3-4)
How I, Skelton laureat,
Devysed and also wrate
Uppon a lewde curate [...]
He shall be as now nameles,
But he shall not be blameles,
Nor he shall not be shameles.
(Skelton Ware the Hauke, 33-40)
10

“But you won’t get away with it: for all generations shall / know you, and Fame in her old age
will tell you what you are” (Goold 1983:197).
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When these poets scold someone, they are aware of the power of their words:
their offense will outlast them, and the destruction of one’s future reputation
is the greatest pain they can afflict. Accordingly, both poets use fame as an
intimidatory device.
In this respect, we find another illustration of the topic of fame in
their address to the Muses, when they implore for the survival of their works:
both poets incarnate their books, represent them in bodily form, thus stressing
the symbiotic relation between poet and poem: Catullus implores that “ut
ergo / plus uno maneat perenne saeclo” (9-10)11 in the opening poem of his
Liber; Skelton, through the narrator of Speke Parott, prays that “when Parrot
is ded, he dothe not putrefy” (213). In both cases there is a feeling of anxiety
and fear, as if oblivion of the work would mean the death of the body. More
examples can be shown of this attitude: both poets offer the image of the
writer sending his works into the future, pushing them forward: “Go, little
quaire” is repeated in Speke Parott and The Garlande of Laurell, the same
metaphore Catullus used in his first poem. It is peculiar as well that these
authors include their own names in their poems more repeatedly than any
other writer of their times: Catullus seldom uses the first person in his
carmina, he prefers to repeat his name, and the same feature appears in
Skelton, whose most recurrent verse is “Skelton, poet laureate”. Continuous
self-naming is an exclusive mark of these two authors, that links them in
their obsession for a place in the Palace of Fame.
Another characteristic shared by both poets is their conscious and
intentional choice of the “speke playne”, as Skelton calls it (Collyn Clout, l.
26). These writers meditate on the poetic diction of their periods and realise
that they cannot agree with what they see as a lofty, rhetoric language used
by their contemporaries. That is why they look for their literary identity in
a different way of expression, consciously anti-rhetoric, a more natural and
spontaneous style.12 In some poems this aspect is taken to the extreme, with
a remarkably vulgar language, and one can even perceive a hidden pride for
it (no wonder Pope coined the epithet “beastly Skelton” after reading some
parts of The Tunnyng of Elynour Rummynge or Agenst Garnesche). Probably
the reasons for choosing this kind of expression were different in each case:
according to poem XCVb, Catullus believed that this language conveyed
better his feelings and that it distinguished him from those contemptible
groups which used rhetoric in excess (orators, hack poets...): “Parva mei
11
12

“it may / live on through the years for many an age to come” (Goold 1983:31).
On the peculiarity of Skelton’s poetic diction, see Fanego (1985).
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mihi sint cordi monumenta sodalis / at populus tumido gaudeat Antimacho”
(1-2).13 Skelton prefers the informal style because it suits better his search
of a language comprehensible for his readers (one of his main obsessions,
expressed in the initial verses of Collyn Clout). Besides, as we read in Speke
Parott, he also tries to avoid the falseness of courtly poets whose ideas are
always hidden behind “metaphora and alegoria” (l. 202), that is, under the
veil of rhetoric.14 In any case, whatever the reason, both poets are the most
prominent examples of the “plain style” of their periods: the language
employed in Catullus’ satiric poems or in several compositions by Skelton
escapes from our idea of grandeur and the sublime in poetry.
We finally get to The Garlande of Laurell, Skelton’s last poem of
significance, where all the elements of connection we have mentioned fully
develop and some new ones appear. Here we reach a third step in their
relationship, a phase that concludes with the identification of Skelton as
“Britannum Catullus”. The Garlande of Laurell is Skelton’s evaluation of
his own artistic career, an attempt to find his own place in the literary world
around him. In this allegorical crusade to get into the Palace of the Queen
of Fame (a preoccupation Catullus shared as well), Skelton draws a selfportrait that agrees in many aspects respects with what we know about the
Latin poet.
One needs not to remember those elements we have already
mentioned, although we should not forget that they are also present in The
Garlande of Laurell: mixture of genres and styles (it is clear in the eleven
little poems dedicated to the women that sewed the garland, ll. 836-1085);
the topic of fame and the survival of the work of art (in this case, with the
symbol of the book “embellished and ornamented” to the extreme referring
to his entire works, similarly to Catullus’ first poem), etc. The Garlande of
Laurell is a fitting conclusion to Skelton’s poetry in which the features of
previous compositions, including those which connected him with the
Catullan carmina, are also present here.
A new element introduced in this poem is Skelton’s recognition of
the hardness of reaching poetic glory, that is, how ardous it is to become a
good poet. At the gates of the Palace of Fame, Dame Pallas explains the
conditions necessary to attain success in poetry, a long list indeed. This
speech provokes a reflection in Skelton, who realises the seriousness of
13

“Dear to my heart be the slender monument of my friend; but let the vulgar rejoice in their
bloated Antimachus” (Goold 1983:207).
14
This idea also appears in the Liber Catullianus with Carmina XXXVI or XLIV.
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becoming a poet, a real poet, according to his pattern. “Sunt pauci rarique
poetae”, (‘Poets are few and rare’) Skelton writes in A Replycation (Dixi
5). Catullus had asserted the same in several poems: “milia cum interea
quingenta Hatriensis in uno / versiculorum anno putidus evomuit” (Carmen
XCV, ll. 3-4),15 is not enough to become a poet. The poet is a gifted being;
whether chosen by the Muses, if we believe Catullus, or by divine inspiration,
according to Skelton, but in both cases the volition, and also the
responsability, of a Higher Power is a constituent of the utmost importance.
This idea is not particular to these two poets, it is easy to remember
more examples of writers with the same view. What is unique to them is the
consequence which is drawn from it: Skelton, as Catullus did, sets out from
the idea of the scarcity of good writers to recognise himself as almost the
only true poet in his literary context. However crude it may sound, both
seem to judge their contemporaries as deplorable false poets, far from the
conditions posed by Dame Pallas. It is curious to compare the amount of
offenses to hack poets in Catullus’ work with the scarcity of praises to worthy
poets; but even more impressive is to realise that there is not a single praise
to any living author in Skelton’s work. We can be sure that any time a living
poet appears in a compositon by Skelton, he will be criticized or, worse,
deprived of his name as a poet. Both Catullus and Skelton admit the greatness
of writers in the past, but in their own times, they have the impression of
being islands in a sea of clumsiness. Furthermore, this panorama of
incompetency is not only annoying but also threatening. In their poems we
feel the uneasiness of persecution, of oppression, as if all those bad poets
were chasing them, as if they were being the target of all their pamphlets.
One of the most repeated loci in Catullus is his defense against other writers:
Carmina XIV, XXXVI, XLIV, etc. are rebukes to rival poets. In Skelton,
practically every poem, especially in the last period, contains words of
reproach to literary enemies: Agenst Garnesche, Speke Parott, Why Come
Ye Nat to Courte, the addenda in Phyllyp Sparowe, and of course, The
Garlande of Laurell. Both poets dramatize their contemporaries' envy,
conveying the discomfort of belonging to a literary context that rejects them
when —or because— they go beyond it.
By now, we better understand why Skelton identifies himself with
Catullus at the end of The Garlande of Laurell: they share so many
characteristics that it would be hard to avoid a feeling of empathy. However,

15

“the Hatrian half a million verses in a single / year has been belching forth” (Goold 1983:207).
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up till now, we have studied what Skelton had read from Catullus, not what
he knew about him. Julia Gaisser (1993:25-28) informs us that most of the
manuscripts or editions of the Liber Catullianus dispersed at the end of the
Middle Ages contained a biographical sketch of Catullus. Writers like Jerome
(and we know that Skelton is familiar with Jerome since he is quoted several
times in A Replycacion), Sicco Polenton and others had created a specific
profile of the Latin poet spread throughout Europe. Even the editio princeps
of the Liber Catullianus opened with a brief description of the Latin poet
by Polenton with the essential features which would reach posterity: his
literary genius, his political dissent and his versatility:
Valerius Catullus the lyric writer was born at Verona in the 163rd Olympiad, a
year before Sallustius Crispus, in the terrible times of Marius and Sulla, on the
day Plotinus first began to teach Latin rhetoric in Rome. He loved a girl of the
first rank, Clodia, whom he called Lesbia in his poetry. He was very playful,
and in his time he had few equals, and no superior in versifying. In jests he was
especially charming, but in sober matters very serious. He wrote erotic poems
and an epithalamium to Manlius. He died in the thirtieth year of his life and was
buried with public mourning. (Gaisser 1993:26; her translation)

It is impossible to determine how much information about Catullus Skelton
had, but certainly the more he knew, the more he must have felt the
connection between them. Was he aware that Catullus had to choose between
a foreign ‘literary’ language, Greek, and his own language, Latin, and that
he opted for the latter? Skelton faced the same dilemma, Latin or English,
and he chose the analogous option. Did he know that Catullus had problems
with a rising nobility in Rome due to his support to old patricians? Skelton’s
controversy with Wolsey derived from the same social conflict.16 Parallels
like these would be enough to justify the fact that Skelton called himself
“Britannum Catullum”.
However there is still another detail that would call his attention for
sure: in the Renaissance, Catullus was well-known as the first of the Poetae
Novi, the New Poets. Cicero had labelled Catullus and his group as Poetae
Novi or Neoteri, with a negative connotation, because they disregarded the
literary tradition from Greece and began a revolution in Latin poetry. This
reputation, once deprived of its negative meaning, reached the Renaissance
16

Wolsey’s rapid promotion in contrast with his humble origins (he was the son of a butcher)
clearly irritated Skelton. Puns on this swift ennoblement are a constant in Speke Parott, Collyn
Clout or Why Come Ye Nat to Courte.
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and created a special, mythic image of Catullus. He was seen as a pioneer,
“l’Innovatore” in Italian Renaissance, the writer who broke the chains of
poetry (Gaisser 1993:197-8). In the Continent, when an author wanted to
contravene literary tradition, he would imitate Catullus: Leonardo Bruni,
Giovanni Pontano, etc. From my point of view, this is the main reason Skelton
had to proclaim himself as the English Catullus: he was looking for the
same reputation as a Poeta Novus, he wanted to be seen as another pioneer
in his time.17 Fish (1965:24) asserts how Skelton notices that he lives in a
new period requiring a new model of poetry. Skelton feels that his work is
different from everything written before, even different from his
contemporaries. When he meets the English poets, Chaucer, Gower and
Lydgate, in The Garlande of Laurell (ll. 386-441), we get the impression
that he regards them as classical poets, that he feels he is living in a different
age.18 Skelton sees into the fact that the Middle Ages, and the poetic forms
used until then, are over, so he tries to innovate with his verses and to be
acknowledged for that. By calling himself the “British Catullus” he demands
the label of New Poet, he wants to be, for the English letters, what Catullus
meant in his time.19
A final point worth noting is the word “pium” in “pium vestrum
Catullum Britannum”. Editors of Skelton’s poetry have translated this word
as ‘worthy’, but I think it would be more accurate to use ‘pious, devout’
(with a religious meaning) and the reason can be found in Skelton’s last
work, A Replycacion. In this poem we notice the second and last mention of
Catullus by Skelton where the former is compared to the biblical poet and
prophet King David:

17

“[Skelton] was referring to the fame that Catullus enjoyed as an uninhibited lyric poet even
among people who presumably knew nothing of his poems” (McPeek 1939:95).
18
It is very significative the appearance of the English poets at the end of a list of classical
authors, without any distinction between them. Their archaic costumes and manners are relevant,
too. It is especially striking in the case of Lydgate, almost contemporary to Skelton.
19
It does not contradict David Loewestein’s idea (1984:614) that “the list [of English poets] is
both a modest and arrogant act: it establishes Skelton’s debt to his forbears and implies [what]
these great poets have taught him [...] The list, then, is one way Skelton places himself firmly
within a literary tradition”. However, Skelton’s intention goes beyond and tries to present himself
as a new stage in that literary tradition, a breakthrough in the English letters. The best proof is a
comparison between this passage and similar appearances of the triad of poets in contemporary
works, such as Douglas’ Palice of Honour or Hawes’ Pastime of Pleasure; these writers accept
their inferiority with submissiveness and admit their dependence on them. Skelton recognizes
their legacy but he will obtain the “garlande of laurell” his predecessors want (l. 397).
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Kyng David the prophete, of prophetes principall,
Of poetes chefe poete, saint Jerome dothe wright [...]
Flaccus nor Catullus with hym may nat compare,
Nor solempne Serenus, for all his armony
In metricall muses, his harpyng we may spare;
For David, our poete, harped so meloudiously
Of our savyour Christ in his decacorde psautry,
That at his resurrection he harped out of hell
Olde patriarkes and prophetes in heven with him to dwell.
(329-342)

Catullus, as well as other lyrical poets, is inferior to King David because he
has not received the divine gift to “harpe and syng / with his harpe of
prophecy” (344-5) in other words, because he is a pagan poet. In Skelton’s
view, Catullus cannot be a complete poet since he has a basic flaw: he is not
Christian, he cannot join prophecy and poetry, which is essential in Skelton’s
concept of art.20 For that reason, when Skelton proclaims himself as the
“British Catullus”, he must add the adjective “pium”, ‘religious, Christian’,
in order to complete the idea he wants to express. Once added the concepts
of Christianity and Englishness, Catullus seems to be the perfect model to
imitate, according to Skelton.21
John Skelton was not only the poet who introduced Catullus in the
English Renaissance, but probably, the one with the deepest understanding
of him in the first half of the sixteenth century. To a certain extent, their
lives, their ideas and their poetry were parallel and no one could have a
better comprehension of Catullus than his. Catullus could be an important
influence on Skelton’s poetry, but it might be of a greater value to consider
him a model for the English poet in his literary condition. Through Catullus,
Skelton developped some of the features that made him a new poet; maybe
not a Renaissance poet, but certainly not a medieval one, either.

20

For a wider explanation of this concept see Fish (1965:13-16).
McPeek’s interpretation of “pium” as “chaste” (1939:97) is unsustainable if we confront it
with the previous fragment from A Replycacion; Catullus could have been considered ‘unchaste’
in the English Renaissance (though it was never explicitly stated) but this demerit would never
be attributed to the bucolic poet Aulus Septimius Serenus, nor to the oustanding Horace (Quintus
Horatius “Flaccus”). Besides, the context clearly evinces the religious meaning (not sexual) of
these verses.
21
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“This dream is all amiss interpreted”: Julius Caesar,
Shakespeare’s Alchemical Tragedy
Jesús CORA ALONSO
Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)

ABSTRACT
In this paper I show how Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar (1599-1600) depends
on the notion of alchemy as a psychological process. Whereas for Carl G.
Jung (1875-1961) this process of transformation involved ‘individuation’,
Shakespeare’s references to alchemical transformation signify psychological
and political manipulation. Thus, the play’s images of fire and melting metals
denote a change in the characters’ moods and attitudes, especially the one
operated by Cassius on Brutus’s mettle (an obvious pun on “metal”) to
persuade him to join the conspiracy against Caesar. In the light of alchemical
symbolism, Decius’s interpretation of Calphurnia’s dream in 2.2.76-90 is
the clearest scene of psychological manipulation, but it also, however
cryptically, identifies Caesar’s death with the achievement of the
Philosophers’ stone and, therefore, it shows that the conspirators’ alchemy
of minds aims at the political transmutation of Rome into an ideal
Commonwealth of the type that millenarian and enthusiast preachers
envisaged in Early Modern England. Following Jung’s practice of using
eclectic materials to interpret alchemical symbols, but abstaining from
applying his psychoanalytical interpretation, I discuss the play’s imagery in
the light of alchemical symbolism as well as period religious and alchemical
iconography, and I turn to the historical work of Frances A. Yates and
Christopher Hill to read the play against the background of Renaissance
utopian, idealistic Christian movements, particularly the Puritan Sidney-Essex
circle, and the esoteric discourse in which they expressed their radical
ideology. Finally, as a result of my imagery analysis, I also offer a final
remark in order to add to the debate on whether there is contention or
subversion in the play.

In recent years, the proliferation of new historicist, postmodernist,
deconstructionist, postcolonial, and gender-centred readings, particularly
in Shakespeare and Renaissance Studies, has resulted in the neglect and
SEDERI 1417
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even total rejection of more traditional approaches that are period-specific
and focus on the study of the function of metaphor and image as a revealing,
cohesive aesthetic and thematic device in Shakespeare’s texts. This attitude
towards such type of studies might perhaps induce scholars and students of
Shakespeare’s plays to think that a formalist, historicist —antiquarian or
archaeological— approach to Shakespeare’s play is exhausted by now.
Nothing further from the truth. Indeed, this approach can also elicit questions
and topics favoured by both new historicism and cultural materialism such
as how radical and subversive a Shakespeare play is. Thus, Julius Caesar
offers an example of how the study of Shakespeare’s metaphor and imagery
still requires ground-breaking research in order to both clarify the meaning
of the play in the context of Shakespeare’s own time by elucidating obscure
passages that have been interpreted rather lightly by editors and critics alike,
and add further elements that foster different, competing interpretations of
the text, with particular attention to the issue of political subversion in
Elizabethan and Jacobean drama that characterises the ongoing debate
between the new historicist stress on contention of subversion and cultural
materialist foregrounding of subversion despite the limits set to it in these
plays.
References to alchemy and the use of alchemical metaphors and
symbols are frequent and prominent in Julius Caesar, however, scholars
and critics have hardly paid any attention to this essential aspect of the play.
Caroline Spurgeon (1934:1970) and Wolfgang Clemen (1977) neglect this
play in their respective studies of Shakespearean imagery and they almost
fail to discuss it. Indeed, they do not mention alchemy in connection with
the play. Indeed, Clemen (1977:90, 99-100) only mentions Julius Caesar in
passing.
The scholars responsible for the most commonly available editions
of the play hardly make any reference to alchemy in the play. Most do it just
perfunctorily or in the footnotes to some passages of the play. Certainly,
they do not offer a detailed commentary or interpretation on this matter.
Only two offer brief but significant orientation on the subject.
T. S. Dorsch, in the 1955 Arden Shakespeare second series edition,
disagrees with Spurgeon and stresses the importance of the imagery of civil
war, metals, blood and the theatre. Dorsch focuses on images related to
metals that are used to define the minds and morals of the characters
according to the oppositions “between the sharpness and bluntness of metal
objects, between liveliness and dullness, between preciousness and baseness”
(Dorsch 1973:lxvii) and suggests that perhaps Shakespeare used this kind
18
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of metaphors because of the meaning of Brutus’s name (which can be
translated as “blunt”, or even “thick”, or “rude”). Dorsch mentions the pun
on the homophones “mettle” (“disposition”) and “metal” in Cassius’s
conversation with Brutus to persuade him to join the conspiracy against
Caesar, but he does not establish its relationship with alchemy. Consequently,
Dorsch subordinates the references to alchemy in the play to the imagery of
metals, instead of identifying the correct reverse relationship in which all
the references to metals are a background to the more important, symbolical
element of alchemy.
Norman Sanders, in the 1967 New Penguin Shakespeare, repeatedly
affirms that the play is characterised by “very unmetaphorical clarity”
(Sanders 1996:10), an “uncharacteristic lack of metaphorical richness”
(Sanders 1996:11) and a “largely unmetaphorical and unlyrical style”
(Sanders 1996:39) only to contradict himself by listing the different clusters
of images, namely the multiple associations of blood, the metallic images
of hacking and cutting, the metaphors of value, the imagery of stag-hunting
and bleeding carcasses, and the expression of friendship and love with images
of fire and affection. This contradiction is all the more evident and blatant
when at the end of his discussion of the poetry of the play he observes:
These and other image patterns the play contains such as those connected with
storm and disorder, acting and the stage, the physical aspects of the city, the
human body, sleep, and the spiritual world, are linked at every point with one
another and with the more obvious issues, and greatly enrich the imaginative
vision of the whole. (Sanders 1996:40)

Apart from the contradiction, Sanders does not mention alchemy as an
element of the play’s imagery, but in his commentary endnotes he does
indeed include elucidations of the text bearing in mind alchemical notions
(Sanders 1996:186 n II. 2. 89).
Marvin Spevack, in the 1988 New Cambridge Shakespeare edition,
points to the little attention the imagery of the play has received as “it is
generally agreed that it contains relatively few images or image patterns or
clusters” (Spevack 1999:3). However, quite significantly and perceptively,
he indicates that the theme of the change of the characters, as opposed to
their desire for constancy and stability, is conveyed in part by means of
alchemical images (Spevack 1999:25) which coexist with the cluster of
verbs indicating violence, images of strife and storm, and the semantic fields
of fire and blood (Spevack 1999:26-27).
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Equally keen, are David Daniell’s 1998 commentaries in the Arden
Shakespeare third series edition. Daniell summarises some of the studies
on imagery of the play (G. Wilson Knight 1931, R. A. Foakes 1954, and
Maurice Charney 1961) that focus on blood, storm and fire (Daniell 2000:4445), but later in his analysis of Brutus’s character, he relates his evolution
along the play with the images of alchemy and explains that “[i]t is possible
that the vocabulary of alchemy points to a subversive movement in Brutus”
(Daniell 2000:52). Daniell adequately identifies and discusses the clearest
alchemical references in the play and points out that Cassius begins using
this type of vocabulary in order to express the sinister idea that Brutus’s
nobility can be changed into acceptance of joining the conspiracy against
Caesar, and that Casca compares the positive effect that having Brutus as
an ally will have on public opinion with the beneficial effects of alchemy
(1.3.157-160). Moreover, Daniell notes that Brutus himself adopts this
alchemical vocabulary when he joins the conspiracy and that his purpose is
to transform Rome into gold by killing Caesar. He also sees that possibility
of interpreting the vocabulary in the last lines in Brutus’s long speech against
taking oaths to kill Caesar in an alchemical key expressing Brutus’s desire
to employ “the highest Roman qualities, to act together to make new gold”
(Daniell 2000:53). Daniell also comments on the idea of the sacrifice of
Caesar expressed with the imagery of hunting, butchery and even the culinary
(Daniell 2000:54) and the religious symbolism that also offers parallelisms
with the passion of Christ (Daniell 2000:99), but just like those before him,
he does not relate these religious and violent images with the alchemical
ones.
If the most commonly available editions of the play are generally
disappointing as to the discussion of alchemy in the play, the specialised
bibliography on this issue is all the more so. In his specialized article on the
metaphor of alchemy in the play, William B. Toole (1972) summarises the
ideas of the main alchemical English authors (George Ripley, Thomas Norton
and R. Bostocke) and surmises that Shakespeare might have read their
production. Toole does interpret Shakespeare’s metaphors in the light of
alchemy and identifies the whole conspiracy against Caesar as an alchemical
process. He comments on the key relevance of the recurrent mettle/metal
pun in the play that develops the theme of change and its association with
Brutus, and also points out that the references to health and sickness are a
means to signify Brutus’s involvement in the corrupt conspiracy orchestrated
by Cassius as well as his psychological evolution from wary reluctance to
enthusiastic embrace of the cause against Caesar. Valuable as Toole’s article
20
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is for understanding the alchemical key in the play, it fails to identify and
interpret appropriately the most cryptic alchemical symbolism in the play
or use iconography to underline the analogy between Shakespeare’s images
and alchemical symbolic illustrations.
Surprisingly enough, Stanton J. Linden’s specialised monograph
(1996), because of its panoramic scope, tiptoes on alchemy imagery in
Shakespeare and just quotes a few lines from King John (3.1.75-82), Julius
Caesar (1.3.157-160), an image from Antony and Cleopatra (1.5.36-37)
(Linden 1996:100-101), and briefly discusses Sonnet 33, Sonnet 114 and
Sonnet 119 (Linden 1996:92-93). After the briefest of comments on the
plays, Linden concludes, most disappointingly that:
[i]n each of these examples from the drama, alchemical allusions are short and
easily separated from the larger work; […] they perform no vital role in
motivating the action of a play, in promoting characterization, or in establishing
a significant pattern of imagery. (Linden 101)

Judging by the information I have summarised so far, it is evident then, that
the study of the imagery in Julius Caesar remains limited, patchy and
somewhat confused, Toole’s article excepted, especially as to the function
of alchemical images and symbols. However, it is possible to establish that
the apparently different strains of imagery within the play are in fact related
and that alchemy is actually the unifying symbolic language to which all
the other metaphors are subordinated by virtue of the Proteic quality of
alchemical symbolism found in 16th and 17th-century treatises.
Toole’s and Daniell’s acute observations about the relationship
between alchemy and Brutus’s psychology and saviour-like political aims
indeed suggest that Shakespeare was conversant in the discursive and visual
symbolic codes of alchemy. Curiously enough, this relationship shows some
analogy with and lends cogency to Carl Gustav Jung’s interpretation of
alchemy and its symbols as a code for the representation of a process of
spiritual transformation and perfection. If Shakespeare uses alchemy’s
symbols to encode Cassius’s persuasion strategies and Brutus’s assuming
the idealistic sacrifice of Caesar, Jung decodes alchemical emblems and
illustrations and analogous images in dreams as part of the process of
‘individuation’, the ultimate communion of an individual with his or her
Self (i.e., the subconscious centre of the psyche). Clearly, the directions
that Shakespeare and Jung take for relating alchemy and the mind are
opposed and their types of psychic transformation are different, but they
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share the large common ground of alchemy’s symbols and metaphors. That
is why Jung’s books on alchemy (1992; 1993; 2002, especially the first
two) are a very good, easily available primary introduction to the complex
symbolism of alchemy and a good guide for checking which symbols match
the imagery Shakespeare employs in the play in order to ascertain the play’s
coherent meaning fully. Thus, following Jung’s example as to the handling
of iconographical materials, but leaving aside his theory of psychoanalysis,
I use religious and alchemical illustrations to interpret Shakespeare’s images
very much following what would be best termed as ‘reversed iconology’,
for if Erwin Panofsky (1994) and other scholars belonging to the golden
age of the Warburg Institute employ texts and philological analysis to study
images, I resort to images and diverse iconographical representations to
elucidate the true intrinsic meaning and import of Shakespeare’s metaphors
and images, not one that is projected or forced upon the text from any
particular perspective, political agenda or sociological arm-wrenching.1
I totally concur with Toole in that the first scene of the play sets up
the tenor for the imagery of the play and points to the issue of persuasion
and manipulation considered as an alchemical process. Two tribunes, Flavius
and Murellus (1623 Folio) / Marullus (Theobald 1733), confront the
Commoners and mechanics who celebrate Caesar’s victory over Pompey’s
forces and his return to Rome and they recriminate their swift change of
heart from supporting Pompey in a not very distant past. When interrogated
about his trade by Murellus, a Cobbler humorously identifies himself as a
“mender of bad soles” (1.1.14)2. The primary meaning involving his
profession is complemented by the connotations of the homophone “souls”,
thus pointing to his ability as a political speaker who is able to rally the
support of the other workers for Caesar’s cause. However, the Cobbler’s
defiance and sarcasm against the tribunes does not last for long and is
overpowered by the tribunes’ highly rhetorical arguments against their
fickleness. This prompts Flavius to observe how easily they are controlled:
“See where their basest mettle be not moved. They vanish tongue-tied in
their guiltiness” (1.1.62-63). This is the first instance of the pun on “mettle”
and “metal” that most editors and critics identify as recurrent in the play.

1

See the first chapter in Panofsky (1994:13-44) for his account of the philological method applied
in iconology.
2
I use Daniell’s edition for all the references to and quotations from Julius Caesar in this paper.
However, I maintain traditional forms of names such as Casca, instead of the form “Caska”
employed by Daniell.
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This play on words introduces the relation between disposition, character
and spirit on the one hand and metals on the other and therefore offers the
connection between the alchemy of metals, i.e., their transformation into
gold, and the changes and transformations as well as downright
manipulations operated in some characters’ minds.
This pun is repeated in the course of 2.2. in which Cassius fathoms
Brutus’s opinions about Caesar and offers to be his mirror so that he discovers
and acknowledges his opposition to Caesar’s becoming king. Brutus uses
the word “mettle” to comment on Casca’s character: “What a blunt fellow
is this grown to be! / He was quick mettle when he went to school” (1.2.294295). Cassius corrects his wrong impressions about Casca and when Brutus
leaves, Cassius, apparently prompted by Brutus’s error in judgement, takes
on the word “mettle” and remains pondering about Brutus’s personality in
a monologue in which he contemplates the possibility that Brutus may be
won over (i.e., “seduced”) by Caesar and the chances he has to do the same:
“Well, Brutus, thou art noble: yet I see / Thy honourable mettle may be
wrought / From that it is disposed. […]” (1.2.307-309). Here the alchemy
of minds is further developed and worked into a paradox for the implication
is that the effect of alchemy is inverted as the gold of Brutus’s nobility can
be changed into something else, necessarily baser. To my mind, Shakespeare
conveys the double meaning that Cassius sees the danger that Caesar may
corrupt Brutus and he also perceives that he has an opportunity to transform
Brutus in a fellow conspirator against Caesar. In fact, his train of thought in
the following lines, in which he plans to have inflammatory messages thrown
with stones to his windows, shows that he develops the second meaning
and considers how best to achieve it.
In the following scene, the other conspirators also see the need for
Brutus to join their faction and Casca makes the comparison between the
positive effect that Brutus’s would cause on the people’s reaction to Caesar’s
assassination:
O he sits high in all the people’s hearts:
And that which would appear offence in us
His countenance, like richest alchemy,
Will change to virtue and to worthiness.
(1. 3. 157-160)

This time alchemy implies a double change, on the one hand the people of
Rome will be subject to the alchemy of psychological transformation,
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enacted by Brutus’s participation in the conspiracy, on the other hand, as a
result of this change in the people’s minds, the very act of the murder of
Caesar will be transmuted from a crime into a virtuous action. Thus, Casca’s
observation signals the moment in which Brutus changes from a passive
position in which he is subject to alchemical operation, that is, Cassius’s
persuasion, to an active one in which he is the potential agent in the change
of others, namely the people of Rome. In the following scene, not only does
Brutus decide that Caesar must die, but also, as David Daniell points out,
his diction changes in two significant ways. In contradistinction to the more
classical vocabulary that he uses in the first act, he starts to use more modern
words, the sort of vocabulary that Cassius uses. Also, he uses alchemical
vocabulary and images in consonance with his new role and purpose of
transforming Rome into gold by sacrificing Caesar. In this respect, I think it
is worth reading Brutus’s words in the light of alchemical iconography for
then we will discover that many of the images and vocabulary that he employs
are apparently unrelated to alchemy, but in fact are part and parcel of its
cryptic symbolism.
Thus, when in the first monologue in act 2 (2.1.14-34), Brutus reflects
about what Caesar may do when he reaches supreme power as king, his
vocabulary has alchemical echoes even when he sounds more aphoristic.
He ponders on how the crown “might change his nature”, how he may scorn
“the base degrees” he left behind in his ascension to power. The allegory of
the ladder is an old biblical and philosophical image, but it is also related to
alchemy as the whole gradual process of the production of the Philosophers’
Stone was symbolised with a ladder or scala lapidis hermetis [ladder of the
hermetic stone] (FIGURE 1). Expressions such as “bear no colour for the
thing he is”, “that what he is, augmented / Would run to these and these
extremities” suggest the different colours and stages in the alchemical process
that sometimes could be deceiving and mislead the adept into cutting it too
short or prolonging it too much with, sometimes, fatal consequences. At the
end of the monologue, Brutus gets to the conclusion that he must kill Caesar,
and although the image he uses seems to be a commonplace built on the
association of the snake with evil, it also seems to derive from alchemical
lore for, as Jung explains in Psychology and Alchemy (1993:217, 238, 430),
eggs were symbols of the Philosophers’ Stone. Thus, the mercurius vivus, a
synonym among many of the Philosophers’ Stone was sometimes symbolised
with a serpent’s egg, for instance, the ouroboros enclosed within an egg
(FIGURE 2), or an egg on which some kind of violence must be exerted
(FIGURE 3).
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Similarly, what is said in the rest of the scene seems to be inspired by
alchemical imagery and is best understood bearing in mind iconographical
materials. Later in the same scene, the conspirators visit Brutus to persuade
him to join the plot. The very time of the day is highly symbolical, not only
because it makes coincide the break of a new day with the preparation for a
new political order, but because Casca points to the Capitol with his sword
indicating that the Sun arises there. This also points to an identification of
Caesar as a Solar figure. It is highly significant, as Daniell (2000:53) points
out, that Brutus’s vocabulary becomes studded with alchemical terms or
words related to alchemy in the speech in which he demands mutual trust
among the conspirators without resorting to an oath (2.1.113-139). He uses
the following words: “fire”, “kindle”, “steel”, “melting spirits of women”,
“stain”, again “mettle of our spirits”, and “particle”. His vocabulary shifts a
few lines later towards the semantic field of violence exerted on the human
body when he reflects that killing Caesar will be considered butchery, but
that they must present it as a sacrifice for they aim at killing Caesar’s spirit,
that is, his ambition, not his body, and so must the people understand their
actions prompted not by envy but by necessity (2.1.161-182). This
vocabulary may seem totally unrelated to alchemy, but when read in
conjunction with an illuminated folio from the alchemical treatise Splendor
solis (FIGURE 4), the coherence between the identification of Caesar with
a solar figure, the alchemical vocabulary and the dismemberment of Caesar’s
body becomes quite clear. In this illustration, there is a human figure that
has been beheaded and whose limbs have been hacked by the standing figure
wielding the execution sword. The head is golden so the mutilated figure
represents the Sun, i.e., gold, most likely the quantity of gold that, according
to some authors, was necessary to melt together with other metals and
substances at a given stage in the alchemical opus in order to achieve the
transformation (multiplication) of the whole mixture into the Philosophers’
Stone. Also, in the background of the illumination the sun rises over the
horizon and the buildings of a city that seems to be Venice and the clouds
are tinged with a rosy hue in a clear indication of dawn, very much as in
Casca’s words in this scene, even if instead of Venice the setting is Rome.
This type of symbolism proves that the language of alchemy and that of
mutilation and sacrifice in the play are in fact the same and form a coherent
whole.3
3

Linden (1984:105-106) points to other sources of metaphors in which the persecution and
torture of metals and Christ’s crucifixion are used as symbols of the alchemical process and how,
in turn, these symbols are used as the sources of conceits in Jonson’s The Alchemist and Donne’s
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Calphurnia’s ominous dream in 2.2., that Caesar summarises, is also based
on alchemical symbols, for the religious symbolism that some critics and
editors find in it is in fact part of the alchemical imagistic code and therefore
employed to convey an alchemical meaning just like the images I discussed
previously. Caesar explains that:
She dreamt tonight she saw my statue,
Which, like a fountain with an hundred spouts,
Did run pure blood; and many lusty Romans
Came smiling and did bathe their hands in it.
(2.2.75-79)

This dream clearly anticipates later developments in the play, for Caesar
dies at the feet of Pompey’s statue bespattered with his blood and the
conspirators bathe their hands and stain their swords in that same blood.
Very skilfully, Decius manages to offer an interpretation that assuages
Caesar’s fears and encourages him to go to the senate to meet his fate, again
an instance of the alchemy of the strategies of persuasion that is recurrent in
the play:
This dream is all amiss interpreted.
It was a vision, fair and fortunate.
Your statue spouting blood in many pipes
In which so many smiling Romans bathed
Signifies that from you great Rome shall suck
Reviving blood, and that great men shall press
For tinctures, stains, relics and cognizance.
This by Calphurnia’s dream is signified.
(2.2.83-90)

“Resurrection Imperfect” and “Elegie on Lady Marckham”. Linden also discusses alchemical
imagery in Herbert’s poetry and other seventeenth-century authors such as Frances Quarles, Sir
Thomas Browne, and Henry Vaughan. Dawn, aurora in Latin, symbolises the production of the
red tincture or Philosopher’s Stone in several treatises throughout the history of alchemy, for
instance in the 13th-century Aurora consurgens attributed to Thomas Aquinas, Gerhard Dorn’s
Aurora philosophorum (c. 1565), Henri de Linthaut’s L’Aurore and L’Ami de l’aurore (early
17th century MSS, published in 1978, see Linthaut 1978) or Paracelsus’s (attrib.) Paracelsus
His Aurora, & Treasure of the Philosophers (1659). I am indebted to García i Amat (1997:7) and
Linden (1984:n 19) for the knowledge of these titles.
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Ironically, Caesar accepts Decius interpretation at face value, and fails to
understand that Decius does not mean it is fair and fortunate for Caesar, but
for Rome. Decius is quite literal about Rome “sucking” Caesar’s blood and
he means that Caesar’s assassination will revive the Republic and, implicitly,
that his murderers, i.e., the “great men” that “bathe” in his blood, stain their
clothes and hands with Caesar’s blood will be honoured and ennobled by
citizens because of their action. “Tinctures, stains, relics and cognizance”
point respectively to alchemy, real blood and murder, religion, heraldry and
nobility.
Because of the religious, biblical vocabulary, most editors limit their
interpretation to an equation of Caesar with a sacrificial, Christ-like figure
that even anticipates Rome’s Christian future. Thus, “suck / Reviving blood”
is a phrase suggestive of the crucifixion and communion albeit with rather
gruesome connotations. However, it is my contention that the Christian
vocabulary and associations are again subordinated to alchemy. Iconography,
both Christian and alchemical does clarify this relationship.
The image of a fountain with a statue spouting blood through wounds
or pipes for men and women to bathe and even drink is a common
iconographical representation of Christ as the “fountain of life” (i.e., fons
vitae) (FIGURES 6, 7 AND 8) undoubtedly inspired by the same metaphor that
identifies God and the fountain of life in several places in the Old Testament,
later paralleled and developed as an identification of Christ with the same
such fountain in John 7:37 (see FIGURE 7).4 However, this must not mislead
us and make us conclude rashly that Shakespeare’s image has a biblical
origin. The anonymous alchemical treatise Rosarium philosophorum (1550)
includes both a fountain and a Christ figure as symbols of the Philosophers’
4

The key verses of the Bible where God is equated with a fountain are listed here as they appear
in the Authorised Version or King James Bible (1611). Old Testament: Jeremiah 2:13 (“[…] For
my people have committed two evils; they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters, and
hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that can hold no water.”); Jeremiah 17:13 (“[…] they
that depart from me shall be written in the earth, because they have forsaken the LORD, the
fountain of living waters”; Psalm 36:7-9 (“7 How excellent is thy loving kindness, O God!
therefore the children of men put their trust under the shadow of thy wings. 8 They shall be
abundantly satisfied with the fatness of thy house; and thou shalt make them drink of the river of
thy pleasures. 9 For with thee is the fountain of life: in thy light shall we see light.”). New
Testament (apart from the Christ-fountain implicit image in John 7:37): Revelation 21:6 (“[…]
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give unto him that is athirst of the
fountain of the water of life freely.”). John 7:37: (“In the last day, that great day of the feast,
Jesus stood an cried, saying, if a any man thirst, let him come unto me, and drink”. For more
instances of this metaphor in iconography see Davidson (1993).
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Stone (FIGURES 9 AND 10). Significantly, they are the first and the last
woodcuts, so to speak, the alpha and omega of the treatise). So, by virtue of
the multifarious possibilities of alchemical symbolism, in Calphurnia’s
dream the two images do in fact coalesce in a single metaphor, just as they
do in Revelation 26:1, to identify Caesar as the “Philosophers’ Stone” or
Christ-lapis philosophorum that will transform Rome into an ideal
Commonwealth.
In The Psychology of the Transference (1992:41-42), Jung explains
the symbolism and the inscriptions of the Rosarium philosophorum woodcut
showing the fountain. The four stars point to the four elements and the
fountain represents the quinta essentia, i.e., the quintessence, or mercurius
vivus, also known as the Philosophers’ Stone. The square being reduced to
the circle of the fountain’s bowl, the vas Hermeticum or the alchemical
matrix, is also a symbol for the alchemical process. The inscription on the
fountain’s rim reads: “Unus est M[ercuriu]s mineralis, M[ercuriu]s vegetalis,
M[ercuriu]s a[nimali]s” [“Mineral Mercury, vegetal Mercury, animal
Mercury are only one”], which is parallel to the inscription of the doubleheaded snake: “a[nim]alis, mineralis, vegetabil[is]” [“animal, mineral,
vegetal”], that is, the three orders of being according to alchemy. The liquid
issuing from the fountain’s spouts is variously termed: “lac virginis, acetum
fontis, aqua vitæ” [“virgin’s milk, vinegar of the fountain, water of life”], in
fact, synonyms for the philosopher’s mercury or Philosophers’ Stone (lapis
philosophorum).5
The fountain woodcut as a whole shows the reduction of the four
elements to the triple name of mercury, its dual nature (Sun and Moon,
double-headed snake) and its being only one (the fountain and the
quintessence itself as the inscription on the rim indicates).6 Thus, the
5

The text on the page facing the illustration (Bij) indicates that (my own translation):
Succus lunari[ae], Aqua vit[ae], Quinta essentia, Ardens vinum, Mercurius vegetabilis
omnia ide[m] sunt: Succus lunari[ae] fit ex vino nostro, quo paucis filiis nostris notum
est, & cum illo fit solutio nostra, et fit aurum potabile nostrum mediante illi, & sine illo
nequaquam.
[Lunar juice, the water of life, the quintessence, the burning wine, vegetable mercury, all
of them are the same thing: lunar juice is made from our wine, that is known to few of
our sons, and with which our solution is made, and our potable gold is made through it,
and not at all without it].

6
See also Jung (2002:18-27) for the explanation of the quaternium or four elements in his
lengthier discussion of alchemy as a deep psychological process.
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illustration is also based on numerological symbolism. Quite remarkably,
numerological symbolism also plays a very important part in Julius Caesar
too and constitutes an element that underscores the alchemical key of the
metaphors and images that Shakespeare uses in the play. Thomas McAlindon
(1984) cogently argues that the play offers recurring instances in which
numbers four —meaning reconciliation of contraries, friendship and unity—
and eight —justice, regeneration and new beginning— become important
in themselves or suggested by puns on other words (especially “forth”, see
McAlindon 1984:387-388). The fact that the principal conspirators against
Caesar are four (Cassius, Casca, Decius and Brutus) is significant, as well
as the continuous references to the four elements and four humours with
which even the characters are related (Brutus is melancholic, Cassius is
choleric, Caesar phlegmatic and Antony is sanguine) (McAlindon 1984:380).
Also, the groupings of four characters on stage constantly recur in the play
(McAlindon 1984:382-383; 391-392). On the other hand, number eight,
the total number of agreed conspirators in Shakespeare’s play -never
completed because of Ligarius’s absence, hence its failure- points to the
regenerative conception of Caesar’s assassination (McAlindon 1984:384),
while Octavius, literally “the eighth”, stands as the authentic figure of justice
and regeneration (McAlindon 1984:385). Finally, McAlindon explains that
Shakespeare also deals with time as another subsidiary element to the
numerological symbolism. Thus in the play time behaves as another element
that contributes to the order of universe and the coincidences as to times
and dates of the deaths of the characters enforces such principle, indicating
that Caesar’s killers are not justified.
Numerology and the treatment of time in the play are analogous to
the numerology and the symbolism of the circle form in the Rosarium
philosophorum woodcut showing the fountain. The four main conspirators
seek the quintessence to transform Rome; killing Caesar is the quintessence,
the fountain, the Philosophers’ Stone, whose “Reviving blood” is the aqua
vitae that will heal the Commonwealth.
It is precisely aqua vitae, the last term of the three that label the spouts
of the fountain in the Rosarium philosophorum woodcut, that allows for the
connection with biblical passages and the identification with the Christ figure
that appears later in the same text. In fact, the whole of the Rosarium
philosophorum abounds in references to God, Christ and the Holy Ghost as
well as Christian theological concepts, so choosing the figure of the risen
Christ to symbolise the lapis philosophorum is not only far from being
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strange or extravagant as it might at first appear, but justified and prompted
by the text itself. Moreover, the equation between the lapis or elixir and
Christ was not an innovation exclusive to the Rosarium philosophorum, but
a long standing one in alchemical treatises as Jung (1992:143, 146; 1993:345434) and Linden (1984:103-104) explain.7
Quite evidently then, Calphurnia’s dream and moreover Decius’
interpretation is an alchemical, not a Christian symbol, in which the fountain
and Christ are combined into the fountain of life metaphor not to signify
Christ, but the Philosophers’ Stone or Tinctura, another synonym for the
same concept, i.e., Caesar’s death, in the “alchemical” process of ridding
Rome of his tyranny and giving new life to the Republic.
From the interpretation of Calphurnia’s dream and especially from
the scene of Caesar’s assassination, the alchemical images become very
scarce and devoid of such rich symbolical complexity as the transformation
of Rome into an ideal Commonwealth fails completely. Gold is no longer
symbolical and Cassius’s corruption and Brutus’s need of solid gold to pay
his soldiers prompt the quarrel between them in 4.3. The last alchemical
references in the play are Cassius’s reflection on the coincidence that he is
defeated and he is to commit suicide on his very birthday. His life comes
full circle and indeed as McAlindon points out this is also part of the
numerological symbolism, the circle is the symbol of perfection and also a
circle with a dot in the middle is the symbol of gold. Finally, as Brutus
realizes that he has lost the battle and his only honourable way out is suicide
too, he observes: “Night hangs upon mine eyes: my bones would rest, /
That have but laboured to attain this hour” (5.5.41-42). To my mind,
“laboured” has an alchemical echo too, for the magnum opus of alchemists
was also sometimes known as magna labor, i.e., the “great labour” (FIGURES
11 & 12). It is only appropriate that, as Strato observes, at the end of the
play “The conquerors can but make a fire of him” (5.5.56), his “labour”
7

Linden (1984) discusses the metaphor and pictorial representations of God as an alchemist and
Christ as the lapis philosophorum. He indicates that the second connection is based on the biblical
metaphor of Christ as a cornerstone and refers to Ambrosius Siebmacher, who in The WaterStone of the Wise Men (1656:146-147) indicates Isaiah 28:16: (“Therefore thus saith the Lord
GOD, Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone, a sure
foundation: he that believeth shall not make haste”); Psalms 118:22 (“The stone which the builders
refused is become the head stone of the corner”); Matthew 21:42 (“Jesus saith unto them, Did ye
never read in the scriptures, The stone which the builders rejected, the same is become the head
of the corner: this is the Lord’s doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes?”), and Acts 4:11 (“This
is the stone which was set at nought of you builders, which is become the head of the corner”) as
instances of the cornerstone metaphor as support for the later connection lapis-Christ.
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only leads to fruitless calcinations and not to a true transmutation of Rome
into the ideal Commonwealth.
To conclude and in an attempt at bringing my article to a full circle of
perfection too, I would like to retake, however briefly, one of the ideas with
which I opened my paper: the question of subversion and radicalism in
Julius Caesar, whether the alchemical symbolism adds in any way to
contending views of new historicists and cultural materialists over subversion
in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama.
In this respect, it is interesting to note that the play was performed in
1599, while the debate on tyranny and the right of rebellion against a
tyrannical ruler —such as Elizabeth was sometimes considered to be—
was raging and other Roman plays were used as vehicles for such a debate
(Daniell 2000:22-29). One of the factions that criticized Elizabeth most
fiercely was that formed by some Puritans who considered that both
Parliament should have more prerogatives at the expense of royal power
and the Church of England should abandon the Anglican via media and
move towards freer, looser, Presbyterian organization. Some of these views
were also supported at court by the Earl of Leicester, the Sidney circle, Sir
Walter Ralegh, and most significantly, the Earl of Essex who eventually led
the 1601 rebellion against Elizabeth. This was so much so that some Puritans
even looked forward to having Essex as their leader (Daniell 2000:29).
As Christopher Hill (1991), Margaret C. Jacob (1976), Stanton J.
Linden (1984:114-120), John S. Mebane (1989) and Frances A. Yates (1991;
1969; 1979) have shown, Puritan radical political and religious movements
were intimately related to magic, alchemy and the early sciences, so the
arcane symbols of alchemy formed one of the strains that shaped the
messianic, millenarian language discourse that raged throughout the end of
the 16th century and the first half of the 17th century until the end of the
Commonwealth (1659). The other major influence on radical dissenter
rhetoric was Protestant hermeneutics, and sometimes a combination of the
two.8
I have already shown how Shakespeare uses the language and imagery
of alchemy to signify psychological manipulation and the political plot in
the play, I will concentrate now, however briefly, on how he also employs
Protestant hermeneutics to characterise the main participants in the
8

Nevertheless, Jacob, Schuler and Linden emphasise that alchemy and millenarianism actually
influenced a cross-section of religious ascriptions and consequently they were also common to
Anglicans. Schuler (1980:294) qualifies the latter as being “moderate Anglicans”.
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conspiracy against Caesar, thus completing its identification with a Puritan,
messianic plot.
The Protestant tradition of the hermeneutics of prodigies, monsters
and uncommon events was inaugurated, among others, by Martin Luther
and Philipp Melanchton’s antipapal tracts on the monk calf and the Pope
ass (1523) and continued with the account of prodigies of Konrad
Lycosthenes (1557) and Pierre Boaistuau (1560), that together with the more
scientifically-minded teratological treatise of Ambroise Paré (1573), formed
the main body of literature whose influence seeped into the 16th- and 17thcentury popular broadsides accounting for the births of deformed babies
and findings of strange animals (see Watt 1994:152-154; 165-166; Razovsky
1996; and Borot 1999:esp. 42-46).9
In both the Protestant books of prodigies and this type of popular
broadsides, we find that the uncommon prodigies are interpreted as signs
and warnings from God for sinners to repent and heralds of calamities,
God’s visitations, and substantial natural and political changes in a reading
of the natural world as a text written by the godly hand. In Julius Caesar,
the portents that Casca sees and interprets as omens in 1.3., are cleverly
exploited by Cassius, who plays on the gullibility of his fellow conspirer.
Cicero wisely points out “[…] men may construe things after their fashion
/ Clean from the purpose of the things themselves” (1.3.34-35), in what
strikes me as an authorial intervention in which Shakespeare speaks his
mind about the issue, and Cassius makes good Cicero’s observation by
seizing astutely on the opportunity to manipulate Casca and persuade him
to join the conspiracy. Cassius is implicitly identified as a Puritan type when
Caesar points out to Antony that Cassius reads much, is a good observer,
does not love plays or music, and hardly smiles but sneers when he does
(1.2.200-203), so it is only coherent with the type of person he is that he
interprets the portents according to the tradition of Protestant hermeneutics
that informs both the prodigies treatises and the popular press broadsides.
Significantly, he links the prodigies with monsters and gets to the sly
conclusion that they foretell and warn of “some monstrous state” (1.3.71)
9
However, the tradition of books on prodigies was inaugurated by Julius Obsequens in the 4th
century BC with his Prodigiorum liber, first printed in Venice in 1508 by Aldo Manuzio. The
books by Lycosthenes and Boaistuau were fairly soon adapted or translated into English. Bateman
(1581) adapted Lycosthenes and Fenton (1569) translated Boaistuau. However, Paré’s treatise
was not translated —incompletely, because of the defective Latin edition used as a source—
until Thomas Johnson published his Workes in 1634. A modern English translation of Paré is
easily available (Paré 1982).
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and insidiously refers to a fearful man that Casca correctly identifies,
following Cassius’s cue, with Caesar.
In connection with Cassius’s use of Protestant hermeneutics, the
identification of Caesar with Christ, although having an alchemical meaning,
also lends itself to a typological interpretation —typological exegesis being
one of the basis of biblical hermeneutics— that adds to the political details
encoded in the play. If Cassius employs Protestant hermeneutics to read the
portents, Decius’s interpretation of Calphurnia’s dream would also introduce
to the most cultivated of Shakespeare’s contemporary spectators a typological
identification of Caesar with Antichrist. By virtue of the flexible use of
analogy between historical times, characters, figures, events, situations, etc.,
typological biblical exegesis establishes a hermeneutical circle and reads
the present in the past and the past as a prophecy of the future.10 The name
Antichrist allows for a double interpretation, on the one hand, the figure
that comes before Christ or is a substitute for Christ, on the other, opposition
to Christ and the Christian faith.11 Caesar lived and died before Christ,
therefore, the symbolical identification between them in Calphurnia’s dream
casts Caesar in the role of a false Christ that anticipates the real Saviour.
Consequently, Caesar as a tyrant and false Christ-figure corresponds to and
prefigures the much feared and hated Antichrist that according to Protestant
millenarian and enthusiastic interpretations of Daniel, 1 John, and The Book
of Revelation would rule the world, either as real person or as an allegory of
a generalised frame of mind, and oppose the true Christian faith before the
Second Coming, and whom some radical Protestants also identified with
the Church of England and the political and economic status quo of the
successive reigns of Elizabeth, James and Charles (Hill 1990:41- 1991:148149). Quite evidently, then, if Caesar is equated with Antichrist, those who
oppose him in the play prefigure Protestant radicals who strive for a truly
Christian Commonwealth against the allegedly Antichristian, tyrannical
values.

10

The “presentism” of today’s cultural materialism and much of contemporary criticism on
Renaissance literature is nothing but a different form of such hermeneutical circle as it also
reads the present into the past and often with as free disregard for historical fact as biblical
exegesis.
11
Hill explains that: “ ‘Anti-’ […] means not only ‘opposed to’ but also ‘equivalent to’ or ‘substitute
for’: this sense lends itself to a Manichean dualism, […]. In French the name is Antéchrist,
before Christ: this sense is also to be borne in mind when Antichrist is associated with the last
days.” (1990:5).
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Therefore, Shakespeare’s use of alchemical imagery and biblical
exegesis to build the psychological profile of his characters and colour their
political activities reflects in fact a specifically late Elizabethan historical
context and addresses a specific political faction in Elizabethan England,
that of radical Puritans, only skilfully veiled by their Roman disguises and
setting. However, the fact that Shakespeare chooses an episode in Roman
history in which political revolution is a failure and shapes it in order to
address the political questions of his own time and shows how revolution is
doomed by the real-life dangers of unchecked idealism, opportunistic
political rivals, internal corruption, and lack of funds suggests that
Shakespeare not only stresses the contention of subversion, as the new
historicists would have it, but moreover he seems to use his play, in the
context of the political debate on tyranny reflected in the Roman plays of
the 1590s, to warn the Earl of Essex and his radical protestant supporters
about their dark, far from golden future.12

12

Mebane (1989:87) points out that this attitude denouncing the irony of occultist idealism
being used opportunistically is a common thread to other key plays of the period: “Despite the
important differences among the plays by Marlowe, Jonson, and Shakespeare, the feeling that
the magicians’ idealism about human nature has been undercut by the ruthless actions of those
who keep political power is a major thread which ties together Dr. Faustus, The Alchemist, and,
to some extent, The Tempest”. Quite evidently, then, Julius Caesar can be added to this group.
Leithart (1995) sees, from a conservative perspective, an attack on Shakespeare’s part against
the religion of Revolution, “the myth of sacred violence” on the grounds of the failure of
Revolution as it unleashes further violence, the emphasis on miscalculation of time and the
failure in foreseeing the consequences of realpolitk. Leithart implies that Shakespeare portrays
the conspirators making a Christ figure of Caesar as a terrible mistake since there is only one
sacrificial Victim (i.e., Christ) that brings about peace.
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FIGURE 1. A ladder as an alchemical symbol, the scala lapidis hermetis [ladder of the
hermetic stone]. “Emblematical Figures of the Philosophers’ Stone” (British Museum,
MS Add. 1316, 17th century). Reproduced from Jung (1993:56).
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FIGURE 2. Brutus “And therefore think him as a serpent’s egg / Which hatched, would
as his kind grow mischievous, / And kill him in the shell” (2.1.32-34). The serpent’s
egg is a symbol for the lapis philosophorum. The egg contains the ouroboros, symbol
for eternal circulation in alchemy. The figure standing on the egg is Mercury, who
symbolises that the egg represents mercurius philosophicus, a synonym for the
philosophers’ stone. Eirenaeus Philalethes, Speculum veritatis, 17th century, Rome,
Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, MS. Lat. 7286. Reproduced from Roob (1997:496).
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FIGURE 3. Exerting violence on the egg (though not of serpent, but a bird) as a symbol
for the achievement of the philosophers’ stone. Emblem VIII in Michael Maier, Atalanta
Fugiens, hoc est, Emblemata Nova de Secretis Naturæ Chymica, Accommodata partim
oculis et intellectui, figures cupro incises, adjetisque sententiis, Epigrammatis et notis,
partim auribus et recreationi animi plus minus 50 Fugis Musicalibus trium Vocum,
quarum duæ ad unam simplicem melodiam distichis canendis peraptam,
correspondeant, non absque singulari jucunditate videnda, legenda, meditanda,
intelligenda, dijudicanda, canenda et audienda; Authore Michaele Majero Imperial.
Consistorii Comite, Med. D. Eq. Ex. Etc. Oppenheimii Ex typographia Hieronymi
Galleri, Sumptibus Joh[anni]. Teodori de Bry. 4º. Reproduced from de Jong (1969:384).
Godwin’s translation of the epigram (1987:91) is the following:
Take the egg and pierce it with a fiery sword.
There is a bird, the most sublime of all,
To find whose Egg should be your only care.
Its white surrounds a soft and golden yolk:
One cautiously attacks with fiery sword.
Let Vulcan aid the work of Mars: the chick
Hatched thence will conquer both the iron and fire.
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FIGURE 4. Brutus’s consideration of Caesar’s death as a sacrifice is also based on alchemy.
The mutilated corpse is a symbol that stands for the Sun-gold that must be dissolved
only to multiply later. Splendor solis, ca. 1582. British Library, Harley MS 3469, f.
20v. Reproduced from Roberts (1994: Plate III, facing page 32).
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FIGURE 5. Again murder and mutilation, and also resurrection, as an alchemical symbol
for some stages of the alchemical process. Emblem XLIV in Michael Maier, Atalanta
Fugiens, hoc est, Emblemata Nova de Secretis Naturæ Chymica, Accommodata partim
oculis et intellectui, figures cupro incises, adjetisque sententiis, Epigrammatis et notis,
partim auribus et recreationi animi plus minus 50 Fugis Musicalibus trium Vocum,
quarum duæ ad unam simplicem melodiam distichis canendis peraptam,
correspondeant, non absque singulari jucunditate videnda, legenda, meditanda,
intelligenda, dijudicanda, canenda et audienda; Authore Michaele Majero Imperial.
Consistorii Comite, Med. D. Eq. Ex. Etc. Oppenheimii Ex typographia Hieronymi
Galleri, Sumptibus Joh[anni]. Teodori de Bry. 4º. Reproduced from de Jong, (1969:420).
Godwin (1987:163), translates the motto and epigram as follows:

Typhon kills Osiris by trickery, and scatters his members far and wide, but the
renowned Isis collects them.
Syrian Adonis, Dionysus Greek,
Egyptian Osiris: all Wisdom’s SUN.
Isis, Osiris’ sister, mother, wife,
Rejoins the limbs that Typhon cut apart,
But lacked his virile member, lost at sea;
The Sulphur that made SULPHUR is not there.
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FIGURE 6. Christ as fountain in a Catholic woodcut representing Benedictine nuns as
“les âmes penite[n]tes” [“penitent souls”] in Règle de Saint Benoît (Paris, 1520).
Reproduced from François Garnier (1984:115, illustration 220). The scrolls read (from
left to right): “SANGVIS · EIVS · SUPER · NOS / REMITTVNTVR · PECCATA ·
V[ES]TRA / MISERERE · MEI · DEVS” [“His blood on us. / Your sins will be remitted.
/ Take pity on me, oh, God”].
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FIGURE 7. Christ as Fountain. Woodcut in the Protestant The fou[n]tayne // or well of
lyfe / out of whiche doth / springe most swete co[n]solatio[n]s / right // necessary for
troubled co[n]sciences / to then // rent [that] they shall nat despayre in aduersite // and
trouble. Translated out of latyn // in to Englysshe (London, 1532) signature A2v.
Cambridge University Library. Reproduced from Clifford Davidson (1993:23). The
cartouche reads: “He that is a thurste / let hym come to me and drinke” Jo[hn]. vii[:37].
The inscription on the woodcut sides reads: “. Savour / and se[e] howe swete the lorde
is. Blessed is that man of w[illegible] god is his desire”. Psalm 34:8 (the inscription
follows the Vulgate numbering of the Psalms; Psalm 34 is Psalm 33 in the Vulgate as in
this version Psalms 9 and 10 are considered only one text, whereas Protestant Bibles
split them in two independent texts).
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FIGURE 8. Christ as fons vitæ, emblem 3, “De plenitudine eius” [“On his plenitude”] in
Georgette de Montenay, Emblemes ou Devises Chrestiennes (Lyons, Jean Marcorelle,
1571).
Available
on
line:
<URL:
http://gallica.bnf.fr/scripts/
ConsultationTout.exe?E=0&O=N070828>. Reproduced from Georgette de Montenay
(1973:3). The epigram means (my own English verse translation):
Because so far away from God we are,
That ’tis impossible for us to get near him,
His son was born in the likeness of men
Except he is both clean and free from sin.
Whoever wants to move away from sin
And flee from paying Satan servitude,
He comes to Christ to satisfy his thirst
Because we all can drink his plenitude.
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Figure 9. The fountain of life (fons vitæ) as fons mercurialis. Rosarium philosophorum
secunda pars alchimiæ de lapide philosophico vero modo præparando, continens
exactam eius scientiæ progressionem…, Francoforti [Frankfurt am Main]: ex officina
Cyriaci Iacobi, 1550, Bvº. Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Biblioteca Histórica
Marqués de Valdecilla, signatura: MED 120. Available on line. <URL:
http://cisne.sim.ucm.es/search*spi/tROSARIUM+PHILOSOPHORUM/
trosarium+philosophorum/1,2,2,B/frameset&FF=trosarium+philosophorum+
latin&1,1,>. The English translation of Jung’s Psychologie der Übertragung.(1992:41)
renders it as follows:
We are the metals’ first nature and only source /
The highest tincture of the Art is made through us.
No fountain and no water has my like /
I make both rich and poor both whole and sick.
For healthful can I be and poisonous.
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Jung (1992:41-42) explains that the inscription of the double-headed snake reads:
“a[nim]alis, mineralis, vegetabil[is]” [“animal, mineral, vegetal”], that is, the three
orders of being according to alchemy. The liquid issuing from the fountain’s spouts is
variously termed: “lac virginis”, acetum fontis, aqua vitæ” [“virgin’s milk, fountain’s
vinegar, water of life”], in fact, synonyms for the philosopher’s mercury or philosophers’
stone (lapis philosophorum). The inscription on the fountain’s rim is: “Unus est
M[ercuriu]s mineralis, M[ercuriu]s vegetalis, M[ercuriu]s a[nimali]s” [“Mineral
Mercury, vegetal Mercury, animal Mercury are only one”].
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FIGURE 10. Christ as symbol of the philosophers’ stone (lapis philosophorum). The
German distich reads: “Nach meinem viel unnd manches leiden unnd marter groß /
Bin ich erstanden / clarificiert / und aller machtel bloß”. The English translation of
Jung’s Psychogie und Alchemie renders it as follows: “After my many sufferings and
great martyry / I rise again transfigured, of all blemish free” (Jung 1992: 143; 1993:
422, too). Rosarium philosophorum secunda pars alchimiæ de lapide philosophico
vero modo præparando, continens exactam eius scientiæ progressionem…, Francoforti
[Frankfurt am Mein]: ex officina Cyriaci Iacobi, 1550, no signature. Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, Biblioteca Histórica Marqués de Valdecilla, signatura: MED
120. Available on line. <URL:
http://cisne.sim.ucm.es/search*spi/tROSARIUM+PHILOSOPHORUM/
trosarium+philosophorum/1,2,2,B/frameset&FF=trosarium+philosophorum+
latin&1,1,>
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FIGURES 11 & 12. Rosicrucian representation of the two kinds of labour in alchemy, the
ergon or mystical work, and the parergon or chemical experiments to achieve the lapis
philosophorum. The book lying on the shore of the river to the left reads “LABORE”
(‘work’, ‘labour’) and points to the symbolism that links mercury with the morning
dew and water because mercury is a liquid metal. Theophilus Schweighart [pseudonym
of Daniel Mögling], Speculum sophicum Rhodostauroticum [Rosicrucian Mirror of
Wisdom] ([Frankfurt], n. p., 1618). Reproduced from Roob (1997:333). The date of
publication indicated in Roob (1604) is wrong. There is an easily available English
translation of this work: <http://www.levity.com/alchemy/schweig.html>.
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Michael Du Val and Count Gondomar: an Approximation
towards the Authorship of The Spanish-English Rose Or
The English-Spanish Pomgranet (c.1623)
Eroulla DEMETRIOU
UNED (Úbeda)
ABSTRACT
In this paper I endeavour to establish a link between “Michael Du Val”, the
author of The Spanish-English Rose Or The English-Spanish Pomgranet
(c.1623), of whom nothing else is known, and Don Diego Sarmiento de
Acuña, Count of Gondomar, most renowned for his excellent diplomatic
role as Spanish ambassador during James I’s reign. The hypothesis presented
centres around the suspicion that Gondomar was not merely the addressee
of the dedication of this pro-Spanish propagandistic work which sings the
praises of the proposed marriage between the Infanta María and Prince
Charles, but also an active contributor to the elaboration of its contents.

There is still a big gap in our knowledge about Don Diego Sarmiento de
Acuña, Count of Gondomar, especially during his second embassy to
England from 1620 to 1622 and after. What is most surprising is that Carmen
Manso Porto (1996:91-96) mentions that there have been three known
instances of literary works that have been dedicated to this Spanish diplomat.
What does not seem to be known is that there is a fourth work which contains
an extremely flattering dedication written to Don Diego Sarmiento de Acuña.
This work is The Spanish-English Rose Or The English-Spanish Pomgranet
(c.1623).1 It is here that one’s curiosity begins to run riot.
1

The dating of this work can be ascertained by looking at the dedication it includes at the
beginning to Don Diego Sarmiento de Acuña, Count Gondomar. Within this dedication is included
a list of the titles he possessed. One of these titles, Member of the Spanish Council of State, had
been conferred on the diplomat in April 1623, during the Prince’s visit to Madrid, in recognition
of the fact that he had apparently been behind the planning of the Prince’s journey to Spain (See
Redworth, 2003:51-60, 82 and 159, n. 47). Francisco de Jesús (1968:45) comments that Du
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The English and the Latin versions of The Spanish-English Rose which
I have consulted differ slightly in the following aspects: The Latin version
contains the main text and the dedication at the beginning to Don Diego
Sarmiento de Acuña, Count of Gondomar. It is signed with the none too
Latin sounding name “Michael Du Val”. The English version contains the
same, but before the dedication to Gondomar there is also a dedication to
the King of England, James I, and some Spanish and Latin verses with their
English translation. The dedication to James I is signed with the none too
English sounding name “Lvcius Lauinius”. Could this imply that the Latin
author was different to the English author? Could the Spanish verses found
in the English version mean that a Spaniard was behind the writing of this
work? Who was “Michael Du Val”? Unlike Gondomar, there is absolutely
no historical information about this man save the fact that his name appears
as the author of The Spanish-English Rose. The anonymous author of an
anti-Spanish pamphlet published in 1624 entitled Boanerges implies a
connection between Du Val and Gondomar, as he places his criticism of Du
Val’s work immediately after his diatribe on Gondomar. This author states
that Du Val’s work had a “fantasticall title” and that its author was “as
fantasticall a man” (1624:29). This pamphleteer obviously thought that Du
Val was a pseudonym, but for who?
Perhaps the key is to be found in Du Val’s dedication to Gondomar.
Du Val obviously knew him and admired him. Furthermore, if we study
information offered by Carmen Manso Porto (1996) about the works that
Val’s work was published in London at the end of 1622. From the detail above showing that it
had to have been published in 1623 at the earliest, one can only take this date as a mistake and
conclude that A Spanish-English Rose must have appeared towards the end of 1623. Yet, another
instance where this pamphlet is mentioned, in the anonymous Boanerges (1624:29-30), the author
implies that the publication of The Spanish-English Rose preceded the trip to Spain. He sets out
to criticise its contents and describe the controversy that aroused as a result, and then says:
“Then followed the Princes iorney into Spain” (30). Nichols (1828, IV:917-918) also stated his
belief that this work was published before Prince Charles’ Spanish escapade. He quotes a letter
written on June 8th 1622 by a certain Mr Meade to Sir Martin Stuteville where he describes Du
Val’s work and comments about public opinion on the topic: “They say it is prohibited to be sold
openly, and that the King was offended at it. It was translated into English, but they say the
printing was stayed” (Nichols, IV:918 and Harleian Manuscript 389). The end of 1622 could be
taken, therefore, as a plausible date of the Latin publication, if it were not for the fact that
Gondomar was made a member of the Council of State in April 1623. I have consulted both the
Latin and the English versions of this pamphlet and, in both, Gondomar’s newest title appears.
The only possible explanation could be that there was a 1622 edition to this pamphlet which did
not contain this detail, although I have not been able to locate it. For this reason, I choose to
believe that the publication date, at least of the copies to which I have had access, was 1623.
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were dedicated to Gondomar, some interesting facts begin to emerge. Firstly,
we know for example, that Don Diego was sent the copy of a manuscript in
1601 by the Dominican friar Diego de Zamora. Zamora’s intention was for
Sarmiento de Acuña to revise and correct the text. He did so but took away
the epistle dedication to himself saying that it was unnecessary and useless
(Manso Porto 1996:91-92). Secondly, there is a letter that proves that Don
Diego revised the prologue of another book dedicated to him in 1600 by the
Augustine friar and author Luis de Azevedo entitled Marial. Discursos
morales en las fiestas de la Reina del Cielo Nuestra Señora (Valladolid,
1600). Thirdly, in 1619, Toby Mathew, an English courtier and friend of
Gondomar, sent the Spanish ambassador the manuscript of a translation
written by Mathew of a book by Sir Francis Bacon.2 In this translated version
of what he calls “El Librillo del señor Chanciller” (94),3 Mathew adds a
dedication to Gondomar. He tells Gondomar in a letter to add or take away
anything he pleases but begs him not to ask the author to dedicate it to
anyone else (94). According to Loomie (1968:10), this book never saw the
light4 and nothing is known of its contents or of the dedication included.5
Does Du Val’s dedication to Gondomar constitute a fourth dedication or is
it the same one that Mathew wrote? This is impossible to prove in this
paper. We merely have to study what particular links existed between
Gondomar and other writers and Du Val in particular. Manso Porto (1996:96)
summarises what the evidence shows, that Gondomar’s relationship with
writers was based on his erudition and the fact that he revised, corrected
and brushed up original works.

2

Mathew had already translated Bacon’s Essays and De Sapienta Veterum into Italian.
This letter is reproduced in Manso Porto (1996:266).
4
Or perhaps it did see the light but not under Bacon’s or Mathew’s real names but pseudonyms.
The fact that Mathew’s letter to Gondomar was written in 1619 somewhat detracts from the idea
that this “librillo” could be the Du Val book. Then there is also the point that the dedication that
Mathew had written for the translation of the “librillo” was for the translation, not the original
work and in The Spanish-English Rose it appears in the Latin and the English version. Furthermore,
although Mathew was extremely pro-Spanish, an admirer of Spain and her people and a convert
to the Roman Catholic Church himself, Bacon, as far as I know, although friendly with Gondomar,
was not quite of the same disposition as Mathew. We must add that Manso Porto (1996:94) and
Loomie (1968:10) assume that the translation that Mathew had written was in Spanish, although
the actual letter does not reveal that this was so.
5
There is also nothing known about a dedication that Gondomar’s confessor of his youth, friar
Lorenzo de Vera, was to address to Gondomar in five books of his in 1618. All that is known is
that Vera wished to dedicate these five works to Gondomar to perpetuate the latter’s name and
lineage (Manso Porto 1996:94).
3
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We also know that Gondomar did this not only for those writers that
dedicated their works to him but also for renowned historians and
genealogists who regarded him as an expert in their fields. Fray Hernando
Ojea, for example, tells Gondomar that he will not be satisfied with the
manuscript of his book Historia de Galicia, until Don Diego “con su mucha
erudición, los apure y añada” (67). It is also known that Gondomar helped
the chronicler Gil González Dávila to write a chapter in Dávila’s Teatro de
las grandezas de la Villa de Madrid (1623).6 Fray Prudencio de Sandoval,
royal chronicler and bishop of Tuy and Pamplona, also sent Don Diego
works in manuscript for him to revise and correct, especially when it came
to fragments about genealogy (67). It was not only Prudencio de Sandoval
who asked Gondomar to revise questions of genealogy. Other famous
genealogists of the time, Salazar de Mendoza and Alonso López de Haro,
also sent their manuscripts to Gondomar to revise and correct.
Subsequently, it appears safe to assume that Gondomar knew of the
existence of The Spanish-English Rose and might even have revised and
added parts himself. After all, if he did this for all his other writer friends,
why not for Du Val? Indeed, I have found several instances and examples of
the contents of Du Val’s work that strongly remind one of the Spanish
diplomat. I will now put forward all the reasons that I believe reflect opinions
and in some cases, actual words from Gondomar’s own mouth or pen.
The Spanish-English Rose is essentially a pro-Spanish propagandistic
work which, although originally published in Latin, was mainly directed
towards the English public. It presents all different aspects of the Spanish
Match negotiations involving the proposed marriage between Prince Charles,
later to become Charles I of England, and the Infanta María, Philip IV’s
sister.
The very title of the work brings to mind the Spanish ambassador. Du
Val in his dedication to Gondomar calls the latter “an ENGLISHSPANIARD” and “a SPANISH-ENGLISHMAN”. This epithet to Sarmiento
de Acuña became well-known. Even Gondomar himself referred to himself
as a Spaniard who “was an Englishman at heart” (Redworth 2003:83) and
the anti-Spanish pamphleteer John Reynolds indirectly implies the Count
when he accuses James I of being blinded in his judgement by “Spanish
Englishmen, and English Spanyards” (Reynolds, Votivae Angliae,
1624:C.ii). It is true, however, that this form of naming Gondomar may
6

The evidence is to be found in a letter that the chronicler wrote to Gondomar in 1620 and which
is reproduced in Manso Porto (1996:248-249).
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have arisen after Du Val’s work was published and merely indicates how
widely-spread it was and how familiar people were with its contents.
The next element to strike me as sounding extremely like Gondomar
himself is an expression quoted by Du Val after listing the advantages of the
two countries uniting. He states that it is from England that the following
Spanish proverb is derived:
Pax cum Anglia, & reliquo Mars Belliger Orbe:
Peace with England vs betide,
And Warre with all the World beside
(c.1623:34).

Anyone who knows anything about Gondomar recognises this as one of the
Spanish ambassador’s favourite axioms, and which in Spanish was “guerra
con toda la tierra y paz con Inglaterra”. In 1613 Gondomar had written this
maxim in a letter to his servant Pedro García Dovalle (Tobío 1974:246),
and in 1619 he wrote it once more in a letter to the Secretary of the Spanish
Council of State, Juan de Ciriça (Loomie 1978:xvii and xviii). Tobío
(1974:300) assures us that Gondomar repeated this saying several times in
his correspondence.
The actual subject of Du Val’s work, the Spanish marriage, is also an
element to link the author and Gondomar. Gondomar’s principal mission in
England had been to inform King James I of the advantages that the Match
would bring England and in so doing, try to get the English King to grant
liberty of conscience for the Roman Catholics in England. Philip III had
instructed Gondomar to do this “con blandura y maña” (Rodríguez-Moñino
Soriano 1976:59). Was Du Val helping Gondomar, or vice versa? What is
true is that, for both men, the foreseeable advantages of the marriage were
the same and Du Val lists them as royal blood; power; prestige; money;
safety and trade (c.1623:21-29). These were all arguments that Gondomar
had used himself with the Stuart king.
However, Du Val’s attitude towards the aspect of religion in the Match
is also similar to that held by Gondomar. True it was that the latter did his
utmost in England to improve the situation of the Catholics and reduce the
enforcement of the recusant laws, but he was not blind. Gondomar knew
that only so much could be achieved. When he began his first embassy in
London he wrote back to Spain saying that he thought the conversion of the
Prince of Wales to the Roman Catholic religion would be possible. But he
displayed much open-mindedness as far as this was concerned and more or
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less implied that theory was one thing but reality another when he wrote
that
en esta materia [i.e., the Prince’s conversion] no puede votar bien el teólogo que
lee en su celda y en las escuelas en medio de España la doctrina de los santos
sin ver ni considerar lo que pasa en el mundo. (Tobío 1987:38)

Gondomar was above all a realist and, according to Tobío (1974:290-291),
he knew how to judge each moment and circumstance for what they were.
Hence, on reading Du Val’s work, when we come across the idea that the
Infanta would be more likely to convert to the Prince’s religion rather than
vice versa (Du Val c.1623:73-74), one could suppose that Du Val was of the
same mind. In his El hecho de los Tratados (1968:45-46) Francisco de Jesús
affirms that this line written by Du Val caused quite a stir in Spain at the
time. Yet, one must remember, that more than for the Spanish public, Du
Val’s work was aimed at an English audience. Du Val, very cunningly, or
very realistically, wrote the most important thing that the English Protestants
would like to hear: that their Prince’s religion, and consequently their own,
would not be at stake if he were to marry the Infanta. Gondomar may or
may not have agreed to including this point in Du Val’s work, but satisfaction
was also afforded the Spaniards in that Du Val reminds the English public
that if Spain and England had been enemies before, the Spanish Armada
had only been sent to attack England because the Spaniards had previously
been “prouoked by Grieuous and Intolerable Iniuries” (54) such as robberies,
piracies and their helping of the Dutch rebels to Spain’s detriment. Gondomar
and all his fellow countrymen must have welcomed this commentary. Not
so the English.
Gondomar was one of the few Spaniards in favour of the Spanish
Match and, as such, did his utmost to promote it. In a letter to Philip III in
April 1614 Gondomar stated that the circumstances in England were such
at that moment that things now seemed favourable for the Spanish Match
negotiations to go ahead (Rodríguez-Moñino Soriano 1976:47). He describes
this as a heaven sent miracle. The word “miracle” was one that few people
have used to describe anything to do with this marriage alliance. Indeed, I
have only found two instances where it is used. The first is the one I have
just mentioned. The second is to be found in The Spanish-English Rose,
where Du Val states that considering all the advantages the marriage could
bring England, the loveliness of the Infanta María, the fact that she came
from a wonderful family and a wonderful country full of wonderful
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Spaniards, it would be “A Miracle” (c.1623:35) if the marriage did not go
ahead. An interesting coincidence.
If one pays attention to the books quoted by Du Val and also the
actual historical details he gives to back up his conviction that the Spanish
Match was the best thing that could ever happen to England, it is possible to
see a striking similarity to the books that formed part of Gondomar’s library
and those used by Du Val. Furthermore, these two figures appear to share
the same interests: politics, history and genealogy. Practically all the books
or authors quoted by Du Val are to be found in the inventory made of
Gondomar’s library in Valladolid in 1623.
There are other writers that are mentioned too that I have not been
able to locate in Gondomar’s inventory of his library in Valladolid.7 However,
we must remember that the inventory of his books is incomplete and it
contains a page where it states explicitly that to the ones included must be
added those that he had in Madrid and in the town of Gondomar (Manso
Porto 1996:419). The Spanish-English Rose, for example, is not to be found
in this inventory, but I do not doubt for a minute that Count Gondomar
possessed a copy. We could also concede that Du Val had his own library at
his disposal, or that Gondomar lent him his books as was the custom among
noblemen who had extensive libraries. However, Manso Porto tells us that
from the beginning of his first embassy in England in 1613 Gondomar did
not lend his books to hardly anyone and disallowed anyone access to his
library (109 and 112). It is also feasable to think, however, that if Du Val
was a member of the English court, he too could have owned his own
extensive library.
Yet, there is another book that Gondomar possessed (562) which was
written by Carlos García: La opposición y conjunción de los dos grandes
luminares de la Tierra (Paris, 1617). Du Val does not name it but the style
and content of The Spanish-English Rose suggest that he knew of its existence
and was most probably influenced by García as he wrote this book. García’s
work was first published in 1617 and it appears that it was written to
commemorate the double marriage between France and Spain. García talks
of Spain and France being the sun and the moon and he reasons to the
reader how these two nations compliment each other. Towards the end of
The Spanish-English Rose Du Val calls Prince Charles and the Infanta María
“GLORIOUS PRINCES, SACRED TWINS of Heauen, Orient SVNNES
7
The poems that appear before Du Val’s dedication to Gondomar are signed with initials that I
have not been able to decipher: D.D.F.I., I.B.D. Nobilis Flor, CL.D.D.T. and M.D.V.N.G.
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OF THE World, LIGHTS of the Earth” (89). Surely these words echo those
of Carlos García? Du Val calls the Infanta María “the North” and Prince
Charles is described as “The SVNNE at his Meridians Fullest line” (c2v)
and implies that their union in marriage will be a “GLORIOVS Dawning”
(c2v). Du Val later calls the couple “Orient SVNNES of the World” (89).
Interestingly, Du Val says that this “GLORIOVS Dawning” could “Dim
both SVNNE and MOONE with GREATER Light” (c2v). Considering that
Carlos García had described Spain and France as the Sun and the Moon,
could Du Val be making a disguised reference to the French and Spanish
marriages of 1615? Is he implying that the Spanish Match will be more
splendorous than these? What we do know is that Gondomar was in
possession of García’s work and Du Val seemed to be familiar with it too.
There are indications of Du Val’s extremely Spanish favouritism or
inclination. He refers to a triple alliance being produced through the marriage
of the Infanta María and Prince Charles and implies that thus England,
Spain and France will be united and “from this Inuincible and Sacred
TRINITY will arise Most Blessed vnity in Earth” (14). This triple union
that Du Val mentions is an image created no doubt for the pleasure of a
Spaniard who could delight in the idea that his monarchy was so well placed.
The future queen of England, the Infanta María, Philip IV of Spain and
Queen Ana of France were all of the same Spanish royal House of Austria.
This inclination towards Spain is continued in more ideas. No Spaniard
could have hidden his delight at the words expressed by Du Val that there
was no other princess equal in beauty and in virtues to the Prince of Wales
who could belong to his church. She had to be a Roman Catholic and Spanish.
And Du Val’s favouritism towards the Spaniards continues as he adds
the thought that the invasion of the Spanish Armada had been provoked by
the English due to their acts of piracy against Spain and due to their helping
the Dutch rebels. This must have brought on an immense smile on any
Spaniard’s face. The fact that the Palatinate problem is not mentioned by
Du Val is also a sign of his inclination to favour Spain. Maybe this is not
surprising, as, like Gondomar, Du Val must have known that the Spanish
Match and the Palatinate problem were two separate issues and that the
marriage was not going to make the Spaniards support the Protestant cause
in Germany.
The exaltation of the figure of the Infanta María, the House of Austria,
Spanish queens, Spain, Spaniards in general and of Gondomar himself were
also meant for the Spaniards to feel proud. Indeed, literature written about
the Match in England at the time was slanderous towards the Match, the
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Spaniards and Gondomar in particular. The general trend at the time was to
propagate what has come to be called the Black Legend of Spain; therefore,
Du Val’s work is quite unique. His is the only work in English I know that
counterattacks the so called Black Legend of Spain.8 Indeed, he says
absolutely nothing bad about the Spaniards. Could Du Val have lived in
Spain? Was he a Spaniard, an English Roman Catholic, or merely a royalist
who wished to promote the King of England’s policy for the Spanish
marriage alliance? Did he know the Spanish royal family personally? Or
did he rely on Gondomar’s knowledge to help him write a description of the
Infanta herself? This may have been the case. In the pamphlet Boanerges
(1624), mentioned previously, its anonymous author tells the reader that
Gondomar had “pencelled out the excellencies of the Infanta Maria”
(1623:29). Does this pamphleteer wish the reader take these words literally
or metaphorically? After all, they could be interpreted as meaning that the
Spanish ambassador had done his job by putting across to the English court
all the advantages that the Spanish Match would bring. But then again, this
anti-Spanish writer could also be voicing a suspicion that Gondomar had
really written something about the Infanta. Once more, we have to remember
that the author of Boanerges places his diatribe of Gondomar just before
another about Du Val (29-30). Could he be implying that Gondomar was
behind the writing of Du Val’s praise towards the Infanta María? The mind
boggles.
This mystery could be taken a step further if we look at what is said
about Gondomar in the first pamphlet that was written about Prince Charles’s
journey into Spain in 1623 to woo the Infanta María, A Trve Relation And
Iovrnall [….] (1623). The author, John Digby, who was granted the title of
Lord Bristol in 1622 and who was the English ambassador in Madrid at the
time, states that the arrival of the Prince of Wales at the Spanish court induced
the King of Spain, Philip IV, to make Gondomar a member of his Council
of State.9 He adds that Gondomar had done the Spanish king good service
8

A Latin work, by the equally mysterious Scipio Mirandvla, entitled Cynthia Coronata Sev
Serenissima Maria Avstriaca Inclitissimo Principe Carolo Sole Svo Avricomo Cincta:
Avgustissimo Gemino Vtrivsqve Genio Sacra. Qvam Nvmini Maiestatiqve Ipsorvm Devotissimvs
Ex Voto, Debito, Et Obseqvio Hvmillime Meritissimoqve, Dat Dicat Consecrat (n.d), is another
example of a distinctly pro-Spanish Match propagandistic work. Edmund Garrard’s The Covntrie
Gentleman Moderator (1624) blatantly plagiarises Du Val’s work in its opening pages.
9
Although published anonymously, I have come to the conclusion that John Digby, Lord Bristol,
must have been the author of this work after checking an excerpt from his diary which is published
in Martin Hume’s The Court of Philip IV (1907:97-99) and finding that it coincides with the
sequel to this pamphlet A Continvation Of a former Relation [….] (1623:14-118). Both these
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in printing [my italics] such a Character of his [Philip IV’s] sincere affection, in
the heart of the King of Great Brittaine, and of his Highnesse; as that they
should thinke fit to put such a precious treasure into his hands, as his Highnesse
was. (1623:11)

Was Bristol being metaphorical about printing a character description on
the King of Great Britain’s heart, or did he know something that we do not?
Who knows? What is equally as interesting is that this pamphlet and its
sequel A Continvation Of a former Relation [….] (1623) were both published
by the printer John Havilland in London. This is not at all interesting really
until we discover that despite the fact that The Spanish-English Rose does
not have any place of publication printed on it, as far as I have been able to
ascertain, Palau’s Manual del librero hispano-americano (1990, III:97) and
The Short Title Catalogue (1950:164) state that Du Val’s work was published
by the same publisher in London. If we look at all three texts we perceive
that the style of printing is similar.10 The first two pamphlets mentioned
have the words “published by authority” on some copies of the title page.
Could this mean that the publication of Bristol’s works was aided by the
English crown? Could this mean that Du Val’s work was also supported by
the English monarch?11 Could The Spanish-English Rose be a joint effort
between the English and Spanish embassies of England and Spain? We
must also note here that Du Val’s work also praises Bristol (c.1623:50-51),
Gondomar’s friend and diplomatic counterpart. The mystery deepens.
Could Du Val’s name be “fantasticall” as the anonymous author of
the pamphlet Boanerges stated? If it is a pseudonym, could its form have
been influenced by the name of Gondomar’s birthplace? Don Diego
Sarmiento de Acuña was born in the south of Galicia in the Valle Miñor,
which in Galician is “Val Miñor”. Could there be some connection? His
servant, Pedro Dovalle, another Galician, had a similar name too. Is this
another clue as to Du Val’s identity or mere coincidence?
works are written with a similar style, wording and structure. Hume states that the manuscript of
Bristol’s diary is to be found in the Advocates’ Library, Edinburgh.
10
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr Keith Whitlock for discussing with me the probable
publisher of Du Val’s work.
11
The reasoning Francisco de Jesús gives about this pamphlet makes one believe that it was at
least a semi-official English piece of propaganda. Gardiner (1968:187) translates his words thus:
“It was altogether unreasonable for anyone to suppose that, even if this book could have been
published without the knowledge of the King of Great Britain, it could have been spread abroad
so publicly as it was, both at home and abroad, without his being aware of it. He adds that
considering “the particular attention which he [James I] always paid to things of this kind, […]
it would be an insult to suppose that he would do anything without a special object” (187).
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The questions which this paper contains are numerous and the answers
scarce. Thomas Cogswell (1989) has been the only other person I know
who has recently studied The Spanish-English Rose. Yet, he has studied it
from the perspective of the message that Du Val wished to convey. The
identity of Du Val still remains a mystery. But I insist that the key to his
identity lies in his relationship with the Count of Gondomar, which as I
have endeavoured to prove, must have been close. We will see if future
biographies on Don Diego Sarmiento de Acuña can shed any light on Du
Val’s secret.
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ABSTRACT
John Pikeryng’s hybrid morality Horestes (1567) was advertised on its
original title page as “A Newe Enterlude of Vice Conteyninge, the Historye
of Horestes with the cruell revengment of his Fathers death, upon his one
naturtll [sic.] Mother”. Drawing upon the Oresteia, Pikeryng employed the
Clytemnestra analogy to comment upon the murder of Henry Stuart, Lord
Darnley, King Consort of Scotland and husband of Mary Queen of Scots.
This ultimately unsolved crime —the actual manner of Darnley’s death
remains a mystery— also took place in 1567. To make matters worse, within
months Mary married the Earl of Bothwell —the man her subjects claimed
was Darnley’s murderer. Much of the importance of Horestes, then, is related
to its role as a political allegory. Towards the close of the play, in fact, its
political function is emphasised by Dewtey’s compliment to Elizabeth I.
This allegorical figure asks the audience to pray “For Elyzabeth our Quene,
whose gratious maiestie: / May rayne over us, in helth for aye” (ll. 1194-95).
The play is noteworthy, however, not simply as a commentary on the political
situation in Scotland in the late 1560s. Its use of classical figures and morality
play allegories (Counsell, Nature and Fame to name but a few), its mixing
of verse and song, and its employment of a multiple plot structure all add to
the distinct nature of Horestes. Indeed, one might say that its true significance
lies in its very hybridity. And whilst Horestes is obviously indebted to the
mediaeval morality play tradition, it also keenly anticipates the drama of
Shakespeare (especially Hamlet) and his contemporaries. These and related
issues shall, therefore, be explored in this essay.

“A pestelaunce on the crabyd queane”!1 A forceful statement, to be sure,
especially as it is spoken by the Vice in a moment of high drama —i.e., just
1

All quotations from Horestes are taken from the edition of the play by Karen Robertson and J.A. George (1996).
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before Clytemnestra, an allegorical Mary Queen of Scots, is about to be led
away and executed. It is also worth noting here that this execution takes
place off stage, not in full view of the audience. This seems a significant
staging decision on Pikeryng’s part and I shall, accordingly, return to it a bit
later in this essay. Returning to the Vice’s exclamation, however, its context
is as follows:
Let me alone, com on a way, that thou weart out of sight,
A pestelaunce on the crabyd queane, I think thou do delyght,
Him [i.e., Horestes] to molest, com of in hast, and troubell me no more,
Come on com on, ites all in vaine, and get you on a fore,
Let Clytemnestra wepe and go out revenge also
(ll. 835-38)

As has already been remarked, the Vice, in his disguise as Revenge, speaks
these words to Clytemnestra; that he feels confident enough to employ such
a harsh, dismissive tone with a social superior indicates just how far
Clytemnestra has fallen as a result of her adulterous relationship with Egistus
(the Bothwell figure in the play) and her collusion in her husband’s murder.
Horestes, in the tradition of the de casibus tragedy, also draws attention to
her plight: “By al the godes my hart dyd fayle, my mother for to se, / From
hye estate for to be brought, to so great myserey” (ll. 749-50).
In the line “A pestelaunce on the crabyd queane”, the use of “crabyd”
must also be remarked upon. The word has its origins in the twisted, crooked
gait of the crab and came to mean “crooked”, “cantankerous” or “perverse”.
Interestingly, this is a term often employed, though not exclusively, to
describe women.2 This can be seen as far back as the English mystery plays.
In the Chester cycle, for example, Noah complains to the audience after his
disobedient wife strikes him that: “…women be crabbed ay, / and none are
meek, I dare well say” (Mills 1992:ll. 105-106, 54). There is also a relevant
usage, attributed to Socrates, in William Baldwin’s A Tretise of Morall
Philosophie. Now once againe enlarged by the first aucthor (1564): “Crabbed
wives be compared to rough stirring horses” (s.siiir). It is also worth noting
that Socrates is presented as an authority on the unruly behaviour of women
in Horestes. In his last speech, one directed firmly at the audience, the Vice

2
In Horestes, the word appears three times. Aside from the instance already noted, the phrase
“crabyd rage” occurs in lines 171 and 465.
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notes (with some conviction) that: “For as playnely Socrates declareth unto
us, / Wemen for the most part, are borne malitious” (ll. 1092-93).
The Vice’s robust support for Socrates’ view of women, whilst part
and parcel of the general misogynistic tone of the play, is of course
historically problematic: though Horestes comments obliquely on the
disastrous rule of Mary Queen of Scots via the character of Clytemnestra,
the play is also pitched at the “good” female ruler, Elizabeth I. This is
confirmed towards the close of the play when Duty (who, admittedly, we
find employing a rather conventional rhetorical strategy) asks the audience
to pray “For Elyzabeth our Quene, whose gratious maiestie: / May rayne
over us, in helth for aye” (ll. 1194-95). Thus, Horestes provides a lesson as
well as a warning to a female monarch on the process of good governance.
Pikeryng, in what might be called his “Mirror for Princes” moments,
sermonises that the successful prince [i.e., Horestes] must accept advice
from his counsellor and solicit support from a neighbouring ruler. By way
of contrast, Pikeryng also presents us with a negative exemplum of rulership,
Clytemnestra: an adulterous queen who is as indifferent to the opinion of
other monarchs as she is to that of her own subjects. Her scornful attitude is
further emphasised by her twice declaring that she “set[s] not a pyn” (ll.
621, 704) for the power of others.
Clytemnestra’s attitude is, of course, out of step with the overall
philosophy of the play, where the importance of following counsel (who
appears as an actual character in the play, very much in the tradition of the
mediaeval moralities)3 is highlighted throughout. Idumeus, for example,
advises Horestes in another speech where Socrates is quoted to lend authority
to the argument to
Take yet my last commaundement, and beare it in thy minde,
Let now they men courragiousnes, in the their captayne finde
And as thou art courragious, so lyke wyse let their be,
For safegard of thy men a brayne, well fraught with pollicye.
For over rashe in doinge ought, doth often damage bringe,
Therfore take councell first before, thou dost anye thinge.
For councell as Plaato doth tell, is sure a heavenly thinge.
And Socrates a certaynte doth say, councell doth brynge.
Of thinges in dout for Lyvy sayes, no man shall him repent,
That hath before he worked ought, his tyme in councell spent
And be thou lybraull to thy men, and gentell be also,
3

Nine out of the twenty-five characters in Horestes are, in fact, personified abstractions.
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For that way at thy wil thou mayst, have them through fire to go
And he that shall at any tyme, deserve ought well of the,
Soffer him not for to depart, tyll well reward he be.
(ll. 478-491)

This passage, clearly functioning primarily as a “Mirror for Princes”, is
also important in that it forces us to consider the relationship between counsel
and one of the major themes of the play, revenge; for Horestes is ultimately
supported by both Councell (broadly understood as the political realm) and
the gods (symbolic of the spiritual or divine) in his desire for revenge against
his mother Clytemnestra and her lover Egistus. As Councell observes:
As I do thinke my soferayne lord, it should be nothing ill,
A Prynce for to revenged be, on those which so dyd kyll.
His fathers grace but rather shall, it be a feare to those,
That to the lyke at anye time, their cruell mindes dispose:
And also as I thinke it shall, an honer be to ye,
To adiuvate and helpe him with, some men revenged to be.
This do I thinke most fyttest for, your state and his also,
Do as you lyst sieth that your grace, my mind herin doth kno.
(ll. 268-75)

It is argued very openly here that revenge will serve both a public and a
private good. Thus, the whole issue of revenge is far less covert, far less
interior, in Horestes than it is in a play such as Hamlet.
As has already been noted, Horestes’ desire to avenge his father’s
death is given the green light by another authority as well; the gods. This is,
at least, what the Vice claims, in his initial disguise as Courrage, when
questioned by Horestes:
What nede you dout, I was in heaven, when al the gods did gre
That you of Agamemnons death, for south revengid should be.
Tout tout, put of that childish love, couldst thou with a good wil
Contentyd be? That one should so, they father seme to kyll?
Why waylst thou man, leave of I say, plucke corrage unto the.
This lamentation sone shall fade, if thou imbrasydest me.
(ll. 199-204)
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In John Lydgate’s Troy Book, one of the possible sources for Pikeryng’s
play,4 divine approval for Horestes’ actions is also given:
But ful streitly God shal after deme
And iustly venge with due recompense
Intrusioun brou[gh]t in by violence,
And felly quite swiche horrible inges
And sodeyn slau[gh]ter, specially of kynges,
Gretly to drede in euery regioun.
(Book V, 1142-47)

Considering Horestes as a political allegory, it seems clear, on the one hand,
that there is support in the text for the idea that the state (in the form of
Councell) may legitimate the murder of a murderous monarch. What is
more difficult to interpret, however, is a point hitherto neglected by critics;
how are we meant to understand the fact that it is only through the Vice (a
completely untrustworthy character) that Horestes is assured that the gods
promote his quest for revenge? To problematise the issue even further,
Horestes is clearly duped into believing that the Vice is the messenger of
the gods for the perennial trickster answers in the affirmative to the prince’s
question: “Ar you good syr, the messenger of godes as you do say” (l. 197).
The Vice is never unmasked or punished for this act of deception;
indeed, in keeping with the traditional trajectory of this figure in other moral
interludes, he never gets his deserved comeuppance. As we have already
seen, in Horestes the Vice is allowed to degrade (and possibly even act as
the executioner of) Clytemnestra. He gains much by her death and that of
Egistus, for it is through their executions that the Vice’s main goal is achieved
—revenge. The Vice also has some influence over Horestes and, in this
way, challenges the belief that all counsel is good. Related to this, if it is
agreed that the play serves, at least in part, as a “Mirror for Princes”, what
is perhaps being called into question is the nature of those who act as advisors
to rulers. The moral here, as in, say, Richard II, is to beware of sycophants
and false counsel. As Chaucer’s Nun’s Priest warns:

4

Three main texts have been posited as possible sources for Horestes: The Recuyell of the Historyes
of Troye (William Caxton’s 1473 translation of a French work by Raoul LeFèvre), John Lydgate’s
Troy Book and John Gower’s Confessio Amantis. Though an undisputed source may never be
traced, it is possible to link Pikeryng’s play to these works.
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Allas, ye lordes, many a fals flatour
Is in youre courtes, and many a losengeour,
That plesen yow wel moore, by my feith,
Than he that soothfastnesse unto yow seith.
Redeth Ecclesiaste of flaterye;
Beth war, ye lordes, of hir trecherye.
(Benson 1989:259, ll. 3325-3330)

The Vice is only really thwarted towards the end of the play, in fact, when
word of Horestes’ impending marriage to Hermione reaches him. He is,
effectively, displaced by the prince’s future wife: “Horestes is maryed, god
send him much care: / And I Revenge, am dryven him fro” (ll. 1046-47).
Horestes, a hybrid morality, was advertised on its original title page
as “A Newe Enterlude of Vice Conteyninge, the Historye of Horestes with
the cruell revengment of his Fathers death, upon his one naturtll Mother”.
In this extended version of the play’s title, value judgements about Horestes’
actions seem to be being made. His “revengment”, for example, is coupled
with the adjective “cruell”. Additionally, Clytemnestra is not simply referred
to as the prince’s mother; rather, she is his “naturtll” (natural) mother. This
suggests that the specific act of revenge here —exacted by a child against
its parent— is, despite the support of Councell, unnatural. Indeed, in the
play itself, the one figure who speaks out openly against Councell’s
advocating of Clytemnestra’s murder is Nature. Dame Nature, possibly
dressed in symbolic robes and a crown (as in, for example, The Trial of
Treasure), offers the counter-argument to that of Counsell. Her ultimate
belief is that Horestes’ vendetta is unnatural:
I do confesse a wycked facte, it was this is most playne,
Not withstanding from mothers bloud, thou must thy hands refrain
Canst thou a lacke unhappey wight, consent revenged to be,
On her whose pappes before this time, hath given foud to the
In who I nature formyd the, as best I thought it good,
Oh now requight her for to pain, withdraw thy hands from bloud.
(ll. 415-20)

Pikeryng’s allegorical representation of Nature makes explicit the gendered
division of law. She speaks, as can be seen in the passage above, for the
rights that derive from the body of a mother. The maternal body, having
borne and fed the infant, then has claims on the child that cannot be denied.
This, Nature argues, is at the heart of natural law (Robertson and George
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1996:21). A few lines later she alludes to Oedipus (a myth which forms part
of the psychological subtext of the play), hoping, it would seem, that his
story will act as a deterrent to Horestes:
Yf nature cannot brydell the, remember the decaye,
Of those which herto fore in south, their parents sought to slay
Oedippus fate, caull thou to minde, that slew his father so,
And eke remember now what fame, of him a brode doth go.
(ll. 438-441)

What is particularly striking about Nature’s speech here is how closely it
resembles one found a bit later in the play when Clytemnestra begs Horestes
to spare her life:
Have mercy sonne and quight remitte, this faute of mine I pray,
Be mercyfull Horestes myne, and do not me denaye.
Consider that in me thou hadest, thy hewmayne shape composid
That thou shouldst slay thy mother son, let it not be disclosyd,
Spare to perse her harte with sword, call eke unto thy mynd,
Edyppus fate and as Nero, showe not thy self unkynde.
(ll. 799-804)

This alignment of Queen Clytemnestra and Dame Nature makes particularly
clear the gender hierarchies of vengeance.5 A macabre touch is also provided
in this scene, for as she pleads, Cytemnestra is made to contemplate the
body of her lover Egistus, who has just been executed. The stage direction
for this reads: “fling him of the lader and then let on bringe in his mother
Clytemnestra but let her loke wher Egistus hangeth” (SD l. 790). Horestes
seems here to be employing a psychological strategy not dissimilar to that
used by Ferdinand against his sister in The Duchess of Malfi. In both cases,
the male attempts to bring the female to despair before she dies. Such a
desire is illustrative of the undercurrent of misogyny found within Horestes
and begs the question of what we are to make of this in an entertainment for
Elizabeth I. As has been argued elsewhere:

5

On the title page of Horestes the doubling scheme is given. The connection I am attempting to
establish between the rhetorical strategies of Clytemnestra and Nature would, of course, been
further strengthened had it emerged that these two characters are doubled. Though they are not,
it is interesting to note that Clytemnestra and Hermione are to be played by the same actor. Very
Oedipal doubling, to be sure.
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…[Elizabeth I] maintained rule by taking a position as the exceptional and
ambiguous female body. Though her presence at the apex of the hierarchy
disordered traditional analogies between patriarchal household and state …she
did not overtly challenge the prerogatives of male hierarchies by defending or
extending privilege to other women. Tudor legal theorists evaded the problems
of female rule by developing the fiction of the ‘king’s two bodies’. The defective
fallible body natural, subject to aging and death, was subsumed in the body
politic, perfect and without defect…This fiction, developed to ensure continuity
of jurisdiction and property despite the death of a monarch, was under some
strain when the monarchical body natural was female…Horestes presents one
method of coping with the female ‘body natural’ by subordinating to paternal
law all claims made for the particularly female body in the play. (Robertson and
George 1996:22)

Dame Nature’s argument that Horestes’ killing of Clytemnestra would be
unnatural is not only discredited by Councell and (possibly) the gods,
however, for Horestes’ own assessment of Clytemnestra’s maternal skills
calls into question her role as mother:
O paterne love why douste thou so, of pytey me request,
Syth thou to me wast quight denyed, my mother being prest:
When tender yeres this corps of mine, did hould alas for wo
When friend my mother shuld have bin then was she chefe my fo
(ll. 179-82)

That Horestes, during his “tender yeres”, perceived his mother as a “fo”
rather than a “friend” speaks to the unnatural behaviour of Clytemnestra.
And the debate between what is natural and what is not has a wider currency
within Elizabethan drama. In Hamlet, for example, Hamlet’s responds to
Claudius’ address, “But now, my cousin Hamlet, and my son—” (I. ii, 64)
with the paranomastic aside “A little more than kin, and less than kind” (I.
ii, 65).6 The similarities between Hamlet’s situation and that of Horestes
are, of course, striking.
Dame Nature, as we know, ultimately loses her debate with Horestes.
Councell wins the day with the caution that: “Therefore O king if that her
[Clytemnestra’s] faute, should unrevenged be, / A thousand evylles would
insu, their of your grace should se” [ll. 524-25]. In an alteration characteristic
of a play which moves (like, say, Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus) very rapidly
between lively exchanges of low humour and serious moral crises, between
6

With a pun on the earlier meaning of “kind”, “natural”.
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spoken dialogue and song, the gravity of Councell gives way to the gaiety
of the queen as she and her lover next occupy the stage and sing a song
about the Trojan war. In the song, a celebration of erotic love, an analogy is
made between the love of Helen and Paris and that of Clytemnestra and
Egistus. Employing the conventional language and imagery of courtly love,
Clytemnestra concludes the musical interlude with this declaration:
And as she lovyd him best whyle lyfe,
Dyd last so tend I you to do:
Yf that devoyd of warr and stryfe,
The Godes shall please to graunt us to.
Syeth you voutsafest me for to take,
O my good knyght:
And me thy ladye for to make,
My hartes delyghte.
(ll. 595-601)

Egistus returns the queen’s avowal of love and is then startled by the sound
of trumpets: “What menes this sound for very much, it doth my hart afright”
(l. 605). The trumpet blasts announce the arrival of the invading army and
the subsequent fall of Clytemnestra and her lover. We are now fully immersed
within the political dimension of the play.
After Clytemnestra and Egistus flee the stage the mood of the play
shifts once more, for we are met with a scene of slapstick inversion in which
a woman attempts to escape her pursuer: “Enter a woman, lyke a beger
rounning before they soldier but let the sodier speke first, but let the woman
crye first pitifulley” (SD l. 625) This beggar woman ultimately, however,
asserts herself over the soldier: “Go a fore her, and let her fal downe upon
the and al to be beate him” (SD l. 634). This standard topos of the topsyturvy world provides, as has been argued elsewhere,
…a signal image of the anxieties provoked by female rule. Elizabeth I’s advisers
pressed on her the advantage of marriage to such an extent that she was forced
to silence Parliament on the subject. Horestes, when considered within the
context of English anxieties over the marriage of their queen, condenses the
dilemma her subjects faced over female rule. An unmarried female monarch
disrupted the male hierarchies of authority figured in husband and king, but a
married reigning queen could subordinate the interests of her people to that of
her husband, as the English had experienced with the marriage of Mary Tudor
to Philip II of Spain, or at worst could collapse into murderous adultery, as so
recently demonstrated in Scotland.
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The play resolves the dilemma of female rule by producing a young prince
who executes justice on his mother. The revenge plot then transmutes into the
marriage of Horestes and Hermione, providing an affirmation of the hierarchies
of household and state, a dream of order that shifts the play from issues of
vengeance and justice to an image of the ideal gender order that guarantees
female containment. (Robertson and George 1996:23)

The unnamed woman in this scene clearly echoes the defiant behaviour
displayed by Clytemnestra a few lines earlier when she claims to “set not a
pyn” (l. 621) for the might of her son and his army. Unlike Clytemnestra,
however, this female manages to vanquish her soldier-foe and come out,
quite literally, on top. This moment of slapstick is also choreographed in a
strikingly similar way to that of the tussle between Noah and his wife in the
Wakefield cycle play:
[They fight]
WIFE Out, alas, I am overthrown!Out upon thee, man’s wonder!
NOAH See how she can grown, and I lie under;
(ll. 408-09)

Perhaps Pikeryng was taking at least some of his leads from an earlier
dramatic tradition?
Slapstick soon gives way to “real” violence in Horestes, however,
with the staged hanging of Egistus: “fling him of the lader” (SD l. 790). It
seems possible that, at this moment, the audience is meant to think of the
most notorious hanging in mediaeval drama, that of Judas. The Coventry
Passion Play II, for example, the stage direction for this act of self-murder
reads: “ bp an Judas castyth down bp e mony and goth and hangyth hymself”
(SD l. 236). And in Wakefield play 24, a fragment known as The Hanging
of Judas, we are presented with another interesting parallel with Horestes
for the story of Oedipus is implicitly alluded to in Judas’ opening remarks:
Alas, alas, and welaway!
Accursed caitiff I have been ay;
I slew my father, and after lay
with my mother;
and later, falsely, did betray my
own master.
(ll. 1-6)
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If Pikeryng’s implicit intention was to portray Egistus as a Judas-figure, he
probably did so in order to underscore for his audience the particularly
heinous nature of Egistus’ crime.
It is also interesting to reflect as to why Egistus’ death is staged, whilst
that of Clytemnestra is not. We must not assume, in any case, that this
indicates an historical uneasiness with depicting violent deaths of women
on the stage. No decorum was observed, for example, with Gertrude’s very
public demise in Hamlet; and there is the even more graphic execution of
the Duchess of Malfi in Webster’s revenge tragedy. In the latter play, the
executioners enter with “a coffin, cords and a bell” (SD l. 160). The Duchess
kneels soon after, and bids: “Come violent death” (l. 231). She is then
strangled (l. 234) in full view of the audience. Why, then, does Clytemnestra’s
death happen off camera? Pikeryng’s possible reluctance to stage the death
of a female monarch seems eerily to anticipate Elizabeth I’s own unease at
the thought of her cousin’s execution. It took her twenty years, after all, to
sign the death warrant of the Scottish queen.7 Raoul LeFèvre’s The recuile
of the Histories of Troie (1553), one possible source for Horestes, was not
so discreet on this matter. LeFèvre recounts Clytemnestra’s murder, as well
as the punishment of Egistus, in grisly and graphic detail:
On the morne Horrestes did his mother Clitemestra be brought tofore him all
naked her handes bounden, and assone as he sawe her: he ran upon her wyth
hys naked swerde, and cut of her two pappes, and after slew her with his handes,
and made her to be drawen to the feldes for the houndes to eate and devoure and
to the birdes, after he did do dispoyle Egistus and doo drawe him through the
citie, and after dide doo hange him on a forke, and in likewyse he did to all them
that were culpable of the deathe of hys father, thus venged horrestes the death
of the good kynge Agamemnon his father. (Robertson and George 1996:81)

OTHER MARYS
The figure of Mary Queen of Scots has continued to attract the
attention of artists down the centuries. Contemporary Scottish interest in
her life and reign is best reflected in Liz Lochhead’s Mary Queen of Scots
Got Her Head Chopped Off (1987). First performed at the Lyceum Studio
Theatre in Edinburgh, the play focuses primarily on the relationship between
7

“John Pikeryng may be an alternative spelling for John Puckering, a student at Linclon’s Inn
who was called to the bar on January 15, 1567. Puckering, as Speaker of the House of Commons
nineteen years later, presented the Commons’ petition urging the execution of the Scottish queen
in terms that oddly replay the issues raised in Horestes” (Robertson and George: 5).
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the Scottish queen and Elizabeth I —a relationship never explicitly explored
in Pikeryng’s text. But like Horestes, Lochhead’s play also foregrounds
Mary’s affair with Bothwell and the murder of Lord Darnley. This violent
event, and the angry public outburst which ensued, is dramatised by
Lochhead in an elaborate stage direction:
(Mary and Bothwell kiss and sink down to the floor in love-making, rolling over
and over. Drums are building up to a crescendo. Darnley where she left him on
the sickbed, murmurs her name.)
Justice!
(And this time the very word makes an enormous explosion happen as Darnley
at Kirk o’Field goes up. As smoke clears everyone else but Mary and Bothwell,
who are still writhing in love-making on the floor, begins an accusatory chant.)
All: Burn the hoor! Burn the hoor!
(Lochhead, Scene 6, 60)

Horestes, too, is an “accusatory chant” of sorts against Mary Queen of Scots
as it is the first extant play to offer a critique of her rule. Positioned
uncertainly between court and popular performance in London, and written
with the intention of influencing English political responses to the death of
Darnley, Pikeryng’s play may have been performed before a variety of
audiences to incite anti-Marian sentiment more widely (Robertson and
George 1996:31).
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ABSTRACT
In the background of this paper lies the work of Keith Thomas (1993) in
Man and the Natural World and Jonathan Bate (1993) in his ecocritical study
The Song of the Earth. This article seeks to contribute to a history of
environmental awareness that can be extended back not only to Shakespeare
but also to classical times. More specifically it seeks to place Timon of Athens
within a history of early modern environmentalism. It is not self-evident
that there is such a phenomenon. Thomas’s book draws on a wide range of
material covering several centuries and is primarily a work of historical
scholarship. Though he is a Shakespearian scholar, Jonathan Bate has little
to say about Shakespeare in The Song of the Earth, which, understandably,
centres itself on the Romantic movement from Rousseau onwards.
Conversely, Bate’s Shakespeare and Ovid has little to say about ecology.
There is, however, a significant space between Bate’s two influential books
for an account that takes Ovid as its starting point and finds, in no
Shakespearian play more than Timon of Athens, an exposition of society as
belonging to an Iron Age, and as a consequence alienated from a potentially
vengeful nature.

Ovid’s account of the fall from the Golden Age provides the locus classicus
for identifying human impiety and human violence with the extraction of
minerals from the earth, thereby describing humankind’s denatured and
violent relationship with the natural world, and with itself. The fiction of
the Golden Age throws these characteristics into relief. It describes a Utopian
society that needed no laws: “which of it selfe maintainde / The truth and
right of every thing unforct and unconstrainde”. There was harmony with
nature in a world with no use for trade by sea or for agriculture:
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The loftie Pynetree was not hewen from mountaines where it stood,
In seeking straunge and forren landes, to rove upon the flood…
The fertile earth as yet was free, untoucht of spade or plough,
And yet it yeelded of it selfe of every things inough.
And men themselves contented well with plaine and simple foode,
That on the earth of natures gift without their travail stoode,
Did live by Raspis, heppes and hawes, by cornelles, plummes and cherries,
By sloes and apples, nuttes and peares, and lothsome bramble berries,
And by the acornes dropt on ground, from Joves brode tree in fielde.
(I.109-21)1

Shakespeare remembers this passage in several plays, but he has little time
for prelapsarian Utopias. In both As You Like It and Timon of Athens he
stresses the harshness of the natural world. In Shakespeare’s wild, men
suffer “the penalty of Adam” (As You Like It, 2.1.5); it is a place of savage
beasts, “the icy fang / And churlish chiding of the winter’s wind” (2.1.6-7),
and frost-edged brooks.2 And in The Tempest Gonzalo’s evocation of an
ideal commonwealth based, indirectly, on Ovid’s Golden Age, is given short
shrift (2.1.149-75). We may not approve of Antonio and Sebastian’s treatment
of Gonzalo, but they do seem right in regarding his Utopia as merely fatuous,
not least because it is contradicted by an Iron Age premise about political
authority. Despite their rejection of the Golden Age, these negative examples
still bear witness to Shakespeare’s fascination and engagement with the
prelapsarian ideal.
If the Silver Age brought the four seasons, the Iron Age brought all
that is bad in human behaviour, and it all follows from the discovery of
metal: gold for wealth, iron for cultivation, mining, and warfare, and brass
for the “brazen tables” of the “threatning lawe”:
Not onely corne and other fruites, for sustnance and for store,
Were now exacted of the Earth: but eft they gan to digge,
And in the bowels of the ground unsaciably to rigge,
For Riches coucht and hidden deepe, in places nere to Hell,
The spurres and stirrers unto vice, and foes to doing well.
Then hurtfull yron came abrode, then came forth yellow golde,
More hurtfull than the yron farre, then came forth battle bolde,
That feightes with bothe, and shakes his sword in cruell bloudy hand.
Men live by ravine and by stelth: the wandring guest doth stand
1
2

Quotations from Ovid’s Metamorphoses are taken from Nims (1965).
Quotations from Shakespeare plays other than Timon of Athens from Wells and Taylor (1986).
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In daunger of his host: the host in daunger of his guest:
And fathers of their sonne in laws: yea, seldome time doth rest,
Betweene borne brothers such accord and love as ought to bee.
The goodman seekes the goodwifes death, and his againe seeks shee.
The stepdames fell their husbandes sonnes with poyson do assayle.
To see their fathers live so long the children doe bewayle.
All godlynesse lies under foote.
(I.154-69)

Bate demonstrates the recurrent influence of this passage on Shakespeare’s
writing. To come closer to my perspective here, he describes the second
half of it as “Timon-like” (Bate 1993:171).
In Timon, this worst-of-the-Iron-Age picture of humanity is both
contrasted and correlated with the dystopian and wintry state of Iron-Age
nature. When Timon is visited by Apemantus in the woods beyond Athens,
the committed city-dweller Apemantus points to the bleak air and the cold
brook candied with ice, preferring the comfort of a bed at home. Such is the
view from the position Apemantus claims to represent, that of the “middle
of humanity” (14.302).3 Timon for his part sees human nature as beast-like
and irredeemable. Iron-age savagery dwells in Athens. His life in the woods
offers a restricted kind of salvation. Timon tests the theory that one can be
sustained by mother earth without becoming involved in the extravagance,
the abstraction from nature, and the detestable sociality of living in the city.
This is implicit in his rejection of Athens to live in the woods, and
becomes explicit in his search for roots to eat. It is given fullest expression
in lines that echo the first passage I quoted from Ovid:
Your greatest want is, you want much of meat.
Why should you want? Behold, the earth hath roots.
Within this mile break forth a hundred springs.
The oaks bear mast, the briars scarlet hips.
The bounteous housewife nature on each bush
Lays her full mess before you. Want? Why want?
(14.416-21)

Even if Timon is not so naive as to think that thieves will abandon their
trade and live on berries, his words undeniably relate to his own life in the
woods. However, the match is far from perfect. One of the Thieves to whom
3

Quotations from Timon of Athens from Jowett (2004). The present paper gives fuller expression
to ideas explored in the Introduction to the edition.
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the speech is addressed objects that “We cannot live on grass, on berries,
water, / As beasts and birds and fishes” (14.422-3). Timon himself lives on
more than the grass, berries, and water of the Ovidean Golden Age. Timon
digs. He uses an implement characteristic of the Iron Age, and engages in
the Iron-Age activity of breaking open the ground, in contrast with the
Golden Age when the ground was, in the words of the passage from Ovid I
read before, “untouched of spade”. It is this digging that leads to an ironage outcome, the discovery of gold.
So the wished-for root is, as it were, transformed into gold. The
passage not only alludes to the Ovidean myth of the Iron Age but also invokes
the Ovidean trope of metamorphosis. The tenets of Christian thought are
even more clearly to the fore. Proverbially, and echoing the words of Christ,
“Riches are the root of all evil” (1 Timothy 6:10). That thought clearly
underlies the correlation of the root and gold. The stage-picture of Timon
digging is translated from an image of a hungry man to an emblem of the
biblical text. The biblical train of thought is underlined in Timon’s suggestion
that the heavens are “clear”, that is to say innocent, if they grant him roots.
Of course, they have actually just played the sardonic trick of providing
him with the root of evil instead —literally a joke, like the prophecy that
turns out to be true but in the way that is least anticipated, because it is
based on an unexpected fulfilment of “Earth, yield me roots” (14.23). Instead
of finding his lunch, Timon becomes a miner.
Shakespeare would have found Timon’s discovery of gold in Lucian’s
satire “Timon”, though in the satire Plutus has already foretold how his
efforts will be rewarded:
Come on then, my good mattock, strengthen thyself for me, and be not tired
with provoking treasure to show himself openly out of the bowels of the earth.O miraculous Jupiter, and ye friendly Corybantes, and auspicious Mercury, how
should so much gold come hither? Or is this all but a dream? I doubt I shall find
it to be but coals when I wake up. Nay, certainly this is pure gold, ruddy, weighty,
and lovely to look upon.4

Lucian’s Timon does not respond to the discovery in the same way as
Shakespeare’s Timon. Far from aiming to “Make large confusion”, in Lucian
he proposes to continue his solitary life, but now in a state of luxury.
4

Lucian of Samosata, ‘Timon, or, The Misanthrope’, in Certain Select Dialogues, trans. F. Hickes
(1634), as edited in Jowett, ed., Timon of Athens, Appendix B.
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Shakespeare instead offers an extravagant and savagely ironic reworking of
the biblical warning about the evil effects of riches. In this variation on the
source there are, I suggest, clear echoes of the allegorical account of
Mammon in Spenser’s Faerie Queene Book II, canto vii. We can be all the
more secure in suggesting the influence of this passage on Timon of Athens
because it is generally accepted that the same passage influenced
Shakespeare’s account of the wedges of gold and heaps of pearl lying at the
bottom of the sea in Clarence’s dream in Richard III (1.4.26-8). I believe
that I can offer this as a new minor source for the play.
“Mammon”, the word that gives Spenser’s character his name, means
“riches”. More literally, the biblical word means “that which is hidden”,
and this establishes just how the word configures the riches it refers to. It
reminds us that precious metals as they circulate in human society are a
product of violent excavation and extraction, and also that they are subject
to hoarding. In Spenser’s picture of Mammon personified, Guyon finds
Mammon in a hidden place, in a glade “Couer’d with boughes and shrubs”
in a “desert wildernesse”, presiding over his vast pile of wealth (sts. 2-3).
Mammon here represents neither the gold in itself as it might lie buried, nor
the metal circulating freely as a commodity, but the point of threshold at
which gold is gleaming with possibility but as yet inert. He is a kind of
global banker for whom the earth itself is his bank, operating outside the
everyday economy but potentially affecting it severely.
In himself Mammon is as antisocial as Timon. He is presented as the
opposite of civil man, “An vncouth, saluage, and vnciuile wight” (st. 3).
“Uncouth” means both “strangely unpleasant” and “unknown”, “salvage”
invokes the heraldic “salvage man” surrounded by leaves as well as meaning
“uncivilized”; “uncivil” means both “savage” and “rude, indecorous”.
Mammon’s anti-civil appearance indicates his malign bearing on the world
in which gold circulates. When he sees Guyon, Mammon hurriedly pours
the gold “through a hole full wide, / Into the hollow earth” (st. 6), the cavity
suggesting both the mine from which the gold was originally extracted and
a hiding place. Timon has the same first but provisional reaction. When he
hears the drum of Alcibiades he says to the gold, “Thou’rt quick; / But yet
I’ll bury thee” (14.45-6). But both Mammon and Timon soon overcome
this purely retentive attitude to their treasure when they go on to use the
gold to tempt the visitor to enhance his earthly power. Mammon offers
Guyon a beguiling vision of wealth and authority, whilst Timon offers
Alcibiades the power to strengthen his army so that it can march on Athens
and destroy it.
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The rude man cloistered in the wild woods surrounded by a mass of
gold he has extracted from the earth, which he first hides from a visitor and
then uses to tempt him: this is already enough to suggest that Timon is in
this scene an iconographical reworking of Spenser’s Mammon. I would go
further. As a god of riches, Mammon is equivalent of the classical god of
riches, Plutus. Plutus is one of the gods who in Lucian’s dialogue visits
Timon in the remote “corner of the earth” where he digs as a common
labourer. Plutus accuses Timon in the days of his wealth of “prostituting me
basely to lewd and vile persons that bewitched you with praises so to get
me into their fingers”. Timon of Athens specifically registers the figure of
Plutus and correlates him with Timon. Of Timon in his days of wealth it is
said: “He pours it out. Plutus the god of gold / Is but his steward” (1.27980). To swing the trajectory from Mammon to Plutus back once again, the
allusion to Plutus uses words recalling Spenser: “I me call, / Great Mammon,
greatest god below the skye, / That of my plenty poure out vnto all” (st. 8).
Both texts are, of course, dealing with the dangers of wealth, with
Timon of Athens showing first the corruption of human relationships in a
world awash with high living, and then the power of gold to unleash
destruction on that same society. The Faerie Queene, like Timon of Athens,
blends expositions based on Paul’s “root of evil” lines in 1 Timothy and
Ovid’s account of the Iron Age. Spenser leads towards the Shakespearian
conflation in which the “root” stands not only for food, not only for riches
as a source of evil, but also to gold’s own origin in the ground. In Guyon’s
phrase, riches are “the roote of all disquietnesse”. As he elaborates:
Infinite mischiefes of them do arize,
Strife, and debate, bloudshed, and bitternesse,
Outrageous wrong, and hellish couetize…
(st. 12)

He accuses Mammon, “But realmes and rulers thou doest both confound”
(st 13) and moralizes the needlessness of wealth:
But would they [men] thinke, with how small allowaunce
Vntroubled Nauture doth her selfe suffise,
Such superfluities they would despise,
Which with sad cares empeach our natiue ioyes…
(st. 15)

He continues his defence against Mammon by retracing the Ovidean fall
from the original state of humanity to the age of greed and metal:
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The antique world, in his first flowring youth,
Found no defect in his Creatours grace,
But with glad thankes, and vnreproued truth,
The gifts of souereigne bountie did embrace:
Like Angels life was then mens happie cace;
But later ages pride, like corn-fed steed,
Abusd her plenty, and fat swolne encrease
To all licentious lust, and gan exceed
The measure of her meane, and naturall first need.,
Then gan a cursed hand the quiet wombe
Of his great Grandmother with steele to wound,
And the hid treasures in her sacred tombe,
With Sacrilege to dig. Therein he found
Fountaines of gold and siluer to abound…
(sts. 16-17)

Mining the fountains of gold and silver is both violent and sacreligious.
The idea that the steel of implements such as the spade wounds Mother
Earth is echoed in Timon of Athens. As he digs, Timon calls the earth
“Common mother--thou / Whose womb unmeasurable and infinite breast /
Teems and feeds all” (14.178-80). The phrase “common mother” means
shared female antecedent, as one might speak of Eve as the common mother
of humanity, and is virtually synonymous with Spenser’s “great
Grandmother”. Here, with Spenser specifically coming out with the rhyme
“wombe” and “tombe”, and Shakespeare dealing in the same concept of the
maternal but burying earth, human intrusion into the earth is given a
specifically gendered and sexualised figuration. As Carolyn Merchant (1982)
has shown, figurations of the earth as a sentient, living being can be traced
back to the Stoics, and specifically to Cicero and Seneca. The Oxford English
Dictionary shows the expression “mother earth” entering the English
language in the late 1580s —Spenser’s Fairie Queene provides one of the
earliest examples— but the Latin Terra mater goes back to antiquity —for
example, to Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In alchemical belief, it was not only
living creatures that owed their origin to the earth. Metals were supposed to
grow and to transmute from base to pure within the womb-like ground, fed
by mineral juices that flowed through the earth (Merchant 1982:25).
Spenser’s “Fountaines of gold and silver” reflects this vitalism, with the
metals, as it were, bleeding from the ruptured veins.
Merchant (1982:30) traces a tradition of ethical objection to “the
extraction of the metals from the bowels of the living earth”. Pliny urged
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that “It is what is concealed from our view, what is sunk far beneath her
surface, objects, in fact, of no rapid formation, that urge us to our ruin, that
send us to the very depths of hell”. And he asked, with rhetorical premonition,
“when will be the end of thus exhausting the earth, and to what point will
avarice finally penetrate!” Georg Agricola’s De re mettalica of 1556 was
the standard textbook on metallurgy for two centuries, and along with Ovid
evidently a source for Spenser’s treatment of Mammon. Agricola contrasted
earth as “a beneficent and kindly mother” who “yields in large abundance
from her bounty and brings into the light of day the herbs, vegetables, grains,
and fruits, and trees” with her retentive treatment of minerals, which “she
buries far beneath in the depth of the ground”. He goes on to summarize
what we might call the early anti-mining lobby’s criticism of the pollution
caused by mining operations. From this perspective, the extreme efforts
and severe damage exemplify the lengths to which miners go to defeat the
earth’s purpose of hiding her minerals. Agricola’s purpose is, however, to
answer these objections, in terms familiar to us from the passage I have
quoted already: without metals, men would “return to the acorns and fruits
and berries of the forest” —for Agricola, clearly an undesirable development.
Pre-eminent among early modern representations of miners is, of
course, the descendent of Spenser’s Mammon, Milton’s Mammon in
Paradise Lost. Alasdair Fowler (1968) notes that (like Shakespeare) Milton
“had a special admiration for Spenser’s account of the Cave of Mammon”,
and the passage influenced Milton’s account on Mammon in Paradise Lost
following I.684, perhaps the finest and best known early modern poetic
description of mining:
by him first
Men also, and by his suggestion taught,
Ransacked the centre, and with impious hands
Rifled the bowels of their mother earth
For treasures better hid. Soon had his crew
Opened into the hill a spacious wound
And digged out ribs of gold. Let none admire
That riches grow in hell; that soil may best
Deserve the precious bane…
Nigh on the plain in many cells prepared,
That underneath had veins of liquid fire
Sluiced from the lake, a second multitude
With wondrous art founded the massy ore,
Severing each kind, and scummed the bullion dross:
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A third as soon had formed within the ground
A various mould, and from the boiling cells
By a strange conveyance filled each hollow nook.
(I.684-707)

And so, by mining, by purifying the ore, and casting the refined metal, the
devils begin to construct the massive and ornate golden palace of
Pandemonium. The line from Spenser to Milton confirms that Mammon is
not only a devil but also a miner, that mining itself is a hellish act of violence
against mother earth motivated by pride and greed.
There are strong indications that the gold Timon discovers does indeed
belong to nature. As I have suggested, the earth was thought actively to
produce metals by a process equivalent to the generation of animals and
plants. Timon associates mineral gold with growing roots as products of the
earth, and in a speech I’ll be considering in more detail shortly he associates
gold with wild animals in a similar way. The poetics therefore imply that
the gold Timon discovers is a naturally occurring mineral. A find such as
this is unimaginable in the woods of England or even, one might hazard to
say, in the woods of Athens —though the plenitude of gold emanating from
the supposedly savage realms of Central America might have made it
imaginable that a scene such as this might have taken place in these regions.
Back home, as William Barclay Parsons (1968) and others have clearly
demonstrated, some of the most sophisticated machinery was devoted to the
extraction of metals and minerals, in particular to solve the problems of hoisting,
pumping, and ventilation, and to the “strange conveyances” to which Milton
refers (Parson 1968). The mining of copper and coal, though operating on a
small scale as compared with the eighteenth century and later, was a significant
example of organized industrial activity in early modern England; it required
specializing labour, and the extraction of metal from ore involved advanced
technology. From this point of view it is sheer fantasy to see Timon with his
spade as a miner. One begins to understand the speculations of those who have
tried to explain how Timon stumbles not on a vein of preternaturally pure gold
ore, but on a hoard of stolen gold that thieves have buried in the woods.
Timon’s discovered gold therefore is and is not an immediate and
natural product of the earth, and as such a sign of plenitude in nature. By
another take, it is and is not a product of earlier extraction, purification,
moulding, economic circulation, and perhaps, indeed, theft —a product of
human culture as we see it elsewhere in the play. This indeed is the case in
Lucian’s dialogue, where we are told that the treasure consists of “coined
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gold”. In Timon’s own account in the play, it is at once, within sixteen lines,
“glittering” (14.26), as though purified and polished, and “damnèd earth”
(14.42), as though physically as well as morally filthy and impure. This
ambiguity is crucial to the play’s representation of nature in its relation to
human activity, and perhaps ultimately even to our reading of Timon himself.
After all, if nature is prodigal, Timon is more justified in being prodigal
himself; he was then earlier in the play a Plutus indeed who poured it out as
though by destiny because, apparently at least, fortune favours him in this
way, and because the generosity of the earth can be limitless. On the other
hand, if Timon stumbles on someone else’s hoard, the total resources
available to humanity have not increased, Timon recirculates wealth that
has circulated before, and so paradoxically he finds himself in the very
middle of economic culture at the very point when he was most sure that he
had escaped it.
These speculations may seem to be guilty of thinking too precisely
on the event. But the instability of nature’s relationship to human culture
lies at the heart of Timon’s very language. The most critical speech in this
respect is his soliloquy in between the visits of Alcibiades and Apemantus,
the root-finding speech that lies at the core of this paper (Passage 2). As we
have seen, Timon begins petitioning the earth for a root by celebrating her
generous fecundity:
Common mother—thou
Whose womb unmeasurable and infinite breast
Teems and feeds all…

The following lines give examples of the physical and moral diversity of
living creatures who spring from the earth:
…whose selfsame mettle
Whereof thy proud child, arrogant man, is puffed
Engenders the black toad and adder blue,
The gilded newt and eyeless venomed worm,
With all th’ abhorrèd births below crisp heaven
Whereon Hyperion’s quick’ning fire doth shine—
(14.180-85)

The language here is Ovidean, a reminder, then, of the Ovidean mode of
the episode in the other respects already mentioned. The debt to Ovid can
be located precisely in the word “crisp”, which is used in a puzzling sense
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that the Oxford English Dicitonary cites nowhere earlier than Timon of Athens
except in Golding’s translation of Metamorphoses. The imagery in the
catalogue of beasts is more sustained, with strong antecedents in the Ovidean
lyricism of Shakespeare, particularly in Midsummer Night’s Dream, and
other writers of a decade earlier such as —once again— Spenser. The earth
produces objects like elaborate jewels: black toad, adder blue, gilded newt.
If we want to be realistic about such figures we would have to say, I think,
that Shakespeare is describing not their overall colouration but specifically
their black, blue, or gilded eyes; in accordance with this reading of the
passage, the creature to whom no colour is ascribed is “the eyeless venomed
worm”. But the effect of artifice is strong nevertheless. Like the glittering
gold itself, the gilded newt seems on the one hand natural, on the other
hand refined and objectified.
Shakespeare places these creatures on the borderline of the natural in
another respect too. They are associated with “all th’ abhorrèd births below
crisp heaven”, in other words the creatures that are monstrous, prodigious,
and unnatural. The catalogue of reptiles and amphibians focuses on animals
that were considered poisonous or physically abnormal. Timon is therefore
making two related but rather contradictory statements. The first is based
on antithesis: that proud humans come from the same earth as the most
humble creatures. The second is based on similitude: that the perverse vices
of man find a correlative in animals of unnatural or distorted form and
poisonous nature. The address to the earth therefore sees her as a general
mother to all living creatures, “in the sequence of degree / From high to
low” (to borrow from Timon’s words about humankind at 14.743-4); but
also, more narrowly, as a mother fit for the iron age who produces only
creatures fit to range alongside vile humankind. Timon’s desires towards
the earth are contradictory. On the one hand he petitions her humbly for the
merest root to sustain his life. On the other hand he digs and extracts gold to
excess, as an act of violence —sexually inflected violence at that, for it is
directed against the womb. On another hand still, he enacts a kind of reversed
rape that will violently cover over the earth’s openings and unsex her here.
The conflicting impulses to hide and extract the gold are enacted
over the episode as a whole as the visitors ebb and flow. The conflicting
impulses to dig the earth and to seal up the earth are evident within the
soliloquy itself, in the lines that follow the initial address to the earth. The
speech exemplifies those traits in the play’s language that have been taken
as indications that Shakespeare left the play unfinished, as in Hermann
Ulrici’s (1846:238-239) comment as long ago as 1839 that “The thoughts
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are frequently huddled and packed together without order or connection;
the turns are striking and sudden”. The conduct of this speech does not, I
believe, have anything to do with Ulrici’s diagnosis that “the piece may
have wanted the author’s last finishing touch”, for sudden and striking turns
are intrinsic to the manner of the speech, and consistent with sudden
wrenches that typify Timon’s enraged language elsewhere. And the highly
polarized quality of the writing in this speech and elsewhere is of a piece
with Apemantus’ observation that Timon does not know “the middle of
humanity”. To extrapolate, he does not comprehend the middle ground in
any area of possibility. Timon’s whole character is built on occlusion of the
in-between.
I will quote the following lines of Timon’s speech in full, without
omission, but interjecting comments to mark the speaker’s switches of
impulse. Timon begins by petitioning the earth to produce, minimally, but
nevertheless in line with her characteristic trait of fertility:
Yield him who all the human sons doth hate,
From forth thy plenteous bosom, one poor root.
(14.186-7)

He then radically contradicts himself, calling on the earth to make herself
sterile:
Ensear thy fertile and conceptious womb;
Let it no more bring out ingrateful man.
(14.8-9)

And then suddenly he is imploring the earth neither to produce a poor root
nor to ensear her womb, but to “Go great” and “teem”:
Go great with tigers, dragons, wolves, and bears;
Teem with new monsters whom thy upward face
Hath to the marbled mansion all above
Never presented.
(14.190-93)

Then he finds a root. Now he forgets about wanting a whole zoo-full of new
monsters and reverts to the position of wanting the earth to become sterile,
developing the very image of the enseared womb that he had abandoned in
favour of its opposite:
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O, a root! Dear thanks.
Dry up thy marrows, vines, and plough-torn leas,
Whereof ingrateful man with liquorish draughts
And morsels unctuous greases his pure mind,
That from it all consideration slips!
(14.193-7)

The constant is Timon’s antagonism to what he calls, in both speeches,
“Ingrateful man”. Nevertheless, there is no consistent logic to these violent
and anguished mental convulsions. They come from a figure traversed by
emotions that definitively cannot be fixed and have no consistency. Though
Timon is digging for food, sustenance is perhaps the least urgent of his
concerns. Rather, he places himself at an emblematic point of intersection
between humankind and the earth as providing nature, desiring the earth to
act with different and incompatible kinds of malevolent agency against
humanity.
The scene as a whole reworks on very different terms the gravediggers’
scene in Hamlet. Here too we find the device of using the trapdoor in the
stage floor to represent an opening in the earth that is also a profound opening
into ontological questions of human existence. Here too the earth yields
symptomatic objects —not gold but the skulls of dead men. Each class of
object becomes the focus for each play’s examination of human life in
relation to an Other —death in Hamlet, feminized nature in Timon. Both
scenes investigate the idea of material recirculation between things buried
in the earth, and living, social humanity. Both scenes meditate on topics
traditional in sermons and in secular literature: the memento mori and, as in
Chaucer’s “Pardoner’s Tale”, the moralization on the destructiveness of
riches. Both scenes are penultimate: if not literally, at least figuratively so.
They stand at just one remove from the main character’s final encounter
with death. All this stems from the stage device itself, the rupture of stage
surface that can take the actor’s body wholly or partly below the stage,
meaning into the ground, and then out again, a sequence with few parallels
in the drama of the period (those who fall into the pit in Titus Andronicus
2.2 are brought out dead). Timon, like Hamlet, is aware that we are all in a
sense merely borrowed from the earth. He too strongly anticipates his own
burial. The specific quality of the scene in Timon of Athens is that it correlates
borrowing and stealing from the earth with the idea of economic man. For
Timon at this stage in the play, borrowing is simply a euphemism for theft,
and indeed all motion and exchange including the functions of nature are
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forms of robbery: “The sun’s a thief...”, the acts of humanity have put nature
itself on the wrong side of the laws engraved in brass.
Thus Timon as the Mammon-like gatekeeper regulates the flow of
riches from the earth to humanity. He acts extempore, but always in
accordance with his anger at humanity, indulging in ironized forms of giftgiving. As in the first half of the play, giving destroys him, though now in
another way. The excess of invective, and of angry expulsion from the earth,
drain his will to live. The gold is taken (without the advice that goes with
it), and Timon is left quite literally exhausted, or, in the term he applies to
the earth, sered up. The buck stops with Timon, and it might be said that he
pays for the final peace, an outcome he didn’t authorize, with his life. So
the play seals up the wounded earth with Timon’s body in it, and allows the
crisis of thought about the iron age uneasily to subside as the warriors, the
law-makers, and the merchant capitalists come back into alignment with
each other and make friends. But Timon’s thoughts cry out from the grave
like projected stones or lumps of gold in the form of epitaphs. Moreover,
the play’s final imagery of peaceful closure is unstable in connotation:
And I will use the olive with my sword,
Make war breed peace, make peace stint war, make each
Prescribe to other as each other’s leech.
(17.83-5)

The golden-age fruit of the olive is co-opted to join with the iron-age weapon
of the sword. Blood is reciprocally exchanged from body to body —just as
the image of the ebb and flow of the tide over Timon’s grave has contrived
to suggest an endless weeping that is miraculously without any expense.
The uneasy kind of flowing within a sealed double body that is implied in
acting as each other’s leech escapes the dangers of profligacy and debt. It
achieves a stable symbiotic economy at the expense of becoming surreal
and utterly revolting. The soft glutinosity of both olive and leech abates the
edge of war like aid packages for refugees, but this is still, inevitably, for all
the reassertion of civic ideology, an iron age ruled by money, law, and the
sword.
It is perhaps only from a present-day perspective that we might see in
Timon’s fleeting visions of a sterile earth an anticipation of environmental
degradation leading to catastrophes of a kind now becoming familiar. Yet,
the idea that the earth might take apocalyptic revenge on humanity for greedy
extraction of her products and abusive use of them is clearly present. The
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nightmare of a nature that simply ceases to be fertile and to produce inevitably
means something different to us, living at a time when the technological
mastery of nature faces increasing strain and even the possibility of collapse,
than it would have done in the early modern period, when the immediate
necessities of life were wholly dependent on nature producing a good annual
harvest. But there is also contiguity between the prospect of a failed harvest
in a local early modern agricultural economy and the wider prospects of
climactic change, flooding, deforestation, and desertification that are familiar
now. In some ways we have been returned to a sensibility that would have
seemed in decline if not outmoded a few decades ago. Few now would
unreservedly say, with John Danby in 1948 (Danby 1948:20), “For us Nature
is a source of raw power which we can use. If only we are clever enough we
can make it serve our purposes”.
The point at which Timon’s invectives are quite startlingly modern is
where he sees earth’s imagined infertility as a direct consequence of
humankind’s misuse of her produce. The story of the vengeful god who
destroys humanity for its wickedness goes back at least as far as the Book
of Genesis, but in this respect too Timon of Athens has a modern take on the
story, substituting the male and controlling figure of Jehovah with the
feminine earth, generous by nature, and merely reactive when not so. This
is different too from King Lear, where Lear calls on the instruments of the
male Jove, thunder and lightning, to “Strike flat the thick rotundity o’ th’
world” (3.2.7), so that the natural storm becomes an image of God punishing
the earth. It is different again from the Christian masterplans of Spenser
and Milton, where the sins of the iron age will ultimately be punished and
the virtuous will be saved. Timon’s vision is without redemption, and without
much evidence of masculine deity, with the possible exception of the wicked
gods who provide the root of evil instead of basic sustenance.
Shakespeare’s characterization of his tragic heroes depends on their
assaulting the audience with attitudes and behaviours that oscillate violently
between the empathetic and the disgusting. In the cases of Timon and Lear,
a harmonization of response to their various utterances is the last thing we
should look for. Shakespeare’s characters take shape at points of intersection
between grace and despair. Timon is Shakespeare’s most despairing character
—he would not see the feather move, nor would he buckle his armour on.
But for us it can be no small grace in him that he articulates something of
value about the Iron Age, making Timon of Athens a core text in the early
modern discourse of the environment.
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ABSTRACT
This paper stems from the belief on the importance of a historically-conscious
literary criticism. From this perspective, the approach to literary texts of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in England cannot proceed by ignoring
one of the most powerful, influential and complex philosophical constructs
re-taken by Humanism from the classical period. Neo-Stoicism is a humanist
version of classical Stoicism, and, together with other influential
philosophical and ethical corpora such as Christianism, Neo-Platonism or
Aristotelianism, constituted the backbone of Renaissance ethics. Yet (as a
cursory look at most of the publications in the last decades will prove) much
of the criticism on the literature of this period not only ignores the important
role played by (Neo-)Stoicism, but fails to acknowledge its mere existence
(with significative exceptions such as Profs. Schneider, Chew, and a few
others). Consequently, in the following lines I will try to prove that NeoStoicism actually functioned as an extremely influential moving force in
many representative works of the period, not only in prose writing (as we
may suspect) but also in drama or poetry. Also, I will suggest that many of
these works, far from smoothly incorporating Neo-Stoic doctrine, establish
with it a complex and frequently conflicting dialogue that eventually engages
in the main epistemological discussions of the period.

As most complex ideas, Stoicism has adapted to changing circumstances
along history. If it is true that its ethical dimension basically embraces a
highly theorized form of private morality, it also involves some reflections
on politics and law, or, to put it differently, on the conceptualization and
regulation of public behaviour; and this implies that it is relatively easy to
find it underlying different ‘structures of feeling’, most notably during the
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Renaissance and the Baroque.1 Dealing with Stoic morals (as I will also do
here), Professor Ben Schneider, to my knowledge one of the scholars that
has best understood the relations between Stoicism and English Literature,
maintains that Renaissance ethics were regulated by Stoicism (1993:11314; 1995a:130-34). Other authors have also seen this, perhaps not as clearly
and with such a penetrating insight as that of Prof. Schneider, but nevertheless
leaving no doubt as to the actual importance of Stoicism, or Neo-Stoicism,
in the English (and European) Renaissance.2 However, today it seems that
no direct connection is made between Stoicism and Renaissance literature,
and consequently much of the moral, philosophical and political content of
many Renaissance works is inevitably missed. The same can be said about
later periods: I am persuaded that Stoicism can be rightfully claimed to
have informed, under different guises, much of eighteenth century
philosophy, basically the American and French Revolutions; nineteenth
century Romanticism;3 and twentieth century Existentialism, to mention
just a few major movements.4 In general terms, and before we proceed to
more specific and detailed analysis, Stoicism, in its ethical dimension, can
be characterized as a philosophy that believes that: (a) the ‘soul’ of the
Universe is rational and benevolent; (b) absolute moral truth exists; (c) truth
is available through common sense; and (d) life is fully realized through
obedience to the (unwritten) moral law. But although this array of beliefs
may seem not difficult to identify and Stoicism, consequently, would be
easily traceable in both literary or non-literary works, the truth is that it is
seldom found in isolation or in plenitude (that is, taking into account all
four main beliefs) but, quite on the contrary, overlapped with some other
equally influential codes of moral behaviour, namely, Christianism,
Aristotelianism, Epicureanism and/or Neo-Platonism. It is precisely to this
mixture of Stoic ideas with Christian, Neo-Platonic, Aristotelian and
Epicurean notions in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that we
commonly refer as Neo-Stoicism.5 But we also find that Stoic thought rarely
1

I borrow this term, now familiar, from the British sociologist Raymond Williams (1980: 22-7).
See Sonnenscheim (1923), Bolgar (1954), Eckhoff (1957), Henderson (1961), Waith (1962),
Allen (1964), Kelso (1964), Miner (1970), Bement (1972), Kristeller (1979), Ide (1980),
Montsarrat (1984), Chew (1988), Ferrater (1994), and Alvis (1990).
3
In fact, Stoicism is clearly behind Matthew Arnold’s central Kantian concept of ‘Hebraism’,
which he opposes to ‘Hellenism’ as one of the two dimensions of Western aesthetic thought in
his influential Culture and Anarchy (Arnold 1960-74:163-75).
4
Audrey Chew has provided an account of some of these and other influences; see Chew (1988:1-7).
5
Neo-Stoicism is the term employed to refer to the renewed Stoic ideas appearing during the
European Renaissance (ie, fifteenth to seventeenth centuries), initially in Spain and Italy, and
2
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was able to establish itself as the grand recit it aspired to, as many of the
textual evidences we will show prove; this does not mean, however, that its
importance or influence was not paramount in this period, but simply that
Stoicism did not succeed in its attempt to suppress all other systems of
thought, which modified it in different degrees. In this sense (and for basically
the same reasons) it is equally difficult to establish a neat chronological
classification of Stoicism, although it seems to be necessary in order to be
able to cope with the different connotations of this philosophy, as well as to
understand how these contents negotiate diverse meanings to eventually
produce specific versions of Neo-Stoic thought. Thus we traditionally
distinguish between primitive and historical Stoicism, or, using other terms,
between early and older Stoicism on the one hand, and middle, late and
younger Stoicism on the other. To put it bluntly, and before we go any
further, primitive Stoicism has to do with the typical and easily-recognizable
Stoic moral self-sufficiency whereas historical Stoicism deals with the notion
of self-discipline as a social duty. Stoicism then has, we must not forget,
both a private and a public dimension, and this will prove of the greatest
importance in our later discussion.
Primitive Stoicism, or Stoicism as a whole, starts with Zeno of Citium
(4th-3rd c. BC), who in his lessons in the Stoa (‘porch’) of his Academy in
Athens was able to mix elements from Socrates, Heraclitus and the Cynics
mainly to produce a new formulation which could cope with a changing
world; in fact, the most coherent explanation of the origins of Stoicism and,
most specifically, of the individualistic nature of these first theories explains
that it appeared as “a response to the disruptions of familiar values that
accompanied the breakdown of the Greek city state” (Chew 1988:2). In a
very general overview, Stoicism is based on a physical theory of existence
as an ever-repeating cycle in which everything is composed of the four
elements (fire, water, earth, and air) which, after turning into one another,
at the end of the so called ‘Platonic year’ are consumed by the primary
element, namely, intellectual fire or ether. This recurring cyclic structure
implies, most significantly, that progress is not possible: the accumulation
of wealth or fame loses then all its importance. Besides, Stoics conceptualize
later in England, France or Germany. Neo-Stoicism then acquires new contents, mainly from
humanism (Erasmus, Vives, Juan and Alfonso de Valdés, More, Montaigne, Valla, Ficino etc…),
and constitutes the backbone of Renaissance ethics. However, we must distinguish between
Stoic doctrines and Stoic attitudes, and, besides, we must note that some authors (notably
Schneider) deny the existence of something that we can distinctly define as Neo-Stoicism and
which is different from classical Stoicism.
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a principle that holds everything together, and this principle will dominate
every version of Stoicism in the next two thousand years, although it will
receive different denominations: “intellectual fire, pneuma, reason, the will
of god, god, fate, destiny, providence, universal law, nature, reason of the
world, soul of the world, Jupiter, Zeus, ether, atmospheric current” (Chew
1988:4; Monsarrat 1984:9-21).
For Stoics, God and the Law cannot part, so acquiescence to the way
things are is enforced by means of acceptance of the eternal law, the Stoic
law of nature, and contemplation of the pre-ordained plan and the one virtue,
reason. The Universe is governed by a set of rules rooted in nature which
can only be known if man lives ‘naturally’, that is, if he lives in cooperation
with the whole cosmological system. Other Stoic characteristics, such as
unconventionality, simplicity of life and the setting up of heroes,
characteristics which came to be immediately associated with the standard
Stoic of the popular lore, were inherited from the Cynics.
The second brand of Stoicism, historical Stoicism, is especially
relevant for our discussion since it is this Roman version of the philosophical
school the one most commonly integrated within sixteenth and seventeenth
century texts, and it is distinctly different from primitive Stoicism. In fact,
Stoicism went through a deep transformation that produced a new awareness
of the role of the individual within the cosmic plan, and this was the
consequence of a new reading of Aristotle which produced Cicero’s
reflections on civility, especially his Officiis, better known in the English
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as On Duty (Chew 1988:6-8). This came
hand in hand with a general softening of Stoic exigencies, which could be
clearly perceived in the new emphasis on brotherly love:
Whereas the Old Stoa considered wisdom, moderation, and courage to be virtues
in respect to the individual himself and summed up his duties to others as justice,
the younger Stoics emphasized the virtue of philantropy, or humanitas, as the
truly altruistic virtue. (Edelstein 1966:90).

This change in focus, from the individual to the community, made it difficult
for ordinary readers of the Renaissance to identify with some degree of
certainty Stoic arguments when they found them, and hence the varying
and ambiguous Renaissance representations of pseudo-Stoic commonplaces,
including virtue, villains, and heroes. As I have just pointed out, most relevant
were Cicero’s De Officiis and De Finibus Bonorum et Malorum, which spread
the notion of the good man as a public servant, or, in other words, turned
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self-sufficiency into self-sacrifice, a transformation of the utmost relevance
(Cicero 1928:I.22; 1914:III.28). Stoic ideas about the individual’s part in
the cosmic plan joined Aristotelian concepts (manifested in his Eudemian
and, especially, his Nichomachean Ethics) about man as a social and political
entity (Aristotle 1940:IX,1097b,11, and 1162a,17) and about the whole being
superior to the part, which eventually brought about the modification of the
notion of ‘Stoic virtue’ to mean now in the Roman period “civilized patriotic
cooperation”, something that was later to become common in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries (Chew 1988:8); consequently, ‘being natural’ now
is a synonym for ‘being civilized’. The relevance of this intellectual shift
cannot pass unnoticed, since its immediate consequences were enormous
not just for literary production but for the whole structure of feeling of
those and subsequent centuries. If, as I have just pointed out, ‘living
according to nature’ is equated with ‘living according to society’s dictum’,
we also find that one’s own ‘conscience’ is related to one’s country, and
consequently ‘duty’ means now playing out our role in the system, ‘fate’
participates in the maintaining of the status quo, and the question of ‘truth’
is associated with the consensum gentium: in other words, and as I have just
suggested, self-sufficiency turns into self-sacrifice. An alternative solution
is left for those cases in which this ‘agreement of the people’ goes against a
certain author’s opinion: it is then taken into consideration that it may have
been corrupted, and this means that it is time for a Stoic hero, a saviour of
the community, to appear and act. In any case, the Aristotelian rule of the
‘golden mean’ is included in order to soften Stoic absolutist (or extremist)
temptations (Arnold 1958:108-10; Chew 1988:1-11).
From all these additions, the resulting Stoic picture would be one
which contemplates three recurring Stoic themes, and these in turn will
become key concepts in many sixteenth and seventeenth century literary
and non-literary works. The three predominant themes are those of peace
of mind, the law of nature and the wise (or happy) man, or, in other words,
the happy life on Earth, the life of social duty, and the ideal man, all
considered, obviously, from a Neo-Stoic perspective (Chew 1988:44-53;
72). Peace of mind implies adapting to adverse circumstances, making virtue
of necessity, and this by means of a technique of passive resignation. This
includes internalizing the belief that all fortune is good fortune, and that
only virtue (that is, accepting what may come with glee) can eventually
make you free; restraint is preached especially with relation to the passions,
which have to be necessarily controlled although there is some doubt in
relation to the necessary degree of restraint to be practised: then, passions
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have to be either eliminated (as the early Stoics advocated) or simply
regulated to adapt to the ‘golden mean’ rule (Aristotle and Seneca). All
these practices eventually lead man to the acquisition of peace of mind, an
attitude more than an activity, as Lucretius, Seneca, and, most clearly,
Boethius, exemplified (Boethius 1973). The law of nature demands that we
do our duty (and we have seen what duty means in this context), and that all
our direct actions be in accordance with the hierarchical system (that is, the
status quo) and reason. The law of nature, then, embodies the same attitude
as our previous topic (it could not be otherwise) although with a technique,
now, of active cooperation. This implies a life of social activity, and this is
promoted by Aristotle and, above all, Cicero.6 Finally, the wise man is the
one who lives according to the law of nature and acquires, thus, peace of
mind on Earth. To do this, he has to be virtuous (in the Stoic sense of
resignation and integration within the system) and plain (or ‘stoic’, in the
modern sense of the word).
With all these elements in mind, it seems easier to have a clear idea
of the complexity and also ambiguity of the concept that, under the heading
‘Stoicism’, influenced so many texts as a major moral concern. This
complexity can also be perceived in the diversity of sources of Stoic thought
in England until the late seventeenth century: undoubtedly, the most
important are Boethius’ Consolation (in Queen Elizabeth’s translation); Stoic
ideas Christianized by Paul, Augustine, and Aquinas; Stoic authors, mainly
Virgil, Horace, Cicero, Seneca, Plutarch, and Marcus Aurelius, either directly
or through Boethius’ translation and/or reference; the repository of quotations
filtered by Dante, Petrarch, Bocaccio, Erasmus, Guevara and Montaigne;
and finally Justus Lipsius on constancy in John Stradling’s sixteenth century
translation.7

6

Cicero is in fact instrumental in adapting early Stoicism by means of a blend of Panaetian and
Aristotelian elements which produced the so-called Christian Stoicism; this is the source of
Renaissance conduct books, as we will see, most notably Elyot’s Gouernour and Erasmus’
Education. In a nutshell, what Cicero introduces with great success is the concept of social duty,
which is (for obvious reasons) well received in certain circles of power (Atkins 1943: 60 et ff.).
7
Surprisingly enough, Guevara was a more influential Spanish source of Stoic (and Humanist)
thought in the English Renaissance than Vives or the brothers Juan and Alfonso de Valdés. In
fact, Ramón Díaz-Solís has strongly claimed that Guevara’s Familiar Letters (which appeared in
English translated directly from Spanish as early as 1546) could be the book Prince Hamlet
enigmatically reads in act two scene two, and about which he exchanges some ideas with Polonius
on old age. Both Guevara and Shakespeare would be following some ideas previously exposed
by Juvenal (Díaz-Solís 1990).
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All these different sources, some more faithful than others to the
original concepts, contributed, at the same time as they disseminated several
valuable Stoic ideas, to produce and popularize certain misconceptions that
explain many of the prejudices of the age about Stoicism. The truth is that
although central Stoic notions were smoothly assimilated and became part
of the current structure of feeling, certain prejudices against the actual terms
‘Stoicism’ and ‘Stoics’ can be easily perceived, especially among those
authors who explicitly rejected Stoicism at the same time as they incorporated
Stoic ideas in their works. It is the case, for example, of Joseph Hall’s
injunction: “I will not be a Stoic, to have no passions, (...) but a Christian, to
order those I have” (Chew 1988:75), where the ‘English Seneca’ is clearly
ignoring that Roman Stoics (or Neo-Stoics, for that matter) do not stand
against passions but against excessive passion, and that the Christian ordering
of his passions that Hall precisely claims he has is, paradoxically, very close
to the Neo-Stoic Aristotelian ‘golden mean’ rule. The playwright George
Chapman, for his part, carefully distinguishes between true Stoic retirement,
what Richard Ide qualifies as “a heroic enterprise in its own way”, and
another —easier— kind of retirement which is presented as a “final haven”
or a “place of solace” (Ide 1980:79). In general terms, during our period of
study a Stoic was, for the cultivated gentleman, just an atheist afflicted with
pride in his own moral self-sufficiency and his emotional imperturbability.
Literary representations of the Stoic were equally influenced by this
perverted and misinformed stereotyping: s/he was either a dangerous villain
or a ridiculous hypocrite. In the first case, this villain’s pretensions of
imperturbability, equanimity, and virtuosity were but the masks s/he was
wearing in order to deceive her/his opponents; the second was more of a
mock figure: the supposed Stoic was proved a fool as soon as problems
arose, and thus s/he will appear as afflicted by childish fears, doubts, partiality
and selfishness. If this second figure was inoffensive and full of pathos, the
first one proved dangerous to the system, a social climber, and hence the
generalized mistrust towards Stoics.8
All in all, Stoic figures and themes abound in English literature of the
period, and precisely these misconceptions and falsifications of the real

8

These misconceptions were, themselves, productive indeed, as the following two dramatic
figures prove: the Stoic Machiavel and the Stoic Malcontent; the former, much more dangerous
and destructive than the latter, is characterized by his godlike self-sufficiency and his lack of
emotions; the Malcontent is but an idealist, embittered and frustrated by the discrepancy between
what things are and what they, in his opinion, should be.
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message of Stoicism, by showing a serious concern with this moral
philosophy, witness to its real importance. Thus, and very generally, we can
find miscellaneous Stoic moralizing (high places are dangerous, misfortune
is but a state of mind); references to the Stoic peace of mind (lost by those
who are slaves to passion); fate (generally optimistic and apparently
capricious); or the heroic figure (goodness brings freedom, death is better
than loss of integrity). But of all the topics developed throughout the history
of Stoicism there are three key concepts which appear in sixteenth and
seventeenth century literary and non-literary works to such an extent that
they constitute the moral backbone of these texts: peace of mind, the law of
nature, and the wise (or happy) man; in other words, the happy life on Earth,
the life of social duty, and the ideal man (Chew 1988:44-53; 72).
Peace of mind is the goal of all Stoic thought, and it occupies an
important place in literary texts of some Stoic orientation. Its importance
lies on the fact that it is the only way to achieve happiness, again a concept
that acquires a special meaning within the realm of Stoicism. Happiness (or
‘private happiness’) is not related to ‘good fortune’ at all; it rather points
towards the most easily recognizable notions of Christian patience or Stoic
resignation and, in short, it stems from virtue, although it would probably
be better to say that virtue, the sole good, is the only source of happiness
(Monsarrat 1984:7-8; 11-12). Happiness is ‘wanting what we get’, being
indifferent to everything except virtue and vice, and believing, with Hamlet,
that “There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so” (II,ii,24445)9 (Chew 1988:107). In general, prose writing of this period tends to
elaborate a recipe fit to obtain, as Joseph Hall would put it, ‘heaven upon
Earth’, stressing with Robert Burton in his Anatomy of Melancholy that
“what can’t be cured must be endured” (Burton 1948:527).
The first step in the acquisition of peace of mind is to avoid anger.
Considered as a passion, we must remember that the Neo-Stoic attitude
was to reject it in excess, but it could be accepted if the ‘golden mean’ was
respected, and thus Hall, in his Heaven Upon Earth and Characters of
Vertues and Vices even critiziced “want of anger” in certain circumstances
(Hall 1948:437). However, it is easier to find strong injunctions against
anger together with apocalyptic descriptions of its consequences, as in the
following excerpt from Robert Burton:

9
All references to Shakespeare are taken from The Norton Shakespeare, edited by Stephen
Greenblatt.
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They [the angry] are void of reason, inexorable, blind, like beasts & monsters
for the time, say and do not know what, curse, swear, rail, fight, and what not?
How can a mad man do more? (Burton 1948:234).

Burton’s final equation of the angry and the mad takes us smoothly to
Shakespeare’s Lear’s sudden fury at Cordelia and his anger, which is equated
to the wrath of a dragon, so close to madness (I,i,108-88; esp.122); and also
to Thomas Heywood’s Charles Mountford, who pleads temporary insanity
caused by excessive anger in order to excuse his murder in A Woman Killed
with Kindness (I,iii,50-51).
To avoid grief is the second purpose of the Stoic in order to achieve
peace of mind. Seneca’s plays, so influential in the English Renaissance,
were about members of the aristocracy who ruined their lives for excessive
grief, and this motive can be followed in several works of the period. Burton
also had much to say in his Anatomy of Melancholy about this: “comfort
thyself with other men’s misfortunes” (1948:495). But it is Shakespeare
who clearly retakes this Senecan idea. Gonzalo claims in The Tempest that
they were lucky they only shipwrecked and not drowned (II,i,1-9); Romeo
and Timon are heroes condemned because they are always either too high
or too low; Hamlet’s obstinate grief is criticized by everybody —especially
King Claudius— (I,ii,87-107) on the basis that it (excessive grief) is against
Heaven, Nature, common sense and manliness (“unmanly grief” -I,ii,94);
and Othello’s Brabantio claims that excessive grief cannibalizes the one in
pain. But it is the Duke of Venice in Othello the one that makes the NeoStoic case against grief clearest, advising, as a perfect Stoic, in a Senecan
manner:
When remedies are past, the griefs are ended
By seeing the worst which late on hopes depended.
To mourn a mischief that is past and gone
Is the next way to draw new mischief on.
What cannot be preserved when fortune takes,
Patience her injury a mockery makes.
The robbed that smiles steals something from the thief;
He robs himself that spends a bootless grief. (I,iii,201-08)

It must be noted that these clearly Stoic speeches in Hamlet and Othello are
uttered by characters (King Claudius, and the Duke of Venice) with spurious
hidden intentions: to make Hamlet forget about the death (actually,
assassination) of his father, and to avoid a punitive action against Othello,
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at the moment the sole man on whom the security of Venice rested. This
seems to point at the ambiguous consideration of Stoic wisdom: reputed as
philosophically sound, but somehow connected with evildoing.
The control of desire is probably the most underdeveloped of all Stoic
warnings connected with peace of mind, and probably the reason was that
it had to fight the long established tradition of medieval romantic love. Yet,
we can easily find references to the disastrous consequences of this most
un-Stoic of passions, and thus Shakespeare’s Romeo or John Ford’s
incestuous Giovanni in the dark ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore are driven to
destruction.
Since the objective was to achieve peace of mind, and grief, anger
and desire were to be avoided, it is no surprise that continuous references to
simple life are followed by allusions to retirement. In this sense we must
remember some of the notes previously presented: the social dimension of
Neo-Stoicism explicitly rejects retirement as an acceptable attitude for the
good Stoic, since it implies abandoning responsibilities. Shakespeare’s
Caliban, Lear and, as we saw above, Marston’s initially alienated Bussy,
clearly failed when they decided to retire from public life, and all three
plays clearly tell us so; the reason for this failure was, as I suggested, that
the retirement advocated by Neo-Stoicism entails a disciplined attitude
clearly distant from the accommodated alienation of Bussy and Lear, or the
excessively scholarly passion of Caliban. In effect, the “uneasy lies the head
that wears a crown” theme (2Henry IV, III,i,31) offers a display of kings
who, more or less rhetorically, make it clear that their peace of mind will
have to consider a different concept of simple life from that of retirement
(3Henry VI -II,v; Henry V -IV,i,212-66). The superiority of the peasant’s
life must not be taken at face value, although it has a powerful precedent in
the Spanish moralist Fray Antonio de Guevara and his Menosprecio de corte
y alabanza de aldea (translated into English by Henry Vaughan as The Praise
and Happinesse of the Countrie-Life).10 Surprisingly, John Webster’s Vittoria
in The White Devil (“Oh, happy they that never saw the court”, V,vi,262-63)
and the Duchess of Malfi (III,v,112-13) utter a similar reflection, although
neither of them was obviously interested in Neo-Stoic retirement or peace
of mind.11
10

However, Gilles Monsarrat denies that Guevara or Burton have anything to do with Stoicism;
it must be said that his concept of Stoicism is very narrow, and it is self-consciously so, probably
as a reaction against the frequent loose uses of the term (Monsarrat, 1984: 40-41).
11
Accepting that John Webster’s “sentences” cannot be chosen “to illustrate the positions of the
Porch” (Monsarrat, 1984: 149), I am convinced that only a wrong pre-conception of what we are
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If Stoic simple life was seldom dramatized, it probably was because
it constituted a somewhat undramatic topic (see Heywood’s Frankford in A
Woman Killed with Kindness); however it seemed to function much better
in poetry, where it produced several works of clear Stoic flavour and obvious
relation with this concept. Thomas Wyatt wrote “If thou wilt mighty be”
from a translation from Boethius on the advisability of conquering our
passions, and the opposition city/country appears in “My mothers maydes
when they did sowe and spynne”, whereas both preoccupations are given
literary form in “Myne owne John Poyntz, sins ye delight to know” (Sylvester
1983:174-78; 170-74). John Skelton’s “The Bowge of Courte” addresses a
similar preoccupation with conquering passions (Sylvester 1983:1-23). Ben
Jonson, on his part, was undoubtedly influenced by Stoic thought, if only in
an unsystematic way; Volpone, and especially Mosca among many other
characters in most of his plays (see, for example, Epicoene) exemplify how
people can destroy their peace of mind by running after false values.
However, Jonson’s verse epistles are clear examples of his interest in Stoic
remedies to achieve peace of mind, particularly in cases of absolute grief
(Pérez 1996:337-47); two striking examples of this are “Inviting a Friend to
Supper” and “On my First Son” (Abrams 1986:1212; 1210). But Andrew
Marvell’s “The Garden” is probably the most influential example of a lyrical
Renaissance treatment of the Stoic theme of peace of mind, from the opening
stanza on the emptiness of fame and the praise of repose to the complaints
about the presence of other people as an obstacle to acquire peace of mind
(Abrams 1986:1395-397):
(…)
Such was that happy garden state,
While man there walked without a mate:
After a place so pure and sweet,
What other help could yet be meet!
to find in a Stoic dramatist can make us ignore Webster’s two most relevant plays in a discussion
on Stoicism in English Renaissance literature. Admittedly, there is not a generalized agreement
as to what we mean when we associate Webster and Stoicism, and besides it seems difficult to
characterize Vittoria’s and Flamineo’s deaths as Stoic, especially from a narrow conceptualization
of what Stoicism is and how are we to find it in these texts. Yet, the analysis of the ways in which
both The White Devil and The Duchess of Malfi explore the tragic consequences of breaking
certain rules seems to me to be a reasonable aim for a Neo-Stoic agenda; once we realize that
these rules can be best described as natural law, and that the consequences are inevitable from
the point of view of many Senecan and Ciceronian notions, Stoicism seems to look like the
appropriate intellectual basis of much of the plays’ content.
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But ‘twas beyond a mortal’s share
To wander solitary there;
Two paradises ‘twere in one
To live in paradise alone (57-64) (Abrams 1986:1396)

Thomas More’s “A Rueful Lamentation” and “Pageant Verses” contain
similar, although less original, Neo-Stoic attitudes towards peace of mind
in connection with a number of recurrent topics such as life, death, fame,
love, the divinity, eternity, or poetry (Sylvester 1983:119-29). An interesting
and extreme example of the quest for moral tranquillity is George
Gascoigne’s “Councel given to master Bartholmew Withipoll a little before
his latter journey to Geane. 1572”; a paranoid example of anti-Catholic
propaganda, it shows a radical concern with a set of items he identifies as
threats to Neo-Stoic peace of mind, which are identified as the three “Ps”
(“poison”, “pryde” and “piles and pockes” or “Papistry”), and the three
“double Us” (”Wine”, “Women” and “Wilfulnesse”) (Sylvester 1983:26268).12 Love sonnets do not frequently endorse Neo-Stoic injunctions to
acquire peace of mind. However, among the diverse qualities of the beloved
lady there sometimes is a positive reference to her power to contain the
lover’s excess: thus, sonnet viii of Spenser’s Amoretti: “You calme the
storme that passion did begin”; or sonnet 87 of Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella:
“Stella whose eyes make all my tempests cleere” (Sylvester 1983:347; 480).
Yet the relation of love sonnets with Neo-Stoicism is complex, since whereas
we can find typically Stoic features such as renunciation and sacrifice, selfcontrol and sobriety, they are subordinated to the lady, not to the law of
nature, and even then, as in sonnet 71 of Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella “desire
still cries, give me some food” (457). A similar case we find in the first ayr
of Thomas Campion’s A Book of Ayres, where an apparently Stoic acceptance
of death must be qualified for its dependence on the presence of the poet’s
beloved Lesbia (527). But a clearer case of Neo-Stoic mistrust of the world’s
joys and of its resolution to face death and decay with an imperturbable
mind can be found in Campion’s An Howres Recreation in Musicke, where
the poet denounces the gross materiality (and hence mortality) of “Fortune,
honor, beauty, youth” (549)

12

Gascoigne’s important ‘The Steele Glas’ also deals with peace of mind and some of its opposites:
pride, flattery, lust, excessive appetite etc… Gascoigne even makes some critical references to
Epicures and self-indulgence.
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Peace of mind, as we have already seen, was obtained from
cooperating with the laws of nature, whereas at the same time it was
perceived (in a dialectical relationship) as a pre-requisite to act in accordance
with those laws. These are unwritten moral prescriptions which are supposed
to be obvious to all right-thinking people. This implies, as seems evident,
an ideological stance of particular importance, for, as Audrey Chew has
penetratingly observed:
when right-thinking people are the ones who identify ideal moral law (the way
things ought to be) with custom (the way things are), Stoic morality supports
the status quo; but when right-thinking persons are rebels who decide that custom
has deviated from the true moral law, Stoic morality may be used to oppose the
system. (Chew 1988:149)

However, in my opinion Chew (1988) is exceedingly optimistic when she
balances the position supporting the status quo with the anti-system
opposition, since it is much easier to find co-optation models than subversive
ones, and even these are linked to individualistic attitudes of essentialist
disbelief rather than to actual rejection of the system as a whole.13
The Stoic law of nature is clearly present in Thomas Elyot’s The Boke
Called the Governour. Probably because of Elyot’s medieval conservatism
and his adherence to the hierarchical system, this work has been seen by
some scholars as a dubious Renaissance Stoic source (Monsarrat 1984:29;
81),14 although there is a general agreement about his Neo-Stoic content.
From my own reading of this work, in his Governour Elyot constructs a
simple structure that consists of a re-reading of Ciceronian Stoicism and
the exposition of the benefits and characteristics of a hierarchical organization
of society. The social Stoicism of Elyot makes it clear that cooperation is
the law of nature, and virtue means living in accordance with this. There is
no discussion about those at the top, but Elyot admits that the virtues need
to be taught even to them. His conservatism can be easily detected in his
belief that there is no conflict between the laws of nature, the wisdom of the
13

This can be seen very clearly, in my opinion, in Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and Chapman’s
Bussy plays.
14
Monsarrat’s narrow concept of Stoicism makes it difficult for Elyot’s Governour to fit into an
orthodox Stoic pattern, and this for basically two reasons: (a) it was more a guide to practical
ethics; (b) Stoicism was a minor element for Elyot within his solid construction of Christian
belief. However, it must be said that the problem is of a deep epistemological nature, since
Monsarrat’s rejection of Cicero’s De Officiis as a Stoic work leaves no room for further discussion;
see Chew (1988:76-77), Schneider (1995a:126-27).
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ancients and the contemporary system (or custom). This idealistic scenario
rejects any kind of contestation promoting acquiescence and consent, and
distances Elyot from other Christian Neo-Stoic authors such as More (Elyot
1907:47-48; 62; 145; 183-84).
With relation to drama it is good to remember that, as Una EllisFermor stated already in the nineteen thirties, “Stoic repudiation of wealth,
power & high place”, whereas supported by characters in theory, was rarely
practised “as portrayed dramatically” (1936:24). However, it seems to me
that it is easier to find plays which endorse the law of nature than it was to
find characters actually behaving in order to achieve peace of mind. The
Stoic stress on the important role played by rationality was dramatically
exploited by means of the very productive conflict of will and reason, best
exemplified in the figures of kings forgetting their duties. Thomas Sackville
and Thomas Norton’s Gorboduc is the dramatization of the tragedy that
results when kings forget the laws of nature. Sackville and Norton’s king
commits two mistakes (strikingly similar to those committed by
Shakespeare’s Lear): he abdicates too soon (his sons are too young), and he
gives the younger more than corresponds. This violation of the law of nature
underlines one significant characteristic of Neo-Stoicism: there are laws
that impose certain duties on the king, or, in other words, the individual is
ultimately always subjected to the community, and to ignore this rule, in
the case of monarchs, brings about chaos in the form of civil war and parricide
(I,ii,218-22; 156-60). The play offers two different sets of laws, each with
different qualities; on the one hand, physical law appears as self-evident
and unchangeable: men are mortal; on the other, moral law is subject to
upheaval. Consequently, tampering with the system (the hierarchical system)
is possible, and punishment, then, may be either obvious (evil is punished
in the play: poetic justice) or inscrutable (the good are destroyed with the
bad). The reason is that the destruction of this ideal moral system is so
terrible a crime that once disturbed it —the disarranged system— may injure
anyone. Again, the ideological message seems to be an all-too clear defence
of the status quo.
The Neo-Stoic concern with social roles, their importance, and the
necessity of respecting them, is also typical of Shakespeare’s drama. It must
be quickly added that the commonest form of Stoicism in Shakespeare’s
plays is social Ciceronian (like the one we find in Elyot), which means that
Shakespeare will allow for both the existence of Providence and social and
individual responsibility. Thus, Edmund in King Lear, Iago in Othello or
Cassius in Julius Caesar will be considered individually guilty for their
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crimes and consequently punished for their actions. The reason is, of course,
that moral evil is a personal choice, and so the individual is demanded the
effort of following the right path. Richard II or Henry VI are examples of
what happens when a king does not behave like one, and whereas 1Henry
IV is about the same thing, 2Henry IV and Henry V give the view of the
regenerated monarch: the beneficial effects of following Thomas Elyot’s
advices.
Whether the focus is on the disrupter (Macbeth, Richard III, Julius
Caesar, Coriolanus), on the victims (Romeo and Juliet), or on both (Othello),
in Shakespeare (like in so many other authors) we can say that the pattern is
one of order violated followed by resulting chaos and the subsequent
restoring of order. In all these plays the hierarchical system is the natural
one, virtue means willingly playing one’s assigned part, those in power
have a superior moral insight, and Nature, in the long run, does not tolerate
questioning the status quo. Rebellion is then not justified a priori, even if
the king apparently goes against the law of nature, although if a particular
revolt is successful it will be ideologically incorporated within the law of
nature as part of Nature’s master plan. The most relevant feature of
Shakespeare’s drama in this context is that it plays out in full the conflict
between self-sufficiency and self-sacrifice, which lies at the core of NeoStoicism. To be precise, this is, as I already stated, what separates primitive
from historical Stoicism: the individual as centre of the action, or the
individual as part of a superior entity, be it named community, society or
country. As I will try to explain, much of the period’s theatre dramatizes
both the evolution from one model to the other and the (often tragic)
consequences of this transition (in this sense, see for example the destruction
of the once so ‘useful’ heroes Coriolanus or Othello).
George Chapman is undoubtedly one of the most Stoic of all Jacobean
playwrights. It can be said that historical Stoicism, which subordinated
personal self-interest to social duty, is the dominant brand of Stoicism in
his plays, and this can be well appreciated in The Revenge of Bussy
D’Ambois. On the other hand, Stoic self-sufficiency, more typical of primitive
Stoicism (although in a clearly modified fashion) appears in his most popular
Bussy D’Ambois (Monsarrat 1984:190-95). Bussy is much more easily
characterized as a Marlovian hero villain, one of those who do not
subordinate individualism to social conformity. In fact, although much has
been said in relation to Bussy’s virtue and Stoic attitude, his ‘justification’
speech states clearly the limits of this pseudo-Stoicism:
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then be you my king,
And do a right, exceeding law and nature:
Who to himself is law, no law doth need,
Offends no law, and is a king indeed. (II,i,201-04)

On the other hand, there are evident references to Stoicism when Bussy
dies, especially by the ghost of the Friar and by means of a comparison
with Hercules (V,iv,147-53); to claim, as Monsarrat does, that not all of
Hercules’ deeds were truly Stoic, and that some were difficult to allegorize
(1984:193), seems to impose on text, author and audience a philosophical
exactness difficult to reconcile with the purposes of such a play. Furthermore,
I tend to think that Chapman departed from more conservative writers in
providing this hero with some kind of justification for relying entirely on
his own interpretation of the law of nature, and this agrees with the two
possibilities that we considered in relation to Stoicism and this law. I am
inclined to interpret this lack of philosophical consistency as a dramatic
incidence, which functions —like Chapman’s dramatic concept of fate,
which seems to be a personalized providence or wyrd— as a plot device in
order to increase the interest of his plays. In any case, it has to be admitted
that Bussy is a controversial figure when analyzed from a Stoic perspective;
then, we may question whether he is a servant of destiny (a good Stoic); an
ambitious climber (a sham Stoic) or whether we are expected to condemn
or admire him.
Much easier to analyze is The Revenge with Stoic preoccupations in
mind. Clermont D’Ambois shares Bussy’s most significant Stoic features
(self-sufficiency, valour, dignity), and also some of the characteristics that
Bussy lacked: virtue, some respect for the orthodox natural law and learning
(II,i,84-88). But Clermont’s self-sufficiency is certainly Stoic, and thus he
firmly believes that the part must submit to the whole, that is, to the perfection
of the Universe (IV,i,137-57). He is also able to differentiate, unlike Bussy,
between outward and inward qualities: what is external to us and what is
ours, or greatness and goodness. Clermont is explicitly presented as a disciple
of Epictetus (I,i,335), and borrowings from this author’s Stoicism have been
detected by different authors (Monsarrat 1984:211-19). Besides, Clermont’s
position in relation to private revenge is much more Stoic than Bussy’s was
since the former rejects this line of action. In this sense, Chapman’s
achievement lies precisely in his ability to, on the one hand, oblige Clermont
to revenge (because he promised to do so to the apparition), and on the
other to show how, by rejecting that action which he has to (and actually
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does) perform, Clermont leaves no doubt as to his Stoic integrity. As
Monsarrat has rightfully perceived, the debate is “not on vengeance itself
but on the manner in which a virtuous man must accomplish it” (1984:214).
In short, Clermont is a credible Stoic adapted for dramatic purposes and,
mostly important, harmless; he is the tamed and conservative version of the
dangerously self-sufficient and agressively heterodox pseudo-Stoic Bussy.
John Marston is also one of the playwrights of this period most clearly
influenced by Stoicism: he explicitly followed Epictetus and actually
included Stoic characters within his plays, although these characters were
either true Stoics, satirists, or would-be Stoics.15 In general terms, Marston’s
plays show a strong dislike for personal ambition, and support selflessduty, or, in other words, the Ciceronian ground plan that we saw in Elyot’s
intellectual construction. Then we can see a combination of Machiavellian
opportunists set against Ciceronian idealists; the former stand for reason of
state or the principle that kings are above the law (as we saw with Chapman’s
Bussy), whereas the latter present obedience to the unwritten moral law.
Antonio and Mellida is especially relevant to this discussion because of the
figure of Andrugio, a moderately just king who oscillates between Stoic
descriptions of the wise man and strict respect for the law of nature, and an
un-Stoic inability to be patient and avoid thoughts of revenge. Indeed, if
Andrugio’s speech on royalty is actually Stoic and Senecan (IV,i,46-66),
the first three acts are full of grief, impatience, light speech and despair.
The conclusion must be then that the most interesting lesson by Andrugio is
then not on Stoicism but on the all too frequent mismatch between
philosophical discourse and human conduct.
Antonio’s Revenge is, to my mind, a much more interesting play from
the point of view of Stoicism. If it is true that Pandulpho is not in the end a
perfect Stoic, he is probably all the more relevant for that; Pandulpho
functions, for the first half of the play, as a mouthpiece for Stoic doctrine,
preaching Ciceronian social duty to the tyrant Piero. Not even his son’s
terrible death will move him initially (he even laughs at it to the indignation
of Alberto) (I,ii,297-99; 335-37), and he claims to be unaffected by fears or
wrongs of any kind (II,i,81-82), seriously considers suicide as a coherent
15

Incidentally, it must be pointed out that Marston’s admiration for Stoic ideas was not
homogeneous. Thus, he disliked precisely Stoic self-sufficiency (Senecan or not), although this
is only relatively relevant since it is not the kind of Stoicism I mention him here for; in fact,
Marston’s attacks to certain Stoic ideas come from Calvin and Plutarch, although apparently not
directly but through commentary by La Primaudaye in his French Academie (Monsarrat, 1984:
161-65).
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decision (II,i,149-52), and declares that fortune does not affect him (II,i,17072). But this moral perfection seems so inhuman that it is difficult to know
if we are to take the play as a tragicomedy or a tragedy, a parody or a satire;
when Pandulpho’s morals eventually collapse (IV,ii,67-76), the audience
(or readers) already expected it. What we have then is a criticism of Stoic
pretensions of imperturbability, which are presented as inhuman and not
desirable when taken (as in Pandulpho’s case) to the extreme. When
Pandulpho realizes that he cannot be a Stoic, he then becomes what Antonio
is: an anti-Stoic, a revenger. But the play does clearly reject this second
option with even more strength than it did the first one: if Stoicism is
condemned, it is because of its too high demands. Stoicism in its purest
form is not compatible with human existence, and so it has to be adapted to
human possibilities: “man cannot be a true Stoic but he should manage to
be Stoical” (Monsarrat 1984:176).
The Stoic sage, also known as the wise man, was defined above as
the ‘ideal man’. A strict definition of this figure leaves us with “God’s equal”
(Monsarrat 1984:13), a happy creature indifferent to all external things
(including wealth, love, fame or health) and absolutely self-sufficient.
Obviously, this wise man is an abstraction, and the fact that it is almost
impossible to find him in Renaissance literary representations should not
be noticeable. In general terms, the wise man is the man who knows his
place within the community and, following Elyot, succeeds in controlling
his passions. In poetry, Surrey’s “Epitaph on Sir Thomas Wyatt” constitutes
a valuable approach to this figure:
(…)
An eye whose judgement no affect could blind,
Friends to allure and foes to reconcile,
Whose piercing look did represent a mind
With virtue fraught, reposèd, void of guile.
A heart where dread yet never so impressed
To hide the thought that might the truth advance;
In neither fortune lift nor yet repressed
To swell in wealth or yield unto mischance.
A valiant corpse where force and beauty met,
Happy -alas, too happy, but for foes,
Lived and ran the race that Nature set,
O manhood’s shape, where she the mold did lose. (21-32) (Abrams 1986:478)
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As we can perceive in this detailed account of the wise man, Surrey does
two things; firstly, he enumerates the basic features of a Neo-Stoic wise
man: alien to excessive anger and passion, to fear, exhilaration and
depression, and who obeys the law of nature (”lived and ran the race that
Nature set”). Secondly, he asserts that such a man is a prodigy, an exceptional
figure and, as such, not a model who can be followed strictly. Probably this
is the reason why, in the first place, we find this description in an epitaph,
and, secondly, most —if not all— representations of the Neo-Stoic wise
man only portray failed examples of the Stoic sage, never a completely
successful one.
We can find in Shakespearean drama several isolated elements
arguably relating to the wise man but, as I have just suggested, which never
fully qualify someone as a truly authentic Stoic sage in all respects: Henry
V’s Ciceronian qualities as a ruler; Julius Caesar’s Brutus, who devotes his
life to common welfare; Horatio’s restrained behaviour in Hamlet; Hotspur’s
Stoical nature in 1 and 2 Henry IV etc... In this sense, Ben Schneider has
pointed out how Cordelia is a clear example of the wise man or “plain
dealer”: she rejects flattery, connects words and deeds, and treasures a certain
concept of love based on trust, fidelity and sincerity (1995b:1-4). Schneider
equally argues that Kent is a touchstone of the virtues of the wise man:
constant (he keeps the same today and tomorrow) and integral (he remains
the same on the inside and on the outside) (1995b:8-10).16 Marston equally
offers a choice of different types and qualities of the Stoic hero, who appears,
under different guises and partially portrayed, in some of his plays, as I
suggested above: Feliche the contented man and Andrugio the good
Ciceronian public servant —confused and confusing Stoic— in Antonio
and Mellida; or the proud pseudo-Stoic Pandulpho in Antonio’s Revenge.
It should be clear by now that Neo-Stoicism occupies a central position
in sixteenth and seventeenth century writing, and consequently to remain
ignorant of this fact blinds us to many of the intellectual and aesthetic
properties of the works of this period. I am persuaded that a detailed analysis
of the functions that Neo-Stoicism fulfils in these texts, functions which I
have only glimpsed at here, will indicate that this philosophical school stands

16

The categorization established by Schneider seems especially useful: thus, the Stoic hero must
have: constancy (including integrity, responsibility, and loyalty); generosity (including
graciousness, empathy, sense of justice and reciprocity); plainness (honesty, frankness, modesty
and unpretentiousness); and courage (patience, endurance, fortitude, despising suffering and
death) (1995a:130-34; 1995b:1-10).
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as one of the systems that tries to keep together traditional society by means
of constant ideological reinforcing of the old ideals (Thomas Wyatt in
Surrey’s epitaph), although this frequently backfires; in other words, only
through a Stoic lense may we perceive the dialectical relations and
confrontation of social harmony versus individualistic discord (of an unStoic kind). The explanation may well be that Neo-Stoicism offers something
that we could call, for want of a better term, social alienation; by this I
mean a representation of the individual integrated within society through
assimilation and full acceptance of social norms but who is, at the same
time, trying to defend himself from hostile circumstances by disengaging
from these norms and attempting at his own definition, either successfully
—by Stoic standards— or not: Chapman’s Bussy; Shakespeare’s Othello,
Hamlet, Coriolanus, Cordelia or Kent; Marston’s Antonio). Some of the
texts would show how this is eventually done by means of a return to
primitive asocial Stoicism; in other words, through a paradoxical reengagement with society enacted by revenge, precisely the kind of
subversively individualistic action Neo-Stoicism is trying to avoid. The fierce
repression of these acts testifies to the importance of Neo-Stoicism as a
useful code of behaviour: based on simple reciprocity, it was useful since it
involved the suppression of private wishes, and consequently sixteenth and
seventeenth century texts abound with the destruction of un-Stoic disrupters,
in order to create an environment somehow similar to Marvell’s garden.17
This evidently has to do with the social and psychological conflicts
that the texts of these centuries reproduce, and which have been analyzed
from a diversity of interesting but partial (and hence incomplete) approaches
(be they formalist, new-historicist, feminist, etc.). What the presence of
Neo-Stoicism eventually tells us about the texts and about their contexts is
that there seems to be an epistemological transition, of which Neo-Stoicism
17

Ben Schneider has provided us with the most far-reaching interpretation of the role of Stoicism
in English literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. According to Schneider, Stoicism
functioned as a representative of the old episteme, and as one line of thought that stresses a
common narrative of the correct behaviour; thus, it is possible to account for the revival of
Stoicism during these centuries by appealing to the transition from feudal to bourgeoise relations,
or, in other words, to the passing from the symbolic interaction model based on the ancient
economic ethics of neighbourliness (right action is that which coincides with mutually understood
social norms) to the exchange value model (right action is whatever makes sense given the goal),
in Karl Marx’s formulation (1993:111-13; 1995a:127-30). Schneider’s theory also relies on
Weber and Habermas, who have investigated a transition which they identify as one of substitution:
of the old reciprocity nexus for the emergent cash nexus or egotistical calculation. See also
Schneider’s webpage <http://www.stoics.com>.
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(as Humanism, Protestantism or capitalism) is a part, and which is visible
through the faultlines of these works. An analysis that goes beyond this
introductory study of Neo-Stoicism in sixteenth and seventeenth century
literature would probably contribute to an understanding of this change, a
transition which trascends the literary to account for the creation of a new
structure of feeling.
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The Rev. William Hutton’s A Bran New Wark: The
Wesmorland1 Dialect in the Late Early-Modern Period
Graham SHORROCKS
Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canadá

ABSTRACT
Earlier work on the dialects of Early-Modern English has shown the dialects
of English of the sixteenth-to-eighteenth centuries to be perhaps the most
neglected and poorly researched of all in the history of the language. Under
such circumstances, it is important to identify and then analyse both
manuscripts and printed documents that contain examples of dialectal forms
and constructions from that period. Although republished by the English
Dialect Society, the Rev. William Hutton’s A Bran New Wark has remained
an essentially-neglected source, not least —one imagines— because of its
rarity, spelling conventions, and stylistically-mixed character, all of which
render it difficult to interpret. In the present study, I discuss and illustrate
these difficulties, and offer an analysis of part of the text at all linguistic
levels, from the discourse-analytical and stylistic through the orthographicalphonological to the grammatical and lexical. It is shown that, despite certain
difficulties, Hutton’s text gives us a considerable amount of linguistic
information at all levels, and that it is especially valuable by virtue of its
being one of a group of early studies devoted to the dialects of South-East
Cumbria/pre-1974 South Westmorland and the extreme North of Lancashire.
Further, given that Hutton had had close contact with this dialect for many
years before he published the piece in 1785, that society was still relatively
static at the time, and that his stylistic, religious-pedagogic, and antiquarian
agendas were conservative, it is not unreasonable to imagine that this text
offers us some insights into the Westmorland and North-Lancashire dialects
of the early-eighteenth and even late-seventeenth centuries.

1

Westmorland is sometimes spelled Westmoreland, though this latter spelling was unusual by
the time the county became a part of the new entity, Cumbria, in 1974.
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1. EARLY-MODERN-ENGLISH DIALECTOLOGY
In my S.E.D.E.R.I.-XI paper on “The Dialects of Early-Modern English
and Their Study” (Huelva, 2000), I reviewed some of the problems
surrounding Early-Modern-English dialectology, and the sources for the
study of the Early-Modern dialects. The dialects of English of the sixteenthto-eighteenth centuries emerged as perhaps the most neglected and poorly
researched of all in the history of the language (see also Görlach 1988).
Under such circumstances, it is important to identify and then analyse both
manuscripts and printed documents that contain examples of dialectal forms
and constructions from the period. Although republished by the English
Dialect Society, the Rev. William Hutton’s A Bran New Wark has remained
an essentially-neglected source, not least —one imagines— because of its
rarity, spelling conventions, and stylistically-mixed character, all of which
render it difficult to interpret.2 In this paper, I therefore discuss and illustrate
the difficulties, and offer an analysis of part of the text at all linguistic levels,
from the discourse-analytical and stylistic through the orthographicalphonological to the grammatical and lexical.
In analysing texts from the Late-Early-Modern period (which may
comfortably be dated to at least 1800 for dialectological purposes), it seems

2

The English Dialect Dictionary listed this work in its bibliography; whilst Skeat (1911:117118) included a modest extract with a few glosses, though this is merely a fragment from his
edition of 1879, and adds nothing to our understanding of the text. An extract from the work was
also reprinted in Denwood & Thompson’s (1950:40-42) anthology. This work is an anthology of
dialect literature —prose and drama (primarily the former)— relating to the pre-1974 counties
of Cumberland and Westmorland. The editors’ comments in their Introduction (p. 1) again add
nothing to the analysis.
Hirooka (1981:323-328), too, anthologised an extract from this text and glossed it. Hirooka’s
study includes texts from all historical periods and covering the whole country geographically.
Commentaries are in Japanese, but the specimen texts and bibliographies are in English. A Bran
New Wark is used to illustrate the Modern Westmorland dialect within the Northern grouping.
He includes a slightly-longer specimen from A Bran New Wark than did Skeat (1911:117-118),
and glosses more items (some of which are standard), no doubt for the benefit of Japanese
students of English. His glosses of dialect words rely heavily on Skeat, and his handful of phonetic
transcriptions should be viewed with caution. He is apparently unaware of the /Ia/-diphthong
(cf. below).
Skeat’s selection of this work for his English Dialects, as well as for republication by the English
Dialect Society, and the anthologising of the work by Denwood & Thompson and Hirooka are,
at any rate, testimony to its potential importance. However, the work remains “essentiallyneglected”, in that analysis has been restricted to almost entirely to limited glossing of a text that
has so much more to offer.
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methodologically sounder generally to work backwards from the-mostconservative Modern sources rather than forwards from inadequately-attested
Old- and Middle-English dialects. Indeed, there are no direct forerunners
of many Modern dialects, given the sparsity of the historical record, and
changes in demographics especially during the Late-Early-Modern period,
so that the notion of the reflex becomes impossibly strained. Crucial to such
an undertaking as that proposed here are tape recordings of the most-residual
vernacular (personal collection, archival sources); Survey-of-EnglishDialects (S. E. D.) responses (also including tape recordings and other
Incidental Material); local-dialect monographs; English-Dialect-Society and
other glossaries, some subsumed in Wright (1898-1905 and 1905); dialect
literature and literary dialect; and —above all— Ellis (1889). It is an implicit
assumption, both that dialectal decay was slower, or a more-recent
phenomenon, in remote-and-agrarian parts of Westmorland and North
Lancashire than in many other places, and that the rate of dialect change
has often been overestimated by scholars.

2. INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT AND ITS AUTHOR
The author, the Rev. William Hutton (1737-1811), born of a landed family
in Overthwaite, was made Curate of Beetham in 1760, and became Rector/
Vicar of Beetham from 1762 until his death in 1811. He formed the main
antiquarian collection of Beetham Parish Vestry, and deposited it in 1795
(see Marrison 1987 for a report on, and catalogue of, the Beetham Vestry
Library prepared in 1986-1987). In particular, Hutton made a transcript of
the parish registers from 1604. In 1770, he completed what is now known
as the Beetham Repository,3 and presented it to the Vestry. Into this
manuscript work he copied documents relating to the history of the parish,
and supplied a continuous historical narrative to link them. This manuscript
contains the very-earliest specimen of the Westmorland dialect, viz. his “A
Dialogue in the Vulgar Language of Storth and Arnside, with a Design to
Mark to Our Posterity, the Pronuntiation [sic.] of A. D. 1760”.4 A little
3
See below in the References under Hutton, [The Rev.] W. “The Repository”. Whilst the
manuscript was deposited in 1770, the work was not printed until much later.
4
The Dialogue, written in the South-Westmorland dialect, first appeared in the Beetham
Repository (see Hutton 1760?/1770: p. 100 of the manuscript). Marrison (1987) adds nothing to
our understanding of the Repository, as far as the dialect Dialogue goes, but does offer a kind of
context by listing the rest of the collection. The Dialogue subsequently appeared as a publication
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later, in 1785, he published his sermon on Christian Neighbourliness in the
Westmorland dialect, i.e., A Bran New Wark, the second-oldest specimen of
the Westmorland dialect. He was well educated, and had broad interests
—not just ecclesiastical, but antiquarian and scientific too: he was an amateur
scientist, with strong interests in geology and entomology.
His own footnote to the pseudonym Worfat (title-page of A Bran New
Wark) reads “alias Orfat, alias Overthwaite”, which is where his family had
its seat, and which he describes as “a deserted village” in his Prologue (p.
184 in Skeat’s edition). It is just over a mile to the North-East of Beetham
(the local pronunciation is /'bi:∂ em/), which is in South-East Cumbria, pre1974 South Westmorland, and the villages are close to the Lancashire border
in each case. Beetham falls within Ellis’s D 31 (West Northern), variety iii
(Westmorland South of the Watershed), though close to variety ii (Lonsdale).
The nearest S. E. D. locality is Lancashire 3 (Yealand).5 The Prologue to
the work is dated “Yule Tide, 1784”, and the work itself was published in
Kendal the following year in an edition of only fifty copies (now an extreme
rarity), under the title A Bran New Wark, by William de Worfat, Containing
a True Calendar of His Thoughts Concerning Good Nebberhood. Naw First
Printed fra His M. S. for the Use of the Hamlet of Woodland. A second or
half-title appears on the fly-leaf at the beginning: A Plain Address, Written
in the Provincial Dialect, of the Barony of Kendal. Skeat prepared an edition
for the English Dialect Society in 1879, in which he followed this first
edition of 1785, and noted any variations in the slightly-different, undatedthough-clearly-later London edition (rare). He also added notes and a
Glossarial Index to supplement the author’s own notes and inadequate
glossary.6 All page references here are to Skeat’s edition. The excerpt below
is from the beginning of the section headed “The Parson’s Tale”, pp. 198200, lines 328-386.

e

in its own right, and saw a more substantial edition in Ford (1906). It was anthologised in Denwood
& Thompson (1950:37-39), with some brief comments in their Introduction (p. 1). A detailed
commentary will be forthcoming in Shorrocks (in progress a). The original manuscript of the
Repository was removed from Beetham Parish Vestry in circa 1974; and is now in the Library of
the College of St. Martin, University of Lancaster, where it is catalogued as “The Beetham
Repository”.
5
Lancashire 2 (Cartmel) is a little further away, across the Kent Estuary. Yorkshire 12 (Burtonin-Lonsdale) lies a somewhat-greater distance away to the South-East. For locations and other
details of the S. E. D. localities, as well as the responses in the Basic Material, see Orton (1962)
and Orton & Halliday (1962-1963).
6
Skeat obviously thought Hutton’s glossary inadequate, and he is quoted on this subject, below,
in the discussion of lexis. Whilst there is undoubtedly something to what Skeat says, we should
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As noted above, Hutton had earlier written a specimen intended to
preserve the pronunciation of the dialect of the villages of Storth and Arnside,
as of 1760. These localities are circa one and two miles respectively to the
west of Beetham. Now, he refers to Amside in his Prologue to A Bran New
Wark in such a way as perhaps to suggest that its speech is the model in the
present work too (p. 184).7 Since Hutton had been able to observe elderly
speakers in this region from well before 1760 even, his works may offer
some glimpses of speech learned in the late-seventeenth century.

3. SAMPLE TEXT
William de Worfat [the Rev. William Hutton, Rector/Vicar of
Beetham]. A Bran New Wark, or A Plain Address, Written in the
Provincial Dialect, of the Barony of Kendal. 1785
THE PARSON'S TALE
Last saturday sennet, abaut seun in the evening, (twas lownd and fraaze
hard) the stars twinkled and the setting moon cast gigantic shadows. I was
stalking hameward across Blackwater-mosses, and whistling as I tramp’d
for want of thought,9 when a noise struck my ear, like the crumpling of
frosty murgeon; it made me stop short, and I thought I saw a strange form
before me: It vanished behint a windraw; and again thare was nought in
view but dreary dykes, and dusky ling. An awful silence reigned araund;
this was sean brokken by a skirling hullet; sure nivver did hullet, herrensue,
or miredrum, mak sic a noise before. Your minister was freetned, the hairs
of his head stood an end, his blead storkened, and the haggard creature
moving slawly nearer, the mirkness of the neet shew’d her as big again as
she was. Scarcely did a rag cover her naakedness. She stoup’d and drop’d a
poak and thus began with a whining tone. Deary me! deary me! forgive me
good Sir, but this yance, I’ll steal naa maar. This seck is elding10 to keep us
8

perhaps remember that, inasfar as the work was directed at dialect speakers (“for the Use of the
Hamlet of Woodland”), glosses were unnecessary. For Skeat’s Introduction, see pp. 179-180,
and p. viii; for his additional Notes, pp. 210-213; and for his Glossarial Index, pp. 214-222.
7
At any rate, Overthwaite, Beetham, Woodland, Storth and Arnside are so close together that
insistence on one particular locality might be overly-precise (cf. the broader “Written in the
Provincial Dialect, of the Barony of Kendal”, though that formulation need not of itself rule out
a more-localised model within the wider area).
8
Hutton’s footnote: “a week or seven nights, so fortnight, fourteen nights”.
9
Skeat’s endnote: “ ‘And whistled as he went, for want of thought.’—Dryden, Cymon, 85”.
10
As Skeat suggests in his glossary, this seck is elding means ‘the contents of this sack is fuel’.
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fra starving. My mother, my brothers and sisters, and my ald neam, O deary
me! Whilst she spaake these words, her knocking knees, and diddering teeth
melted my heart. Ah! said I to mysell, did net king David, when hungred,
eat the holy bread? Did net Jesus and his disciples crop the ears of their
nebbour’s corn! Hunger will break through stane-walls. Necessity will
disturb the laws of moral obligation; get thee haame my lass, and sin naa
maar. I judge thee net, oready thy conscience condemns thee. The Almeety
bless ye, Sir, said she, aur wooning is net aboon a dozen stanethraws fra
this spot, preia gang with me, and see with your awn een, aur pitiful plight.
We nivver feel greater pleasure than when we relieve distress, than
when we du good; it is more blessed to give than to receive: Nivvertheless,
sometimes thare is danger and temptation even in the godly deed. Thares a
thin partition ‘tween good and evil; this minute I feel mysell a saint, the
next a dannet. Whence spring aur thoughts? what first mover starts them fra
their secret lodgement? mickle talk has thare been abaut it; I confess I cannot
fathom this; somat like a flint with gunpowder, strikes fire and springs a
mine, when we the least expect it. We passed by the rocking stane oor a bed
of scars, they were slippy, and she stottered, she fell: I had liked to have
tumbled a top of her snocksnarles. I believe it was pity maade me lift her or
help to lift her up. Be it what it wad, up as she raaise, a star fell directly
athwart, and shining full in her face, discovered to me the finest flesh and
blead that ivver was cumpassed by mortal man. My pulse bet quick, my
quicker thoughts ran oor aur father’s prayer, and I fund mysel safe. Luckily
we were come near the hovel; the girl unsnecked the raddle heck. Wretched
scene! the hovel or hut belang’d to a widow in a peck of troubles. Tis just
aleun weeks sen I buried her husband. Poor Geordie! he was a graadly bain
fellow, and wrought his sell to death; What coud a body dea maar for his
family? She followed his coffin with neen bams crying efter her, and a tenth
sawking at her breast. When she saw me she wept; I wept ano.11 She sat on
a three-legg’d steal, and a dim coal smook’d within the rim of a brandreth,
oor which a seaty rattencreak hung dangling fra a black randletree. The
walls were plaister’d with dirt, and a stee, with hardly a rung, was rear’d
into a loft. Araund the woman her lile ans sprawl’d on the hearth, some,
whiting speals, some, snottering and crying, and ya ruddy cheek’d lad threw
on a bullen to make a loww, for its mother to find her loup. By this sweal I
beheld this family’s poverty. [....]

11

Hutton’s footnote: “Ano means and all, that is also.”
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4. COMMENTARY
It would be inappropriate to present a large textual sample here, as Skeat’s
edition is available for more-protracted study. That having been said, a shorter
excerpt is very much in order, given the importance of this source (see below,
and the Introduction to the Text and Its Author, above), its unusual stylistic
character, and given further the fact that Skeat restricts his notes to questions
of etymology, semantics, literary allusion, punctuation and spelling, and
factual content. It is also important to indicate just how problematic this
text becomes, once one goes beyond the lexical. No commentary can be
given here on matters of detail from the remainder of the work, as it is so
rich in non-standard features that a complete commentary would transcend
all considerations of space.
4.1. Discourse-analytical, Stylistic
Skeat (1879) was well aware of the strengths and weaknesses of this text
qua dialect specimen: “It is not exactly in the spoken dialect, but rather a
piece of literary English abounding in the use of provincial words, written
by one who was familiar with the living speech” (p. viii); and again, later
“Strictly speaking, the language is not dialectal, but literary English; yet it
contains so large a number of dialectal words as to make it well worthy of
being reprinted for the Society” (p. 180). I.e., at the suprasentential or textgrammatical level, the work is standard and elaborately literary, just as it is
sententially from the point of view of word order and clauses; and in terms
of biblical allusions and many other aspects of diction. It does, however,
incorporate a substantial number of non-standard lexical items (Skeat’s main
concern), also revealing some features of phonology and morphology. It is,
in fact, quite-unusually extreme in its alternation between a high-flown style
and the regional dialect. Contrast, for instance, the two halves of the sentence,
necessity will disturb the laws of moral obligation; get thee haame my lass,
and sin naa maar; or the stars twinkled and the setting moon cast gigantic
shadows with the scene inside the woman’s hovel. Skeat also felt that the
specimen was reliable or genuine (in the linguistically-limited sense just
indicated) not only because of its author’s firsthand acquaintance with the
dialect, but also because of his motivation:
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Unlike many specimens of (so-called) provincial talk, this piece does not appear
to have been written to sell; so that the author was not endeavouring, as is often
the case, to put together a quantity of trash (often very incorrect as specimens of
dialect) in order to raise a laugh and catch a penny. (p. 179)

Clearly, this is an important point for our present purposes. The piece is, in
effect, a sermon or moralising tract, prepared, according to the title, for
Hutton’s village parishioners. In the Prologue, Hutton makes it clear that he
wishes to instruct the vulgar as well as the higher classes (p. 186), and that
familiar language is required to edify his parishioners (p. 184); and notes,
further, that no excuse is needed for using a dialect that preserves much of
the speech of ages past (pp. 185-186). This last argument, already appealed
to by a writer such as John Collier (pseudonym, Tim Bobbin) [1746], is one
that would subsequently be repeated in respect of other dialect texts by
antiquarians many times over.
The imitation of biblical style is not confined to allusions and diction.
There is a repeated use of questions, rhetorical and otherwise, in the work
as a whole, that is biblical-didactic, but hardly Westmorland dialect. The
use of inversion is usually also biblical, though not after nivver, where it is
regular in English. As a general principle, it may be stated that Hutton’s
style-switching not infrequently renders it impossible to decide whether we
are dealing with a dialect feature or some aspect of his (biblical and)
archaising style (examples below).
4.2. Orthographical
Spelling and punctuation have not been normalised here, save for the deletion
of spaces before punctuation marks. Thus saturday begins with lower-case
s; there is no apostrophe in thares; the first person singular reflexive pronoun
is spelled both mysell, mysel; and so on. Aleun is ‘eleven’ and seun ‘seven’.
The apostrophe in a number of preterites is a literary convention. Shewed is
presumably an older/biblical spelling rather than a dialect respelling. The
consistent spelling -ing in present participles12 and nominals cannot possibly
have been representative of a dialect in this area, where the termination is / n/ or -/In/ rather than -/I / -the author has evidently elected not to respell
here, as at numerous other points. Because of the constant style-switching,

e

12
The traditional terms, present participle and past participle, have been used here, as being
widely accepted though, from a technical point of view, -ing participle and -ed participle are
preferable.
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it is not always certain whether a particular form should be treated as standard
or non-standard: e.g., do want, was contain /o/ or /a/? Is nought the archaicpoetic form of naught, or is it a respelling meant to suggest /ou/? Does
death contain standard /ε /, or non-standard /I /? There can be no definite
answers to such questions, as Hutton will suddenly respell a single word or
include an altogether-non-standard word in an otherwise-standard
environment, no matter how stylistically incongruous the result. Other
respellings remain unclear for different reasons, as an ‘on’ (a reduced
vowel?), and coud ‘could’ (a misprint? eye dialect? —though the latter would
be unusual in this text). N. B.: a peculiarity of the original is that an exclamation
mark is sometimes used instead of a question mark, and vice versa.
Skeat noted that, in the London edition, fraaze is respelled as freaze,
hairs as hears, slawly as slowly, naakedness as neakedness, naa as nea,
spaake as speake, hungred as hungered, haame as heame, naa as nea, preia
as apreia, lodgement as lodgment, maade as meade, raaise as rease, shining
as shined, cumpassed as compassed, mysel as mysell; unsneck’d is already
from the later edition, as the original unsnec’k must have been a misprint;
graadly is respelled as greadly, and maar as mear. Of the London-edition
respellings in the work as a whole, he observed that “the most noticeable
point about these variations is the systematic substitution of ea for aa [...]
evidently with the idea of giving a more exact notion of the sounds” (p.
209). Just what that might be Skeat unfortunately does not say; see further
on this utterly-crucial point, however, under Phonological, below.

e

4.3. Phonological
Phonological processes. Examples of the elision of historical consonants
will be found below. Inorganic initial /n/ appears in neam ‘uncle’, < OldEnglish eam.
Consonants. Nowadays this is not an /h/ area, and the consistent use
of h could possibly be a compromise with standard-English orthography —a
compromise that would not be at all unusual.13 Further, the author has
certainly not respelled many other forms that might have been respelled,
nor has he attempted to produce a stylistically-homogeneous text (see above).
That having been said, however, the text is of some antiquity, and /h/ may
have been pronounced at that time. Ellis’s (1889) specimens suggest /h/
13

I have drawn attention to this phenomenon in pre-1974-South-East Lancashire writing, where
the vernaculars traditionally have no /h/ at all. See Shorrocks (1978:52, 56; 1988:101, 104).
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was used more widely than the maps based on S. E. D. materials would
indicate, and Hirst (1906: 12-13) gives /h/ and /hw/ (or / /) for Kendal,
except when unstressed. /t/ occurs in behint ‘behind’. There is no final /f/ in
mysel(l) ‘myself’; his sell ‘himself’. Historical /l/ has been lost in ano ‘too,
< and all’; oready ‘already’; and medial /w/ in somat ‘something’. /j/ occurs
in ya ‘one’ (determiner); yance ‘once’.
Short vowels. /I/ occurs in ivver ‘ever’; nivver ‘never’, nivvertheless;
sic ‘such’. /ε / occurs in bet ‘beat’ (preterite); efter ‘after’; hes ‘has’; nebbour
‘neighbour’; seck ‘sack’; sen ‘since’. /a/ occurs in belang’d ‘belonged’; mak
‘make’; wad ‘would’; yance ‘once’; the same phoneme probably also occurs
in barns ‘children’, with pre-consonantal /r/ pronounced. /o/ occurs in
brokken ‘broken’. /u/ is probably indicated by somat ‘something’; and occurs
in cumpassed ‘embraced’; fund ‘found’. /o/ is probably indicated by net ‘not’.
Long vowels. /i:/, or a diphthong of an /Ii/-type, occurs in Almeety
‘Almighty’; een ‘eyes’; freetned ‘frightened’; neen ‘nine’; neet ‘night’. /e:/
occurs in bain ‘willing, ready’; plaister’d ‘plastered’. /a:/ occurs in ald ‘old’;
awn ‘own’; slawly ‘slowly’; ya ‘one’ (determiner); in the second syllable of
stanethraws ‘stonethrows’; and apparently in sawking ‘sucking’. /u:/ (or a
related diphthong) occurs in aboon ‘above’; oor ‘over’; smook’d ‘smoked’;
wooning ‘dwelling’.
Diphthongs. The respellings with aa in fraaze ‘froze’, etc., and those
with a + consonant + e in hameward ‘homeward’ (also haame ‘home’),
stane ‘stone’, thare ‘there’ occur in those words that regularly have /Ia/ in
the traditional venaculars of this area, and this is the phoneme that I take
them to indicate here. The convention aa, in particular, might seem on the
surface to be indicative of a long vowel as, indeed, it usually is in other
texts (e. g., laal ‘little’, etc.), but it is hardly conceivable that these words
could have had /a:/ or a monophthongal development of it at this time, even
if we allow for the fact that Hutton might have been inclined to produce
archaic dialect as well as archaic literary standard. Though aa may be one
of the less-transparent conventions selected to represent /Ia/, it is not wholly
unrealistic, especially if /Ia/ were generally a rising diphthong at the time.
The later replacement of aa by ea in the London edition is not indicative of
a sound change’s having taken place —except, perhaps, that the diphthong
might no longer have been so obviously a rising diphthong in word-medial
and word-final positions. Since ea is used in the first edition to represent
/I /, aa enables Hutton to observe the phonemic distinction between /I /
and /Ia/. Thus, to interpret Skeat’s comment on this matter (above), the new ea
of the London edition might well seem better to represent the sound involved,

w
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e

e
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viz. /Ia/, but —going beyond Skeat’s comment— the substitution of it for
aa nonetheless obliterates a critically-important distinction between two
phonemes!
/aI/ occurs in lile ‘little’. /Ia/ occurs in fraaze ‘froze’; graadly
‘respectable, honest, well-meaning’; haame ‘home’; hameward ‘homeward’;
maade ‘made’; maar ‘more’; naa ‘no’; naakedneas ‘nakedness’; raaise
‘rose’; spaake ‘spoke’; stane ‘stone’; thare ‘there’. /I / occurs in blead
‘blood’; dea ‘do’; neam ‘uncle’; in the third syllable of rattencreak ‘potcrook, pot-hook’; sean ‘soon’; seaty ‘sooty’; speal ‘spell, split stick’; steal
‘stool’; sweal ‘flame, blaze’. /au/ occurs in abaut ‘about’; araund ‘around’;
aur ‘our’. Contrast the lexical distribution of this phoneme here with that of
historical /u:/ in Cumberland and Westmorland generally. /ou/ is probable in
loww ‘flame, blaze’; wrought ‘worked’ (preterite); and, as long as we are not
simply dealing with now-obsolete spellings, loup ‘stitch’; stoup’d ‘stooped’.
Poak suggests [o' ]. /Iu/ is likely in du ‘do’, alternating with /I / dea —the
equivalent to the R. P. (Received Pronunciation) vowel would require no respelling,
and a reduced vowel is not very likely in this context, where the form is a full
verb, not an auxiliary.

e

e

e

4.4. Grammatical
The text was written at a time when antiquarian-philological interest centred
upon lexis (etymology and semantics), and to a lesser degree pronunciation
and morphology, so that many features of these types are indicated. As
noted above, the text is in all other respects of an elevated and archaising
literary type. It follows that we can expect to draw very few conclusions
indeed about non-standard word order, syntactic patterns, or spoken-textual
structure. In particular, we should not conclude that English dialects do not
vary much at the syntactic level, for little attempt has been made to represent
such variation here. The same argument applies (even if sometimes to a
lesser degree) to dialect literature and literary dialect generally.
Determiners. Definite article: only full forms are given, which can
hardly be accurate. Indefinite determiner: ya ‘one’; mickle ‘much’; naa ‘no’.
Possessive: highly noteworthy is its ‘his’. On thy and your, see under personal
pronouns, below.
Nouns. There is an -/n/ plural allomorph in een ‘eyes’.
Pronouns. Indefinite: somat ‘something’. Personal: the neuter
pronoun is sometimes used in the North-West to refer to infants and children,
even in direct address (e. g., in the Bolton area —cf. Shorrocks 1999:159,
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footnote 1). See here under the associated possessive determiner, above. A
second-person singular-familiar form is used by the parson to the poor woman,
objective-case thee, associated determiner thy, whereas she addresses him
with the historical plural-polite form, objective-case ye, related determiner
your. Whether this distinction is intended to be dialectal, literary, or both is
hard to say. It is not possible to state with certainty whether the enclitic forms
tis, twas are standard literary or non-standard dialect. There is also an enclitic
form in preia (earlier apreia, line 166 in Skeat’s edition), which Skeat glosses
as ‘I pray mee’, though ‘(I) pray ye’ would follow stylistically, and probably
phonologically too. Reflexive: mysel(l) ‘myself’; his sell ‘himself’.
Pro-form: lile ans ‘little ones’.
Verbs. The construction I had liked to have + past participle ‘I was
near to (doing)’ is still in common use in the North-West (see further under
4.5. Lexical, below). Infinitive: mak ‘make’ (though on another occasion
not respelled). Preterites: bet ‘beat’; fund ‘found’; maade ‘made’; raaise
‘rose’; spaake ‘spoke’; wrought ‘worked’. Past participle: brokken ‘broken’.
Primary auxiliary: be as a perfect auxiliary in we were come could
be either standard or non-standard. One suspects it was still ‘standard’ at
the time (for one sees it often enough in texts of the eighteenth, nineteenth,
and even twentieth centuries with certain verbs), though be as a perfect
auxiliary with intransitive verbs of motion or change of state has certainly
survived longer in non-standard varieties (see, e.g., Shorrocks 1999:127129); and there may have been at least a quantitative difference in Hutton's
day, if not a qualitative one.
Modal auxiliary. Preterite: wad ‘would’.
Prepositions: a top ‘atop, on top of; fra ‘from’.
Conjunction: sen ‘since’.
Adverbs: ano ‘too, < and all’ quick ‘quickly’; snocksnarles ‘all of a
heap’ (usually of entangled thread); sure is used as a sentence modifier.
Degree modifier: aboon ‘above, more than’.
4.5. Lexical
Ano ‘too’, < and all’, bain ‘willing, ready’; barns ‘children’; body ‘person’;
brandreth ‘an iron frame over the fire’; bullen ‘a stalk of hemp’; dannet
‘worthless fellow’ (Skeat derives this from one who dows not, cf. German
Taugenichts); diddering ‘shaking, shivering’, hence ‘chattering’ (of teeth);
dykes —Skeat glosses this as ‘ditches’ (p. 216), but ‘hedges’ is more likely;
elding ‘fuel’; gang ‘go’; graadly ‘respectable, honest, well-meaning’; heck
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‘half-door’; herrensue ‘heron’; hullet ‘owl, owlet’ (see further in the English
Dialect Dictionary (E. D. D.), and in the Oxford English Dictionary (O. E.
D. II) under howlet); lad ‘boy’; lass ‘girl’; I had liked to have + past participle
‘I was near to (doing)’, strangely classified by O. E. D. II as “obsolete” and
“now vulgar and dialect (U[nited] S[tates])” —this construction is still widely
used in the North-West of England and elsewhere, and not just in traditional
vernacular, but in more-modified varieties too;14 ling ‘a kind of heather’;
loup ‘a stitch in knitting’, literally a loop; lownd ‘still, quiet, calm’; loww
‘blaze, light’; mickle ‘much’; miredrum ‘bittern’; mirkness ‘darkness’;
murgeon ‘rubbish-earth cut up and thrown aside in order to get turf’; neam
‘uncle’; peck ‘a large quantity or number, especially in the phrase a peck of
troubles’; poak ‘sack’; raddle heck ‘wattled half-door’; randletree ‘a piece
of wood in a chimney, from which is hung the pot-crook’; rattencreak ‘potcrook, pot-hook’ (which Skeat gives as a “corruption” of rakkencrook [sic.,
spelled racken-crook just beforehand; i.e., rackan-crook]; sennet ‘week’ (<
Old-English seofon nihta ‘seven nights’, according to the Germanic system
of reckoning by nights); skirling ‘shrieking, screaming’; snocksnarles ‘all
of a heap’ (usually of entangled thread); snottering ‘blubbering, sobbing,
snivelling’; somat ‘something’ (< somewhat); speal ‘spell, small split stick,
chip of wood’; spot ‘place’; stee ‘ladder’; storkened ‘congealed’ (literally
‘stiffened’); stottered ‘stumbled’; sweal ‘flame, blaze’; unsneck’d ‘undid,
unfastened’ (cf. sneck ‘latch’); whiting ‘whittling’; windraw ‘heap of dug
earth’; wooning ‘dwelling’.
Skeat made the following rather-telling observations on the lexicon
of the piece:
I venture to call attention to the remarkable facts (1) that our author only explains
very easy words in his very brief glossary; and (2) that, of the harder words, a
large number are given in the glossary printed as ‘Gloss[ary] B. 1’ by the
E[nglish] D[ialect] S[ociely] [= the glossary from A Tour to the Caves ---],
14
I’d like(d?) to have done it ‘I nearly did it, I was in danger of doing it, etc.’ is common in
various other areas, e. g., in the Bolton Metropolitan Borough. If like is an adverbial here, then
the presence of the infinitive marker is interesting. E. D. D., under LIKE, sense 4, gives “likely,
probable; also used advb. [adverbially]”: Phr. (8) to have like to, see (7, a), the latter being to be
like to “to be on the point of, to be ready to; to nearly (do anything), to be in danger of”. Both
constructions are widely attested, especially in Scotland and the North of England, as well as
those under sense 18 “to be nearly or almost, to be on the point of, to be likely; esp. in phr. to be
or have liked to. Cf. LIKEN, v.1 2”. The same constructions, with a past participle, are attested
under LIKEN too. Strictly, one cannot tell whether an informant says like or liked before to because
of the probability of assimilation, or cluster reduction.
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which was written by the Rev. John Hutton, and printed for W. Pennington, of
Kendal, in 1781.15 When we consider that the ‘Bran New Wark’ was also written
by one of the Hutton family in 1784, and printed for the same W. Pennington, I
think we may conclude that our author must have been well acquainted with the
glossary above-mentioned. My theory is that he probably himself contributed
to that glossary, and thought it unnecessary to explain over again words which
had already been explained there. The remarkable coincidences in spelling
between the “Bran New Wark” and this glossary are very striking. (p. 214)

Skeat compared the two and gave a sufficient number of examples to prove
his point (pp. 214-215). He felt that, by using the Glossary to the Tour to the
Caves..., we effectively had William Hutton’s very own glosses (p. viii).
Certainly, half the words in my own glossary here, including the majority
of the more unusual ones, can be found in the Glossary to the Tour to the
Caves..., though with some differences of grammatical form and spelling,
as is only to be expected. In all of this, however, we should not overlook the
fact that Skeat is writing from the perspective of a scholar, an antiquarian,
or an outsider to the dialect, and that Hutton wrote this particular work
primarily (though not exclusively) for the benefit of his parishioners, who
needed no such glosses.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It will be evident from the above analysis that, despite certain difficulties,
Hutton’s text gives us a considerable amount of information at the various
linguistic levels. Al the phonological level, many interesting features of the
spoken dialect are represented, including —in Hutton’s original text— the critical
distinction between the diphthongs /I / and /Ia/. There are a significant
number of non-standard morphological and syntactic features; and many
non-standard lexical items —it will be noted, that there is a strong OldEnglish component here. Further, given that Hutton had had close contact
with this dialect for many years before he published the piece in 1785, that
society was still relatively static at the time, and that his stylistic, religious-

e

15

Skeat (1873:iii) noted in this edition for the Society, that John Hutton “gives us small clue as
to the locality of his words, as he simply labels them ‘North of England’. Since, however, his
place of residence was Burton-in-Kendal [in Westmorland, G. S.], and his work treats of the
Caves in the West-Riding of Yorkshire, we may perhaps refer the majority of them to
Westmoreland, the West of Yorkshire, and the Northern part of Lancashire”.
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pedagogic, and antiquarian agendas were conservative, it is not unreasonable
to imagine that this text offers us some insights into the Westmorland and
North-Lancashire dialects of the early-eighteenth and even late-seventeenth
centuries.
A Bran New Wark is also especially valuable by virtue of its being
one of a group of early studies devoted to the dialects of South-East Cumbria/
pre-1974 South Westmorland and the extreme North of Lancashire. Clearly,
there would be opportunities in future studies to compare Hutton’s two dialect
works with those of two other writers:16 the important 1781 work of his
cousin, the Rev. John Hutton (1740(?)-1806), Vicar of Burton-in-Kendal
on the border of Westmorland adjoining Lancashire from 1764 until his
death, already referred to above for glossarial purposes; as well as with
Mrs. Ann Wheeler’s (1735-1804) dialogues in the Arnside dialect of the
late-eighteenth century (Wheeler 1790, 1802, 1821, etc.). The dialect in
Wheeler’s dialogues (1790, 1802, 1821, etc.) is none other than that of the
parish of Beetham! In the title, The Westmorland Dialect, with the Adjacency
of Lancashire and Yorkshire (1821), she quite correctly recognises a dialect
that does not coincide with county boundaries, but which later dialectologists
have found to extend over the area indicated, and to be relatively
homogeneous. It is impossible to overestimate the value of this group of
texts, coming as they do from the same small area, and at such a relatively
early date. Taken together, they arguably form the most important group of
specimens for any Modern-English dialect.
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ABSTRACT
Contrary to the claims of some influential postmodern trends celebrating
the burial of historical humanism, as something ‘old-fashioned’ and
pedagogically orientated, in the present paper an effort will be made to show
how Renaissance humanism can be interpreted as a ‘border culture’ par
excellence, capable of accumulating ambiguities —a substantial premise
for producing powerful ‘explosions’ and subsequent ‘leaps’ (in Yuri Lotman’s
terms) to new and different qualities in culture, as well as in our ‘semiospheric’
existence. The repercussions of these ‘leaps’ have reached vitally the start of
the 21st century. I intend to outline the image of humanism as it has emerged
from the work of Erasmus, Thomas More, Montaigne, Shakespeare,
Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina and Calderón, to show on its
example the ‘intra-history’ of the historical process that has been called the
‘Enlightenment’. To a far greater extent than the noo-spherically inclined
‘extra-history’, the interior Enlightenment, with its deep roots in historical
humanism, has provided openness to ‘border’ sensibility and new cultural
syntheses in the semiosphere, including culture, with literary creation as its
ideologically and philosophically burdened nucleus. In the latter part of my
article, I will centre on exemplifying my theoretical conclusions by Thomas
More’s Utopia and the plays of William Shakespeare.

…over that art,
Which you say adds to nature, is an art
That nature makes.
[…]
The art itself is nature.
(Shakespeare, The Winter Tale, IV, 3)
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The heyday of the discourses engendered by postmodern and poststructuralist deconstruction (in literary and cultural research, philosophy)
seems to be gradually fading. Yet, there is apparently little doubt that
deconstruction is bound to leave deep traces in the mentality of our world’s
episteme (to use the term applied by Michel Foucault, to denote the set of
relations that unite, at a given period, the discursive practices) at least during
the first quarter of the present century.
The deconstructionist episteme has also become synonymous with
the wider term of posthumanism.1 The latter, however, is seldom used as an
analogy of postmodernism. The opposition of deconstruction to modernism
is much more relaxed and relative, it does not amount to the tense antagonism
that characterizes deconstruction’s relation with humanism. In other words,
humanism is hardly equated with modernism. In a number of studies obvious
parallels between both modernisms, the older and the younger one, have
been observed. Both seem to belong to the same basic ‘revolutionary’
paradigm, albeit with shades of difference. Thus, a ‘culturological’ tendency,
as well as an accentuated meta- and inter-textuality, including subtle irony,
is shared by the modernist poets T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, on the one
hand, and a whole generation of postmodern poets in many parts of the
world, especially those born in the 1950s and later on the other. Besides,
even geographically close ethnic-cultural spaces seldom work in a perfect
synchrony, as history ‘contaminates’ them, dictating individualities. Are
there any basic differences at all, for instance, between the ars poetica and
human attitudes of T. S. Eliot in his The Waste Land (1922) and one of the
leading figures of Spanish postmodern poetry of the 1970s and 80s, Pere
Gimferrer? Or should this ‘post’ be interpreted, rather than ‘after’ in the
sense of difference and opposition, as something that belongs to the same
modernist paradigm but has simply been deferred, revealed later, with a
delay in time?
There is thus no unity in postmodernism and the postmoderns, our
present —the reality we can understand, feel and touch around us as living
phenomena and beings. Why should we presuppose, then, that the
phenomena of the past, of which we can only evoke and resuscitate images
to the extent our frail memory allows it, have been more simple and
homogeneous? We have conserved and archived a good deal of the materially
1
Thus, in the programme of the 17th world congress of the ICLA (Hong Kong, 2003), the term
“post-humanist”, as applied to the world in which we live at the start of the 21st century, has
been repeatedly used.
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tangible memory of those past phenomena. However, they are not vital for
us, for our present-day existence, and we tend either to undervalue them or
activate them only according to our vital and existential needs. The need
—in fact, for any new generation— is to find an opponent, to dispute its
truth, and by claiming a superiority, to reassert one’s place, a very concrete
and limited topos under the sun. It seems to be a natural law, one of a number
of ways by which nature plays its games with us.
*
In the following, I am first and foremost interested in this most complicated
part of humanist discourse, i.e., the work of those humanists who in
constructing their discourses consciously relied on artistic imagery. As for
English humanism, the work of Thomas More and William Shakespeare, at
the respective ‘border’ of the beginning and the sunset of the Renaissance,
wonderfully incarnated that playful, plurivocal, and polysemantic literaryartistic discourse of the European Renaissance humanism, directed against
the monologues of dogmatic and power-bound ‘official’ reason.
When coming to analyze the image and philosophy in the work of
More and Shakespeare, I will find important support in the ideas of the late
writings of Yuri M. Lotman (1922-1993), the head and the main brain-centre
of the Tartu (-Moscow) school of semiotics. Little if any attention has been
paid to the substantial philosophic shift in Lotman’s late writings, especially
in the book Kul’tura i vzryv (‘Culture and Explosion’, 1992), as compared
with his earlier writing. Yet the differences are obvious. While until the
start of the 1980s Lotman considered culture a “collective intellect” or
“collective reason”, in his later work he made culture the central segment
of ‘semiosphere’, the imagined dialoguing ‘border’ between the biosphere
and the noo-sphere (the one determined overwhelmingly by the activity
and the impact of noos, the human intellect). The semiosphere, as Lotman
claimed, is the most fertile ground for semiosis. It is here that culturalartistic ‘explosions’, discoveries, and ‘leaps’ to new original meanings are
most likely to take place. Contrary to the ‘noo-sphere’ dominated by the
human intellect/reason and submitted to a more or less regular and gradual
or, in Lotman’s words, ‘syntagmatic’ development (like in science), the
processes in ‘semiosphere’ are unpredictable. Artistic geniuses work
‘paradigmatically’, rather than ‘syntagmatically’, as here intellect is in a
constant and intense interchange of information and codes with the
biosphere, or nature.
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I can hardly hope to discuss here all details of the image and philosophy
emerging from the work of More and Shakespeare. A lot has been written
about it. I would just intend to stress the ambiguity and openness of their
artistic-philosophical image, its dialogically semiospheric nature in a
constant revolt against any petrified significations, manipulated by the powerstructures of their time or the times to come.
Thomas More’s famous Utopia was fully translated into my mother
language, Estonian, only last year. Such a regrettable delay in its reception
has to do, unfortunately, with misreadings shared by the orthodox Marxist
ideology and deconstruction. The former tried to derive from the work sacred
significations, a kind of a plan for a communist society that at least in the
1960s was believed to be within reach. Several principles in the so-called
“Codex of the Builder of Communism” (that I still remember from my own
school-years), such as the alternation of physical and mental work, as well
as of urban and agricultural life, were direct borrowings from Thomas More’s
Utopia, not to mention the rejection of private ownership, the very
cornerstone of the communist model of society constructed by Karl Marx,
Vladimir Lenin and Iossif Stalin, among many others.
Deconstruction, on the other hand, with its fury directed against
‘sacred truths’, has shared with Marxism the same naïve and straight-forward
belief in the existence of such truths in the writings of Thomas More and
other humanists. Both have forgotten that the ambiguity and polysemantics
of More’s small genial book, very much in the same vein with another playful
humanistic writing, In Praise of Folly (1511) by More’s friend Desiderius
Erasmus, quite differently, were themselves wonderful parodies of all kinds
of sacred writings and that, far from projecting a topos that could be occupied
by real historical humans, More presented a vision of U-topia —a nonplace, that in More’s own words he could “rather wisshe for than hope
after” (More 1904:144).
Instead of constructing such an artificial distance between language
and the physical-biological reality, as can be seen in deconstruction, humanist
writers constructed their discourses ‘semiospherically’. Here, the openness
both to reality and human reason is the basic feature. The writing is open to
reality in its widest sense: to all five senses and all faculties comprised by
man, as well as to the ‘other’ that is not man. Here is genuine ground for
miracles or ‘explosions’ of semiosis. Here the homo sapiens dwells deeply
in the homo somnians, man of dreams. Dreams (fiction, myths) overlap
with the real, but still transcend the real we know, to open new horizons.
The episteme is never only bodily or rationally/intellectually shaped, but
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includes the imaginative visions or discourses of reality provided by writers
and artists. These visions are never ‘definite truths’, but rather
approximations of truths. In the quality of approximations of truth, they are
more real than mere sketches drawn by the intellect from a distance: they
represent, instead, human being as a whole. The creators (writers/artists)
let themselves merge into reality, be part of it, and by their mediation,
philosophy itself becomes part of human reality, which is not only
understood, but felt, i.e., received not only by the intellect but the senses
and the intellect closely knit together. The topos constructed by humanist
writers is, therefore, simultaneously a place that is unreal and real. By its
ambiguity, however, it revolts against the united forces of logocentrism and
soma-centrism —the forefathers of the postmodern deconstruction— which
have, indeed, been the historical mainstream discourses determining the
history of the Western world.
The subtle interplay between fiction and reality emerges from the
very form or frame of the humanist ‘core writing’. While visiting Thomas
More in England, Erasmus wrote his In Praise of Folly, in which he made
Moria, or Folly, a lady that very much seems to embody Life itself, pronounce
a lengthy self-apology. From the view-point of reason, she is, indeed, a
fool. However, as Erasmus makes it sufficiently clear, truth can never be
based exclusively on reason. As soon as that criterion is removed, Moria
can well represent truth, or more exactly, approximation of truth, the more
so because reason is not at all abandoned in her, but is seen as one of her
faculties.
In the footsteps of his friend, Thomas More wrote and published a
few years later his Utopia. Like Erasmus’ In Praise of Folly, Utopia is a
kind of mystification, an ingenious text crowded with ambiguities and subtle
ironies. It is not a novel, with an entirely fictional set of viewpoints, but is
neither an essay, as the author’s own viewpoint becomes submitted to a
thorough mystification. The frame story, comprising More’s letter to his
friend and disciple Pieter Gilles (after the publication of Utopia, 1516), as
well as Gilles’s letter (of the same year) to Jerome Busleiden, the mayor of
Ardenne and advisor of king Charles, and Gilles’s four-line poem written
in the language of Utopia, is the very source of mystification. Both More
and Gilles refer to their meeting in Antwerp, probably two years earlier,
with a certain Raphael Hythlodaeus, and More claims to have written down
in Utopia the travel impressions of Hythlodaeus, a highly intelligent and
experienced gentleman who, however, firmly rejects More’s suggestions
that he might become, following More’s own example, a state officer and
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thus make available his rich knowledge to those that govern countries and
people. Although Hythlodaeus’s views are apparently approved by More
and Gilles, in Part I of the story, when Hythlodaeus considers private
ownership the very source of social evil, More dares to doubt it and argues
that such an arrangement would lead to an even greater anarchy (More
1904:45-46).
It is just the starting-point of Part II of the work, in which Hythlodaeus
tells More and Gilles about the island of Utopia. Both More and Gilles
unanimously claim that Hythlodaeus is a real person, and More asks all
those who may have doubts in the truthfulness of Hythlodaeus’s story to
directly approach Hythlodaeus himself and inquire about the matter (More
2002:12).
Like in Cervantes’ Don Quixote, a century later, the narrative frame
in More’s Utopia mythicizes the main story and provides it with an autonomy
it could hardly have if it had been told directly by its author. Cide Hamete
Benengeli and Raphael Hytlodaeus in their respective cases are the
mythmakers. They are presented as historical persons and the story they tell
us sounds absolutely real. Even though we know that they do not exist and
are really pure fiction, we are made to believe their story or at least believe
it contains some truth beyond its fantastic appearance.
The main story of Utopia, therefore, moves between the real and the
unreal. The unreal may acquire shades of the real, not abandoning its essence
as a dream. Yet even a dream may profoundly influence real processes of
the world, and More’s great vision is just a brilliant proof of it. It is regrettable
that isolated fragments of visions like his have been translated too
precipitously and violently into historical societies, to convert them into
reality. The result of trying to make a U-topia a real and habitable topos in
an historical fortnight is ever destined to lead to a historical disaster, like
Yuri Lotman has shown, referring to the recent experience of Soviet Russia
(Lotman 1994). And yet, an approximation to transcendent truths is never
excluded from the realm and myth of Utopia and its creator, the homo
somnians.
From my point of view, it is important to come closer to the
understanding of the work of humanist writers as creative acts which, despite
all individualities, share a certain basic unity of human attitudes or,
philosophy. The work is conditioned historically and by a concrete historical
culture, but, as in case of any genuinely creative act in literature and arts,
there is a strong impetus towards a philosophical transcendence, or a myth
transcending time. It is never satisfactory in the case of great writers to try
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to reduce the philosophical content of their work to some preceding or coeval
philosophy or philosophical current. Any genuine creative act in literature
is itself, besides an aesthetic act, also a philosophical exercise. In other
words, despite the strong intertextuality reaching down from ancient
philosophers and writers to More, Erasmus, Shakespeare and Cervantes, it
would be definitely wrong to convert them, against their own will, let us
say, into Platonists, Plutarchists or Stoics. The greatest advantage of literary
creation over ‘pure’ philosophy is that by means of concrete and sensual
images, reaching out to the senses of the receiver, it tends to create a kind of
a mythic philosophy, in which meanings and notions are never purified, to
become mental schemes, but reveal themselves rather as symbols —hinting
at, referring to, letting themselves be intuited as a deeper potentiality of
human perception and yet retaining and resisting in a certain ambiguity.
The core paradigm in the philosophy of humanist writers, as far as I
see it, is a kind of philosophy of nature. It does not coincide with any
particular philosophia naturalis, as conceived by philosophers, and has yet
had a resounding continuation in the work of writers and poets ever since
the days of the Renaissance. I think it would be deeply erroneous to make
rationalism a comparable key sign in humanist writers. On the contrary,
rationalism is admitted in their work only as an emanation of nature.
Whenever reason starts to contradict nature and claim its superiority over
nature, it has been viewed critically and parodied. On the other hand, as
humanists centre their observation on human beings, a distinction is made
between nature, in the sense of bio-totality, on the one hand, and human
nature, on the other. The latter, however, even if reason has been allocated
its important part, is never separated from the greater or cosmic totality. An
accordance is sought, whenever possible. Nature is not adapted to reason
(as it is in the philosophical mainstream starting from Descartes) but, on
the contrary, reason is adapted to nature. This essential feature constitutes
also a fundamental realism in humanist writing. Idealism is rejected, as
well as any intellectual emanation that tries to impose itself more or less
violently on nature. Humanism is, naturally, anthropocentric, but at the same
time it is also zoo-centric, defending life as totality against the excesses of
human reason, especially, when reason becomes manipulated by ambitions
of power.
If More and Erasmus are known as Christian (or Catholic) writers,
their writing does not mean sacrificing nature to the Christian dogma. On
the contrary, Christianity is adapted in nature or, in other words, Christian
philosophy, in their treatment, becomes a kind of an emanation of a basic
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wisdom of nature. Thus, the categories of good and evil are not mere
inventions of Christianity or any other religion. They do exist also in the
conscience of all living beings. If in man’s preaching they had become, by
means of logocentric speculations, dogmatized and fundamentalized, then
one of the goals of humanist writers was just to revolt against that
dogmatization. Human qualities like love, kindness, generosity, mercy,
compassion —that comprise humanness, often considered a synonym of
humanism— are not treated by humanist writers as a great invention of
Christianity, but as part of human nature, extolled historically by Christianity.
That is why humanist writers, in the times of the fiercest conquest and
submission by Western man of the ‘other’ —nature and human communities
close to nature— comprised a tiny minority that still tried to oppose these
excesses of power and reason. Virtue for them was basically a gift of nature,
to quote Thomas More, from Utopia:
For they define virtue to be a life ordered according to nature; and that we be
hereunto ordeined of god; and that he doth followe the course of nature, which
in desiering and refusyng thinges is ruled by reason. […] And they defyne vertue
to be lyfe ordered accordyng to the prescrypt of nature. (More 1904:84-85)

God, thus, follows the course of nature, while nature provides the faculty of
reason, by which god can determine what is good and evil. The role of
reason, in More’s treatment, still retains a good deal of ambiguity. Its
emanations seem sometimes real, historically achievable, and in other
episodes, quite certainly belong to the non-existing realm of Utopia. Even
though they are not likely to become effective as social projects, they still
symbolically reflect some basic human instincts, aspirations and dreams.
The shades of irony as well as of parody on mechanically applied reason,
however, are never excluded, when More imagines —like Swift in his
footsteps two centuries later— a society where population growth is strictly
controlled and regulated by state. In this and many other aspects, More’s
Utopia reminds us of the European Union, at the start of the 21st century,
where rigid rational norms for producing meat or milk for its old and new
member-states are being prescribed and the quota for immigration now
raised, now restricted, according to the needs the Europeans have for
unskilled labour (cf. the slaves in Utopia). Did More genially, smilingly,
foresee it at the beginning of the 16th century?
In most episodes of Utopia, however, More seems to warn against
the excesses of reason, especially when it becomes dogmatized or made a
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tool in the hands of power-structures, to suppress nature and the “other”.
The idea of a gradual development of civilization is accepted —as Utopia
itself too has developed from an initially savage island into a state where
culture and education have an important role, but the civitas, the main motor
for industry, science, and letters, is kept in Utopia in an intense contact with
the country-side, or nature. More’s ideas coincide totally with the modern
ideas of ecological sciences, trying to resist the excesses of rational and
technological development, impelled by industry and commerce. Labour is
a basic value in Utopia both in the sense of creating social welfare as in the
psychological education of its inhabitants. However, labour, another
emanation of man’s rational faculty, is not allowed to become a routine that
deadens man’s spiritual and intellectual needs. On the contrary, More
envisages a society where people deal with routine labour as little as possible
(6 hours daily), to dedicate the rest of their time to the development of their
natural talents, to research, write poems, etc. The rejection of money and,
thus, the daily need for rational calculation, as well as of any bureaucracy,
can likewise be interpreted as symbols of the essential need of man to remain
in his actions as natural and immediate as possible, rejecting alienation.
Democratic rule itself grants to the Utopians an important degree of
natural liberty and equality, though by introducing a large chapter on the
situation of slaves on the island, More also seems to remind us of the
complications and reverse sides of whatever democracy the world has known
until today. In any case, the slaves in Utopia are treated humanely, and there
is always a chance for them to become free.
Although More wrote his Utopia in Latin, the common language of
theology and science of Europe since the Middle Ages, the importance of
one’s mother language is stressed in the educational system of Utopia (Ch.
6). As we see, in the eternal opposition of the universal and the individual,
More sides with the latter, i.e., the human reality most inalienably immersed
in nature. Once again one comes to a topic that has not at all been ‘overcome
for ever’ in our postmodern age but, on the contrary, has become the focus
of an intense discussion world-wide.
Nobody would suppose, of course, that in describing the marriage
rites in Utopia (Ch.7) More could have seriously suggested that Europeans
should follow the example of the Utopians who make their young ladies
and their suitors see each other naked. However, as a symbol image of a
desirable natural correspondence between the young people entering into
marriage, it is in full accord with the core philosophy of humanist writers.
The same goes about the role of women in Utopia. Unlike the radical trend
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of modern feminists More does not make any attempt to even out the natural
differences between man and woman, established by nature (harder physical
work is for men, easier for women, in Utopia). However, by the image of
the Utopian women acting, like men, in the office of priests, and becoming
thus the transmitters of supreme divine truths, More undoubtedly
foreshadowed the basic cause of the revolt of modern feminism against
masculine tyranny, i.e., the historical submission by man-kind of its human
‘other’, the very natural source of human existence. Religious tolerance in
Utopia should be understood as a further symbol of respect for the natural
human ‘other’, as well as for the natural and historical diversity and difference
in the world.
The myth of Utopia stresses the importance of collective values in
human society. Again, this is in full accord with natural existence. If taken
too literally, as an example to be followed, it certainly tends to the grotesque.
From our personal experience of life in the former USSR we still remember
vividly scenes like those described in Utopia (Ch. 6): common citizens were
allowed to travel abroad, including the ‘socialist countries’, only in groups,
always accompanied by spies employed by the KGB…
On the contrary, war as a collective enterprise, not really inherent in
nature, but practised specifically by humans, impelled by greed and power
ambitions, with the widest possible use of tekhnike invented by reason, is
condemned unanimously by More and Erasmus. It is plausible only when a
just cause is to be defended.
Nothing in More’s Utopia has lost its significance for the postmodern
age. Utopia is a place that does not exist, but the myth and the symbols it
exposes are as vital as ever. If I am not mistaken, the Netherlands became
the first Western country to make in 2001 euthanasia a legal means to end
painlessly one’s life tortured by an incurable illness. Euthanasia was practised
by the Utopians, though under the strictest control of priests and the
governing council. Was that measure foretold by nature or by reason? We
will probably never know it exactly…
To come to the work of William Shakespeare, one should not forget
the humanist intertextuality reaching him from More and Erasmus via
Rabelais and Montaigne. The core paradigm of values remains the same,
though every individual writer adds new stresses and features. Nature
continues to be the fundamental strong-hold against scholastic preaching
as well as the excesses of power-ambitions. Rabelais goes beyond More
and Erasmus in touching the depths of the physical and sexual realm of
nature, or ‘low’ nature. Montaigne, on the other hand, goes further than
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anybody else in understanding nature’s diversity, the endless species of the
‘other’, and makes in his longest essay, An Apologie of Raymond Sebond,
the boldest assault ever made by modern Western philosophy against
anthropocentrism. The fact, however, does not distance him at all from the
humanist position, but on the contrary, strengthens it, as the understanding
of the coherence of the bio-totality, of which humans are part, becomes
deeper.
The creative novelty emerging from the work of Shakespeare has
few parallels in the English literature of his time. However, these parallels
do exist beyond English literature, and most outstandingly in the work of
Cervantes. What Cervantes did in the genre of the novel, Shakespeare
effectuated in drama. The work of both is an incarnation par excellence of
the creation of a dreaming man, a poet and a creator comprising the homo
sapiens. Existing previous myths are present in the work of both, but neither
of them limited themselves to copying myths. Instead, they became the
creators of new myths. These new myths merged with the concrete historical
time were made a powerful tool of synthesizing reality.
The artistic novelty of Shakespeare was never merely artistic, but
reflected his philosophical-perceptual positions. Shakespeare never wrote
any treatise in the vein of Lope de Vega’s Arte nuevo de hacer comedias
(1609) but the parallels with the coeval Spanish theatre, in search of a natural
openness, are striking. When Lope de Vega claimed that contemporary drama
did not need to copy the ancients but had to mix the ‘high’ and the ‘low’, as
well as to suppress both the unity of time and place, these principles were
already fully active in the poetics of himself and Shakespeare. In
Shakespeare’s early tragedy Romeo and Juliet (1595) there are at least seven
or eight different places of action, while in The Tempest (1611) and The
Winter’s Tale (1611), his late dramas, the spatial openness is retained as
one of the fundamental features enhancing the dynamics of theatre. The
time of action in Shakespeare’s plays is likewise unlimited. In The Winter’s
Tale the choir is embodied by Time, an allegorical character prophesying
the final development and the outcome of the events in the play (Act IV).
Some twenty years have lapsed since the events shown in the previous acts,
and the place of action has moved from Sicily to the far-away Bohemia.
The openness in time and place both in the plays of Shakespeare and
the great Spanish playwrights Lope de Vega and Calderón, as well as other
contemporary dramatic writers, embodied an essential revolt of nature
against any strictly rational norms imposed on theatre. Let us remind us
that these rational norms reached their very peak in the French neo-classical
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theatre, contemporary of Descartes’ s Discours de la méthode (1637) —in
many ways, an urquell for the followers of the postmodern deconstruction.
That spatial-temporal openness of Renaissance drama, continued in the
Baroque theatre of Calderón, is the very source of a ‘semiospheric play’, in
which all possible levels of reality become intermixed, with dream and myth
actively supporting even the crudest historical material.
I do not know if enough attention has been paid to the extensive use
of prose speech in Shakespeare’s plays. Although the other two giants of
the Renaissance-Baroque drama, Lope de Vega and Calderón, too,
occasionally introduced prose texts in their plays (especially, when
reproducing messages, like letters, that would have sounded artificial in
verse form), there is still a notable difference, compared with Shakespeare.
In his comedies Shakespeare uses not only prose speech, but lets it boldly
intermingle with verse, including rhymed verse, in his most ‘purified’
tragedies, like Hamlet (1600/02), King Lear (1606) and Macbeth (1606).
Not only comical, or so to say, ‘low’ characters are made to speak in prose,
but also Hamlet speaks with Polonius, Ophelia and Claudius, the King,
extensively in prose, as do Edgar and Edmund, Lear, Kent, Gloucester, and
so many other ‘high’ characters of Shakespeare’s plays.
The humanist writer Shakespeare revolts against all formal dogmas
imposed by reason and logic, to create a poetic logic that accords with the
openness, change and relativity of values predicted by nature. In Macbeth,
indeed, the use of prose speech is more restricted, but, on the other hand,
prose is significantly introduced by the medical doctor and the gentlewoman,
secondary characters who, however, produce with their intervention a very
similar effect with the role of the clergyman and the barber in Cervantes’s
Don Quixote: they are the voice of reason as a kind of a common sense
from the ‘middle level’ that suddenly interrupts the spell of the myth (whether
tragic or comic) and brings it into contact with the daily and simple human
existence which, too, is a part of reality.
On the other hand, even though the extensive use of prose speech
shows Shakespeare’s revolt against any artificial conventions of art, and the
11-syllable iambic blank verse employed generally in English Renaissance
drama favoured his artistic inclinations, Shakespeare never became
monotonic or uniform. As one of the greatest poets of his time, he at the
same time alternated regular blank verse and episodes in prose with lyrical
songs, mostly in rhymes, thus playing constantly with alternations in the
rhythm of his poetical-dramatic image. Colloquial speech, characteristic of
the prose parts of his plays, is quite often extended to versified and rhymed
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speech, while on the other hand, his fireworks of metaphors ‘descends’ with
a similar frequency from the ‘high’ lyrical level, to ‘elevate’ by means of a
highly artful word-creating mechanism even the most vulgar speech, like
the one in the mouth of Mercutio, in Romeo and Juliet:
Without his roe, like a dried herring. Oh flesh, flesh, how art you fishifyed! Now
he is for the numbers that Petrarch flowed in: Laura to his lady was but a kitchenwench; marry, she had a better love to be-rime her; Dido a dowdry; Cleopatra a
gipsy; Helen and Hero hildings and harlots [---]. Signor Romeo, bon jour! There’s
a French salutation to your French slop. (Shakespeare 1930:895)

Shakespeare thus opens his work to the totality of nature, the widest possible
embodiments of time and space, and accepts nature as the deepest source of
all art. At the same time he does not idealize nature. The ‘dark’ reverse of
human nature, referred to in Erasmus’s In Praise of Folly as having its origin
in the revenge spirits of the ‘underworld’, or the Hell (Ch. XXXVIII), is
scrutinized to its very depths, especially in Macbeth. The deepest possible
psychological impact is achieved, as Shakespeare humanizes even the most
wicked characters, like Macbeth, Lady Macbeth, Jago or Claudius, if not
by revealing some weaknesses and doubts in their evil passion, then in any
case by making them speak by the means of metaphors and poetical images
that generally belong to the ‘high’ human nature of poets and philosophers,
the ‘dreaming men’. This is a way of gaining an immediate access to the
senses of the receiver. As Macbeth speaks, after murdering the king:
Methought I heard a voice cry “Sleep no more!
Macbeth does murder sleep,” the innocent sleep,
Sleep that knits up the ravell’d sleave of care,
The death of each day’s life, sore labour’s bath,
Balm of hurt minds, great nature’s second course,
Chief nourisher in life’s feast, […]
To know my deed ’twere best not know myself.
(Shakespeare 1930:985-986)

Even Lady Macbeth, the most ruthless among Shakespeare’s characters, is
made to speak, at the most crucial moment, in a highly poetical style:
My hands are of your colour, but I shame
To wear a heart so white.
(Shakespeare 1930:986)
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And although Lady Macbeth does not reveal any trace of scruples, as mulier
sapiens, her dreams still reflect a chaos in her deeper self, or mulier somnians:
“Here’s the smell of the blood still; all the perfumes of Arabia will not
sweeten this little hand. Oh! Oh! Oh!” (Shakespeare 1930:1001)
Like in Cervantes’ Don Quixote, in the best dramatic work of
Shakespeare there is a perpetual dynamic play with the point of view of
characters: now they become almost identified with the point of view of an
average reader, now they are pushed away, to alienate them, make them
‘others’; now they come closer, ‘natural’, once again. Now they are parts of
a timeless myth, now they are brought into the contact with the most concrete
and historically perishable.
Shakespeare does not limit himself to roaming freely in the region of
human nature and art as an essentially semiospheric phenomenon, a deep
mixture of nature and human artifice. He goes on to the very limits of nature
and arts, where biological as well as human existence borders with nonexistence, the great cosmic totality. In fact, the core theme of Shakespeare’s
poetical-humanistic discourse is the war of homo sapiens against homo
somnians, to realize his temporal power ambitions at all levels: in a state
(like in most Shakespeare’s historical tragedies, King Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet,
The Tempest, etc.), in family (Romeo and Juliet, The Winter’s Tale) racially
(Othello, also tentatively in The Merchant of Venice). The sufferers are the
‘others’: dreamers, poets and philosophers (Hamlet), lovers (Romeo and
Juliet, Othello and Desdemona, Ophelia, and so many others), women
(Desdemona, Hermione, ironically, Katharina, in The Taming of the Shrew),
people of a different race (Othello), in any case, those who feel themselves
an essential part of homo somnians and nature. The homo sapiens with his
temporal power ambitions pushes the dreaming man to the very borders of
the human ‘otherness’, where the realm of the beyond, the frontier zone
between life and death starts. Hamlet and Edgar (in King Lear) feign
madness, King Lear is driven to madness.
Their position of the ‘other’ on the edge of existence, frail and fragile
as it might seem, gradually builds up, however, a fairly solid discourse of
both human and natural ethicality. This is nothing provided in advance, and
nothing definite, but still fairly consistent, as based on a larger human
experience.
It is the position of relativity and change, the view of the temporal
both as temporal and timeless. Like Calderón, some thirty of forty years
later, Shakespeare makes the beyond and the world of dreams actively
penetrate into the possessions of homo sapiens. In a way, a character from
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the beyond, the ghost or the spirit of Hamlet’s father, start to direct the
action on the stage (of the hither, this life here). Similarly, some twenty
years later, Tirso de Molina creates one of the most persistent literary myths
of the new era by making a character from the beyond, the Stony Visitor,
enter the realm of the living. Macbeth, in fact, a victim of temporal power
ambitions himself, sees the spirit of Banquo occupying his place in the
castle, when Lady Macbeth, the architect of the crimes, impelled by power
ambitions, fails to see it.
Shakespeare crowds his stage with spirits and magic creatures who
actively intervene in historical life. The presence of life’s totality is most
energetically manifested also in the fact that Shakespeare lets a ‘telluric
chaos’ constantly enter the stage (like with a special symbolic stress, in
King Lear and The Tempest), to show the relativity of the temporal
constructions of human reason, as an ally of power (embodied in royal
castles, palaces). One can claim that in the humanist creation of Shakespeare,
Cervantes, Tirso de Molina and Calderón, the poetics of ‘magic realism’ is
gradually initiated.
Shakespeare stages plays within his plays, turns the world itself in
which we live into another stage. In a comical cue, actors stage a play in the
“Induction” of The Taming of the Shrew, in which Sly, the tinker, is made to
prefigure Segismundo, in Calderón’s Life is a Dream. In an existential key,
the tragedy of Hamlet is played through in the play The Murder of Gonzago,
staged and directed by Hamlet himself. Above all, Shakespeare makes us
feel and understand that the logic’s refuges against time and nature, like
those constructed in our days by deconstruction, are nothing but temporal.
It is perfectly feasible to kill an innocent sleeping man —Macbeth proved
it. It is also easy to kill a humanist —Henry VIII proved it, or to deafen, by
a mass of eloquence and logical ornaments, their ideas. However, the
humanist dream, that of homo somnians, embracing both love and the homo
sapiens of a deeper and more sensible logos, is fated to linger on. Although
some influential postmoderns might think the opposite, reality elects us
and makes us its signs, and provides us with a capacity to intuit its other
signs, to dialogue with them and, thus, be orientated in our temporal lives,
as well as to survive our existence with a certain dignity.
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The Robert Ashley Founding Bequest to the Middle Temple
Library and John Donne´s Library
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The Open University London

ABSTRACT
Hitherto scholars have accepted Geoffrey Keynes’ account of the disposal
of John Donne’s library at his death. An eighteenth century catalogue offers
an opportunity to challenge that account, that of Charles Worsley of 1734.
There has been no serious analysis of this catalogue. This catalogue allows
us to access with reasonable accuracy the actual content of Robert Ashley’s
bequest of 1741. Since 1948, there has been a suspicion that Ashley acquired
part of Donne’s library when he died in 1631. The catalogue allows a larger
inference, namely that Ashley actually acquired a very substantial part of
Donne’s library. A series of tests were made, all of which point in the same
direction and to the same conclusion. These are summarised in the paper.
Obviously this discovery has considerable implications for Donne’s
scholarship.

The late Sir Geoffrey Keynes (1973:258) wrote:
Donne’s erudition and virtuosity in ecclesiastical polemics can only have been
founded on hard reading and familiarity with contemporary writings. He is likely,
therefore, to have possessed a considerable Library…

After claiming the identification of two hundred and thirteen books
associated with Donne’s ownership and use, Keynes continues:
It is noticeable that the great majority of them [i.e., the two hundred and thirteen
books] were published before the appearance of Pseudo-Martyr in 1610, the
work for which Donne first applied himself seriously to controversial theology.
It is still more remarkable that very few of the [two hundred and thirteen] books
were published after 1615, the year in which he took [Anglican] orders. It seems,
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therefore, that he collected a good part of his Library while at work on PseudoMartyr, and that he bought fewer books after entering the Church. (Keynes
1973:258)

Donne’s interests were, of course, far wider than ecclesiastical polemics
and theology; he nursed ambitions for many years to be employed as what
today we should call a senior civil servant and diplomat, seeking to be British
representative in Venice just months before taking Anglican orders. Such
ambitions must have influenced the organisation and reading of books and
more ephemeral matter. Keynes’ account however failed to press home
avenues of enquiry that were available to him. Although he knew of a
concentration of Donne’s books in the Middle Temple Library, he did not
attend to a surviving catalogue of books drawn up by Charles Worsley and
dating from 17341 and therefore reached conclusions about Donne’s
acquisition of books and the dispersal of his library after his death that were
premature.
Keynes writes that as recently as 1949 the late Professor R.C. Bald
learned of a considerable number of Donne’s books in the Middle Temple
Library amongst those bequeathed by Robert Ashley in 1641. John Sparrow
duly investigated and identified an initial tranche of sixty one volumes.
Keynes adds:
Not all the books in this library were then available and eight in the [Sparrow’s]
list of 1958 were marked ‘not verified.’ These have recently been seen and verified
by John Sparrow with the exception of one … which cannot now be found.
During the re-examination five additional books belonging to Donne’s Library
were found …[!!] (Keynes 1973:258-259)
1

The title page in Latin reads
CATALOGUS
LIBRORUM
BIBLIOTHECAE

HONORABILIS SOCIETATIS MEDII TEMPLI
LONDINI
ORDINE DICTIONARII DISPOSITUS
IMPRESS, ANNO DOMINI 1734
CAROLO WORSLEY, ARMI GERO
THE SAURARIO EXISTENTE
British Library Shelfmark 620.h.5(1.). There was a reprint in 1766 overseen by Sir Thomas
Sewell, who added seventeen pages of entries at the end. By reason of their publishing date,
these need not concern us.
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Keynes politely glosses over the confusion and inaccessibility surrounding
the surviving books of Robert Ashley’s bequest, a situation continuing at
the present day.
Izaak Walton (1962:67) records that Donne left
The resultance of 1400 Authors, most of them abridged and analysed with his
own hand. [Walton’s “Authors” may have contributed more than one and even
numerous books to the grand total.]

Walton adds:
Nor were these only found in his study, but all businesses that past of any public
consequence, either in this or any of our neighbour-nations, he abbreviated either
in Latine, or in the Language of that Nation, and kept them by him for useful
memorials. (Walton 1962:67-68 and 36)

As Gosse (1899) repeatedly makes clear, Walton’s Life is strongly
hagiographical; but the thrust of his account may surely stand: Donne
acquired and read voraciously not merely “Authors” but much that today
we should categorize as tracts, reports, propaganda and topical political
and religious ephemera.
Gosse, who was clearly fascinated by Donne’s personal relationships,
does not extract full value from apparently the only surviving letter of Donne
to the then Archbishop of Canterbury, George Abbot, a letter that Gosse
(1899:178) tentatively places between November 1621 and Spring 1623.
Amongst the clear implications of this letter are that Donne regularly received
packets of books from Frankfurt, then as today, a major centre of the
European book trade; and that he was an ongoing correspondent with book
merchants in Frankfurt at least six years after taking Anglican orders. In
fact, quarto volume 100 of Tracts at the end of Worsley’s 1734 catalogue of
books in the Middle Temple Library is comprised entirely of sixteen
Frankfurt book catalogues, 1603, 1612, 1613, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1619, 1621,
1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1628, 1630 and 1641. Only the last postdates Donne’s death. A British ecclesiastical polemicist like Morton was
published in Frankfurt. I suspect that Donne remained close to the
dissemination of polemical material, religious and political, throughout his
life and his awareness was European in scope.
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Donne’s will of 1631 is pertinent and explicit: “My will is that my
plate and books (such books only being excepted as by a schedule signed
with my hand I shall give away) … [be] sold” (volume II, 361). The will as
a whole reads like an effort to raise immediate cash for his dependants; and
notwithstanding the specialist nature of much of Donne’s reading, the quoted
passage seems to betray a confidence that he knew that his library, specialist
and non-specialist, would find immediate ready money. However, from a single
instance which he cites, Keynes (1973:259) infers that apart from those books
that Donne left in his will specifically to named friends, “most of Donne’s
library was sold soon after his death and was thus dispersed gradually through
the booksellers”.2
As will be argued, there are sound grounds for believing that this
inference reflects twentieth century practice and is substantially wrong:
Donne’s books were sold but protracted large scale dispersal did not take
place. Walton is silent on the disposal of Donne’s library to realise ready
money; and none of the eminent scholars of the last one hundred years
evince any awareness of the contents and implications of the catalogue of
the Middle Temple Library drawn up by Charles Worsley in 1734. Keynes
does remark that Robert Ashley “evidently acquired a portion of [Donne’s]
library after his death [1631]”, but his observation that “All these books can
now be seen in the Rare Book Room of the Middle Temple Library” (Keynes
1973:278, footnote 3) is simply incorrect. Ashley’s precise acquisitions are
not known and the Rare Books Room is not open or in order, and even if it
were, the remains of Ashley’s original bequest, certainly as identified by
Keynes and John Sparrow, would seem to be scant. Keynes must have known
that Ashley left many books to the Middle Temple Library in 1641 because
the Dictionary of National Biography (1908:645) states as much.
Unfortunately he did not pursue this fact in Worsley’s 1734 catalogue. Other
scholars have continued to follow Keynes and to treat his account as
authoritative. Ashley’s was in fact the founding bequest of the Middle Temple
Library in 1641.
Worsley’s 1734 catalogue would not meet present day standards and
requirements; there is no classification by subject matter as today; its basic
organisation is alphabetical by author, each entry further identified by size
(usually quarto, octavo, duodecimo or folio) when and where printed, and

2

One of Donne’s books, Keynes’ L135, was bought secondhand in Duck Lane in December
1633.
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by room location, namely shelf, side and seat of a particular room of the
Middle Temple. There is no index by subject or author. Worsley or his
assistants did not have the requisite linguistic skills (or patience) always to
record accurately: for two examples from dozens, a work Vida de Mateo
Alemán is recorded under Antonio (Santo de Padua) Seville 1605 on page
14 and Guzman (de Alfarach) First and Second Parts, Milan 1603 will be
found on page 195 as an author; in fact Mateo Alemán (1547-1615) wrote a
biography of San Antonio de Padua (1603) and the first picaresque novel
Guzmán de Alfarache (part I 1599, part II 1602); and Sebastian Brant’s
Ship of Fools is entered under S for Stultifera Navis on page 389.
Further, Worsley’s Catalogus is strictly in two parts, first the Catalogus
proper and then another one hundred and thirty seven pages of Miscellaneous
Tracts whose classification must be guessed or inferred by the reader. Many
of these by title and date recall the famous Thomason collection in the British
Library but cover a far greater span of time, some dating from the last three
decades of Elizabeth’s reign until the early eighteenth century. There are
one hundred and seventeen volumes of Tracts recorded in quarto, and a
final thirty four volumes, all of which except volume thirty three are in
octavo. At the time of Worsley’s census these volumes were presumably
bound; their present circumstances are not known. Clearly some material
classified under Tracts might equally appropriately have turned up in the
Catalogus as a book: Galileo’s Sidereus Nuntius, Frankfurt 1610, is found
both in the Catalogus and the Tracts in the form Siderus Nuncius octavo
volume I entry 4, Frankfurt 1610, page 557 and Galileo’s De Proportionum
Instrumento is entered in quarto volume 97, 2, on page 537; and the Jesuit
Heissius’ Ad Aphorismos Jesuitarum Ingolstalt 1609 is both in Catalogus
and Tracts, octavo, volume 22, entry 5, page 566, not the only cases of their
kind. None the less, notwithstanding these inconsistencies and inadequacies
that a modern professional librarian would not tolerate, the Catalogus is of
unique value: of some four thousand eight hundred and twenty two entries,
only some four hundred and sixty three post-date the year of Ashley’s death
and bequest, 1641, that is less than ten percent by date of publication were
acquired subsequently, or fractionally under five volumes for each of the
ninety three years down until 1734, following Ashley’s death. In short, over
ninety percent of the books catalogued by Worsley in 1734, by date of
printing prima facie may be regarded as falling under Ashley’s bequest and
may be regarded as a catalogue of that bequest. We are looking at the
inventory of a remarkable Renaissance Library, which to my knowledge
has never been examined as such.
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What then of Robert Ashley? Keynes surmises in the cited footnote
that he might have been known to Donne and even been a friend. There is
the mentioned entry in the Dictionary of National Biography. Perhaps the
best biographical account of Ashley is Heltzel’s (1947) in his Introduction
to Ashley’s little book Of Honour. In his will Ashley said:
I have addicted myselfe to the general study of the great booke of the world, wherein
all the glorious workes of God are comprehended. For the attaining of some
knowledge whereof, I have not spared any labour or expence in procuring the
principall writers in their severall languages, especially such as had opportunities to
be acquainted with the moste remote and unknowne partes. (page 7)

Worsley’s Catalogus has entries for Library catalogues of both Oxford and
Cambridge (page 39). In his “Advertisement To The Reader” of Almansor
The Learned And Victorious King that conquered Spaine, a little conduct
book dedicated to Charles I, and a translation out of Spanish, Ashley admits
that he came across the Spanish original whilst conducting a superficial
survey of the famous Library of Oxford University [Bodleian]; and offering
no apology for using a Muslim Arab as a model of royal conduct, writes:
That as no one soyle or territorie, yeeldeth all fruits alike, so no one Climate or
Region, affordeth all kind of knowledge in full measure. (Ashley 1627: British
Library shelfmark 1060.h.6.)3

In his bequest, Ashley arguably may have had one eye on the Library holdings
of the two ancient universities, the other on the broad cultural and educational
objectives of an Inns of Court education, which in Hutchinson’s words:
have at all times kept up the character originally attributed to them as the resort
also of students whose object was general culture as much as profound training.
None other than the Master of the Revels, Sir George Buc, reckoned the Inns
amongst the ‘Universities of England’ (Hutchinson 1902:x-xi)

Ben Jonson’s dedication of Every Man out of His Humor (1599) in the
1616 Folio reinforces this point. Nonetheless Ashley’s purchase of a
substantial part of Donne’s private library may have had other motives which
I address at the end.

3
Ashley, R. (trans.) 1627: Almansor The Learned And Victorious King that conquered Spaine,
printed by John Parker, British Library shelfmark 1060.h.6.
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Ashley’s self-confessed broad interests and what little publishing he
undertook suggest someone more inclined to travel literature than
ecclesiastical polemics; his translation and adaptation of Cristoforo Borri’s
account of Jesuit missionary activity in the Kingdom of Cochin-China is
explicitly intended to encourage British trade; the Roman Catholic religious
material is expunged in the English, a fact that may indicate sensitivity to
the religious polemics of that time, a sort of calculated reticence.4 Yet a
remarkable feature of Worsley’s Catalogus and Tracts and therefore of
Ashley’s bequest is the overall volume of religious material. What must be
noted is a marked contradiction between Ashley’s evident timidity over
religious polemic in his scant publications and the overwhelming presence
of religious polemical material in his 1641 bequest.
The examination and analysis of a Renaissance Library like Ashley’s
require a multidisciplinary team of scholars. Apart from evident cataloguing
inaccuracy from time to time, book titles may not be a perfect guide to their
contents. However, I estimate that of some four thousand three hundred and
fifty nine books which by date of publication may be ascribed to Ashley’s
1641 bequest, some one thousand and eighty nine entries or twenty two
percent relate to what I loosely call Science, to include Mathematics,
Astronomy, Medicine, Commerce, Agriculture, Military Science and their
allied subjects. Two hundred and fifty eight entries broadly fall under travel
literature, almost certainly a predilection of Ashley’s, though Donne
possessed travel literature too, that is almost six percent of pre-1641 entries.
However a phenomenal two thousand four hundred and fifty seven entries,
over fifty six percent of all the pre-1641 entries of the bequest should be
placed within Theology, Church History and ecclesiastical polemics. Of
these last, some three hundred and fifty five, over fourteen percent of religious
material and over eight percent of all entries possible by date of publication
in a bequest of 1641, were of Spanish and Jesuit origin. In fact, a prominent
feature of Worsley’s Catalogus is that Jesuit authors are identified explicitly
as such: the Society of Jesus has itself fifteen entries, only two of which
post-date Donne’s death, and entries attributed to individually identified
Jesuit authors amount to some two hundred and twenty three. Further, the
4

Ashley, Robert (ed.), Bori, Cristoforo, Cochin-China, extr. out of an Italian relation [Relatione
della nuova missione al regno della Cocincina] and published by R. Ashley, 4° , R. Raworth for
R. Clutterbuck, 1633. Bodleian shelfmarks 4° R53 Art. and 4° L70 Art. Worsley’s Catalogus has
an entry for a French translation dated 1631 on page 46.
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Miscellaneous Tracts that follow the Catalogus of 1734 also evidence a
great quantity of ecclesiastical polemical material. These Tracts show hasty
organisation, by topic and alphabetically within volume. In general terms,
but by no means wholly, the first seventy three quarto volumes focus upon
the Civil War and its polemics, and this focus resumes at octavo volume
thirty two. Most, but by no means all, of the entries relevant to Donne’s
lifetime fall between quarto volume seventy six and octavo volume thirty
two, or pages 515 to 579. I calculate that some fifty nine per cent of all
tracts date from before 1641. I further calculate that upwards of forty
documents refer to Jesuits alone. Few entries in Catalogus or Miscellaneous
Tracts that we may identify by title or author as Jesuit or anti-Jesuit actually
post-date Donne’s death in 1631 by their date of publication. Whereas Ashley
has absolutely no record of involvement in theological or ecclesiastical
polemics with Jesuits, Donne’s Ignatius His Conclave (1611) made him an
outstanding polemicist allied with Morton and King James himself. When
Donne went to the continent with Lord Doncaster’s peace-mission to the
Rhineland and Low Countries in 1619, he wrote in a letter to Sir Harry
Goodyer: I goe into the mouth of such adversaries as I cannot blame for
hating me, the Jesuits, and yet I goe. (Gosse 1899:121). Donne’s Ignatius
His Conclave had been published in Latin in London and Paris in 1611
(Healy 1969:xi).
Upon common sense grounds, it is amongst the theological,
ecclesiastical, scientific and, to put the matter a little loosely, contemporary
diplomatic and political material of Ashley’s bequest that we are entitled to
speculate Donne’s ownership. First, however, it is important to resolve a
point of difference between Keynes and Healy about how Donne actually
accessed the books he used in his involvement with ecclesiastical and
theological polemics, in brief whether Donne bought or borrowed and
consulted. As noted, Keynes argues that Pseudo-Martyr (1610) marks
Donne’s first serious application to controversial theology, that his known
book acquisitions peaked at about this time, declining thereafter, few being
acquisitions published after 1615 when Donne joined the Anglican ministry.
Healy, however, whose grasp of the detail of the source material drawn on
by Donne in his polemical Ignatius His Conclave is unrivalled, puts forward
a very different view of Donne’s access to books. Healy points out that
Donne’s mocking polemic against Bellarmine and the Jesuits has fifty six
direct citations, none of which is English or Anglican, almost the entirety
Catholic, no fewer than fifteen of named Jesuits. He adds that:
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The list demonstrates that Donne either had, or had access to, a well-stocked
and up-to-date library of Catholic controversial and theological writers … There
is reason for doubting that the library belonged to Donne himself…
Another reason for doubting that he owned the books involved is the
dates they bear. Ignatius His Conclave quoted from nineteen books which had
appeared before 1600: but from thirty-seven dated after 1600. Of those thirtyseven, no fewer than eighteen are dated either in 1609 or 1610. Someone was
manifestly buying almost everything published under Catholic auspices and it is
unlikely that in 1610 Donne himself could have afforded the expense of these
books or that he would have had the necessary contacts abroad to arrange for their
purchase. The fact that he had the run of such a controversial library, so generously
and exactingly supplied, serves to confirm the conclusion about the quasi-official
character of the work he was doing. (Healy 1969:xxvii-xxix)

That Donne wrote against Bellarmine and Gretser [Gretzer] in a quasi-official
capacity and probably had ‘devilled’ for Thomas Morton, then James’
chaplain and later Bishop of Durham, is well-established. It is noteworthy
that Morton prided himself on conducting his battles in the main from
Catholic authors. Following the list of “authors cited” that precedes
Biathanatos [1608], Donne writes:
In citing these authors, for those which I produce only for ornament and
illustration, I have trusted my own old notes, which, though I have no reason to
suspect, yet I confess here my laziness, and that I did not refresh them with
going to the original. Of those few which I have not seen in the books themselves
— for there are some such, even of places cited for greatest strength — besides
the integrity of my purpose, I have this safe defense against any quarreler: that
what place soever I cite from any Catholic author, if I have not considered the
book itself, I cite him from another Catholic writer: and the like course, I hold
in the Reformers, so that I shall hardly be condemned of any false citation,
except, to make me accessory, they pronounce one of their own friends principal.
(Rudick and Battin 1982)

This may have been written in 1619 at the time of the dedication to Sir
Philip Ker, but the practice of citing Catholic or Protestant authors where
they cite their own side surely echoes Morton’s practice and has the same
strategic and polemical purpose. Healy suggests that Donne may have
accessed the “private library in the Deanery House of St. Paul’s” (Appendix
C, page 171). However, it seems equally possible that the quasi-official
nature of Donne’s polemical activity resulted in Donne being supplied with
the most up-to-date controversial material, and that such books and tracts
subsequently remained in Donne’s ownership. As will be seen, Worsley’s
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Catalogus contains fourteen entries under Bellarmine and fifteen under
Gretser and numerous titles of Tracts bear their names; and there are many
other theological controversialists with multiple entries.
It is not possible to examine the books and tracts of Worsley’s
Catalogus and Miscellaneous Tracts in the room where they were located
and catalogued in 1734 to identify evidence of Donne’s ownership and use.
During the Second World War the bulk of the holdings of the Middle Temple
Library was safely stored at Bletchley, thus avoiding the serious war damage
suffered by this and other Inns of Court. The Library is now dedicated to
legal training and the antiquarian books are locked away in the “Rare Books
Room” and the Basement stacks, beyond open scholarly access, a situation
not reflected in the subsequent 1880 and 1914 catalogues, any more than in
Worsley.
However, all is not lost. Even where we cannot establish proof, we
can subject Worsley to a series of ‘tests’ that may produce results that in
themselves may be highly indicative of Donne’s ownership and use. Broadly
these ‘tests’ or procedures are of two kinds:
First, and successively, to examine Worsley’s Catalogus and
Miscellaneous Tracts to confirm how many of the authors that Donne is
known to have used in his writings also occur there as entries. I use the
following:
- Biathanatos [1608] [Rudick and Battin 1982]
- Ignatius His Conclave [1610/11] [Healy 1969]
- Pseudo-Martyr [1610] [Raspa 1993]
- Essayes in Divinity [Simpson 1953]
- Sermons [Simpson 1962]
- The Courtier’s Library [Simpson 1930]
- A Bibliography of Dr. John Donne, Appendix IV [Keynes 1974];
and, second, to place known and prominent facts of Donne’s life
against Worsley’s Miscellaneous Tracts.
These tests are not perfect and it is sensible to acknowledge their
deficiencies from the start. The titles of books and tracts, together with
dates and places of publication, may be inaccurately recorded and mislead;
Worsley and his assistants made many maddening mistakes; and dates of
publication do not necessarily capture dates of purchase. Even if these and
doubtless more objections be admitted, nonetheless the results of these ‘tests’
are still striking.
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Uniquely Donne himself prefaced his manuscript of Biathanatos
[1608] with a list of “Authors cited in this Book” which the modern editors
Rudick and Battin reproduce. Their editing contains some slips; the quoted
proverb “Da vida osar morir” is surely Spanish, not Portuguese; and
Procopius Gazaeus listed by them as one author in fact were two.
Inconveniently some authors in Donne’s library and Worsley have variant
names: for example Azpilcueta may be Navarre or Navarrus, Gabriel Vásquez
may be Cordubensis; and numerous names were available to Donne in
commentaries as he acknowledged, and we should not assume or seek their
original works in Donne’s library or Worsley. In fact Donne’s list of “Authors
cited in this Book” comes to a total of one hundred and seventy four sources/
authors. All may be found in Worsley’s Catalogus, except for forty one of
Donne’s list, that is over seventy six per cent. When, however, we further bear
in mind that, as noted, many of Donne’s sources, not entered in Worsley’s
Catalogus, were accessed through authors that are in Worsley, then the strong
possibility arises that the entirety of Donne’s source material for Biathanatos is
represented in primary or secondary form in Worsley’s Catalogus. Exact
confirmation of this would be an exercise beyond the scope of this present
study.
If the sources/authors of explicit citations given by Donne himself in
his Ignatius His Conclave [1610/11], together with sources identified by
Healy in his ground-breaking commentary, are both sought in Worsley’s
Catalogus, the results are equally startling: all seven authors cited in “The
Printer To The Reader” are present in the Catalogus; of some sixty five
authors and citations in the main section mockingly titled “To The Two
Tutelar Angels, Protectors of the Pope’s Consistory and of the Colledge of
Sorbon”, forty three are in Worsley. Of the twenty two ‘missing’ cited authors,
some occur as secondary references. Upon present knowledge, some ninety
percent of the author sources for Ignatius His Conclave are in Worsley’s
Catalogus and Tracts. Many of these authors Healy describes as “the less
familiar authors from whom Donne quotes” (Appendix B, page 162).
Arguably Robert Ashley’s bequest to the Middle Temple in 1641 engrossed
a formidable part of Donne’s specialist religious polemical library.
Anthony Raspa’s (1993) edition of John Donne’s Pseudo-Martyr is
by any standards monumental. I used the “Finding” list at the end of “Raspa’s
Commentary” to make a cross check against Worsley’s Catalogus. I excluded
names of historical figures who were not authors and authors whom Raspa’s
commentary identifies as occurring through, and therefore embedded in,
other authors. I give some idea of the lateral thinking involved in using
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Worsley if I point out that Erasmus Alberus’ The Alcoran of the Bare-foot
Friars turns up in Worsley under Franciscus, and Worsley’s Latin entry
records a French translation, Aelianus occurs under Ex Aeliani, Augustine
of Hippo carries eleven entries only four of which seem plausible by title,
Renatus Choppinus’ Monasticon has a Paris dating of 1650 (1605?), Peter
Colonna is under Galatinus, Blackwell is listed under a letter from
Bellarmine, Du Perron is correctly entered in Tracts, octavo volume 8, entry
5, page 563, but occurs both as Davy, Jacques and Davy M. Jean in the
Catalogus, Frontino’s Strategemi Militari, Venice 1574 is in Italian not
English, Plessis du Mornay is listed as Mornaei, Rastell as Rastall, Senesis
as Sixti Senensis, Jean de Serres and Serani have separate entries, four in
all, and Severus is under Sulpitii. Nonetheless [!] I estimate one hundred
and eighty one authors identified by Raspa as used by Donne, one hundred
and forty five of which, that is over eighty percent, are in Worsley.
In her edition of Donne’s Essayes In Divinity, the late Evelyn Simpson
(1953:101-108) provides a helpful section entitled “Sources of the Essays
in Divinity”. Mrs Simpson lists fifty four authors. Of these, thirty four are
immediately identifiable in Worsley’s Catalogus, that is sixty three percent.
Her Introduction also includes the names of Calvin, Augustine, Aquinas,
Duns Scotus and Galileo as sources, but does not go on to list them. All
have multiple entries in Worsley, and we may then identify thirty nine of
fifty nine authors, or sixty six percent. If further we recognise that Donne
met and used Baldus, Bibliander, Cusanus, Festus, Gerson, Rosellis and
Vercellus through commentaries, then forty six of the fifty nine names, or
seventy eight percent, may be accounted for by the entries in Worsley’s
Catalogus. Comitolus’ Responsa Moralia, quarto, Lyons 1609 was given to
Selden, (Keynes’ L47, page 266) so we may account for virtually eighty
percent.
Turning now to Simpson and Potter’s (1962) The Sermons of John
Donne In Ten Volumes, and its “List of Mediaeval and Renaissance
Commentators and Controversialists quoted by Donne in The Sermons and
Other Main Prose Works”, we find a very similar picture emerging. Very
properly, the editors point out that their list of references, one hundred and
twenty five, is not complete; many more may be found in Donne’s prose
works. Of these, seventy four have so far been identified in Worsley’s
Catalogus, though not without some ingenuity: Andradius (Diego Andrada
de Payva) is entered under Payva, Eugubinus (Augustinus Steuchus) is
entered under Steuchi, Gerard under Gerhard, Gregory de Valentia under
Valentia, Mesues under Messua, Porrecta (Serafino Capponi) under Capponi,
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Saunders under Sander, and so on. In addition to these seventy four almost
certainly another twenty authors would seem likely to have come to Donne’s
attention and use through commentaries and in secondary form. If these
likely authors of secondary access be added to the seventy four, then ninety
five of the one hundred and twenty five, or seventy six percent appear to be
accountable either as direct entries in Worsley’s Catalogus and Tracts or in
commentaries like those of Osiander or Pererius which are entered in
Worsley.
A further issue arises which for reasons of honesty must be faced:
just a few of the entries in Worsley do by publishing date fall after Donne’s
death: the Binnius (Severin) folio, in Simpson and Potter (1962), Cologne
1606 appears as Paris 1636 in Worsley. The latter may of course be an
inaccurate recording by Worsley and would not be unique. Similarly the
entry for Bolduc in Worsley is Lugd. 1640, and a Choppinus Folio is dated
Paris 1650, that is, nine years after Robert Ashley’s death and at the height
of Parliamentary power. Certainly works could have been purchased
substantially later than their printing and it is possible to deduce from Worsley
at least the provisional view that those administering the bequest and the
‘embryo’ Middle Temple Library did undertake a little updating in the areas
of Law and Jurisprudence, and in respect of the religious constitutional
polemics that exercised Donne; but the actual number of acquisitions was
small, and the effort to update holdings in the Middle Temple Library (pace
Worsley) was not significant down to 1734.
Mrs Simpson’s (1930) edition of Donne’s The Courtier’s Library,
with a translation by Percy Simpson offers a different focus. The alternative
title, in English translation, is Catalogue of Incomparable and Unsaleable
Courtly Books. This little jeu d’esprit is a burlesque imitation of Rabelais.
Simpson’s translation of Donne’s little foreword reads:
I have therefore jotted down for your use the following catalogue that, with
these books at your elbow, you may in almost every branch of knowledge
suddenly emerge an authority, if not with deeper learning than the rest, at least
with a learning differing from theirs.

No firm dating can be given; the Simpsons offer 1603-1611, perhaps 1604.
Those books not for sale under author are Lullius, Gemma [?Frisius],
Sebundus, Agrippa, Erasmus, Ramus, Empiricus [Sextus] and Trit[h]emius.
All are identifiable in Worsley, most with multiple entries. Of those who do
not have entries in Worsley, the most significant would seem to be John
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Florio (Montaigne is entered with the French original) and John Harington.
Thomas Campion’s Poemata was possessed by Donne. It is now in the
Pierpoint Morgan Library, New York. It would seem to have been separately
gifted (Keynes’ L36, page 266).
The Courtier’s Library may seem to us a rather ’damp squib’. Its
comic thrust, even its purpose, is not clear. I calculate forty two ’authorial’
names, some of which are obviously comical. However, the mock catalogue
contains thirty three ‘serious’ authors, twenty eight of whom, eighty five
percent, have entries in Worsley, Catalogus and Tracts. The Sorbonne is
named or implied several times in the titles of Tracts.5
Keynes; Appendix IV, Books from Donne’s Library, is not in itself a
clear account and needs substantial re-working to be drawn into this present
study. The fundamental issue is to identify the whereabouts of his listed
two hundred and thirteen books at the time of Worsley’s Middle Temple
Catalogue of 1734. I admit some necessary interpretation on my part, but
broadly Keynes’ notes allow the following summary:
Selden/Oxford
31
Stillingfleet/Ireland
4
Moore/Cambridge
16 (? + 11)
Private hands
17
(This includes the second hand purchase of Paracelsus in Duck Lane
in 1633)
Royal College of Physicians
3
Chichester Cathedral Library
8
Middle Temple Library
82 (? + 12)
(Keynes’ figure)
161 (? 184)
Keynes’ account is especially unclear in his treatment of bound copies or
tracts: for example, surely his record of the binding of L53 with L1, L9, L10,
L13, L22, L26, L71, L105, L106, L132 and L174, makes a total of twelve not
ten tracts as he states. Further L174 is also in Worsley, which raises the
suspicion that the bound twelve tracts now in Harvard College Library were
part of the Middle Temple holding in 1734; and Keynes also records L70,
L103, L125 and L129 in a volume of eleven bound tracts apparently in
5

The Sorbonne is referred to precisely in Tracts, quarto, volume 113, 14; and surely implied in
references to the Paris Faculty of Theology, octavo, volume 26, 18, Liege, 1612, and University
of Paris, octavo, volume 31, 5, Lyons, 1594.
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Cambridge in 1734, but does not cite or identify the other seven tracts; and
L25 is entered as one of nine tracts, but Keynes’ notes read “(see L53)” so
that it is unclear whether L25 is in another binding of nine tracts or should be
added to the group binding of twelve. Keynes locates L25 and the eight tracts
with which it is bound, also in Harvard College Library.
The above distribution overall does not suggest a wholesale disposal
of Donne’s Library through the second hand book trade. Selden’s relationship
with Donne seems to have involved substantial book sharing and exchange.
Keynes’ L20 and L21, works by Theodore Beza published in 1568 and
previously used or owned by Donne, now amongst Selden’s bequest in the
Bodleian, have equivalents in Worsley, but placed and dated Geneva 1610;
if the latter had indeed been Donne’s too, then he gave the older printing to
Selden. Worsley’s Catalogus has nine entries for Selden, four of which fall
within Donne’s lifetime; and Selden’s quarto Arundelliana Marmora is the
first entry of Volume 113 of the Tracts, placed and dated London 1628 with
Selden’s name Latinised as J. Soldani. Selden, of course, is an important
figure in the history of English jurisprudence and notably his works were
subsequently acquired for the Middle Temple Library after Ashley’s death
for their importance to a law library.
That the two bishops Stillingfleet (d. 1699) and Moore (d. 1714) were
involved in the acquisition and transmission of books from Donne’s library
is illuminating: both were ardent book collectors and Moore in particular
assembled a magnificent scholarly and ecclesiastical library with many
manuscripts. Of course they were born after Donne’s death but in times
when the religious polemics that engaged Donne still dragged on.
Stillingfleet’s biography offers parallels to Donne’s: he too preached to
lawyers and was heavily involved in controversy and polemics with Jesuits.
Interestingly Worsley has an entry for Stillingfleet: a folio Origines
Britannicae: Antiquity of the British Churches, London, 1685, a late purchase
that may have reflected one of Ashley’s original motives in assembling the
library in the first place. After his death, his library was acquired by the
Anglican Archbishop of Armagh in 1704 who may well have himself been
involved in ecclesiastical polemics in Ireland, hence presumably the
surfacing of four of Donne’s books, three known to have been Stillingfleet’s,
in Ireland. At his death, Moore left a library of twenty nine thousand books
and manuscripts which George I bought for six thousand guineas and
presented to Cambridge University in 1717. Both Stillingfleet and Moore
had a clear interest in acquiring works from Donne’s library since the
religious controversies that engaged him also occupied them during the rest
of the seventeenth century. That so relatively few of his library holdings
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apparently found their way into their collections is further suggestion that
Donne’s books were not widely dispersed through the second hand book
trade. Stillingfleet preached in the Temple Church and may well have known
the Middle Temple Library.6 It is also worth noting that Moore’s holdings
from Donne’s library included two bindings of Tracts. Keynes investigated
these and writes:
Most of the tracts, signed and unsigned, carry clear evidence of having been read
by Donne and, moreover, conform in their subjects to his interests. (Keynes
1973:261)

I return to the issue of Donne’s interests below.
Keynes used Donne’s motto
Per Rachel ho servito, & non per Lea
from Petrarch’s Canzoni, xix, st. 7, l.1, as a means of identification and
comments upon its occurrence in a book by Botero (pages 259-260).
Worsley’s Catalogus lists four works under Petrarch, printed 1577, 1581,
1604 and 1609, the folio Opera omnia being of 1581; and under Botero,
has entries for eleven works all dated between 1598 and 1620. Such was the
linguistic weakness of Worsley or his assistants that seven entries are listed
under Botero (Giov.) and four under Boteri (Jo.); these were of course one
person. By date all could have been Donne’s.
If the books of Donne identified amongst the libraries of Selden,
Stillingfleet and Moore are set against Worsley’s Catalogus and Tracts, then
duplicate copies are identifiable. There are, of course, examples of duplicate
copies not only between Worsley and Selden, Stillingfleet and Moore on
the one hand, but within Worsley’s Catalogus and Tracts. Lodowick Lloyd’s
Dial of Days (1590) has two entries, both quarto at Tracts, Volume 18, 2
and volume 98, 11; and Aphorisms of Jesuits likewise quarto Volume 93, 2
(1609) and octavo Volume 22, 1 (1629). The former reflects possibly Ashley’s
purchasing, the latter Donne’s. But commonsense suggests that duplication
may be a consequence of the bulk purchase of books upon the liquidation
of libraries. Worsley’s Catalogus and Tracts reflects such practices and has
numerous duplicate copies unresolved nearly a century after Ashley’s death.

6

Dictionary of National Biography, volume XVIII, page 1263.
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Of the eighty two books that Keynes lists as in the Middle Temple
Library, I have identified all except three in Worsley. The three books which
Keynes records for the Middle Temple Library, not confirmed in Worsley,
are L41, L200 and L206. In fact, L41, duodecimo, Venice 1575 is entered
in the 1880 catalogue and therefore must be in Worsley unless left out in
error. L200 and L206 are not entered in Worsley or the 1880 catalogue.
According to Keynes, L200 and L206 were bound together “and probably
acquired by Donne in that form, though published separately”. In fact Keynes
claims L200 for the Middle Temple Library but not L206. Possibly Keynes’
notes misled him, and neither was part of the Middle Temple holding. Of
the fifty two books, according to my interpretation of Keynes’ commentary,
unlocated in 1734, at least eleven have entries in Worsley and prima facie
may have been part of the Middle Temple holding at that time. Keynes
offers no evidence that he knew that these eleven might have been catalogued
by Worsley and subsequently dispersed. It is possible that of the remaining
forty one books listed by Keynes with no known location in 1734, yet more
will be identified in Worsley.
I have already referred the reader to several of the Miscellaneous
Tracts that conclude Worsley’s Catalogus. Notwithstanding Worsley’s choice
of name, this section comprises a range of material from substantial books
to topical ephemera, at least by their titles. My concluding purpose quite
simply is to highlight possible relationships between this material and wellknown biographical facts of Donne’s life.
Donne’s poetry and its content may seem remote from the subject
range of this paper. In fact octavo volume 19 has fourteen tracts, all from
Donne’s lifetime, three on rhetoric, and its number eight has the title
Harangue faicte en la Defense de l’Inconstance, Paris 1598. Further there
are two copies of Agnolo Firenzuola’s Dialogo della Bellezza delle Donne.7
Quarto volume seventy seven has twenty three tracts on the Oath of
Allegiance, the second of which is entitled Apology for the Oath of
Allegiance, against the Two Breves of Pope Paul V. and Cardinal Bellarmine’s
Letter to G. Blackwell, London 1607. Quarto volumes seventy eight to eighty
two all deal with Alchemy, Medicine, Chemistry, Astronomy and Astrology.
Quarto volumes eighty three to eighty six, sixty six tracts in all are almost
entirely given over to the polemics of the Anglican Church. Quarto volumes
eighty seven to ninety, sixty seven tracts, are devoted to theological polemics.

7

Worsley, Tracts 8° Volume 16, number 16, and 8° Volume 24, number 9.
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In quarto volumes ninety one and ninety two there are forty four sermons.
Quarto volume ninety three has fifteen tracts focused on the Jesuits. Quarto
volume ninety four has twenty one tracts on polemics between Catholics
and the Reformed. Volumes ninety six to ninety eight have fifty three tracts
almost all devoted to Applied Mathematics. Quarto volume one hundred
and seven contains fourteen tracts on the Reformers versus Rome, including
ones by Luther, Scioppius [Scioppy] and Sutcliffe. Quarto volume one
hundred and twelve has twenty tracts on Bohemia, quarto volume one
hundred and fifteen, twenty nine tracts, only three of which post-date Donne’s
life, on France and Germany, quarto volume one hundred and sixteen has
twenty nine tracts on the Low Countries, indeed the sheer volume of material
on the Low Countries, including speeches of Dudley Carleton, British
Resident at The Hague, with whom Doncaster and Donne stayed in 1619,
much of it apparently acquired over there, strongly suggests Donne’s former
ownership.8 Similarly there are many tracts on the Virginia Company, a
well known interest of Donne.9 I have no wish to plunge into circularity of
argument. My purpose is to point out that Donne’s voracious appetite for
the ephemera of politics and current affairs, identified by Walton, may be
substantiated in Worsley’s Miscellaneous Tracts if these did originate with
Donne. These were very possibly interests that Robert Ashley shared; but
there remains a well grounded suspicion that such lively matters could have
passed through Donne’s hands first since they fit the known facts of his life.
In seeking to maintain a focus on Worsley’s Catalogus of 1734 I have
held back reference to the two Middle Temple Catalogues of 1880 and 1914
(Supplement, 1925).10 A short monograph by Robert Scarr Sowler A Few
Rare And Curious Books (1867-1868),11 reveals that Sowler clearly believed
8
Worsley, Tracts, 8° Volume 33 number 6 deals with the arraignment and execution of John Van
Olden Barncvelt; 4° Volume 116 contains twenty nine tracts on the Low Countries, all from
Donne’s lifetime; and orations of Dudley Carleton will be found as number 2 in 4° Volume 75
[1613] and number 5 in 4° Volume 76 [1618]
9
See for example 4° Volume 92, number 18 and 4° Volume 114 number 15, for the Virginia
Company and Lord Delaware. There are numerous others in 4° Volumes 11, 17, 91, 103 and 8°
Volumes 28-31.
10
Catalogue of The Printed Books in The Library of The Middle Temple, alphabetically arranged
with “An Index of Subjects”, Phipps and Connor, London, MDCCCLXXX, British Library
Shelfmark 11903.g.6; and Bedwell, C.E.A., A Catalogue of The Printed Books in The Library
of The Honourable Society of The Middle Temple, Robert Maclehose, Glasgow University Press,
MCMXIV, three vols., with Sturgess H.A.C., Supplement To The Catalogue 1914-1924, Phipps
and Connor, London, MCMXXV.
11
Sowler, Robert Scarr, A Few Rare And Curious Books, Descriptive List, photocopy, British Library
Unbound Pamphlets/Books, British Library Shelfmark 1568/8878 London. III Inns of Court.
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that the Middle Temple Library was a proper repository for Anthony
Fitzherbert’s La Nouvelle Natura [sic] published by Richard Tottel in 1567,
and his short monograph of presentation refers explicitly to the 1581 octavo
with Rastell’s Tables already in the Library and entered in Worsley. The
implicit philosophy of Sowler’s brief notes is that the Middle Temple Library
existed as much for educational breadth as for specialist legal training, and
shows that a Renaissance ideal evident in Buc’s remark quoted above and
Ashley’s bequest, still survived into the reign of Victoria. The 1880 catalogue
confirms this: books of Worsley’s Catalogus and Miscellaneous Tracts were
still integrated with the main library offering and openly accessible. The
Victorian cataloguing is superior to Worsley’s and there is a useful subject
index; but clearly the greater part of the non-legal subject matter, for instance
in Medicine, Metallurgy, Mathematics and so on, remained the Renaissance
books of Ashley’s 1641 bequest. There is no evidence that anyone saw
anything disparate or discordant in these materials rubbing shoulders in
open stacks with the legal resources of a world empire, of the Englishspeaking world and beyond. Worsley’s Tracts are identified in the 1880
catalogue and the library that Worsley recorded in 1734 appears assimilated
in the 1880 “Index of Subjects” under classifications like Alchemy, Anatomy,
Astrology, Astronomy, Canon Law, Chemistry, Christian Religion, Church
of England, Church History, Church Law, Conscience Cases, Ecclesiastical
History, Episcopacy, Franciscans, Geometry, Hebrew Language, History
of Holland, Jerusalem, Luther, some three hundred entries under Medicine,
Jesuits, Monastic Life, Poisons, Pope and Papacy, Spain and Surgery, and
many dozens more! Printing dates from Donne’s lifetime and before abound.
A study of the survival of the entries of the 1880 catalogue into that of 1914
lies beyond this present account. Bellarmine, Baronius, Ribadeneira,
Feuerdent, Parsons, Lipsius, Morton, Steuchus, d’Espence, Albizzi, Cajetan
[Cayet], Gretzer, Scultetus, Sedulius, Serarius, Endaemon-Joannes and
Tilenus are still fully represented in 1880. However loss is evident by 1914.
Corn. Gemma has no entry, apparently neither has Cajetan; and twenty six
entries under Jesu Societas, all dating from Donne’s lifetime, dropped to
just six entries under Jesuits in 1914. None of the above listed authors appears
on the present day computerized Library database. The subject categories
of the database are restricted to professional needs.
For the present situation of rare and antiquarian books held in the
Middle Temple Library I can do no better than quote from a letter dated
14th January 2003 of A.S. Adams, Senior Librarian of the Middle Temple
Library who writes:
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The ‘Rare Books Room’ (which is not in the Basement) contains fewer than
800 printed texts (from incunabula to twentieth-century publications); the
Basement stacks, in contrast, hold ‘inter alia’ over 13,000 pre-1850 books, of
which a high proportion would be sixteenth & seventeenth-century publications.
Any serious study of Donne’s bibliographical remains would require access to
both collections and (I agree) preferably the involvement of a whole team of
specialists, granted the individual examination of any and all books which he
might have owned and the concomitant time factors which would be involved.
There can be no question however of generally “opening up” (as you put it) the
collections, for security reasons…
…[our] known losses have necessitated the double-locking of the antiquarian
collections. It is just a shame that the sins of the few foul the pitch for the many.
As matters stand, access to rare items is a matter of retrieval: of specific items
or small numbers of books at a time, to be used under what amounts to staff
supervision in the main library. Retrieval of large quantities of material is simply
not feasible.
It may interest you to know that re-cataloguing of the Basement stock has
been budgeted for in the current financial year; and I am hoping that this, if
successfully enacted, will enhance our bibliographical control and in-house
cognisance of our earlier monographs in the near future.

It is fair to ask how this survey may be taken forward. The ideal —though it
does seem remote— would be for Worsley’s 1734 Catalogus and
Miscellaneous Tracts to be placed on a computerized database together with
the Middle Temple Library Catalogues of 1880 and 1914. Only co-operative
scholarship backed by modern technological skills is likely to resolve such
key outstanding questions as: did Ashley acquire the greatest part of Donne’s
Library; and if so, why has this fact passed unnoticed for nearly four hundred
years?
Clearly these investigations are at a very early stage. Sensibly we can
only put forward temporary hypotheses to be the subject of further enquiry
and evidence. The following would seem amongst the most plausible for
testing:
1) Donne remained a book purchaser/acquirer throughout his life and
remarkably close to the book trade —contrary to Keynes’ view that his
active acquisition of books declined after 1615.
2) Many modern editions of Donne’s poetry and prose should be subject to
revision in the light of Worsley’s Catalogus and Tracts. There must be a
strong possibility that his reading may be more accurately reflected in
the 1734 Middle Temple Library holding than in much ingenious
scholarly guesswork.
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3) Donne used secondary sources and took over their citations without
himself accessing the primary works. This practice inflated the
appearance of his scholarship.
4) Donne read Latin fluently but his knowledge of classical languages was
otherwise very weak, almost no Greek and little Hebrew. In contrast his
command of contemporary modern European languages was sound;
besides French, Italian and Spanish, he probably read Flemish, German
and Portuguese.
5) Ashley’s apparent purchase of a substantial part of Donne’s private library
may have arisen from the acquisitive drive of a moneyed bibliophile.
However, the subject matter of so much that he perhaps bought from
Donne’s executors strongly suggests that Ashley’s motive was to hold
together a huge resource of polemical material judged to be essential to
debates that outlived Donne, in defence of the Anglican Church, the
Oath of Allegiance, a Protestant Monarchy and Ascendancy, and, in
dispute with, admittedly, declining Papal claims. The fact that the Bishops
Stillingfleet and Moore also held books originally owned by Donne may
indicate that they saw things similarly. Ashley may have judged this
polemical material as rightly located in an Inn of Court and thereby
available to senior servants of the state and the crown.
The Tracts seem especially relevant. Donne’s own Pseudo-Martyr
[1660] is entered as quarto, volume one hundred and thirteen, possibly for
its relevance to the Oath of Allegiance; Osorius’ Discourse of Civil and
Christian Nobility, London 1576 is tract one of quarto, volume fifteen;
Thomas Swadlin’s The Jesuite the Chief State Heretick in the World or, The
Venetian Quarrel digested into a Dialogue, London 1647, is number two of
octavo, volume twelve purchased after the death of both Donne and Ashley;
these may indicate an ongoing commitment; Anthony Cade’s Justification of
the Church of England Against the Roman Enchantments of being Subject to
the Pope of Rome [1630] is again the sole entry of quarto, volume fifty six; and
Warmington’s (William Catholick Priest) Moderate Defence of the Oath of
Allegiance against the Pope’s Breeves Per Su. 1612, number twenty of quarto,
volume one hundred and fourteen, perhaps makes the point best. Ecclesiastical
Law remains a specialism of the Middle Temple at the present day.
6) There is an alternative possibility that Ashley himself was the unidentified
figure who, in Healy’s words, gave Donne “the run of such a controversial
library”.
7) What survives in the Middle Temple Library Rare Books Room today
would seem a small fraction of Ashley’s original bequest or of those of
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Ashley’s books still present in 1880. However other books from the
original bequest may be amongst the “over 13,000 pre-1850 books, of
which a high proportion would be sixteenth and seventeenth-century
publications”, of the Senior Librarian’s letter.
8) A complementary issue which this enquiry has not resolved is Donne’s
evident use of Gabriel Vásquez and Juan Azor [Azorius], authors that
appear not to be represented in Worsley, yet Healy assures us that Donne
drew upon them heavily (pages 116 and 161). Perhaps Donne accessed
these writers through an Anglican ecclesiastical library and perhaps it is
in such a library, where it survives, that evidence of Donne’s use will be
found.
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ABSTRACT
There can be little doubt that by filching Desdemona’s handkerchief Emilia
catalyzes her husband’s actions against Othello. To be sure, the handkerchief
supplies Iago with the ocular proof he needs to convince the Moor of
Desdemona’s infidelity. However, there remains the question of how much,
if any, moral responsibility is to be attributed to Emilia for her complicity in
Iago’s plot. Critics concur that the question of why Emilia both lies directly
to Desdemona and then neglects to speak up even when Othello angrily
confronts his wife about the whereabouts of the handkerchief is a deeply
problematic one. However, even a cursory glance at the literature points to a
critical divide about the answer to this question.
Although I agree with Carole Thomas Neely that Emilia is prey to the
dominant ideology of wifely virtue, I do not believe that it is either her
conception of duty or her desire to act in accord with this ideology that
compels her to lie. As the willow scene makes clear, Emilia recognizes the
degree to which women’s pre-ordained social roles both consign them to
suffer and restrict their freedom to act, and to a certain extent, she accepts
her social role. But she does not identify with it, that is, she does not buy
into it, and for the right price, she would defy it. Indeed, it is freedom, not
necessity, which initiates Emilia’s lies, both to herself and to Desdemona.
She lies to Desdemona because she has chosen to live in denial of a truth
which she cannot acknowledge: that she had the choice to act otherwise,
and now, this denial has become the truth in which she lives.

1
To focus on character analysis has long been out of fashion, but in what
follows that is precisely my focus. The traditional conception of character
to which most contemporary Shakespearean critics object is A.C. Bradley’s:
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What we do feel strongly, as a tragedy advances to its close, is that the calamities
and catastrophe follow inevitably from the deeds of men, and that the main
source of these deeds is character. The dictum that, with Shakespeare, ‘character
is destiny’ is no doubt an exaggeration, and one that may mislead (for many of
his tragic personages, if they had not met with peculiar circumstances, would
have escaped a tragic end, and might even have lived fairly untroubled lives);
but it is an exaggeration of a vital truth. (Bradley 2001:29-30)

Bradley’s positing of character as a single, stable, cohesive ego is alien to a
modern sensibility, but even more alien is his notion of character as
autonomous from text. He writes as if character exists separately from the
language of which it is an effect. Nonetheless, there are critics, most notably
Harold Bloom, for whom Bradley’s view still holds sway. Terence Hawkes
(2001:27) characterizes such Bradleyan criticism as “treating the characters
in the plays as intimately accessible, real people, with lots of comfily
discussable problems, neatly dissectible feelings, and eminently siftable
thoughts coursing through readily penetrable minds”. Such psychologizing
results in a transhistorical, transcultural interpretation of character which
Hawkes finds irresponsible, for it neglects the role that social and cultural
forces play in shaping dramatic identity.
The role which social forces play in shaping personal identity, and by
extension, dramatic identity, became a focus of early New Historicism.
Although most New Historicists, including Stephen Greenblatt himself,
would no longer agree with his assertion that the self, and thereby character,
is solely “the ideological product of the relations of power in a particular
society” (256), many still focus on the ways in which social forces —norms,
conventions, practices, etc.— constrain human agency, thereby limiting the
development of personal and dramatic identity. For these critics, character
is always historically contingent and socially constructed.
In my view, however, such substituting of sociology for psychology
—of social forces for psyche— merely imitates current beliefs about the
springs of human conduct and serves only to license often ill-informed
speculation about it. In other words, neither psychology nor sociology alone
does justice to literature. For even if we agree to substitute the notion of
“self as cultural text” (Desmet 1992:3) for Bradley’s cohesive, stable ego,
we must still attend to the language Shakespeare uses to construct his
dramatis personae.
In Reading Shakespeare’s Characters, Christy Desmet notes that
characters are not solely effects of language but users of it. “What happens,”
she asks, “when we listen to rather than look at Ophelia? What happens
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when we perceive her as using language rather than being constructed by
it?” (Desmet 1992:11).
In what follows, I ask the same questions of Emilia. What happens when
we listen to rather than look at Emilia? What happens when we perceive her
as using language rather than as being constructed by it? However, while
Desmet’s answers to her questions are shaped by her effort “to generate a
rhetoric of Shakespearean character” (Desmet 1992:3), my study of Emilia
is not so shaped. It is, rather, a preliminary study.
2
The central conflict in Othello is between husbands and wives. Othello
maligns Desdemona because he believes that she has been unfaithful to
him, but he makes no good-faith effort to determine whether his belief is
true. Although he demands ocular proof from Iago, he rushes to judgment
before any such proof is produced. Once Othello has allowed the thought
of jealousy to darken his imagination, the integrity of his relationship with
Desdemona is ruined. Likewise, for Iago, the mere suspicion that Emilia
has been unfaithful to him is sufficient reason for his maligning her. Each
man allows the vehemence of his passions, and here I conceive of Iago’s
will to power as his passion, to determine his course of action, and each
man rashly shifts from epistemic doubt about his wife’s unfaithfulness to
ontological certainty about it. On the contrary, what marks both Desdemona’s
and Emilia’s responses to their husbands is their reticence to believe that
their husbands are capable of acting with malice toward them. Desdemona
resists thinking that Othello might be jealous or think her unfaithful. Emilia
is reluctant to acknowledge her suspicions about Iago’s intentions. Indeed,
each woman is so measured in her response to her husband’s malignance
that she fails to prevent her own destruction at her husband’s hands.
There can be little doubt that by filching Desdemona’s handkerchief
Emilia catalyzes her husband’s actions against Othello. To be sure, the
handkerchief supplies Iago with the ocular proof he needs to convince the
Moor of Desdemona’s infidelity. However, there remains the question of
how much, if any, moral responsibility is to be attributed to Emilia for her
complicity in Iago’s plot. To appropriate a line of Harry Berger’s, what
does Emilia know, and when does she know it?
When Emilia picks up the handkerchief which Desdemona has
dropped only moments before, she knows that Iago is anxious to obtain it,
but she is not fully candid with herself about the reasons for his wanting it.
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She immediately weighs her own desire to please Iago against her knowledge
of the import the handkerchief holds for Desdemona:
I am glad I have found this napkin,
This was her first remembrance from the Moor
My wayward husband hath a hundred times
Wooed me to steal it, but she so loves the token,
—For he conjured her she should ever keep it—
That she reserves it evermore about her
To kiss, and talk to.
(3.3. 294-300)

That Emilia claims to be “glad” to have found the handkerchief is striking,
for many people would be displeased at finding it since doing so would
create for them a moral dilemma. However, Emilia is “glad”, for finding
the handkerchief provides her an opportunity to pursue her own interests
without having to engage in a clear case of thievery. She positions herself
as merely the passive recipient of the handkerchief, yet having found it, she
is, of course, morally bound to return it to its rightful owner. Failing to do
so, and indeed, giving the handkerchief to Iago, whose intentions she here
acknowledges to be “wayward”, would make her complicit in his plan.
The preponderance of pronouns in her utterance contributes to the
distance Emilia must effect in order not to implicate herself in Iago’s actions.
In the deliberative part of her speech, she refers to no one by name: Othello
is referred to metonymically as “the Moor” and once by the third person
pronoun “he”; Desdemona is referred to only by the third person pronouns
“she” and “her”, and Iago only as “my wayward husband”. Such
depersonalization makes it easier for her to make the decision to give the
handkerchief to Iago. It is only after she has committed to giving Iago the
handkerchief that she mentions his name.
Emilia refers to the handkerchief itself as a “token”, and both this
word and the object it denotes are rich in significance. As the Oxford English
Dictionary makes clear, the nominal sense of the word not only means “[a]
keepsake or present given especially at parting”, but it also means “[a] sign
or mark indicating some quality, or distinguishing one object from others”;
“[s]omething serving as proof of a fact or statement”; and “[s]omething
remaining as evidence of what formally existed”. All of these senses are at
play in Othello.
Emilia understands the handkerchief to have been given to Desdemona
as a symbol of Othello’s love, but it is also a symbol for Othello of
Desdemona’s distinction and of his authority over her sexuality. Although
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“—For he conjured her she should ever keep it—” is logically unambiguous
—“For” clearly identifies what follows it as a reason for Desdemona to
love the token— it is, however, semantically ambiguous. The handkerchief
as “token” is a symbol of Othello’s love for Desdemona, and it makes sense
to understand “he conjured her to keep it” as meaning that Othello implored
Desdemona to keep it near her to remind herself of his love. But this
“token”might also serve as a symbol for the vestige of Othello’s sexual
power: he earlier refers to “the young affects / In [him] defunct” (1.3.2645), and it makes as much sense to understand “conjured” to mean that Othello
either deceived Desdemona about his sexual capability, and, or deceived
her into thinking that “she should ever keep it”, i.e., that she should keep
her virginity intact.
Although Emilia acknowledges the symbolic sexual import
Desdemona attributes to the handkerchief, “she reserves it evermore about
her / To kiss, and talk to”, she, too, displaces its significance by investing
the token with her own unconscious erotic desire. Her words associate Iago’s
‘wooing’ with Othello’s ‘conjuring’, thereby investing Iago’s desire for the
handkerchief with his potential desire for her. It might seem more apt for
Emilia to say that Iago ‘conjured’, that is, ‘entreated’ her, to steal the
handkerchief than that he ‘wooed’ her to do so, for we’ve no evidence of
such playfulness toward Emilia on Iago’s part. But we do know that Emilia
is sexually desirous (she makes this known in her final scene with
Desdemona), and according to Iago, she is sexually aggressive (he speaks
to Cassio of her sexual advances). But ‘conjured’ also carried with it the
now obsolete sense of ‘to conspire’, and this is precisely the act in which
Emilia cannot acknowledge engaging, so Emilia posits Iago as wooing her,
and she as having resisted his attempts to seduce her.
Now Emilia must choose what, if anything, to do with the handkerchief.
She resolves to give it to Iago, but she claims not to know what he’ll do
with it:
I’ll ha’ the work ta’en out,
And give’t Iago: what he’ll do with it
Heaven knows, not I,
I nothing, but to please his fantasy.
(3.3. 300-03)

Whether one understands the it in this utterance to refer to the handkerchief
itself or to a copy of it makes little difference. Whether Emilia intends to
just “borrow” the handkerchief —to have the design of the handkerchief
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copied, so that she can give the original back to Desdemona and the copy to
Iago— or whether she’ll just give it to him outright —intending to keep the
copy for some other, unspecified purpose— is of no consequence since she
does not have the chance to copy it. In any case, close attention to
Shakespeare’s language reveals that Emilia knows of, but doesn’t fully
acknowledge the reasons for, Iago’s intent on procuring the handkerchief.
In the words immediately preceding these, she refers to Iago as “wayward”
and as having “a hundred times / woo’d me to steal the handkerchief”. E.A.J.
Honigmann’s gloss on wayward as meaning “self-willed” and “perverse”
makes more sense here than to gloss the word as meaning “capricious”
(footnote 296). The idea of deception resounds in the language of Emilia’s
soliloquy: ‘wayward’, ‘woo’, ‘steal’, and ‘conjured’ are all words which
suggest some degree of deceptiveness on the part of both Iago and Othello,
yet she seems to resist the force of her own rhetoric. Although there is no
reason to think that she knows exactly what he’ll do with the handkerchief,
Iago’s willfulness in obtaining it speaks against Emilia’s believing that it is
merely a whim on his part. Iago’s intent is more momentous than mere
whim could sustain, and Emilia, who cannot yet allow herself to acknowledge
this, suspects it.
The folio renders the final line of Emilia’s resolution, “I nothing, but
to please his fantasy”; the quarto renders it, “I nothing know, but for his
fantasy” (footnote 303). In the former, one might understand Emilia as
negating her identity, as claiming that she is nothing but a vessel for Iago’s
desires; whereas in the latter, she seems to express a willful ignorance: I
don’t want to know anything other than that Iago desires this handkerchief.
In either case, Emilia, confronted with her freedom to act, or not, in accord
with Iago’s desires and against Desdemona’s, refuses to acknowledge her
choice and instead feigns ignorance. And by doing so, she “puts [herself] in
bad faith” (Sartre 68).
In Being and Nothingness, Jean-Paul Sartre posits a theory of bad
faith, or in-authenticity, the essence of which is sustained self-deception,
and in some instances, self negation:
...the one who practices bad faith is hiding a displeasing truth or presenting as
truth a pleasing untruth. Bad faith then has in appearance the structure of
falsehood. Only what changes everything is the fact that in bad faith it is from
myself that I am hiding the truth. (Sartre 1956:48)

In her desire to flee from what she suspects is the case, namely that Iago has
malignant intentions for the handkerchief, that “he is not what he is”, Emilia
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aims to establish that she knows not what she knows. Thus far, she is
deceiving only herself.
When Emilia offers the handkerchief to Iago, there is a moment when
she comes close to confronting him about his perfervid desire for it: “What
will you do with’t, that you have been so earnest/To have me filch it?” But
Iago snatches the handkerchief, replying “Why, what’s that to you?”, and
despite her concern that Desdemona shall “run mad” when she discovers its
loss, she acquiesces to his demand that she “Be not acknown on’t” (3.3.323).
Emilia, having put herself in bad faith, now acts on it.
Sartre (1956:68), in discussing the state of bad faith, claims “It takes
shape in the form of a resolution not to demand too much, to count itself
satisfied when it is barely persuaded, to force itself in decisions to adhere to
uncertain truths....[it] is no question of a reflective, voluntary decision but
of a spontaneous determination of our being”. Emilia does not demand that
Iago answer her question, “What will you do with’t”; she accepts his evasion,
choosing to accept the role to which Iago relegates her.
Later when Desdemona asks her directly about the whereabouts of
the handkerchief, Emilia lies:
DESDEMONA
Where should I lose that handkerchief, Emilia?
EMILIA
I know not, madam.
(3.4. 23-25)

Her answer here recalls her earlier lie to herself: “I nothing (know)” (3.3.
303). That Emilia uses the same turn of phrase to lie to her friend as she had
when she denied knowing of Iago’s intentions substantiates my claim that
Emilia deliberately denied knowing what she knew to be true. That initial
self-deception has determined her being in the world, and her assumption
of her role as Iago’s accomplice compels her to lie, even as it conflicts with
her love for Desdemona.
Critics concur that the question of why Emilia both lies directly to
Desdemona and then neglects to speak up even when Othello angrily
confronts Desdemona about the whereabouts of the handkerchief is a deeply
problematic one. However, even a cursory glance at the critical literature
points to a critical divide about the answer to this question. Some critics
think that Emilia’s actions are wilful. Both Ralph Berry and Harry Berger
attribute, in part, her failure to divulge what she knows to class resentment.
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Berry points out that neither Iago nor Emilia is to the manor born. Iago,
who is eager for promotion to Lieutenant, is bitter because although Iago
has battle experience, Cassio is of the upper class; so, he gets the promotion.
Berry (1988:116) suggests that Emilia shares Iago’s resentment of class
and that this motivates her reticence with Iago. Berger (1996:247), too,
asserts that class resentment might be one of the motivating factors for
Emilia’s silence: “one of the motives imaginable for Emilia is a socially
coded pleasure in watching one’s betters misbehave and suffer”. Other critics
claim that Emilia acts unwittingly. E.A.J. Honigmann (1998:44), in his
introduction to Othello, asserts that “[f]ear of Iago, though not expressed
explicitly, explains Emilia’s attitude as Shakespeare’s tragedy unfolds”.
Unfortunately, Honigmann offers no argument in support of this proposition.
Carol Thomas Neely strikes a middle ground in her view of Emilia as
neither willful nor unwitting. She asserts that when Emilia steals the
handkerchief she acts in accord with the “wifely virtues of silence, obedience,
and prudence” (Neely 1993:131), and that when she gives it to Iago, she is
“thereby making herself subservient to him and placing her loyalty to her
husband above affection for Desdemona. Her silence about its whereabouts
confirms her choice” (Neely 1993:129). Thus, according to Neely, Emilia
accepts that there are duties wives have toward their husbands, and her lie
to Desdemona is a result of her belief that she is bound by duty not to speak
up about what she knows to be the case.
I, too, strike a middle ground in my view of Emilia as neither willful
nor unwitting, but I do think Emilia is not only acted upon, but acts. Although
I concur with Neely that Emilia is prey to the dominant ideology of wifely
virtue, I disagree that it is either her conception of duty or her desire to act
in accord with this ideology that compels her to lie. As the willow scene
makes clear, Emilia recognizes the degree to which women’s pre-ordained
social roles consign them to suffer and restrict their freedom to act, and to a
certain extent, she accepts her social role. But she does not identify with it,
that is, she does not buy into it, and for the right price, she would defy it.
Indeed, it is freedom, not necessity, which initiates Emilia’s lies, both to
herself and to Desdemona. She lies to Desdemona because she has chosen
to live in denial of the truth which she cannot acknowledge, that she had the
choice to act otherwise. Sartre (1956:69) writes about bad faith that “what
it decides first, in fact, is the nature of truth”. Emilia’s denial has become
the truth in which she lives.
Neely (1993:123) is correct in claiming that it is in the willow scene
where “friendship between women is established”. It is at this point which
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one begins to sense Emilia’s identification with, and love for, Desdemona.
However, I do not agree with Neely that it is this love which gives Emilia
the courage and strength to repudiate Iago. Even now, she is unable to escape
her bad faith. To be sure, this scene is so painful in part because Emilia fails
to acknowledge the claim that Desdemona’s pain makes upon her. It will
take an Amazonian effort of freedom for Emilia to reclaim her self.
Only when Othello has murdered Desdemona and has presented
Emilia with evidence of Iago’s treachery does she fully accept it. Her curse
of Othello upon finding her murdered mistress: “O gull, O dolt,/As ignorant
as dirt! Thou hast done a deed” (5.2.159-60) is dyadic; it is as much a selfcurse as it is the curse of an other. And it is only when Iago admits that he
has told Othello that Desdemona had been unfaithful that she acts to expose
him, but the way in which Emilia structures her expose reveals her own
discursive conflict:
EMILIA
Villainy, villainy, villainy!
I think upon’t, I think I smell’t, O villainy!
I thought so then: I’ll kill myself for grief!
O villainy, villainy!
(5.2.187-90)

Emilia’s hesitant, almost stuttering pronouncement of self in the anaphora
of “I think...I think” is literally positioned within and confined by her
apostrophe, “Villainy... O villainy, villainy!” What has been intuition
struggles to become nascent thought; Emilia’s words here serve as
synecdoche for her hesitancy to acknowledge her own complicity in Iago’s
villainy. That she smells Iago’s villainy attests to the visceral effect her
realization has had upon her. But even as she is framed by her apostrophe
for Iago, she frames herself: “I thought so then” suggests some prior
consciousness of Iago’s plot, and “I’ll kill myself for grief”, her acceptance
of the consequences of her failure to act in time.
Now she knows that she has a moral responsibility to speak up for
Desdemona. When Othello mentions that it was the sight of the handkerchief
in Cassio’s hands which convinced him of Desdemona’s deceit, Iago sees
recognition in Emilia’s eyes and urges her to hold her peace, once again, to
“[b]e not acknown on’t” (3.3.324). Emilia responds in language oddly and
appropriately reminiscent of the language she used earlier in finding the
handkerchief, the moment when she conspired to write Iago’s script. Now,
in what I imagine to be an epiphanic shriek, she screams: “ ’Twill out,’twill
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out! I peace?/ No, I will speak as liberal as the north” (5.2 218-219). If
Emilia did “have the work ta’en out” (3.3.300) before she’d given the
handkerchief to Iago, that is, had she taken the twill out to so that the
handkerchief would not have been recognizable as Desdemona’s, then she
would not now have to condemn her husband, and in doing so, condemn
herself. Emilia’s anguished cry is her belated recognition that all along she
has been free to act and is, thus, responsible for her choice to remain silent.
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The Rise of Modal Meanings in Early Modern English: the
Case of the Semiauxiliary Verb BE supposed to 1
Héctor AGRAFOJO BLANCO
Universidade de Santiago de Compostela

ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to analyse and illustrate the emergence of epistemic
and deontic modal meanings in the semi-auxiliary verb BE supposed to,
which can be traced back to the Early Modern English period (EModE).
This study is divided into two major sections. The first one sets out the most
relevant semantic characteristics which this semi-auxiliary exhibits in presentday English, where it can convey the modal notions of obligation, unfulfilled
obligation, prohibition and logical necessity. The second section offers the
data resulting from the analysis of the meanings expressed by this construction
in EModE. This examination involves several computerised corpora of
historical texts, namely the Helsinki Corpus, the Corpus of Early English
Correspondence Sampler and the Lampeter Corpus, which comprise a total
of c. 1.6 million words for the EModE period. The most important conclusion
that has been drawn from this search is that the semi-auxiliary is used to
express modal meanings not earlier than the second half of the 17th century.
Additionally, the corpora also show that the epistemic uses of the construction
are attested earlier than the deontic ones.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper discusses the rise of modal meanings in the Early Modern
English period (henceforth EModE), more specifically the case of BE
supposed to, one member of the set of the so-called “semi-auxiliary verbs”
(cf. Quirk et al. 1985:143). Firstly, in section 2 of this article I examine the
1
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most salient semantic properties of BE supposed to in present-day English
(PE). Then, in section 3, I offer the data resulting from the semantic analysis
of this verb in the EModE part of several computerised corpora of historical
texts, namely the Helsinki Corpus of English Texts: Diachronic and Dialectal
(HC), the Corpus of Early English Correspondence Sampler (CEECS) and
the Lampeter Corpus of Early Modern English Tracts (LC). The purpose of
this search is to discover the historical moment at which the semi-auxiliary
BE supposed to began to exhibit the modal meanings which are characteristic
of its current semantic content. Finally, section 4 summarises the main
conclusions of this study.

2. THE SEMANTICS OF BE SUPPOSED TO IN PRESENT-DAY
ENGLISH
The central verb of this paper, BE supposed to, belongs to a group of 14
semi-auxiliaries which are formed by the introductory auxiliary BE, a lexical
item (e.g. obliged, supposed, etc.) and the particle to (plus HAVE to). They
are followed by a full verb in the infinitive. Semi-auxiliaries can be grouped
together by virtue of one semantic aspect, namely the fact that they can all
express modal meanings, and so they can be used to convey notions such as
probability, necessity, obligation, etc.
The semi-auxiliary BE supposed to can express up to four different
modal notions depending on the context: obligation, unfulfilled obligation,
prohibition and logical necessity. The first three correspond to the type of
modality traditionally known as deontic, whereas the latter can be referred
to as epistemic. E.g.
(1) The students are supposed to bring the dictionaries with them. (Obligation)
(2) He was supposed to come to the meeting last Wednesday, but we didn’t see
him. (Unfulfilled obligation)
(3) You’re not supposed to smoke in this room. (Prohibition)
(4) The novel is supposed to be published next month. (Logical necessity)

In the rest of this section I will focus my attention on the question whether
BE supposed to fulfils a group of five tests which have been proposed by
Westney (1995:27ff.) in order to obtain a thorough semantic description of
semi-auxiliary status. Consider:
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(i) Lack of subject-auxiliary restrictions. This test (originally devised
for auxiliary verbs) serves to prove that most semi-auxiliaries are not
semantically dependent on their subjects in so far as they can take either
animate or inanimate subjects. BE supposed to, specifically, satisfies this
criterion only when it has an epistemic value. Witness:
(5) The man/The bus is supposed to be here at five.

(ii) Voice neutrality. Semi-auxiliary verbs also prove to be semantically
independent of the subject in that they can be used in either active or passive
sentences without any change of meaning. BE supposed to, like most semiauxiliaries, adjusts to this test, but only when it conveys epistemic meaning.
Consider, for instance:
(6) Thousands of people are supposed to meet the president. = The president
is supposed to be met by thousands of people.

(iii) Idiomatic status. This test serves to check that semi-auxiliaries
convey idiomatic meanings, i.e., that the lexical item taking part in their
structure (e.g. supposed) expresses a meaning which is different from the
one it has in other contexts. In the case of BE supposed to, it is apparent that
its deontic senses are absent in the meaning of supposed as the past participle
of the full verb SUPPOSE in other contexts: “believed, alleged”, etc. As for
the epistemic sense of necessity, it is connected with the notion of “what is
believed/alleged” (cf. Huddleston and Pullum 2002:208). Yet, in general
terms, the semi-auxiliary fulfils the test of idiomatic status.
(iv) Modal meaning. This criterion applies to all of the semiauxiliaries, including BE supposed to, because they convey modal meanings.
(v) Epistemic/non-epistemic alternation. One feature that characterises
the behaviour of some semi-auxiliaries is that they exhibit both epistemic
and non-epistemic meanings. This is also the case with BE supposed to, as
mentioned above.
To sum up, after applying the five tests of semantic behaviour raised
by Westney (1995:27ff.), it can be concluded that BE supposed to fulfils all
of them. Therefore, this semi-auxiliary displays the main semantic features
characteristic of its verb class and acts as a prototypical semi-auxiliary from
the perspective of meaning.
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3. A SEMANTIC ANALYSIS OF BE SUPPOSED TO IN EARLY
MODERN ENGLISH
The semantic study of BE SUPPOSED to in EModE was mainly carried
out in the three diachronic corpora mentioned in the introduction, the HC,
the CEECS and the LC. These tools offered a wide range of writings dating
back to EModE (years 1500 to 1710, following the division proposed in the
HC) and a total number of c. 1.6 million words for this historical stage. The
analysis of the texts comprised all the instances of the verb SUPPOSE and
its derived participial adjectives because it seemed necessary to know the
use, meaning and distribution of SUPPOSE as a lexical verb in order to find
out the factors that brought about the rise of the semi-auxiliary BE
SUPPOSED to.
The verb SUPPOSE is a French loanword which appears in English
in the Middle English period according to the Oxford English Dictionary
(henceforth OED). As for EModE, SUPPOSE is recorded on 512 occasions
in the corpus of this study. The morphological and syntactic analysis of
these examples reveals that there are 41 constructions formally similar to
the PE semi-auxiliary, most of them occurring towards the end of the period.
Example (7) below is one illustrative case:
(7) And as to the disagreement, it was not in the charge it self, nor the matter
alledged against Sir John Fenwick, but it was only in some small
circumstances, in which men might vary who had heard the Deposition but
once; and so, are not like a Witness to a fact, that he has seen or known,
which he is supposed to reflect oft upon; (LC, 1697, Anon., A Letter to a
Friend, in Vindication of the Proceedings against Sir John Fenwick [...])

In (7) we find the sequence of elements that is characteristic of the
semi-auxiliary verb in PE: BE + SUPPOSED + to + infinitive. Therefore,
examples such as this one were taken as possible candidates for semiauxiliary status. The semantic analysis of these cases provided, then, the
key to determine whether they are true semi-auxiliaries.
After analysing the meanings expressed by these BE SUPPOSED to
constructions, I concluded that eight of them may convey epistemic notions
of logical necessity, as is the case with BE supposed to in PE. In (7), for
instance, the writer says that, if someone witnesses an important fact, we
logically deduce that he would normally reflect on what he has seen; this is
what should happen in logical circumstances. Number (8) below provides
further evidence. It indicates that scientific research leads scientists to deduce
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that the earth should, by logical necessity, have a round form. The writer
does not imply that he is absolutely certain about the fact he discusses, but
his knowledge leads him to infer that what he says should be true:
(8) However, it bee certain, that the Artificial Globe (as the Natural is supposed
to bee is of a Form precisely round, and may bee drawn upon all over with
Great Circles Meridionally, (LC, 1649, John Gregorie, The Description
and Use of the Terrestrial Globe)

I also came across one case of BE SUPPOSED to with the deontic meaning
of obligation, another of the values of the PE semi-auxiliary. In this case
BE SUPPOSED to admits a deontic interpretation because the fragment
deals with a rule whereby bishops are obliged to disposses other bishops of
office. Consider (9) below:
(9) This Principle will secure Religion from depending on the Will of a
Governour no less than that of our Adversaries, who would have Bishops
to be Deprivable [= subject to dispossession] onely by Bishops. That likewise
may have its ill Consequences, for what if those Bishops, who are suppos’d
to Deprive [= divest or dispossess of office] another, should themselves be
Heretical, or no true Friends of the Church? This Rule is still to be observ’d,
that neither the Civil nor the Ecclesiastical Power may so usurp upon one
another [...] (LC, 1692, Humphry Hody, A Letter from Mr. Humphrey Hody
[...])

In what follows I will examine the way in which these nine examples respond
to the semantic criteria proposed by Westney (1995:27ff.) to identify semiauxiliary status (cf. points (i) to (v) in section 2). The aim of this analysis is
to find out whether the nine instances fulfil all the requirements to be
considered as semi-auxiliary verbs.
(i) Lack of subject-auxiliary restrictions. As regards the eight instances
from the corpus with epistemic BE SUPPOSED to, two of them have animate
subjects, namely he (cf. example (7) above) and a Physician, as appears in
example (10) below:
(10) If therefore a Physician is suppos’d to have learnt, whatever has been
observ’d, of the different affections and disorders [...] you will not oppose
him a Rival, who has not had a Philosophical Education, (LC, 1701, Anon.,
The Present State of Physick & Surgery in London [...])
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The rest of these instances contain inanimate subjects: the Natural
[Globe] (cf. example (8) above), the Periods of the Lives of many Quadrupeds
and Birds, they [the Earth and Water], no Line, these Circles and what.
Consider:
(11) You may make an Estimate, to what proportion Animal Life is capable of
being prolong’d, by observing that the Periods of the Lives of many
Quadrupeds and Birds are suppos’d to be distinctly known. (LC, 1701,
Anon., The Present State of Physick & Surgery in London [...])
(12) THE Terrestrial or Earthlie Globe is an artificial Representation of the
Earth and Water under that form and figure of Roundness which they are
supposed to have, (LC, 1649, John Gregorie, The Description and Use of
the Terrestrial Globe)
(13) The Great Circles without the Globe are two; the Meridian and the Horizon:
the one of Brass, the other of Wood. Circles indeed they are not so properly
called; for, in the rigorous sens, no Line is supposed to have anie breadth,
as both these have: (LC, 1649, ...)
(14) the Astronomers imagin Circles drawn [...] so dividing the Degrees of the
Horizon as to mark out the Site of the Stars from this or that Coast of the
World. And becaus these Circles are supposed to bee drawn through the
Semt, or Semith Alros, that is The Point over the Head, or Vertical Point,
The Arabians called them Alsemuth, we cal them stil Azimuths. (LC, 1649,
...)
(15) I would have pronounced him not Guilty, and been starv’d to Death before
I would have consented to a contrary Veredict, Because the words in
themselves are not Criminal, nor reflecting upon any particulars, and as
for what is supposed to be laid in the Indictment or Information, that they
were published or spoken to scandalize the Government and the
Administration of Justice, or to bring the same into Contempt, nothing of
that appears. (LC, 1680, John Hawles, The English-mans Right [...])

Consequently, the alternation between animate and inanimate subjects with
epistemic BE SUPPOSED to in the historical examples confirms their semiauxiliary status according to Westney’s (1995) first criterion. As for the
example with deontic BE SUPPOSED to (number (9) above), its subject is
animate: who [those Bishops]. This is also the case with the PE verb, since
deontic BE SUPPOSED to can only take animate subjects. Overall, then,
criterion number (i) is fulfilled in the corpus.
(ii) Voice neutrality. The corpus does not offer cases illustrating this
test.
(iii) Idiomatic status. Example (9), with a deontic meaning, shows
that suppos’d develops idiomatic senses in this context, since its meaning
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here is radically different from the one usually conveyed by the lexical verb
SUPPOSE. As for the eight examples with epistemic BE SUPPOSED to,
the idiomatic status of SUPPOSED is not clear, which is also the case in
PE.
(iv) Modal meaning. This test is fulfilled because, as already
mentioned, there are nine BE SUPPOSED to structures with modal meaning
in my corpus.
(v) Epistemic/non-epistemic alternation. The alternation between the
examples with an epistemic meaning, such as (7) or (8), and the one with a
deontic meaning, number (9), indicates that BE SUPPOSED to displayed
this feature in EModE, as in PE.
To sum up, these nine corpus instances of BE SUPPOSED to express
modal meanings and, moreover, illustrate some additional semantic criteria
characteristic of the PE semi-auxiliary, such as those described by Westney
(1995). As a consequence, they can be said to constitute plausible cases of
semi-auxiliary verbs. Given this state of affairs, Table 1 shows a summary
of the presence of the semi-auxiliary in my corpus:

Table 1: Use of the semi-auxiliary BE SUPPOSED to in my corpus for EModE.

The eight instances of epistemic BE SUPPOSED to in this table date
back to 1649, 1680, 1697 and 1701, while the example with deontic BE
SUPPOSED to occurs in a text from 1692. In other words, these incipient
cases of BE SUPPOSED to emerge in the second half of the 17th century.
Thus, these data are in keeping with the findings of linguists such as Biber
et al. (1998:206; 1999:487) or Mair (forthcoming), who claim that the first
uses of the semi-auxiliary appeared between 1650 and 1800.

2

Following the HC, EModE is divided into three subperiods: EModE1 (1500-1570), EModE2
(1570-1640), and EModE3 (1640-1710).
3
The “Total” row in the table includes two figures: first, the total number of constructions similar
to the semi-auxiliary in each period and, second, the percentage of such constructions within the
total number of verbs, which appears in brackets.
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Another important finding in this study was that the epistemic uses
of BE SUPPOSED to are attested earlier than the deontic ones. The former
can be traced back to 1649, whereas the latter appear by 1692. In this sense,
these data contravene the general tendency of verbs to develop deontic
meanings earlier than epistemic ones, and serve to confirm the findings
provided by sholars such as Mair (forthcoming).
Finally, as regards the presence of the full verb SUPPOSE in EModE,
I found that it frequently occurs with the meaning of “to infer hypothetically,
to incline to think” (cf. OED, sv suppose v. 8.d) towards the end of EModE
(52 examples in the EModE3 subperiod). The verb often appears in passive
structures of the type BE + SUPPOSED + to + infinitive with this semantic
value. From a syntactic perspective, these structures display a series of
elements similar to those of the semi-auxiliary BE SUPPOSED to. From a
semantic perspective, these lexical values of the verb SUPPOSE are quite
close in meaning to the epistemic values of the semi-auxiliary (cf. Mair,
forthcoming). Therefore, I found reasons to believe that the epistemic uses
of the semi-auxiliary have their origin in some passive uses of the lexical
verb SUPPOSE. The similarity existing between the semi-auxiliary and the
passive construction in both syntax and semantics, as well as their
chronological distribution, seem to support this argument.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Several conclusions can be drawn from the preceeding discussion about
BE supposed to in EModE. One of them is that nine out of the 512
occurrences of SUPPOSE constitute cases of the semi-auxiliary verb BE
supposed to in the three corpora selected. Eight of them exhibit the epistemic
modal meaning of logical necessity, while one conveys the deontic meaning
of obligation, both senses characteristic of the semi-auxiliary in PE. These
incipient instantiations of BE supposed to date back to the second half of
the 17th century and their epistemic values appear earlier than the deontic
ones. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that these epistemic uses of the
semi-auxiliary seem to have their origin in some frequent uses of the full
verb SUPPOSE in the passive voice.
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Some Considerations on the Pastourelle in Shakespeare’s
As You Like It
Elena DOMÍNGUEZ ROMERO
Universidad de Huelva

ABSTRACT
Touchstone and Audrey’s love relationship in Shakespeare’s As You Like It
is here to be considered a mechanism of evasion that the author uses as an
alternative to the rigidity of the conventions of the time. In the play, courtly
Rosalind subverts convention in order to prove her beloved Orlando’s faith
and to be able to finally marry him. Similarly, the idealized shepherdess
Phebe fails to meet the requirements of convention as soon as she yields to
Silvius’ amorous proposals after finding out her beloved Ganymede’s real
female identity. Illiterate goatherd Audrey, however, does not have to take
part in any love debate to subvert convention in order to marry the clown
Touchstone, whom she openly loves. Touchstone and Audrey’s
unconventional love ending in marriage highlights the absurdity both of
courtly conventions and the need to subvert them that starts to be present in
the Renaissance texts since the 1590s. Thus, here the pastourelle is proved
not to work as a necessary ‘safety valve’ for the convention to remain viable,
but as an alternative to any kind of convention whatsoever, pastourelle itself
included.

Pastourelle is part of the arsenal of lyric genres at the disposal of medieval
courtly love poets who wrote within a rigid convention that relegated the
relations between the sexes to an extremely elevated plane of spiritual
improvement and refinement of character (Forster 1969:85). This admission
of no final satisfaction in love —except that which can be derived from
purifying and high-minded frustration— makes genres such as the
pastourelle an ideal way of questioning the Petrarchan convention within
the convention. The low origin of the lady in the genre allows the love poet
to escape the authority of convention, to forget courtly manners for a while,
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and to be able to momentarily relax entering a new alternative love code in
which the identification of love labor with self-purification does no longer
apply.
These considerations taken, Touchstone and Audrey’s unconventional
love relationship in As You Like It can be considered to be an unconventional
pastourelle with which Shakespeare highlights the absurdity both of courtly
conventions and the need to subvert them that starts to be present in the
Renaissance texts since the 1590s. The present study analyzes Shakespeare’s
departure from the convention of the pastourelle, a genre which has been
commonly used by courtly love poets in order to escape the inflexibility of
the convention itself. The analysis proves pastourelle not to work as a
conventional ‘safety valve’ supporting the authority of the courtly convention,
but as a clear alternative to the negative rigidity of any kind of convention
whatsoever, pastourelle itself included.1
Although the love story of the courtly clown Touchstone and the young
goatherd Audrey takes place in a pastoral setting, the Forest of Arden, they
do not play the traditional roles of the courtly love poet and the beautiful
shepherdess of a conventional pastourelle, neither their rhetoric aims at the
traditional love debate commonly found in pastourelles. Besides, it is not
hard for the fool Touchstone to get Audrey’s amorous favor. Touchstone’s
role at court is that of a clown. He is not a real courtly character coming to
the forest to win a young beautiful shepherdess before turning back to
worship his courtly marble-hearted lady. Rather on the contrary, he shows
his intention of naturally getting Audrey’s love from the very beginning,
even if that implies marriage.
Audrey, in that sense, is not portrayed as a threatened beautiful
shepherdess either. Rather on the contrary, she is characterized as an illiterate
goatherd who does not have to protect her virtue from Touchstone’s possible
abuse. Thus, she is not forced by the convention of the pastourelle to feel
the need to take part in a love debate to prove Touchstone’s real intentions
1
The unconventionality in the pastourelle characterized by Touchstone and Audrey has been
widely assumed. Judy Z. Kronenfeld 1978: 147 points out that “In courting Audrey, Touchstone
assumes the role of the knight attempting to win a country maid. But while the social distance
between the knight and the shepherdess in pastourelle is very great, in Touchstone’s case the
courtship becomes parody, for he only pretends to a great difference in rank”. The present study
analyzes Shakespeare’s departure from the convention of the pastourelle in order to point to the
author’s possible intention of highlighting the absurdity both of courtly conventions and the
need to subvert them by the use of conventional ‘safety valves’ such as pastourelle that starts to
be present in the Renaissance texts since the 1590s.
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or faith before accepting his love and getting married. That is right what
Rosalind, the main female character of the courtly love story in the play, is
both conventional and socially forced to do in order to assure herself the
same safe marriage she desires.
The frustration caused by a rigid, elaborate and artificial code of
courtly manners precluding spontaneity of expression and denying natural
conduct led men to long to escape the repression of society (Pincis 1979:70).
Many times, this longing for escaping repression led men straight away to
the forest, to try to get some shepherdess’ favor before going back to artificial
courtly manners.2 In courting Audrey, Touchstone assumes the role of the
knight attempting to win a country maid. But while the social distance
between the knight and the shepherdess in pastourelle is very great, in
Touchstone’s case the courtship becomes parody (Kronenfeld 1978:147).
Shakespeare introduces him as a courtly clown; one of those artificial fools
who mimic the limitations of natural fools and consequently have license to
mock others in society (Janik 1998:1).
Touchstone shows his love for the non-idealized goatherd Audrey in
a quite conscious and natural way:3 “As the ox hath his bow sir, the horse
his curb, and the falcon her bells, so man hath his desires, and as pigeons
bill, so wedlock would be nibbling” (III, 3:71-73).4 He cannot woo illiterate
Audrey singing a song ending with the idea of the song as fulfillment in
itself (Sproxton 2000:21). Thus, he can not hide his natural desire to win
her behind any kind of idealizing discourse: “When a man’s verses can not
be understood, nor a man’s good seconded with the forward child,
understanding, it strikes a man more dead than a great reckoning in a little
room” (III, 3:9-12). He would have preferred a different situation: “I do
truly. For thou swear’st to me thou art honest. Now, if thou wert a poet, I
might have some hope thou didst feign” (III, 3: 21-23). But, as he concludes,
“be it as it may be, I will marry” (III, 3: 35-36).
The clown’s conscious love ends up leading Audrey to the natural
marriage she openly desires: “I do desire it with all my heart; and I hope it
is no dishonest desire, to desire to be a woman of the world” (V, III: 3-5);
that is to say: a married woman. At first sight, it may be tempting to think
2

See William Paden (1995:299-325).
See Sproxton (2000:15-33).
4
Touschtone makes use of a “priamel” with examples taken from nature in order to show his
natural desire to get Audrey’s favor. See Virgil (II, 63-65): “Torua laena lupum sequitur, lupus
ipse capellam,/ florentem cytisum sequitur lasciua capella, / te Corydon, o Alexi: trahit sua
quemque uoluptas”.
3
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that she has stumbled on an impropriety because if “woman of the world”
can mean “loose woman”, then to desire to be one is no ‘honest’ desire
(Lathan 1991:119). Nevertheless, to desire to be a “loose woman” not subject
to courtly conventions, love treaties or conduct books can look like a honest
desire in this play. On this occasion, it is right looseness what allows the
free acknowledgement of those desires which lead to a marriage that is
necessary for women in the social system of the time. In these years, although
the mystical idealism associated with Platonic and Neoplatonic philosophy
did not disappear altogether, it was significantly qualified by a more secular
world view, as the new scientific philosophy began to secure its ideological
hegemony and married love started to be defined with reference to that
intermediate concept of amore humano or humane love with which Ficino
had attempted to reconcile his binary opposition between a heavenly and
earthly desire (Berry 1989:136).5
In the courtly love story of the play characterized by Rosalind and
Orlando, Rosalind is not given the chance to trust the love Orlando says to
profess her in his courtly poems. This lack of confidence on Orlando’s real
intentions prevents her from showing her own love for Orlando openly.
Throughout the play, she can only confess it to her cousin Celia: “O coz,
coz, coz, my pretty little coz, that thou didst know how many fathom deep
I am in love! But it can not be sounded” (IV, 1: 195-197), or try to explain
her situation to Orlando when she is hidden behind her Ganymede disguise:
“You may as soon make her that you love believe it, which I warrant she is
apter to do than to confess she does. That is one of the points in the which
women still give the lie to their consciences” (III, 2: 377-381).6
Both Rosalind and Audrey get to marry their respective suitors at the
end of the play despite their different origins and the different conditions
under which their love stories take place. Being women of the early modern
period, they can really only be examined in terms of their relationship to
the marriage paradigm (Jankowsky 1992:24). In this context, it is not
surprising that they both prefer a safe marriage assuring them a safe place
5
Pastourelle cannot make the convention remain viable in this play once its rigidity has been
completely ridiculed by real social conditions forcing women to a safe marriage.
6
In the “Eighth Dialogue” of Andreas Capellanus’s Tractatus de amore (1184-1186), women of
the higher nobility are already advised: “No woman of any character ought to be so quick to
assent to her lover’s desire, for the quick and hasty granting of love arouses contempt in the lover
and makes the love he has long desired seem cheap... Therefore a woman ought first to find out
the man’s character by many tests and have clear evidence of his good faith” (p. 132). Translation
is taken from Walsh, P. G. trans. 1982: De amore. London, Duckworth.
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in society in the future. Both of them do finally make up their minds to
agree with the marriage rituals. Audrey ends up meeting all the requirements
to get the safe place of a chaste wife giving her the chance to become a
respected widow in the future despite her lack of idealization. She may be
depicted as honest, not as virgin: “Well, I am not fair, and therefore I pray
the gods make me honest” (III, 3: 29-30). It may be true that this honesty, as
Touchstone answers to her, is only due to her ugliness: “Truly, and to cast
away honesty upon a foul slut were to put good meat into an unclean dish”
(III, 3: 31-32). It may be also true that she first learns of the rituals of marriage
when a third character, the melancholic Jaques, advises Touchstone to marry
her and to avoid living “in bawdry”.7 Otherwise, it is highly probable that
she would have accepted as natural the clandestine union Touchstone
confesses to preferring in an aside after listening to Jaques’ advice: “I am
not in the mind but I were better to be married of him than of another, for he
is not like to marry me well; and not being well married, it will be a good
excuse for me hereafter to leave my wife” (III, 3: 81-85). But, playing the
role of the ugly goatherd of the unconventional pastourelle of the play, she
is not forced to feel the need to take part in any love debate proving
Touchstone’s faith before showing her own desire to be a married woman.
Courtly Rosalind, meanwhile, has to overcome more obstacles than
rustic Audrey to get free, final, and safely married to Orlando, whom she
loves. Their courtly origin deprives both Rosalind and her beloved Orlando
from the freedom to express the emotions Touchstone and Audrey enjoy.
Forced to profess idealized love to Rosalind, Orlando is unable to show his
intention to marry her in his poems. Expected to keep courtly manners,
Rosalind is not allowed to admit her love for Orlando either. In order to
avoid revealing her desire to marry him, she is conventionally supposed to
miss the chance of knowing her beloved’s real intentions. The only thing
she can do in order to prevent Orlando’s sonnets from ending with the idea
of the song as fulfillment in itself, is to hide herself behind her Ganymede
7
According to G. M. Pinciss’ article “The Savage Man in Spenser Shakespeare and Renaissance
English Drama”. The Elizabethan Theatre VIII (1979): 83, Jaques would belong to a third category
of savages: “This species is composed of those who reject civilized life, take up residence alone,
and gradually reverse the process of acculturation... Their reasons for fleeing the society of men
may vary, but most frequently they are either ordered into exile or banishment —usually as a
result of slander— or they suffer from the betrayal of love or friendship”. See also Winfried
Schleiner’s “Jaques and the Melancholy Stag”. English Language Notes XVII, 3 (1980): 175179 and M. D. Faber’s “On Jaques: Psychoanalytic Remarks”. The University Review 2 (1969):
91-96.
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disguise. Once hidden, she can take part in a particular love debate with
Orlando which would not have really fit her courtly condition otherwise.8
The debate starts as a conventional courtly war of words in which Orlando
feigns he woos Rosalind in Ganymede disguise. But, very soon, Rosalind
subverts all conventions and leads the debate towards the safe marriage she
needs and desires, no matter the idea of marriage is more likely to be present
in a conventional pastourelle rather than in a courtly love debate:
Ros. Then you must say ‘I take thee Rosalind for wife’.
Orl. I take thee Rosalind for wife
(IV, 1: 128-129)

Love relationships do not meet the requirements of the convention in this
play by Shakespeare even when the main characters involved are idealized
shepherds and shepherdesses such as Silvius and Phebe. At first sight,
everything seems to be working according to the convention. Silvius
describes himself as a good courtly lover and, playing that role, he does not
hesitate to woo Phebe and to identify her with the cause of his death in this
way.9 Nevertheless, subversion of convention takes place as soon as Phebe
acknowledges her love for Rosalind in Ganymede disguise and she does
finally accept Silvius’ love, without need of being wooed, after finding out
Ganymede’s real identity.
All obstacles between these two couples of idealized characters and
marriage get sudden and finally overcome without need of wooing thanks
to an absurd lie Rosalind removes seven times:
Pray you no more of this, ‘tis like the howling of Irish wolves against the moon.
[To Sil.] I will help you if I can. [To Phebe] I would love you if I could. Tomorrow
meet me all together. [To Phebe] I will marry you, if ever I marry woman, and
I’ll be married tomorrow. [To Orl.] I will satisfy you, if ever I satisfied man, I

8

This particular love debate allows Rosalind to prove Orlando to be a good lover not really in the
Petrarchan sense, but rather according to the darker, more satirical courtly love precepts of Ovid
and Andreas Capellanus. See Oestreich-Hart’s (2000).
9
In his Ars amatoria, Ovid advises: “swear that you are dying of frantic love” (I.374), implying,
of course, that no such thing is true. Andreas Capellanus repeatedly suggests this stratagem for
his lovers of various classes. Although the tactic is used in his Second, Fifth, and Eighth Dialogues,
the author puts his strongest statement in the mouth of the Fourth Lover: “If, then, you send me
away without the hope of your love, you will drive me to an early death, after which none of your
remedies will do any good, and so you may be called a homicide” (lo. 67). Translation is taken
from Moore (1982).
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you shall be married tomorrow. [To Sil.] I will content you, if what pleases you
contents you, and you shall be married tomorrow. [To Orl.] As you love Rosalind
meet. [To Sil.] As you love Phebe meet. And as I love no woman, I’ll meet. So
fare you well. I have left you commands (V, 2: 110-122).

The end of the play highlights the absurdity both of courtly conventions
and the need to subvert them that starts to be present in the Renaissance
texts since the 1590s. In his play As You Like It, Shakespeare provides an
alternative to this absurdity through the unconventional pastourelle played
by the couple of fools conformed by the clown Touchstone and the illiterate
goatherd Audrey. The three main female characters of the three different
love stories in the play, Rosalind, Phebe and Audrey, end up getting a safe
place in society through a marriage they desire. But Audrey, the illiterate
ugly goatherd, does not have to react or to take part in any love debate to
subvert convention. The goatherd’s lack of idealization prevents the courtly
clown Touchstone from wooing her while playing the role of the courtly
knight in the forest who tries to escape the rigidity of court. Shakespeare
does not use pastourelle as a conventional ‘safety valve’ supporting the
authority of the courtly convention in As You Like It, but as a clear alternative
to the rigidity of any kind of convention whatsoever and its negative
consequences.
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The Portrayal of Treason in The Tempest: The Fourfold
Role of a Machiavellian Duke
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ABSTRACT
In Elizabethan drama treason was a dramatic device of paramount importance.
Most of Shakespeare’s works, for example, could hardly be conceived without
the notion of treason as a central and dominant leitmotif. Tragedies such as
Hamlet, Macbeth, Othello and also comedies such as Much Ado About
Nothing mainly depend on, at least, one act of treason. But in spite of its
significant presence in those plays, it is probably in The Tempest where the
representation of treason reaches one of the highest points of complexity
and sophistication in Renaissance drama. In this play, traditionally regarded
as Shakespeare’s farewell to his Art, a myriad of treasons appears to us at
different levels (political, moral, socio-economic level, etc.). Unlike other
plays by Shakespeare, The Tempest is entirely dominated by just one
character, Prospero, who controls all the events of the play by means of his
extraordinary powers and who articulates the dominant discourse by erasing
any dissenting voice. For this purpose, Prospero carefully carries out an
extremely interesting task of self-fashioning. The aim of this paper is to
analyse the way the multi-layered myriad of treasons is presented in The
Tempest, paying special attention to the strategies used by the Duke of Milan
to validate his own view of things, strategies which have effectively worked
until recently on generations of literary critics who had considered Prospero
as the one betrayed, such as he depicts himself, rather than the traitor.

According to Curt Breight the discourse of treason was central to a thirtyyear period of English Culture beginning in the early 1580’s (1990:4). The
continuous threats against the established authority due to the political, social
and religious issues of the moment undoubtedly made the concepts of treason
and usurpation of power very much present in society. Thus, it is not by
chance that in Elizabethan drama treason becomes a very common dramatic
device of paramount importance. In fact, most of Shakespeare’s works, for
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example, could hardly be conceived without the notion of treason as a central
and dominant leitmotif. The plots of tragedies such as Hamlet, Macbeth,
Othello and also comedies such as Much Ado About Nothing mainly depend
on, at least, one act of treason. However, no play by Shakespeare is as clearly
focused on treason and rebellious attitudes as The Tempest, a dramatic piece
in which the representation of treason reaches one of the highest points of
complexity and sophistication in Renaissance drama. As James Black points
out, in this play “every major character (...) is a plotter against received
authority” (1991:31) and, in this sense, the honest old councillor Gonzalo
may be the only exception. All the other characters take part, to a certain
extent, in different kinds of real or fictional treacherous plots. Consequently,
it is not strange that it is Gonzalo himself who imagines in his Utopian
fantasy a Commonwealth without treason and felony:
All things in common nature should produce
Without sweat or endeavour: treason, felony,
Sword, pike, knife, gun, or need of any engine,
Would I not have; but nature should bring forth,
Of its own kind, all foison, all abundance,
To feed my innocent people.
(II.i.156-62)

Significantly enough, as Curt Breight points out, treason is especially
privileged in this passage (1990:15), placed at the head of the long list of
evils that will no longer exist in that ideal place, a privileged position which
it did not have in Michel de Montaigne’s essay “On the Cannibals” (1580),
the main textual source of Gonzalo’s Utopian speech:
I would tell Plato that those people have no trade of any kind, no acquaintance
with writing, no knowledge of numbers, no terms for governor or political
superior, no practice of subordination or of riches or poverty, no contracts, no
inheritances, no divided estates, no occupation but leisure, no concern for kinship
—except such as is common to them all— no clothing, no agriculture, no metals,
no use of wine or corn. Among them you hear no words for treachery, lying,
cheating, avarice, envy, backbiting or forgiveness. (10)

In other words, the comparison of both texts makes evident that Shakespeare
consciously and explicitly emphasizes in this passage what can be noticed
throughout the play, that is, the paramount importance of treason in the
micro-universe depicted in The Tempest.
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The Tempest is a play almost entirely dominated by the presence of Prospero,
who controls all the characters and events and appears at the centre of the
myriad of treasons which are presented in the play. In fact Prospero is indeed
the only character who, in one way or another, is present in each and every
rebellious plot, although he plays different parts in them. Interestingly
enough, critics who have studied the discourse of treason in The Tempest
such as Breight or Frances E. Dolan have failed to notice that Shakespeare
by means of the character of the Duke of Milan illustrates each of the four
possible roles we may find in an act of treason which are:
1) Victim
2) Traitor
3) Indirect instigator
4) ‘Creator’ of imaginary plots.
The coexistence of these four different, and sometimes opposite, facets
in the same character has made possible the diversity of interpretations of
Prospero which critics have produced over the last centuries: a Machiavellian
villain, a benevolent magician, a racist colonialist, an allegorical Christian
hero, etc.
However, there is in my opinion another factor which has greatly
contributed to this diversity of approaches to Prospero, and that is the original
and unique —at least in the Shakespearean canon— way of dealing with
treason that we see in him. If we contrast him with other treason figures
such as Iago or Richard III, a major difference arises. Traditional
Shakespearean villains usually pretend some kind of public honesty and
integrity in front of other characters while they display their evil inner nature
when they are alone on stage being observed just by theatrical audiences.
Prospero seems to have a different level of metatheatrical self-consciousness
as a character, especially if we consider that in a way he behaves as the
stage director and almost the author of the unusual revenge tragedy he offers
to us in The Tempest. When after the masque Prospero claims that “Our
revels now are ended. These our actors, / As I foretold you, were all spirits”
(IV.i.148-9), these words seem to have an expanded meaning in Prospero’s
mouth since, unlike the rest of the characters in the play and also unlike
other Shakespearean villains, he seems to be aware of the fact that he is a
character being observed and judged by external spectators. In his limited
soliloquies he hardly ever shares his inner thoughts with the audience keeping
in this way his public image even in his most private sphere when he is
alone on stage. He does not allow spectators to hear his real plans which not
always match the benevolent good-spirited intentions he confesses. This
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makes him, in a way, a more sophisticated Machiavellian villain since he
carries out a careful task of self-fashioning in order to control and mould
other people’s opinion (including the audience’s). This task is performed so
subtly and effectively that Prospero himself seems to fall into his own trap
and accepts his own views of facts. He internalizes the artificial image he
has created for himself in such a way that he eventually ends up convinced
of his own virtues. In any of the four different roles Prospero plays in the
rebellious plots in The Tempest, he appears especially concerned to stress
his virtuous innocent behaviour not only in front of other characters but
also in front of the audience. For this purpose, he uses some clear
manipulative stratagems that are similar to those Lorie Jerrell Leininger
calls “strategies of indirection”, which are capable of inhibiting the
audience’s exercise of critical judgment (1980a:129).
The first of these strategies used by Prospero is already made evident
from his very first appearance in the play. In the second scene of the first act
he relates to Miranda and, above all, to the audience the past events in Milan
where he became the victim of the act of treason performed by his brother.
According to Prospero, his enemies tried to manipulate people’s opinion
and “with colours fairer painted their foul ends” (I.ii.143). But paradoxically
enough, this is exactly what he does himself throughout the play. For
example, he is not able to acknowledge (maybe he is not even aware) that
he was expelled from Milan not only because of Antonio’s ambition, but
also because of his incompetence for ruling properly. He neglected his
obligations and responsibilities as a ruler by devoting his time to his particular
aims. In this way, he now performs a manipulative re-telling of the story in
his own terms because now language is his weapon. Accordingly, he
euphemistically refers to the ruling duties he abandoned just as “worldly
ends”, and the reason why he disregarded his obligations is something as
positive and beneficial as the bettering of his mind (I.ii.89-90). Although it
is true that from a humanist point of view the study and the search for
knowledge are undoubtedly noble tasks, in the case of a Renaissance ruler
this abandonment of power represents a selfish and irresponsible gesture
since his first and essential obligation is to carry out the task entrusted to
him, that is, to govern his country. From this point of view, Antonio’s act of
treason may be justified as far as he overthrows a bad neglecting ruler who
does not do his duties properly. But of course Prospero is not willing to
accept this and he clearly fashions his own particular ‘official version’ of
facts, like a splendid elegant cloak to enhance his external image; and this
beautiful garment is going to cover almost the whole play, preventing us
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from seeing beyond since, as David Sundelson points out, in The Tempest
dissent is confined to silence or discredit (1980:34).
Bearing this idea in mind, it is easy to understand the “reception
anxiety” (Porter 1993:33) we find in Prospero when he recounts the story
of his exile to Miranda. As David Porter asserts, although Miranda gives
every sign of being a willing and attentive listener of her own accord, her
father continuously interrupts his account as if worried lest his words miss
the mark with sentences such as “Dost thou attend me?”, “Thou attend’st
not” or “I pray thee mark me”. Prospero demands attention so vehemently
from Miranda, and also from the audience, because apart from narrating
facts he is also trying to convince his listeners and to impose his ‘official
version’ in order to reinforce his authority. Similarly, Prospero’s answer
when asked by Ariel to fulfil his promise is very significant:
…I must
Once in a month recount what thou hast been
Which thou forget’st.
(I.ii.261-3)

In this case, the discourse of the past that should be repeated by Prospero
on a monthly basis is used by the usurped Duke to renew Ariel’s gratitude
and affection and, consequently, to reinforce his dominant position as master
and ruler of the island.
But if while dealing with an act of treason in which he has been the
victim Prospero makes use of his manipulative strategies, when he becomes
a traitor —the second role mentioned above— his behaviour turns out to be
still more Machiavellian, such as we see when he usurps Caliban’s island.
When recounting what happened in the past, Caliban attributes an act of
high treason to his master when he explicitly accuses Prospero of usurping
the land in which he was the king:
This island’s mine by Sycorax, my mother,
Which thou tak’st from me.
(...) All the charms
Of Sycorax - toads, beetles, bats - light on you,
For I am all the subjects that you have,
Which first was mine own king: and here you sty me
In this hard rock, whiles you do keep from me
The rest o’ the island.
(I.ii.332-3, 340-5)
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Prospero of course does not accept such a charge and in his answer to this
accusation, apart from discrediting again Caliban’s dissenting voice by
calling him “lying slave”, he significantly hastens to bring up the subject of
Caliban’s attempt to rape Miranda. As Dolan points out, “Prospero counters
Caliban’s narrative of tyranny and usurpation with a narrative of attempted
rape” (1992:322). The way Prospero uses this attempt to justify his
usurpation is certainly remarkable. Many critics such as Paul Brown, Francis
Barker or Peter Hulme have repeatedly made evident that The Tempest echoes
the contemporary dominant colonialist discourse according to which the
image of the treacherous savage should be artificially produced as a way of
legitimizing colonial power (Wells 1992:53). Of course I do not mean to
suggest that Prospero has invented this rape, since, in fact, Caliban himself
acknowledges it. But in this sense I share Leininger’s view of this episode,
which she calls “The Miranda Trap”. According to this critic, Prospero uses
Miranda as a sexual bait to create the threat of Caliban and, at the same
time, to create the need of protection in Miranda (1980b: 289). In other
words, to a certain extent, Prospero himself makes possible and almost subtly
instigates this rape in order to justify Caliban’s imprisonment. Of course,
history is always written by winners and, in this case, Prospero’s usurpation
of Caliban’s island was totally successful. Consequently, what seems to be
an act of high treason when he usurps the power in the island is described
euphemistically by the Duke as an act of legitimate justice and self-defence,
which reminds us of the popular epigram by Harrington: “Treason doth
never prosper, what’s the reason? / For if it prospers, none dare call it treason”.
The third role played by Prospero in the different acts of treason in
The Tempest is that of indirect instigator. Apart from the example of his
behaviour with Caliban which I have just mentioned, this part of instigator
can be clearly noticed on two different but parallel occasions in the play:
the plot of Sebastian against his brother, the King of Naples, and the plot of
Trinculo and Stephano against Prospero himself. In both plots Prospero
uses a character, Antonio in the first case and Caliban in the second one, as
a treason catalyst which triggers the rebellion. Undoubtedly, without their
negative influence neither Sebastian nor Trinculo and Stephano would have
seriously considered the possibility of usurping the crown. But besides, in
both plots Prospero purposely creates some particular conditions which
favour this rebellious behaviour in order to prompt an act of sedition. Let’s
consider Antonio and Sebastian’s plot. Of course, it is clear that Antonio, as
the kind of ‘serial traitor’ he is, clearly follows his own will when he proposes
Sebastian to kill the king. But this act of treason just makes sense under the
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special conditions that have been carefully arranged by Prospero: firstly,
Ferdinand, second in line to the throne, has been given up for dead because
he has been conveniently separated from the group, and, secondly, the king
and the lords have been purposely induced to sleep by Ariel in order to offer
Antonio and Sebastian an excellent opportunity to do the foul deed. But at
the same time, Prospero prevents the rebellion and averts its success by
making Ariel wake up the king and the lords just on time. As Stephen
Greenblatt points out, “Prospero’s art has in effect created the conspiracy
as well as the defence against the conspiracy” (1988:145). In this case, and
also in Stephano and Trinculo’s plot, we find a clear example of the
subversion and containment concept that has been widely explored by New
Historicist critics: authority needs to produce a disruptive other in order to
re-affirm and assert its power.
With this idea in mind, it is no wonder that when there is no actual
treason plot Prospero himself has to invent a false accusation, playing in
this way the fourth role I have mentioned above: creator of imaginary plots.
This is what he does with Ferdinand, to whom he attributes in front of
Miranda some evil intentions that he knows are false:
…thou dost here usurp
The name thou owest not; and hast put thyself
Upon this island as a spy, to win it
From me, the lord on’t.
(I.ii.454-7)

And when Miranda tries to defend him Prospero significantly answers:
“Speak not you for him; he’s a traitor” (I.ii.461). Later on, Prospero will try
to justify this false accusation by arguing that it was just a trial of Ferdinand’s
love. That is why, according to him, he places some obstacles in the way of
the lovers since, as Lysander reminds us in A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
“The course of true love never did run smooth” (1.i.134). But once again,
Prospero is painting in fair colours his foul deeds, since after considering
his behaviour throughout the whole play it seems implicit that what he really
intends is, as happened with Caliban, to reaffirm his authority on the island.
In this respect, the parallelisms between Caliban and Ferdinand are
remarkably underlined in the play. Both characters get caught in the “Miranda
trap”, are accused of treason and imprisoned by Prospero and both are
obliged to carry heavy logs as a punishment. In a sense, we could say with
Stephen Orgel that “any Miranda’s suitor is Caliban” (1986:55).
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In this episode of the false accusation we should notice how Prospero
manipulates facts to make them fit in with his ‘official’ version. For instance,
when Ferdinand tries to draw his sword Prospero uses his magic to paralyze
him. However, Prospero transforms this magic charm into a Machiavellian
political argument to support his view, and claims that Ferdinand cannot
move because “(his) conscience is so possess’d with guilt” (I.ii.469-70).
This scheming magician is wise enough not to confound power with authority
and, in this way, he uses his power (an element that belongs exclusively to
the individual) to establish and reinforce his authority, which is a social
concept arising from the external acknowledgment of this power by other
people. Consequently, the image of Ferdinand being unable to draw his
symbolically phallic sword makes evident not just the sexual restraint
imposed on him by Prospero but, most significantly, Prospero’s pervasive
and manipulative control on him and on the rest of the characters in the
play.
But, in spite of this benevolent image that Prospero fashions for
himself and tries to project all the time —an image that has certainly misled
generations of critics— there are two particular moments in the play in
which to some extent he gives himself away. The first one is the episode
with Ferdinand I have just mentioned, when he openly shows his
manipulative arts. The second moment in the play in which the audience
has the opportunity to contemplate a certain dissociation between Prospero’s
benevolent intentions and his real actions is the epilogue. In spite of his —according
to him— ‘altruistic’ aims throughout the play, in his final speech Prospero
asks the audience for support just for himself. We who have witnessed how
Prospero in the play emphasizes his altruism, for example, by repeating
several times to Miranda that all his actions are just for her own good (I.ii.16),
may be surprised when considering his final speech. Unlike other epilogists
such as Puck, Rosalind or Feste, Prospero is the only one who makes no
reference to the play itself, neither to his fellow characters nor the company.
He selfishly refers only to himself using, as Joseph Westlund points out, the
personal pronoun fifteen times in just twenty lines (1986:67) and, what is
more revealing about his personality, he asks for the applause and the pardon
just for himself without mentioning the rest of the characters or the company,
which does not seem to be an accurate behaviour for a generous and
benevolent Renaissance humanist. It is suggestive to consider the image
that Prospero produces for himself as a magnificent balloon filled just with
air. These two moments I have mentioned eventually end up being two
punctures on this splendid balloon, through which the air of Prospero’s
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kindness and innocence escapes little by little to let us contemplate the
deflation of this sham artificially-created image.
As Breight points out in his analysis of the discourse of treason, some
of the stratagems and plans portrayed in Renaissance plays are part of the
dominant contemporary discourse of treason in late Elizabethan and Early
Jacobean England (1990:1). In fact, according to this critic, theatrical
audiences at that time, in spite of Prospero’s efforts to avoid it, were perfectly
enabled to perceive Shakespeare’s clever demystification of various official
strategies within the discourse of treason. In this way, The Tempest appears
to us as a politically radical intervention in this dominant contemporary
discourse which shows and demystifies those official strategies (1990:1).
At this point, as an exercise of creative imagination it could be really tempting
to be seduced by the romantic long-established and a somewhat outdated
biographical readings of the play. Traditionally The Tempest has been
considered as the last play written by Shakespeare, on which he bestowed
his fully matured Art and where he places all his knowledge and life
experience. Is it possible that precisely because it was his farewell to Art,
Shakespeare would not feel any fear to carry out this radical subversive
unmasking of those official strategies? Of course, it is impossible for us to
know and, in any case, the answer to this question, if there is any, probably
transcends the field of literary studies and is closer to imaginative speculative
fiction.
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A Corpus-Based Approach to eModE have need 1
Lucía LOUREIRO PORTO
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ABSTRACT
The early Modern English period exhibits a wide range of expressions
containing the word need conveying different necessity meanings. In this
paper, we will look closely at one of those expressions, namely have need
and all of the variants it displays in the three corpora which have been studied:
the Helsinki Corpus, the Lampeter Corpus and the Corpus of Early English
Correspondence Sampler, which total c. two million words. The examples
will be analysed on semantic, morphological and syntactic grounds in order
to determine the kind of necessity expressed by each variant, the
morphological category to which the word need belongs in each case, and
the role of the expression within the clause. Special attention will be paid to
the variant had need as a potential periphrastic modal which resembles PDE
verb need both syntactically and semantically, and whose historical
development points out to a particularly interesting fossilised phrase.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to provide a corpus-based account of the early
Modern English expression have need, taking into account semantic,
syntactic and morphological aspects. This eModE expression exhibits
different variants, namely have need of, have need for, have need, have
need to, had need to and had need. With the aim of analysing as many
1
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examples of these variants as possible I have chosen three corpora for this
study: the Helsinki Corpus, the Lampeter Corpus and the Corpus of Early
English Correspondence Sampler. The time-span covered in this paper is
1500-1740, which implies that some of the texts of the Corpus of Early
English Correspondence Sampler have been discarded. The corpus used in
this study totals c. two million words.
A preliminary overview of the distribution of have need and its variants
in the corpus reveals that they are evenly distributed across all text-types
and registers, and they are not definitely part of the idiolect of a given author,
because they are used by different writers. Thus, the use of have need and
its variants does not appear to be textually conditioned. Since extra-linguistic
features do not seem to control the use of these phrases either, in this paper,
have need is analysed from a strictly linguistic point of view. I will take into
account semantic, syntactic and morphological features with the aim of
elucidating the meaning conveyed by the expression, the function of the
word need, as well as the nature of the phrase have need.
In section 2, I will pay attention to the semantic features of the different
variants of the phrase, based on the entries provided by the Oxford English
Dictionary (OED henceforth), edited by Murray et al. (1933). I will also
concentrate on the morphological and syntactic features of one of the
variants, had need, and will hypothesise about the possible etymology of
the phrase, considering it an idiom and establishing some parallelisms with
other idioms containing the verb have. Finally, in section 3, I will draw
some conclusions about the status of the phrase have need in eModE.

2. THE VARIANTS OF HAVE NEED IN THE CORPUS AND IN THE
OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY
All the expressions based on the phrase have need recorded in the OED
have been found in the corpus. For the purposes of this paper, let us divide
those variants into two groups: one group containing the variants which are
complemented by non-infinitival complements (NPs, PPs, or zerocomplements), and a second group containing the variants which take either
bare or to-infinitives as complements, as seen in Table 1:
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Table 1. Frequency of the variants of have need in the corpora.

I will first examine those expressions followed by a non-infinitival
complement, among which have need of is the most frequent. Its meaning
is that of “requirement”, according to the OED (s.v. need n. 7b), though it
may also express lack of requirement in negative contexts such as (1):
(1) My lord, no man feleth comfort but they that have cause of grefe, and no
men have so much nede of relyfe and comfort as those that goe in these
dowbtfull services.
(2.580\ceecs\leyceste)2

Actually, the number of occurrences of have need of in non-assertive contexts
(18) nearly equals those in positive contexts (23). On a morphological level,
the verb have may be inflected for person and tense, and the word need is
clearly a noun; as such, it exhibits the property of being pre-modified or
pre-determined, as in example (1). It may also be the case that an adverb
occurs between the verb have and the noun need.
A similar behaviour is that of the phrase have need for (line 2 in
Table 1), since the verb have and the word need do not necessarily have to
be linearly adjacent. Only two examples of this expression are found in the
corpus and, although this construction is not recorded in the OED, its
2

The codification after each example contains information as regards the location of each example
in the corpus, and it consists of three elements. The first number refers to the location of the need
form within the text in which it occurs. The second element is the name of the corpus from
which the example is retrieved, in this case, the Corpus of Early English Correspondence Sampler.
Finally, the last element encodes the name of the text within the corpus, in this case
Correspondence of Robert Dudley, Earl of Leycester.
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meaning is very similar to that of have need of, that is, the expression of a
“requisite” or “necessity”, as seen in example (2):
(2) If they be really more able than other Men to improve Money; if they have
as much Skill in the Law as they have ordinarily need for, and know where
to go for the rest when Occasion calls, that their Security may be good
(5.220\lampeter\texts\eca1676.sgm)

The last two variants of have need followed by non-infinitival complements
are have need + a noun phrase, and have need used absolutely. When the
complement of have need is a noun phrase, this expression has the same
meaning as have need of, as seen in the OED (s.v. need n. 7c), and in sentence
(3):
(3) …to have yow hereafter to signefy your mynd in particular wrytyng to me,
for such thynges as yow shall have nede.
(7.643\ceecs\leyceste)

In this kind of construction, it is hard to figure out what the category of
need is, since if it were a noun, it could not be complemented by another
noun phrase, as such things in example (3) without a preposition which
would link them (such things as you shall have need of). The second example
of the expression have need complemented by a noun phrase in the corpus
points out to a different interpretation as for the category of need:
(4) Newe frendes are not like the olde, neither so well knowen, nor so easily
kept, nor so assuredly to be trusted, if and when a man hath or maie nede
them.
(6.987 ceecs\hutton)

The fact that in (4) the verb hath is coordinated with the modal auxiliary
maie seems to reveal that nede is an infinitive, whose direct object would be
the pronoun them. However, a single example out of a two-million-word
corpus does not seem enough to categorise need as an infinitive in this
expression, since it may be due to other reasons, such as a mistake of the
writer’s behalf, or an anacoluthon. Therefore, the examples of have need
followed by an NP do not provide any convincing evidence in favour of an
interpretation of need as belonging to the verbal or nominal category.
Finally, as for the phrase have need when used absolutely, its meaning
differs considerably from the other meanings observed so far. Far from the
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transitive expressions meaning “require, need”, this last use conveys the
meaning “be in straits”, as noted by the OED (s.v. need n. 8). This can be
easily seen in the next example:
(5) … that he would be pleased to doe somthing for me at this tyme, for I
never had more ned in all my lyfe.
(20.524\ceecs\hutton)

The meaning of (5) is, therefore, “I have never been so needy in all my
life”. The status of need is that of a noun, as proves the fact that the adverb
more appears before it, and that the whole sequence more ned seems to be
the syntactic direct object of the verb have.
Let us now move on to the expressions concerning the phrase have need
which take infinitival complements, so as to see whether the status of need
as a noun is as clear as in examples (1) (2) and (5), or its category is somewhat
ambiguous, as in sentences (3) and (4).
In the second column of Table 1, we can observe that the most common
expression of have need complemented by an infinitive is that which contains
the particle to. We find this construction on 16 occasions in our two-millionword corpus. Its meaning is fairly different from the “require, need” meaning
of other constructions, and it rather comes closer to the modal meaning of
obligation expressed in Present-Day English (PDE) by the emerging modal
have to (following Krug’s 2000 terminology), as seen in the following
examples:
(6) God knowes when they shall have such another: and they had neede some
times to get nerer the Sonne to continue them in there perfection.
(4.088\ceecs\origina3)
(7) Thou had’st need to know it very well, for it seems thou wentest without a
Candle or any thing in the World…
(75\helsinki\cetri3b)

On the one hand, in (6) we observe that the necessity meaning of have need
to is stronger than that of, for instance, have need of, and it is better interpreted
as meaning “have to”, or “to be under a necessity to do something”, as
noted in the OED (s.v. need n. 6a). In example (7), on the other hand, the
paraphrase of have need to would be must, used in an epistemic sense,
since it implies the speaker’s deduction about the knowledge of the
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interlocutor, based on the fact that he has gone there without a candle (cf.
Palmer 1979, Bybee et al. 1994, among others). This epistemic interpretation
is not recorded in the OED, and it is probably subject to criticism. Due to
reasons of space, I will not go deeper into this semantic issue. In any case,
be it considered epistemic or deontic, the meaning of have need to in (7) is
that of “have to” or “must”.
As for the polarity of the sentences in which have need to occurs, it is
highly significant that in 50% of the examples, the context is non-assertive.
It has already been mentioned that in negative sentences, the meaning of
the phrase is that of “absence of obligation”, as that conveyed in PDE by do
not have to or its synonym need not. It is interesting to relate the eModE
periphrastic form have need to to the use and meaning of PDE modal verb
need, which is highly restricted to non-assertive contexts (as mentioned,
for instance, by Quirk et al. 1985: § 3.41), that is, “absence of obligation”,
as seen in example (8)
(8) we are so over-furnisht with matter of Fact, that we have not the least
need to load him with the least untruth.
(548\lampeter\texts\mscb1692.sgm)

Looking at sentence (8), it becomes evident that need in this expression has
nominal status, since it is preceded by an article, the, and an adjective, least.
Since this is not a marginal example at all, it is undeniable that need in this
phrase is to be considered undoubtedly a nominal element.
As seen in Table 1, the expression had need to is treated individually,
in spite of its being the preterite equivalent to have need to. This is not an
arbitrary decision. The compilers of the OED note that the preterite had
need to is specially common in the 16th and 17th centuries (s.v. need n. 6b).
However, only 2 examples of this construction have been found in the corpus,
one of which is sentence (9):
(9) His Majestie and your Lordships had need to be vigilent over these
Fanaticks, they are daily working & hatching.
(9.667\lampeter\texts\lawb1661.sgm)

This example suffices to understand why had need to is considered a different
item. If it were just the preterite form of have need to, it would be used in
past-time contexts with past-time reference. However, in (9) we see that the
context refers to the present (they are daily working…), and the meaning of
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had need to is “ought to”, that is, “weak obligation”, and not “obligation in
the past”.
The same kind of meaning is exhibited by the last of our expressions,
the last variant of have need, namely had need, in the preterite, without a
preposition and followed by a bare infinitive. This phrase occurs 15 times
in the corpus, and the context is always the same, that is to say, positive
utterances containing the sequence had need with no intervening material
between the members of the periphrastic form, and conveying the meaning
“should, ought to”, as can be observed in (10):
(10) though, for the first, I am more angry than sad: it seemes a kynd of ridle,
you had need expound it to me, how you can wish to dye, pretending love
to her, who, by yr death, would dye yet ten times more:
(2.170\ceecs\tixall)

In sentence (10) the context is clearly present time, and the phrase had need
refers to the present rather than to the past. The verb have is here inflected
for “pastness or unreality”, using Barber’s terminology (1997:164), or for
“tentativeness or politeness”, as suggested by Graham Shorrocks (personal
communication). This unreality would connect directly with the sense of
weak obligation implied by the phrase. The absence of past-time reference,
together with an unreal sense is flagrant in PDE modals such as could or
might, which may refer to the past or to the unreal present. Therefore, the
phrase had need is close to some PDE modals from a semantic perspective.
Morphologically, the phrase had need is invariant, that is, it is not
inflected for person, as is obviously expected at this stage of the history of
English. Syntactically, it is always complemented by a bare infinitive; and
the two words of the periphrasis are inseparable, since no other item can be
inserted between them. The phrase had need, therefore, seems to function
as a single element and the behaviour of this two-word element is identical
to that of modal verbs, at least in positive declarative utterances, which is
what we obtain from the corpus. It could be concluded, therefore, that had
need is an early Modern English periphrastic modal.
Even if we accept this, there is one question which has not been
answered as far as had need is concerned: what is the category of the word
need in this phrase? It does not seem to behave as a noun because it does
not show premodifiers of articles, it is not followed by a preposition which
may link it to the following infinitive, and it does not seem to accept the
adverb more in front of it (as in other examples mentioned above). This is
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not the only case in which the word need cannot be a noun in combination
with have, as seen in examples (3) and (4). In one of those cases, need
could marginally be interpreted as an infinitive. However, this does not seem
to be a possible consideration here, since an infinitive cannot be
complemented by a bare infinitive. What is the category of need in this
construction, then? Both the editors of the OED and Visser (1963-1973: §
1354) mention that in the phrase had need without the particle to, the word
need loses its substantival character, and becomes only a “modifying element
attached to the verb” (OED s.v. need n. 6c). Taking this into account, namely
that need is no longer a noun but a modifying element attached to the verb,
the phrase had need could be considered an idiomatic expression such as
other constructions with the verb have in the preterite, namely had better,
had sooner, had rather, which survive in PDE and exhibit the same
characteristics as had need: they are followed by bare infinitives, they do
not refer to the past time, and they do not accept any other intervening
material in between.
If we look at the etymology of these phrases, we observe that,
according to the OED (s.v. have v. 22a), the origin of had rather, had sooner,
had better goes back to the Old English (OE) period, in which the
comparative adjectives rather, sooner and better were construed with the
verb be and a personal NP in the dative. Thus, an expression such as me is
betere would mean “it is better for me”. In Middle English (ME) this kind
of construction started being used with the verb have and the personal noun
phrase in the nominative, yielding the fossilised construction which survives
in PDE, and which is considered a modal quasi-auxiliary by, for example,
Traugott and Dasher (2002:107).
The origin of the phrase had need is, however, uncertain. According
to Visser (1963-1973: §1352, 1353) two different constructions concerning
the word need and an infinitival complement existed in English before the
appearance of had need. These constructions are me is neod, “it is necessary
for me”, which survives until the first half of the 16th century, and ic habbe
neod, “I have need”, which is still in use today. Therefore, we cannot
determine which of both phrases is the origin of the eModE construction
had need without a diachronic study concerning earlier periods of English.
It is clear, nevertheless, that in early Modern English had need, as is the
case of had better, had sooner and had rather in PDE, should be interpreted
as an idiomatic expression, with autonomous syntactic entity. As already
mentioned, the semantic features of this phrase, that is, the expression of
modal weak obligation, as well as its morphological invariability, also seem
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to confer had need with a special status, which could be denominated
periphrastic modal expression, a characterization with which Graham
Shorrocks shows agreement (personal communication).

3. CONCLUSIONS
Summing up, the analysis of the eModE variants of the expression have
need reveals several facts:
• The kind of necessity expressed by each of the variants goes from
simple necessity or requirement, to obligation, or absence of
obligation. All these meanings belong to the field of modality, and
are expressed by the PDE modal verb need.
• In most of these expressions the word need, originally a noun,
behaves like a noun, since it may take prepositional complements,
premodifiers and articles. However, in some other cases, the word
need does not retain these features, and seems to evolve towards
an ambiguous invariable element, whose mere role would be to
confer the phrase with the meaning of “necessity”.
• In these ambiguous cases the phrase becomes a periphrastic modal
expression, since it behaves as a unit, both morphologically and
syntactically, as other PDE expressions concerning the verb have
do (namely had better, had sooner, had rather).
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Musings from Ophelia’s Watery Voyage: Images of Female
Submission in Shakespeare’s and Millais’ Drowning Maiden
José María MESA VILLAR
Universidad de Jaén

ABSTRACT
During the second half of the nineteenth century, Ophelia became a
supranational art icon being dealt with by many European artists. From among
the various visual renderings of Shakespeare’s madwoman, Millais’ has been
critically acclaimed as the most accomplished one. But to which extent is it
close to the textual Ophelia?: There is a time gap in between both
representations and they also bear a different nature. Besides, the PreRaphaelite canvas also shows the influence of some particular Victorian
discourses and views on female nature transforming the lady’s portrait.

Our main aim in this essay is to contrast the textual Ophelia with one of her
visual counterparts,1 this is, Sir John Everett Millais’ canvas:2 in it, the artist
attempted to apply the main tenets observed by the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood at the time, which promoted the image of an ideal artist pure
in soul, eager for the production of detailed depictions of the world and also
bearing an unmistakably Christian, pious concern so that his art could get
right into the heart of the public.

1

Although the English Pre-Raphaelites were especially fond of Ophelia’s story (which was
portrayed by almost every single artist in the Brotherhood), this topic was also found in many
German and French canvases at the time. Apart from Millais’ masterpiece, we also have to
mention other important renderings of her such as Eugène Delacroix’ La Mort d’Ophélie (1844),
Arthur Hughes’ Ophelia (1852), Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s watercolour The First Madness of
Ophelia (1864), Ernest Hebert’s Ophelia (circa 1893) and John William Waterhouse’s series of
canvases on this same topic between the 1880’s and the 1910’s.
2
Millais’ Ophelia was displayed for the first time in 1852 at the Royal Academy Exhibition
(London).
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While Shakespeare’s play shows Ophelia’s death in an indirect,
realistic3 way, Millais’ work foregrounds the lady’s agony and makes the
limitations of readers vanish at once: it partakes of a devastating sense of
tragedy but also of such cleanness that mysticism and peaceful feelings
assault us immediately.4 The artist combines his interest in the sole power
of nature, detail and his masterful use of colour in order to bring us into a
scene of almost magical fertility in which wild vegetation grows as a natural
frame lodging the maiden, whose soaked clothes are about to drag her down
into the stream. Her flowers float by her and only her face and hands are to
be seen out of the water: the lady’s white flesh, offering a clear contrast
with the surrounding context, does not just reflect Victorian fashion but
also stands as a clear indication of purity. Elaine Showalter defends that the
Pre-Raphaelite Ophelia is “a sensuous siren appearing as one more visual
object within the composition, which distils a light cruelly indifferent to
her death” (1992:229).
Gert. Her clothes spread wide, and mermaid-like awhile they bore her up (…)
like a creature native and indued unto that element. But long it could not
be till that her garments, heavy with their drink, pull’d the poor wretch
from her melodious lay to muddy death’.
(IV, vii, 174-182)

The maiden’s gesture seems to express her absent-mindedness or, perhaps
at the same time, her inertia and passivism as if she had been turned into
another plant in the scene. The dramatic perspective chosen by the artist
harmonizes with a sanctifying mysticism similar to the one found in Bernini’s
marble St.Therese: a deep atmospheric tone permeates the setting —following
the late romantic trend that other Pre-Raphaelites such as Dante Gabriel
Rossetti and Edward Burne Jones would fervently cultivate in subsequent
decades. However, this aura endows the canvas with some degree of
theatricality working against Millais’ pretensions of reality: he rescues
Ophelia’s end for the spectator but, up to a certain extent, this also disrupts
the feelings of veracity that the whole event is imbued with in the play.
While the visual Ophelia is pretendedly orientated towards
unequivocal virtue and spirituality, the textual Ophelia, despite her scarce
3

Despite its detachedness, Shakespeare’s treatment of Ophelia’s death is highly realistic in the
sense that, in real life, we usually get to know about others in such a way, this is, through what
others say about them. Millais’ canvas bases itself upon Gertrude’s words in act IV, vii.
4
The 19th century critic John Ruskin termed it ‘the most beautiful landscape ever assayed by
grief’.
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interventions on stage, emerges before us as a great complex of meanings:
she is described not only through her words and actions but also by means
of silence, absence, madness or what other characters say about her, together
with a carefully devised use of ambiguity on part of the author.5 Interpretation
has also contributed to frame a contradictory picture of Shakespeare’s
character, who seems condemned to eternal indeterminacy: she lives without
the play as the object of our interests and also within it in order to be
manipulated by those around her:
Pol. You do not understand yourself so clearly as it behoves my daughter and
your honour (…) think yourself a baby that you have taken these tenders
for true pay which are not sterling (…) Ay, springes to catch woodcocks
(…) Ophelia, do not believe his vows’
(I, iii, 96-127)

Polonius and Laertes, as the male referents in Ophelia’s life, are called to
guide and protect her and also to interpret her behaviour and reactions
towards “the world outside the household”. They conceive her as a
subordinate being so much gullible to be left on her own: as a woman, she
is understood as a creature that would leave herself go without foreseeing
any consequences. Thus, female identity is seen as a void to be filled by
male experience. Following David Leverenz (1968:134) we could add an
extra element contributing to Ophelia’s repression, which would be that
“the body is circumscribed to the state, to the role, and it is by means of this
that the invalidation of feelings through circumstances takes place”, this is,
Ophelia is not called to be Hamlet’s bride because his position is very far
from hers: even if she loves him, she must forget him, for this is what her
position and duties force her to do. Despite his verbiage, Polonius will find
no moral objections to employ his daughter as “bait for fishing Hamlet”, as
a mask of honesty put before his interests and Claudius’ court intrigues.
Pol. (to Claudius) I’ll loose my daughter to him. Be you and I behind an arras
then, mark the encounter.
(II, ii, 162-4)

5
We can find examples of this in the ‘nunnery scene’ (III, i), the “mousetrap scene” (III, ii) or
Ophelia’s songs (“for bonny sweet robin is all my joy”, IV, v,184) among others.
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Although daring enough as to answer Laertes back,6 Ophelia (as a dutiful
daughter) will follow her father’s commands to the root: obedience and the
social emphasis put over the performance of the role is what ruins her, since
obeying in itself implies repressing her own feelings to let the rest work
upon her. As this abrasive process repeats, the lady is gradually turned into
a creature of nothingness without the key to her own self: she becomes a
void dependent on male opinion, so that she is not allowed to develop her
own personality and evolve into maturity. As soon as neither her father nor
her brother are near to guide or interpret her ways, her inner struggle grows
so strong, so demanding, that she cannot stand it and so suffers a severe
mental breakdown.
We should not think that this happens necessarily because Shakespeare
might be a recalcitrant misogynist, but rather because Ophelia has been
brought up as an eternal infant. Hamlet’s brutish behaviour towards her and
his rejection of love obviously favour Ophelia’s inner instability but, anyway,
Polonius’ death seems to be the main cause triggering her descent into
madness, for he was the corner stone upon which her existence was holding.7
She is now confronted with an incongruous chain of events, one for which her
code provides no explanation (…). Once Polonius is dead (…) a painful epiphany
takes place and Ophelia realises that the code up to which she was living has
ruined her life (…) She reaches maturity and, for the first time, she uses her
own reasoning just to abandon it forever. (Olivares Merino 2000:222-223)

To Elaine Showalter, Hamlet’s madness bears a more metaphysical hue while
Ophelia’s is a product of female body and culture: her madness is real and
even in it, she has no voice of her own. Her inward forces would be primarily
sexual, and this would lead us to think in Elizabethan terms of malady about
erotomania8 —madness being its predictable outcome.
6
Laert. Perhaps he loves you now (...) but you must fear (…) his will is not his own. For he
himself is subject to his birth (…) then weight what loss your honour may sustain if with too
credent ear you list his songs or lose your heart or your chaste treasure open to his unmastered
importunity (…). Be wary then, best safety lies in fear. (I, iii, 14-43)
Oph. I shall the effect of this good lesson keep as watchman to my heart. But good my brother,
do not as some ungracious pastors do, show me the steep and thorny way to heaven, whiles like
a puff’d and reckless libertine himself the primrose path of dalliance treads, and recks not his
own rede. (I,iii, 45-51)
7
Oph. He is dead and gone, lady, he is dead and gone, at his head a grass-green turf, at his heels
a stone (…). White his shroud as the mountain snow. (IV, v, 29-36)
8
“Exageración patológica de las sensaciones, emociones y reacciones sexuales”. (See Braier,
1988:320)
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It is in madness that Shakespeare seems to endow Ophelia with new
meanings: in a veiled way, some of the expressions in her songs apparently
mirror some of the characters and situations of the play as if she had been
turned into an inconsistent chronicler.9 David Leverenz (1968:134) terms
Ophelia’s speech “textual schizophrenia” and argues that her voice “like
that of schizophrenics, is the amalgam of other people’s voices (…) with
caustic self-observation or a still more terrifying vacuum as their incessant
inward reality (…). There are many voices in Ophelia’s madness (…) all
making sense and none of her own”.
Due to their symbolism, the flowers handed out to the members of
the court10 either reflect a part of their selves or seem to provide them with
a piece of advice; for example, Gertrude is given rue (for sorrow) and daisies11
while Laertes receives rosemary.12 Curiously enough, Ophelia keeps
violets,13 a symbol of faithfulness with which she will be fully identified as
well in her burial: this would describe her in a very positive way, but it
would also point at the fact that there really is nobody in Elsinore in whom
she can trust (thus stressing her helplessness and solitude). 14 While
Shakespeare ties flower language to different aspects within the tragedy,
Millais uses it in a more peripheral (but not insubstantial) way and connects
it directly to the features that he sees in her: his canvas represents down to
the last detail a river stream in Ewell to which he would add the figure of

9

Oph. How should I your true love know from another one?
By his cockle hat and staff and his sandal shoon. (IV, v, 23-25)
(maybe reflecting Hamlet as a pilgrim walking towards the obtention of love or revenge).
Oph. Young men will do’t if they come to’t
By Cock, they are to blame.
Quoth she, Before you tumbled me, You promised me to wed.
He answers, So would I a done, by yonder sun,
And thou hadst not come to my bed. (IV, v, 60-66)
(maybe a reversal of Hamlet’s “frailty thy name is woman” being applied to men.
10
See Act IV, scene v.
11
These may imply either innocence or the fact that somebody is easily persuaded in relation to
love matters.
12
This is a symbol of fidelity (also loyalty) usually found in weddings and funerals.
13
Violets also stand as a symbol for the proximity of death.
14
“I have always found meaningful the almost absolute dearth of female characters in the play
(…). Even more, Shakespeare’s silence concerning Ophelia’s mother is tragic for her (…).
Ophelia’s incompleteness owes much to the absence of a mother. (…) Queen Gertrude is far
from acting as a maternal presence or even just as a friend or guide: the relationship between
both simply does not exist” (Olivares Merino, 1999:233).
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the lady15 later on: he did so with such perfection that every single plant and
flower in his composition can be identified; they obviously point at the
features that the artist endowed the visual Ophelia with: Daisies (for
innocence), lilacs (related to ‘first love’ feelings), poppies (implying
dreaminess or the proximity of death), forget-me-nots, violets (for modesty
and faithfulness) and white lilies (for purity) among others.
Ophelia’s retirement into nature allows us to focus on nature and water
as the main defining elements of womanhood and the idea of the lady as a
female flower: the stream becomes the ultimate refuge for her tormented
self. However, unlike Shakespeare’s play, Millais does not link the river or
the woods to ‘wilderness’, but ‘fertility’, and turns Ophelia into a virginal
anchorite of exquisite sensibilities in close communion with the surrounding
landscape; she reflects her own essence delightfully encloistered for Victorian
audiences: neither ‘madness’ nor ‘love’ drives the artist into excess, so that
the whole scene get imbued with a clear sense of decorum. Millais is much
more calmed and less ambiguous than Shakespeare when picturing the lady.
While the textual Ophelia basically falls prey to her role and upbringing,
the visual one is shown as a timid virgin deeply in love. Rather than a violent
unconscious mental storm, her madness is an almost conscious way of
expressing her grief for the loss of love.
Oph. My lord, I have remembrances of yours that I have longed long to
redeliver. I pray you now receive them.
Ham. No, not I, I never gave you aught.
(III, i, 93-96)

Despite Hamlet’s words at the burial scene16 and some other indications
such as his letters to Ophelia, the play does not state clear that there actually
is a strong love relationship going on between the prince and Polonius’
daughter but rather leaves it as a sketchy affair. Nevertheless, Millais seems
to take the aforementioned idea of romance for granted. Bram Dijkstra
(1988:39) explains this on the basis of Pre-Raphaelite adoration towards
Tennyson’s heroines:17 in a similar way to the Lady of Shalott, Ophelia dies
in the aspiration of love while floating downstream.
15

Elizabeth Siddal, the Pre-Raphaelite muse par excellence, posed for hours almost completely
immersed in a bathtub. Although the water was sometimes warmed up regularly, she finally
caught a severe cold.
16
Ham. ‘I lov’d Ophelia. Forty thousand lover could not with all their quantity of love make up
my sum’. (V, i, 264-267)
17
Millais and Tennyson were close friends, especially during the early 1850’s.
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Ham.
Oph.
Ham.
Oph.

I did love you once.
Indeed, my lord, you made me believe so.
You should not have believed me (…) I loved you not.
I was the more deceived.
(III, i, 115-120)

The visual Ophelia’s longing for man and the aesthetics found in Millais’
canvas are intimately linked to the so called culte des invalids which,
basically, consists on the Victorian association between consumptive female
looks and notions such as “purity” and “social distinction”. This goes hand
in hand with the exaltation of a passive, languid woman as a sensuous icon.
Besides, it was thought while men need their women as purifying balms,
women needed to be protected and completed by their cavaliers: many high
class and high middle class Victorian women fell prey to this fashion, which
was reflected —and promoted so— in many works of art at the time.
To hang such a picture was to acknowledge one’s conscience of virtue (...). Such
images were attractive because, in an environment that valued self-negation as
the principal evidence of a woman’s moral value (…) women undergo self-sacrifice
to demonstrate their virtue through self-obliteration. (Dijkstra 1988:28)

Since marriage was understood as the proper goal towards which every
respectable Victorian lady should lead herself, the audience saw Ophelia’s
being on the verge of death as an undeniable proof of delightful lovemelancholy and an ultimate tribute of devotion to the unreachable figure of
the lover: she seems almost weightless, as if reaching the absolute. The
maiden fades into death without a male complement fulfilling her existence.
Ophelia’s gesture is twisted into a purifying visage concealing the fact that
she is actually dying. Rather than sorrow, the canvas partakes of an
overcoming sense of spiritual communion with nature and the Victorian
conception of femininity, a principle of purity and fertility that cannot exist
without being gardened by man: “Once rejected, the woman remains a flower
open, a warm receiving womb waiting patiently for man (…). The very
spirit of the rose” (Dijkstra 1988:87).
Although Millais attempted to portray Shakespeare’s drowning maiden
as an unfortunate timid virgin of delicate tastes, the connotations that 20th
century feminist critics have glimpsed in his work would not really consecrate
it, from their viewpoint, as a stainless icon. In Over her Dead Body, Elizabeth
Bronfen analyses suicidal tendencies in many literary heroines (and, by
extension, in cultural manifestations such as pictures) as:
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1. A pharmakon offering relief from the unbearable conflicts of life:
Applying this to the textual Ophelia would imply a conscious act of suicide
on her part, which we cannot accept since ‘madness’ is an unconscious
state.18 We will consider her death in the play as the result of fatality.
Meanwhile, Millais’ Ophelia cannot be considered to have committed suicide
because this notion would deprive her of the sense of virtue that the artist
wanted to provide her with.19
2. An attempt on part of the lady to reach a certain degree of
protagonism: Suicide would satisfy the lady’s narcissistic impulse by
shocking witnesses and by remaining in their memory. We would not apply
this concept either to the visual or the textual Ophelia because of the implicit
paradox it carries within: the subject pays a high price for fleeting
protagonism and this does not even provide her with a voice of her own,
since she would still remain a dead object to be interpreted by the audience.
3. An account of morbidity on part of a male author. Millais’ work
would distil a morbid, macabre vein based on the obtention of aesthetic
pleasure through the destruction of the lady. It is the type of poetry that Poe
revealed in The Philosophy of Composition, the one found in the death of a
young maiden.
Laert. Lay her i’th’ earth,
And from her fair unpolluted flesh
May violets spring. I tell thee, churlish priest,
A ministering angel shall my sister be
When thou liest howling.
(V, i, 231-3)

Although Ophelia’s death is one of the most controversial issues in Hamlet
and, despite the misogynist traces that some feminist approaches have
pointed out in respect to the play, we consider that Shakespeare would be in
a way saving Ophelia by offering her a way out through a return to water20

18

Ophelia herself is not responsible of her actions or her fall into the river.
Millais bears an important Christian Background and is too keen about foundational PreRaphaelite tenets as to willingly suggest the idea of suicide: Saint Augustine pointed out that
even when trying to avoid a greater harm such as the loss of virginity or some unbearable pains
in life, self murder could not be taken as a viable option, for it implies an outrageous offence
against one’s own life, which is a priceless gift from God.
20
Nature and water are identified as the main defining elements of womanhood as opposed to
the male, arid world.
19
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suggesting a journey back to the motherly womb, her drama being that of a
blooming maiden cut off in her prime. Following Laertes’ words at Ophelia’s
funeral, we could say that, out of her wintry death, she would be bound to
return through some sort of ‘natural metamorphosis’, almost a slow type of
metempsychosis: once in her tomb, the Rose of May will feed the soil and
become a true flower.
Despite the inconvenient cracks that twentieth century feminist
perspectives have hinted at, we still stick up for Millais’ innocence when
portraying Shakespeare’s character. We reach at this conclusion by basing
ourselves in his life, background and his canvas itself. When contrasting
the textual with the visual Ophelia, we experience not only a shift of interests
when picturing her madness or finding key points explaining it but also a
clear transition from ‘textual marginality’ to ‘pictorial centrality’. Like the
rest of characters in Hamlet, Polonius’ daughter is undoubtedly eclipsed by
the figure of the prince.
By focusing himself on Ophelia, Millais is doing justice to a character
for whom he feels himself deeply moved: his work is better understood as a
compassionate tribute to her than as a twisted expression of the male pleasure
derived from her suffering. Death cannot be exclusively or pathologically
understood as a morbid motif calling up the attention of public and potential
purchasers alike; the artist deals with Ophelia’s watery voyage from a
revealing viewpoint: he portrays it decorously, without stressing her agony
at all. Instead, he opens a way into her most intimate scene, into her own
essence, which is conveniently equated to the surrounding setting.
We could obviously disapprove of Millais’ affected theatricality and
excessive sentimentality but we cannot question his sincerity: he was a deeply
Christian artist well-known for his pictorial representations of innocence
and human incertitude (in works such as A Dream of the Past (1857), Asleep
(1867) and his popular portraits of children). Millais finds in Ophelia’s
helplessness a reason to exalt her, not to sully her image.
Likewise, despite the behaviour of some members of the brotherhood
(such as Rossetti) could point at the contrary, Pre-Raphaelites initially21
bore a clear moralist hue. They felt themselves especially interested in
portraying scenes of sublime dignity such as those found in religious

21

Please note that the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was founded in 1850; thus, Millais’ Ophelia
is one of their early works and is necessarily linked to their foundational tenets, which have
already been pointed out in this article.
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topics:22 this feeling is outstandingly spread into Millais’ treatment of
Ophelia: the setting shelters the maiden, who does not really seem to be
sinking beneath the river’s surface but rather raising her hands out of it and
intoning a pious prayer. The scene is filled with elements reflecting Ophelia’s
story (water, her flowers, the robin, the willow’s broken branch…) and
proving that Millais is offering us a condensation of the features that he
appreciates in the Shakespearean character. Following a clearly romantic
concept of nature,23 Ophelia is encloistered in what appears to be her own
secret refuge, a place where she can find her own essence far from the
torments of life: her calmed expression and the canvas’ luminosity distil a
clear feeling of peace: neither death nor desperation have access to the lady
in Millais’ rendition.
Although seduced by a platitudinous topic (that of a young virgin
falling into disgrace), Millais is more of an admirer than of an executioner
and he himself can be considered a victim of connotation, as we have already
seen. Taking his intentions as a reference, we cannot be uncertain about his
sensibility when picturing Ophelia, that of an artist who feels sincerely moved
by her tragedy and by the idea of a forbidden, lost affection for which she
sighs: this is the type of amorous feeling that the artist praises in his canvas
as a blessed icon of female melancholy and devotion not just towards man
himself, but towards a glorified love ideal making the emotion laid in the
canvas much more universal.
The water is wide, I cannot cross o’er
And neither have I wings to fly
Give me a boat that will carry two
And both shall row, my love and I
I leaned my back against an oak
Thinking it was a mighty tree
But first it bent and then it broke
Just as my love proved false to me
(Traditional)24
22

Let us note, as clear examples of this trend, both Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Ecce Ancilla Domini
– The Annunciation (1850) and Sir John Everett Millais’ Christ in the House of his Parents
(1850).
23
“Los Prerrafaelitas veían en la naturaleza presencias arcanas y misteriosas dispuestas a un
coloquio interior” (Crepaldi, 2000:60).
24
This traditional song was included in Ramsay’s Teatable Miscellany (1727): Although it became
very popular in the North America, it bears a Scottish origin. Besides, it is supposed to be a very
popular 17th century song, since different Scottish ballads appearing towards the 1670’s are
considered to be almost direct adaptations of it.
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Agnes de Castro, or the Force of Generous Love (1688)
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ABSTRACT
After the decline in theatregoing which followed the Popish Plot in 1678,
Aphra Behn adhered to the general tendency among many authors of her
time and turned to novel writing. Agnes de Castro is her own rendering of a
tragic story with a historical base, also defined as a “sentimental tragedy”
by Montague Summers in his edition of Behn’s works. The novella dramatizes
the personal and political conflicts that took place at the Portuguese Court
of King Afonso IV when his son, Don Pedro, falls in love with the Spanish
gentlewoman Inês de Castro, his wife Constantia’s lady-in-waiting. Textually
speaking Behn follows probably the original by S.B. de Brillac (1688), and
her text becomes the closest source of inspiration for Catharine Trotter’s
historical tragedy of the same title. In the light of Jacqueline Pearson and
Ros Ballaster’s critical approaches, and reading this early piece of fiction in
the context of other short narratives by Behn, I will contend that, in spite of
the romancical content of the novella, the author is primarily interested in
the practical and realistic potential of the story. In fact, the great merit of her
narrative is to reconcile her gender approach to writing and her political
allegiances. Further, Behn’s Agnes de Castro can be defined as a “sentimental
history” in so far as her female characters substitute political instrumentality
for personal agency or the lack of it. Finally, Behn’s text differs basically
from that of her closest follower, Trotter, in that it concentrates on the
‘historical’ scope of the story to speak about contemporary history and
politics, whereas Trotter enforces primarily a moral reading of female
behaviour, that is not emphasised by Behn.

Aphra Behn’s Agnes de Castro, or the Force of Generous Love (1688), also
known as The History of Agnes de Castro, reproduced the tragic history of
Inês Pérez de Castro, the illegitimate daughter of a Galician nobleman.1
1
We will refer to Inês to address the historical figure and to Agnes when dealing with either
Behn’s or Trotter’s fictional character.
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Around 1340 she was sent to Portugal to accompany her cousin Constanza
Manuel, who was marrying Pedro, later Pedro I, the eldest son of King
Afonso IV of Portugal. The prince had been formerly engaged to Blanca of
Castile, but the engagement was soon dissolved because the bride fell ill
with some kind of mental disease, or palsy, according to Aphra Behn’s story.
Shortly after his marriage to Constanza, and after the birth and death of
Luis, the eldest of their children, Pedro fell in love with Inês, with whom he
most probably maintained a relationship and had three children after
Constanza’s death, which continued some five years after the marriage. It is
also believed that they had been married in secret, since the king would
never accept a lawful union of his son with Inês. In fact, he seemed to have
been responsible for her murder in 1355, especially since the influence of
Inês and her two brothers on the prince had provoked hostility at court. The
reasons for Inês’s assassination were, thus, double: first, the king’s opposition
to the marriage and the problematic succession to the throne of Portugal
(some of the king’s advisors believed that some member of the Castro family
could even plot to kill Fernando, Costanza’s and Pedro’s heir, to promote
Inês’s sons to the throne), and second, the conflicts with Castile, in which
Pedro engaged with the purpose of claiming the Castilian throne as grandson
of Sancho IV.
Textually speaking, Aphra Behn’s novella follows probably a French
account of the story by S. B. de Brillac (1688),2 and her text becomes the
closest source of inspiration for one of her literary heirs and a member of
the so-called Nineties Generation, Catharine Trotter, and her historical
tragedy of the same title, performed at the Theatre Royal in 1695 with great
success.3 Behn seems conscious at all times of working on a tragic story
2

According to Janet Todd, in her edition of Behn’s works, the same year of Behn’s publication
of Agnes de Castro there was another version in English of the same story, The Fatal Beauty o f
Agnes de Castro; taken out of the History of Portugal Made English, out of French by (P.B.) G,
author by Peter Bellon, a popular hack writer of the time (Todd 1995:xv). On the other hand,
Dolors Altaba-Artal, in Aphra Behn’s English Feminism adheres to the theory that suggests that
the sources for Behn’s Agnes de Castro are either Spanish —Lope de Vega— or Portuguese
—Camoens. The critic does not rely, then, on the French text by Brilhac in spite of being
published the same year, 1688. Altaba-Artal also argues that Behn’s novel reproduces a political
intrigue, rather than simply a love story, and that it follows the basic historical facts of Inês de
Castro’s life story (1999:151).
3
Trotter’s play was printed anonymously in 1696. This early play was dedicated to the earl of
Dorset and Middlesex, and was based on Aphra Behn’s novella of the same title. Her repute
after this performance made her acquainted with William Congreve, who praised her success as
a playwright.
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endowed with a strong historical base. Agnes’s story provides Behn with
the opportunity to reflect on contemporary history and politics. This approach
is in accord with her proto-feminist agenda and her political sympathies
and, on a narrative level, with the romancical content of her narrative. In
general terms, it must be also stated that the use of fiction by Behn, as it
happens to many other late seventeenth-century prose writers, becomes a
means of historical representation (Mayer 1997:157).4 As regards plot, there
are slight differences between Behn’s and Trotter’s texts, most of them due
to dramatic conventions. Whereas Behn concentrates basically on the
‘historical’ scope of the story and on women’s situation as victims and objects
of male desire, Catherine Trotter’s tragedy is concerned primarily with a
moral reading of female behaviour that makes of women either virtuous or
vicious characters.5
Only nowadays there seems to be a critical consensus about the stature
of Aphra Behn the writer, or else Aphra Behn the fiction writer. Critics have
both applauded and condemned her for sundry reasons, among them because
of her supposed indecency (Literary Garbage 1872:109). In fact, it is no
easy task to find agreement on the question of her view about gender politics.
As Jacqueline Pearson contends: “some critics find her a vigorous feminist,
making ‘suffragette’ claims for women, while others argue that she
compromised with a male-dominated literary establishment and that her
work displays consistently a ‘masculine set of values’ ” (Pearson 1999:111).
In “ ‘Pretences of State’: Aphra Behn and the Female Plot”, Ros Ballaster
also hints at the reconciliation between Behn’s royalist allegiances and her
gender approach, particularly in her short fiction. The critic refers to a number
of her most relevant stories —Oroonoko (1688)6 and Agnes de Castro (1688)
among them— to claim that:

4

The claim to historicity was commonplace in the narratives of the period. By alluding to the
historical content of their novels, late seventeenth-century writers like Behn attempted to break
with the tradition of romance, though some of them with more success than others. In that
sense, Mayer compares the work of Behn and Manley with that of Defoe, and considers the
latter as the first author who manages to give a real sense of the historical to his novels (1997:
157).
5
For a detailed commentary on the moral dimension of Trotter’s heroines in Agnes de Castro,
see my article “Catharine Trotter’s Agnes de Castro, or the Revision of Female Virtue”.
6
Ballaster considers that Oroonoko represents Behn’s royalism at its highest. Other critics like
Pacheco read this novella as “distinctly royalist” in offering an overview of her contemporary
historical circumstances and in showing her sympathies for the coming deposition of James II
(Pacheco 1994:491).
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These novels provide … a means of articulating party politics through the mirror
of sexual politics, in which the feminine acts as substitute for the masculine
signifier to his signified. Embattled virginity, virtue rewarded or ravished, what
we might call the female plot, serve to reflect and refract male plotting, or, in
other words, the party, dynastic, and ideological conflicts of late Stuart
government. (Ballaster 1993:193)7

Perhaps one of the aspects that captures the reader’s attention in approaching
Agnes de Castro is the absolute centrality of female characters, that is,
Ballaster’s “female plot” at its highest. On the other hand, and in spite of
the historical responsibility of the male figures in the story, King Alphonsus,
Prince Don Pedro, and the king’s favourite, Don Alvaro appear only
marginally in Behn’s narrative. Apart from them, Trotter included in her
tragedy the names of the men who designed, and executed Agnes’s murder:
Pedro Coelho, Alvaro Gonçalvez and Diego López Pacheco. In spite of
them, and back to Behn’s text, the figures of Constantia and Agnes represent
the reconciliation of politics and gender that we referred to above, or in
Ballaster’s words, the “dual articulation of Tory myth and feminocentric
individualism” (Ballaster 1993:190). This is perhaps one of the most
controversial arguments in relation to Behn, whose Toryism was considered
to be at odds with the kind of political statements she made about women’s
roles in society.
In this respect, I think it would be useful to analyse the roles played
by the female characters in the novella, all of whom stand out either for
their active involvement or for their passive resignation. In Agnes de Castro
we find a constant feature in Behn’s fiction: political instrumentality is
substituted by woman’s agency and sexual determinacy. Perhaps two obvious
examples are Miranda in The Fair Jilt, and Elvira Gonçalvez, sister to Don
Alvaro and one of the prince’s lovers before his marriage to Constantia, in
Agnes’s story. In general terms, and when looking at her other pieces of
short fiction, it seems that Behn does not have any other way but to restrict
female activity to the sentimental sphere, and that may be perhaps one of
the grounds for which she is acknowledged as a writer. This feature is
especially present in her historical novella Agnes de Castro. Even though
Elvira’s sphere is restricted to the sentimental, her plottings and actions are
immediately responsible for the tragic denouement of the story. She spies
on the prince and steals his verses while he is sleeping; then she adds Agnes’s
7
“Female plot” is Ros Ballaster’s expression for Aphra Behn’s female focus in her narrative, and
designates both narrative voice and characterization (1993:187-193).
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name to them, thus explicitly pointing to his designed love object, and makes
the princess read those lines and become acquainted with the case. Hence,
Elvira is described by Behn as a woman of unfeminine behaviour: “She had
a Spirit altogether proper for Bold and Hazardous Enterprizes; and the Credit
of her Brother gave her so much Vanity, as all the Indifference of the Prince
was not capable of humbling” (Agnes de Castro, page 129).
At the other end of the pole we find two representations of heroic
passivity, Constantia and Agnes, who symbolize “virtuous merit that resists
social or domestic tyranny” (Ballaster 1993:192). In their lack of agency
or, in other words, in their embodiment of self-sacrifice as a sort of political
stance-in a similar fashion to other remarkable characters like Oroonokoboth women also address contemporary political issues. More specifically,
Agnes represents one of the remarkable figures in the years after the Popish
Plot, that of the perjurer, represented by the figure of Titus Oates, and later
embodied in plays and fiction by Aphra Behn and others, like Mary Pix in
The Inhumane Cardinal, as the heroine felt divided between two vows: the
duty paid to religious life and to a lover, or the choice between two lovers
(Ballaster 1993:193). Other short pieces by Behn —The Fair Jilt; or, the
Amours of Prince Tarquin and Miranda (1688) and “The History of the
Nun; or, the Fair Vow-Breaker” (1689)— deal explicitly with the topic of
the breaking of vows: Miranda breaks her sacred vow as a beguine and tries
to seduce Friar Francisco and make him break his; and in “The Fair VowBreaker” Behn’s plot deals with a man who comes back after a long period
of absence and finds her wife married to another. Agnes de Castro is torn
between her undivided friendship to Constantia, and her passionate love for
the Prince, once Constantia dies. That is why she considers from the start
the possibility of returning to Spain, a solution that Constantia never
contemplates, especially because she did not want to contradict the Prince.
That is also why Agnes’s and Constantia’s stances are political. The Princess
must confront the same choice: she is torn between her love for the Prince
and her love for Agnes, a decision that she never comes to make since she
finally dies from grief (Agnes de Castro, page 152).8

8

This sentimentalization of political figures is a recurrent strategy in Restoration tragedies, ever
present in authors like John Dryden and Thomas Otway. In Dryden’s All for Love, for example,
Cleopatra competes with Octavia for the love of Antony. Catharine Trotter uses the same
commonplace in her first play Agnes de Castro, and reproduces the topic in subsequent tragedies,
namely The Revolution of Sweden and The Fatal Friendship.
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In spite of being the perfect heroine of a “sweet sentimental tragedy”
(Summers 1967:211), Agnes’s use of language also reveals an unconventional
woman, especially in her exchanges with men. She tells Constantia about the
Prince: “he is a blind and stupid Prince, who knows not the precious
Advantages he possesses” (Agnes de Castro, p. 133), meaning his wife. And
later on, when Alvaro declares his love for her, and wears her colours in a
tournament against the Prince, Agnes confronts him thus:
What a time have you chosen to make it appear to me (pursued Agnes) is it so
great an Honor for me, that you must take such care to shew it to the World?
And do you think that I am so desirous of Glory, that I must aspire to it by your
Actions? If I must, you have very ill maintained it in the Turnament; and if it be
that vanity that you depend upon, you’l make no great progress, on a Soul that
is no fond of Shame. (p. 138)

As these two examples make plain, women are the ones to take the floor,
even those who embody primarily a passive attitude, like Agnes. This seems
to be another common device in Behn’s narratives, according to Pearson: to
bestow her female characters with male clothes, language or attitudes
(Pearson 1999:128). Gender reversals pervade The Fair Jilt, in which
Miranda usually adopts the role of the sexually aggressive, ambitious and
domineering woman who imposes her will on Francisco, and later on the
Prince Tarquin. In Agnes de Castro this transvestism takes the shape of
features traditionally assigned to males and females but reversed in the
novella: contrary to what we would expect, reason and virtue are associated
to Agnes and Constantia, whereas the Prince, the King and Alvaro are
basically passional characters who follow their instincts. Curiously enough,
in the conversation with the King, even as he accuses her of imprudence
and ambition, Agnes’s image is one of dignity and almost ‘regal’ honour:
The Courageous Agnes was scarce Mistress of the first Transports, at a Discourse
so full of Contempt; but calling her Vertue to the aid of her Anger, she recover’d
her self by the assistance of Reason. And considering the Outrage she receiv’d,
not as coming from a great King, but a Man blinded and possest by Don Alvaro:
She thought him not worthy of her resentment;... (p. 143)

In clear contrast to Agnes’s restraint, all male actions are violent: the King
suggests Alvaro to “force” Agnes against her will (p. 144), the King’s
advisors kidnap Agnes and take her out of Coimbra (p. 145), and later on
Don Pedro avenges Agnes’s death: “he ravaged the whole Country, as far as
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the Duero Waters, and carry’d on a War, even till the Death of the King,
continually mixing Tears with Blood, which he gave to the revenge of his
dearest Agnes” (p. 161).
The end of Behn’s novella agrees with the historical rendering of
Inês de Castro’s story. Catharine Trotter’s ending is more conventional and
less historical; maybe with the purpose of complying with dramatic
requirements, King Alphonsus closes the final scene, and his words reinforce
the strong moral reading about the moderation of human passions that the
whole play emphasizes. Finally, I think that one of the central scenes in the
play, Constantia’s death at the hands of Elvira, marks the difference between
Trotter’s and Behn’s texts, since Behn chooses a simpler, and perhaps more
romantic death for the Princess. This divergence suggests a major change
of perspective: Constantia’s and Agnes’s friendship is even stronger than
Constantia’s passion for the Prince in Trotter (Agnes gives as well more
importance to female bonds than to those between the sexes, a stance that
has won Trotter an association with lesbianism). Meanwhile, Behn is once
again more ‘respectful’ for the chronicle of Agnes de Castro’s life, and,
though Constantia’s devotion for Agnes never falters, both characters appear
more humane and less rigorous in their actions.
In conclusion, we could argue that Agnes de Castro was an appealing
story, not only for Aphra Behn but for many other writers even before her
time.9 At first sight, and in spite of its evident historical content, Behn’s
novella still retains many of the common elements of romance: the nature
of the characters, all of them noblemen and women, the amatory plot, the
language of the court, etc. Yet the story Behn reproduces has a great realistic
potential, too, since Inês de Castro’s story provides and, thus, propitiates
historical parallels with Behn’s own time (basically as the figure of the
perjurer, so common after the Popish Plot, is concerned) and a deep study
of female characterization. As stated above, in spite of women’s activity
being restricted to the sentimental, Behn’s female characters manage to
intervene in politics either by means of their agency —like in Elvira’s case—
or by the lack of it —like in the examples of Constantia and Agnes.

9
Think for example of the Portuguese version of the historical tragedy by António Ferreira
(Castro) and the Spanish adaptations by Vélez de Guevara (Reinar después de morir), Lope de
Vega (Doña Inez de Castro), and by Jerónimo Bermúdez (Nise Lastimosa and Nise Laureada).
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1. COMENTARIOS PRELIMINARES
Uno de los mitos de la crítica literaria que en mayor o menor medida se cree
a pies juntillas es aquel que establece la imposibilidad de escribir algo nuevo
sobre William Shakespeare. “Nihil novum sub Shakespeare”, parece
decretarse con frecuencia desde los púlpitos de la academia. Sin embargo,
para regocijo de los críticos literarios apasionados tanto por el renacimiento
inglés como por las obras del bardo de Stratford-upon-Avon esto dista mucho
de ser cierto. Nuevas perspectivas, aproximaciones, reinterpretaciones,
lecturas y compilaciones de todo tipo siguen llegando con cierta regularidad
a los anaqueles de nuestras bibliotecas dando cuenta de todo lo novedoso
que sobre las obras de William Shakespeare pueden aportar visiones de
todo tipo: Feminist Studies (Hidalgo 2001, Werner 2001, Chedgzoy 2000),
Postcolonial Theory (Drakakis 2002, Cartelli 1998, Habib 1999), Queer
Theory (Keevak 2001, Bly 2000, Burt 1998), Film Studies (Burt and Boose
2003, Anderegg 2003, Buhler 2001), Cultural Studies (Lanier 2002, Burt
2002, O’Dair 2002), Biography (Wood 2003a, Humes 2003, Halliday 2001
and forthcoming), etc. Y estas perspectivas nos ayudan a que Shakespeare
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siga siendo un favorito de las aulas, en especial para aquellos alumnos que
se acercan a él en un primer momento a través del mundo audiovisual y
quedan fascinados posteriormente por su modernidad temática, por la belleza
de su estilo y por un contenido que, aunque escrito en una época apasionante
a la par que distante de nosotros, continúa teniendo una gran fuerza y una
vigencia fuera de toda duda que hacen que las palabras escritas en su día
por Ben Jonson —“He was not of an age, but for all time”— no hayan
perdido un ápice de verdad.
Shakespeare nos sigue sorprendiendo y esa capacidad de asombro no
se pierde en los estudiosos de la literatura, que conscientes como son de lo
necesario de seguir manteniendo viva la llama del interés por su obra —
tanto al nivel del investigador especializado como en cuanto a divulgación
se refiere— nos acaban de ofrecer una estupenda y novedosa contribución
al género de los companions, uno de los inventos más efectivos tanto para
la comunidad académica como para las editoriales. Estas logran hacer
accesible a un amplio público, con un más que aceptable volumen de ventas,
un tema que, como decía recientemente en la web un anónimo comprador
del más reciente —y extraordinario por cierto— documental de la BBC
sobre Shakespeare (Wood 2003b), siempre solía ser “the almost exclusive
property of luvvies and literary anoraks”. Aquella consigue realizar trabajos
que suelen aunar rigor investigador con sencillez y claridad expositiva,
haciendo así volúmenes que satisfacen tanto al investigador y al docente
como al alumnado que suele utilizarlos. De este modo, todos contentos. Y
el motivo reciente de nuestra alegría es la publicación de la obra objeto de
esta reseña: el ambicioso Companion to Shakespeare’s Works publicado
por Blackwell y editado por Richard Dutton y Jane E. Howard.
El número de companions sobre Shakespeare y el renacimiento inglés
no es muy numeroso pero sí suficiente. Además de la propia Blackwell
—en su serie Companions to Literature and Culture, donde ya había tres
volúmenes muy buenos al cuidado de David Scott Kastan (1999), Michael
Hattaway (2000) y Dympna Callaghan (2000)—, tanto Cambridge (Grazia
and Wells 2001, Legatt 2001, McEachern 2003, Hattaway 2002, Jackson
2000, Wells and Stanton 2002, Wells 1986) como Oxford (Dobson 2001,
Wells and Taylor 1988), o Palgrave (MacDonald 2001) han publicado
excelentes trabajos que venían cubriendo con creces la necesidad de la
comunidad académica. La diferencia de esta nueva obra con respecto a sus
antecesoras, tanto de su propia editorial como de la competencia, estriba en
su carácter exhaustivo —cuatro volúmenes de casi 500 páginas cada uno—
y en su intento de ofrecer, en palabras de los editores (vol. I:1-3):
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a uniquely comprehensive snapshot of current Shakespeare criticism (…). These
volumes focus on Shakespeare’s works, both the plays and major poems, and
aim to showcase some of the most interesting critical research currently being
conducted in Shakespeare studies. (…) Within this structure we invited our
contributors to write as scholars addressing fellow scholars. That is, we sought
interventions in current critical debates and examples of people’s ongoing
research rather than overviews of or introductions to a topic.

Siguiendo esta declaración de intenciones se ha desarrollado y completado
esta magna tarea que ahora se ofrece ante nosotros para su lectura, evaluación
y uso frecuente si así lo estimamos oportuno. Es mi intención en las
siguientes páginas facilitarle el trabajo inicial a los lectores de Sederi y
esbozar una moderadamente breve revisión pormenorizada de los contenidos
de los 4 volúmenes en los que se articula la obra que tenemos a nuestra
disposición.

2. VOLUME I: THE TRAGEDIES
Partiendo de una división genérica para las cuatro obras que componen el
presente companion, el primer volumen se inicia con las tragedias, y arranca
con el ensayo de David Scott Kastan “A rarity most beloved: Shakespeare
and the Idea of Tragedy” (4-22). En él el autor desarrolla el propio concepto
de clasificación genérica que rodea a la obra de Shakespeare tanto desde la
publicación del Folio y la división en géneros que este mostraba como en lo
que atañe a la propia idea que Shakespeare tenía del concepto de tragedia a
través de un análisis general de varias obras.
Martin Coyle, en “The Tragedies of Shakespeare’s Contemporaries”
(23-46) dibuja un panorama general de las tragedias más importantes de los
contemporáneos de Shakespeare y su obra trágica, es decir, de las obras de
Marlowe, Kyd, Middleton y Webster, de un modo directo, conciso y
suficiente para entender el contexto “trágico” del momento.
Katherine Rowe realiza en “Minds in Company: Shakespearean Tragic
Emotions” (47-72) un análisis psicológico de la expresión de las emociones
en la tragedia shakespeariana, y de éstas como elementos cruciales para la
comprensión de las obras. Desde una introducción que aboga por un concepto
clásico del argumento dramático, la autora recorre los principios retóricos
de la tragedia, sus pasiones intersubjetivas, la carga emocional de los
personajes y las emociones típicas de la caracterización trágica en varias
obras de Shakespeare.
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Tras esta revisión, Catherine Belsey, en “The Divided Tragic Hero”
(73-94), ofrece un interesantísimo ensayo sobre los elementos que forman
parte del héroe trágico a partir de la metáfora de la división del cuerpo
humano y del sujeto en partes, tanto físicas como mentales: miembros,
cualidades, facultades, sujeto/personaje, deseo, etc.
A continuación, partiendo del concepto de “Renaissance” —en parte
enfrentado en su etapa final al concepto de “Early Modern England”—
como un periodo de cambio cultural, de una nueva toma de conciencia en la
que se realiza un proceso selectivo de abandono de aquellos elementos que
no encajan en el nuevo paradigma, Philippa Berry desarrolla en “Disjointed
Times and Half-Remembered Truths in Shakespearean Tragedy” (95-107),
una hipótesis muy personal —y muy elaborada por otra parte— que entiende
que en la tragedia shakesperiana hay esa nueva toma de conciencia ya que
se exploran la temporalidad paradójica de la experiencia trágica y se dota a
sus protagonistas de una relación incompleta y paradójica con el pasado,
con la historia, que a su vez se configura como una poderosa fuente de
conocimiento, pero parcial y relativo.
En “Reading Shakespeare’s Tragedies of Love: Romeo and Juliet,
Othello and Antony and Cleopatra in Early Modern England” (108-133),
Sasha Roberts elabora una aproximación fundamentada a la recepción que
de los textos trágicos de amor escritos por Shakespeare hicieron los lectores
de la época, concretamente del Early Modern Period.
“Hamlet Productions Starring Beale, Hawke, and Darling from the
Perspective of Performance History” (134-157), al cuidado de Bernice W.
Kliman, indaga en la historia de la puesta en escena de Hamlet, en las razones
de que sea una obra tan interpretada. De este modo describe un panorama
histórico de su puesta en escena en los siglos XVIII y XIX para llegar hasta
el XX y estudiar los casos concretos de los actores Simon Russell Beale,
Ethan Hawke y Peter Darling en diversas producciones teatrales y
cinematográficas.
Tras “Text and Tragedy” (158-177), donde Graham Holderness nos
ofrece un ensayo clásico sobre los problemas de la edición textual
ejemplificado en las tragedias shakespearianas, y “Shakespearean Tragedy
And Religious Identity” (178-198), en el que Richard McCoy analiza la
identidad religiosa y el concepto de religión que se manifiesta en las tragedias
clásicas de Shakespeare —Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, King Lear—, Gordon
Braden desgrana en “Shakespeare’s Roman Tragedies” (199-218), sencillo
y bien presentado trabajo, un análisis breve y general de las tragedias romanas
de Shakespeare que sirve como buena presentación —en lo que ambos tienen
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de ensayo conciso y bien definido— del original estudio escrito por Jerry
Brotton —“Tragedy and Geography” (219-240)— sobre la relación
existente, tanto temática como estructural y conceptual, entre la idea de
tragedia y el espacio geográfico.
A continuación nos encontramos con dos trabajos sobre uno de los
campos de investigación shakespeariana que se han ganado ya un puesto de
aparición obligada en cualquier volumen monográfico que estudie la obra
del bardo de Stratford: las relaciones de Shakespeare con el cine, es decir,
las versiones cinematográficas de sus obras. Esta pequeña subsección corre
a cargo de dos expertos en la materia Kenneth S. Rothwell y Mark T. Burnett
que ofrecen sendos trabajos, espléndidos por otra parte, sobre diversas
versiones clásicas y contemporáneas de las tragedias shakespearianas. El
primero analiza las adaptaciones clásicas de Laurence Olivier (Hamlet),
Peter Brook (King Lear), Roman Polanksi (Macbeth) y Franco Zeffirelli
(Romeo and Juliet) como obras hijas de su tiempo en muchos aspectos
esenciales de su construcción —“Classic Film Versions of Shakespeare’s
Tragedies: A Mirror for the Times” (241-261)—. El segundo centra su ensayo
en repasar los elementos centrales de varias versiones modernas de las
tragedias de Shakespeare, en concreto los Hamlet de Kenneth Brannagh y
Michael Almereyda, Romeo & Juliet de Buz Luhrmann, Titus de Julie
Taymor y Othello de Oliver Parker —“Contemporary Film Versions of the
Tragedies” (262-283)—.
Tras este primer bloque de ensayos genéricos sobre la idea de tragedia
y sobre la tragedia vista desde diversas perspectivas —performativas,
textuales, geográficas, fílmicas, etc— aplicadas a varias obras y versiones
de las mismas, el volumen concluye con un conjunto final de ensayos que
tratan obras y aspectos concretos de las tragedias de Shakespeare. Todos
ellos comparten una similar manera de aproximarse a una obra trágica de
Shakespeare —bien a través de una idea concreta (la ciudad, la amistad, la
política, la representación, la venganza, etc), bien desarrollando brevemente
las ideas principales de la obra— y un estilo común basado en la sencillez,
la concisión y la accesibilidad de lo escrito en ellos. No se echa de menos
nada importante en los ensayos de tipo generalista y se desarrolla
brillantemente la idea elegida en los trabajo de corte específico. Forman
parte de este bloque que cierra el volumen I los trabajos de Ian Smith —
“Titus Andronicus: A Time for Race and Revenge” (284-302)—, Naomi
Liebler —“There is no world without Verona walls: The City in Romeo and
Juliet” (303-318)—, Michael Neill —“He that thou knowest thine:
Friendship and Service in Hamlet” (319-338)—, Rebecca Bushnell —“Julius
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Caesar” (339-356)—, Kim F Hall —“Othello and the Problem of Blackness”
(357-374)—, Kiernan Ryan —“King Lear” (375-392)—, Kate Mcluskie —
“Macbeth: The Present and the Past” (393-410)—, Jyotsna G. Singh —“The
Politics of Empathy in Antony And Cleopatra” (411-429)—, Hugh Grady —
“Timon of Athens: The Dialectic of Usury, Nihilism and Art” (430-451)— y Cynthia
Marshall —“Coriolanus and the Politics of Theatrical Pleasure” (452-473)—.

3.VOLUME II: THE HISTORIES
Este segundo volumen está dedicado a analizar las obras tradicionalmente
clasificadas como “Histories” o “History Plays”, es decir, aquellas obras
que toman como base contextual inicial figuras y episodios relevantes de la
historia de Inglaterra. Este volumen presenta una organización de contenidos
similar al anterior, pues nos encontramos fundamentalmente dos grupos de
ensayos: por un lado, trabajos que revisan ideas conectadas de un modo
general con el concepto de historia; por otro, artículos que analizan obras
históricas concretas.
De este modo los artículos que pueden incluirse dentro de esta primera
parte revisan —todos con la suficiente profundidad y claridad en la
exposición de los contenidos para hacer de ellos piezas interesantísimas—
asuntos tales como la evolución de la historiografía y la escritura de la historia
en la Inglaterra shakespeariana —“The Writing of History in Shakespeare’s
England”, Ivo Kamps (4-25)—, la dramatización de la historia en las obras
de otros dramaturgos contemporáneos de Shakespeare —“Shakespeare and
Contemporary Dramatists of History”, Richard Helgerson (26-47)—, la
censura y el tratamiento de la historia en la época de Shakespeare —
“Censorship and the Problems with History in Shakespeare’s England”,
Cyndia Susan Clegg (48-69)—, el uso de las obras históricas para conformar
la idea de nación —“Nation Formation and the English History Plays”,
Patricia A. Cahill (70-93)—, la cuestión irlandesa como subtema dentro de
las obras históricas —“The Irish Text and Subtext of Shakespeare’s English
Histories”, Willy Maley (94-124)—, la teorización sobre el poder político
de la realeza y sus consecuencias en la Inglaterra de Shakespeare —“Theories
of Kingship in Shakespeare’s England”, William C. Carroll (125-147)—,
las bases formales, ideológicas, etc, de la definición del género histórico
isabelino — “The Elizabethan History Play: A True Genre?”, Paulina Kewes
(170-193)—, la revuelta como subtema en las obras históricas —“Damned
Commotion: Riot and Rebellion in Shakespeares Histories”, James Holstun
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(194-219)—, o las relaciones entre Francia e Inglaterra, especialmente en
lo que atañe al estado y a su religión —“French Marriages and the Protestant
Nation in Shakespeare’s History Plays”, Linda Gregerson (246-262)—.
Diversos autores, para cerrar esta primer parte de la obra, también
echan mano de temas relativamente nuevos pero ya asentados en la crítica
contemporánea como por ejemplo las versiones cinematográficas de las
obras históricas de Shakespeare —“To beguile the time, Look like the time:
Contemporary Film. Versions of Shakespeare’s Histories” (146-169) donde
Peter J. Smith ofrece un análisis del Richard III de Richard Loncraine, del
Looking for Richard de Al Pacino y del Henry V de Kenneth Branagh—,
los queer studies aplicados al análisis de la obra shakespeariana
— “Manliness Before Individualism: Masculinity, Effeminacy, and
Homoerotics in Shakespeare’s History Plays”, Rebecca Ann Bach (220245)— o la puesta en escena de las obras históricas en los últimos tiempos
—“The First Tetralogy in Performance”, Ric Knowles (263-286) y “The Second
Tetralogy: Performance as Interpretation”, Lois Potter (287-307)—.
La segunda parte del volumen está ya centrada, como se especificó
anteriormente en la revisión de obras históricas concretas sobre las que se
analizan tanto rasgos generales —estilo, características, temas, etc— como
particulares —expresión de una idea o concepto propios de una obra o grupo
de obras—. Al igual que ocurría en el volumen anterior los ensayos
comparten un tipo de aproximación y de estilo comunes donde no se echa
en falta nada importante en ambos tipos de ensayos. Los siguientes trabajos
constituyen la segunda y última parte que cierra el volumen dedicado a las
obras históricas: “1 Henry VI”, David Bevington (308-324), “Suffolk and
the Pirates: Disordered Relations in Shakespeare’s Henry VI”, Thomas
Cartelli (325-343), “Vexed Relations: Family, State, and the Uses of Women
in 3 Henry VI”, Kathryn Schwarz (344-360), “The power of hope: An Early
Modern Reader of Richard III”, James Siemon (361-378), “King John”,
Virginia Mason Vaughan (379-394), “The Kings Melting Body: Richard
II”, Lisa Hopkins (395-411), “1 Henry IV”, James Knowles (412-431),
“Henry IV, Part 2: A Critical History”, Jonathan Crewe (432-450) y “Henry
V”, Andrew Hadfield (451-467).

4. VOLUME III: THE COMEDIES
El tercer volumen de la serie viene dedicado a las obras tradicionalmente
adscritas al género de la comedia. De nuevo, la organización del volumen
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es idéntica a la de sus predecesores en el companion, y se nos presentan dos
partes: una de carácter general sobre sobre la idea de comedia y sobre lo
cómico visto desde diversas perspectivas aplicadas a varias obras y versiones
de las mismas, y otra de corte específico que trata obras y aspectos concretos
de las comedias de Shakespeare.
De un modo somero, destacando sus contenidos básicos, los trabajos
que pueden incluirse dentro de esta primera parte —cuyo tono en cuanto al
estilo, el interés de los temas y la exposición de los contenidos cumple con
los estándares de calidad que hasta el momento caracterizan al presente
companion— dan cumplida cuenta de los siguientes temas: la figura de
Shakespeare dentro de la tradición de la comedia inglesa —“Shakespeare
and the Traditions of English Stage Comedy”, Janette Dillon (4-22)—, las
comedias shakespearianas del subgénero festivo —“Shakespeare’s Festive
Comedies” (23-46), donde para su autor François Laroque este subgrupo lo
formarían Two Gentlemen of Verona, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Twelfth
Night y sorprendentemente, aunque bien fundamentado en el trabajo,1 The
Merchant of Venice—, la teoría clásica de los “humores” o fluidos corporales
como base para la definición de los tipos sociales y estos como base del
humor en una buena parte de las relaciones sociales de las comedias
shakespearianas —“The Humor of It: Bodies, Fluids, and Social Discipline
in Shakespearean Comedy”, Gail Kern Paster (47-66)—, la preocupación
de Shakespeare por las clases sociales en sus comedias —“Class X:
Shakespeare, Class, and the Comedies”, Peter Holbrook (67-89)—,2 las
1

Digo sorprendentemente porque casi siempre esta obra ha sido considerada por la comunidad
crítica como una obra de transición entre la comedia y la tragedia o, al menos, una obra
problemática de difícil clasificación. Quizás, su inclusión en el último volumen del companion
como una problem comedy hubiera tenido más sentido, si bien dado lo adecuado, correcto y
convincente del análisis que recibe en el volumen de comedias, su aparición en él no desentona
en absoluto. Al lector especialista corresponderá en última instancia estar o no de acuerdo con
dicha clasificación.
2
Este trabajo de Peter Holbrook es sin duda uno de los más interesantes y novedosos de todo el
companion. Para que el lector de esta reseña se haga una idea no puedo sino citar los cuatro
objetivos a modo de proposiciones de partida con los que el autor finaliza la introducción a su
ensayo (69-70) y resume los contenidos básicos del mismo: “By way of preface, then, four
propositions: A) Class is central to Shakespeare’s drama. B) Tudor-Stuart playhouses were
distinctive social spaces in which hierarchical social relations, especially those of class, were
explored, reinforced, and challenged. C) The comedies display a range of attitudes to social
subordination, not all of them compatible with each other. D) Shakespeare’s own social position,
and that of the players generally, is relevant to how his plays represent class: as someone both
inside and outside the dominant culture, his attitudes to hierarchy were contradictory. Searching
the plays for a consistent opinion about hierarchy is hopeless because he felt and thought
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relaciones sociales en la construcción del hogar como escenario de las
comedias —“The Social Relations of Shakespeare’s Comic Households”,
Mario DiGangi (90-113)—, el subtema de la ocultación del sexo en aquellas
comedias en las que los personajes, tanto masculinos como femeninos, se
disfrazan o se travisten —“Shakespeare’s Crossdressing Comedies”, Phyllis
Rackin (114-136)—, la erótica de la homosexualidad en las comedias
isabelinas de Shakespeare —“The Homoerotics of Shakespeare’s
Elizabethan Comedies”, Julie Crawford (137-158)—, la vida diaria como
fuente de humor en las comedias —“Shakespearean Comedy and Material
Life”, Lena Cowen Orlin (159-181)—, la geografía de la comedia y de lo
cómico en Shakespeare, entendiendo el concepto de ‘geografía’ como una
estructura conceptual a través de la cual se representan a menudo de modo
idealizado (de ahí la comedia) las relaciones sociales y espaciales
—“Shakespeare’s Comic Geographies”, Garrett A. Sullivan, Jr (182-199)—
, la retórica de la representación de los personajes cómicos en las comedias
—“Rhetoric and Comic Personation in Shakespeare’s Comedies”, Lloyd
Davis (200-222)—, la importancia del personaje de Falstaff como uno de
los iconos cómicos más importantes de toda la obra de William Shakespeare
—“Fat Knight, or What You Will: Unimitable Falstaff”, Ian Frederick
Moulton (223-242)—, y cerrando esta primera sección del tercer volumen,
la sintaxis cinematográfica de la comedia en las adaptaciones/transposiciones
fílmicas de algunas comedias de Shakespeare —“Wooing and Winning (Or
Not): Film/Shakespeare/Comedy and the Syntax of Genre” (243-265), donde
Barbara Hodgdon analiza Twelfth Night de Trevor Nunn, Love’s Labour’s
Lost de Kenneth Branagh, 10 things I hate about you de Gil Junger como
trasunto contemporáneo de The Taming of the Shrew, The Merchant of Venice
de Trevor Nunn y dos versiones de Midsummer Night’s Dream, la de Adrian
Noble y la de Michael Hoffman—.
La segunda parte del tercer volumen vuelve de nuevo a tomar la
estructura de los volúmenes precedentes para centrarse, con la misma
aproximación, estilo y calidad, en el estudio de comedias específicas y de
elementos concretos de algunas obras de este género. Forman parte del
cierre de este volumen sobre la comedia los siguientes trabajos, cuyos títulos
ya son lo bastante reveladores de su contenido como para obviar más
contradictory things about it. His own socially ambiguous position as a successful player-poet
made this dividedness virtually inevitable. To sum up: we need to register the complexity of
what Shakespeare’s plays do vis-à-vis class; criticism’s lack of interest in the poet’s treatment of
this category is a major blindspot”.
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comentario: “The Two Gentlemen of Verona”, Jeffrey Masten (266-288),
“Fie, what a foolish duty call you this? The Taming of the Shrew, Women’s
Jest, and the Divided Audience”, Pamela Allen Brown (289-306), “The
Comedy of Errors and The Calumny of Apelles: An Exercise in Source
Study”, Richard Dutton (307-319), “Love’s Labour’s Lost”, John Michael
Archer (320-337), “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, Helen Hackett (338357), “Rubbing at Whitewash: Intolerance in The Merchant of Venice”,
Marion Wynne-Davies (358-375), “The Merry Wives of Windsor:
Unhusbanding Desires in Windsor”, Wendy Wall (376-392), “Much Ado
About Nothing”, Alison Findlay (393-410), “As You Like It”, Juliet
Dusinberre (411-428), “Twelfth Night: The Babbling Gossip of the Air”,
Penny Gay (429-446).

5.VOLUME IV: THE POEMS, PROBLEM COMEDIES, LATE
PLAYS
Es este cuarto y último volumen del companion que nos ocupa uno de los
más interesantes del conjunto al ofrecer una selección de índole miscelánea
—cuyo contenido quizás sea el de más difícil distribución genérica— que
ofrece, además de la obra no teatral de Shakespeare, todo aquello que no
encaja ni en las Histories, ni en las Tragedies ni en las Comedies. La misma
claridad y unidad temática que llevó a la ordenación de los contenidos de los
tres primeros volúmenes conduce de un modo directo e inexorable a este
último que constituye, en palabras de los editores, un “less unified fourth
volume to handle not only the non-dramatic verse, but also those muchcontested categories of problem comedies and late plays” (2).
Sin embargo, el valor del volumen no es en absoluto menor que el de
sus compañeros de anaquel. Si dejamos los sonetos a un lado, no suele ser
muy habitual encontrar en otros companions de este tipo trabajos sobre,
pongamos por caso, Cymbeline, Pericles, Henry VIII o Venus and Adonis.
Es muy de agradecer que los editores hayan decidido presentarnos este cuarto
volumen que cierra la serie y que analiza, con igual rigor, calidad en el
estilo e innovación en los contenidos, los poemas, las llamadas comedias
problemáticas y las obras más tardías del bardo de Stratford. Precisamente
esta diversidad genérica es la que brinda a los autores una oportunidad única
de repensar las etiquetas genéricas y la utilidad y coherencia teóricas de
unos términos a través de los cuales, de nuevo citando a los autores, “both
Shakespeare’s contemporaries and generations of subsequent critics have
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attempted to understand the conventionalized means through which his texts
can meaningfully be distinguished and grouped” (2). Cómo han
materializado estas reflexiones a lo largo del presente cuarto volumen es lo
que pretendo exponer en las siguientes líneas.
Aunque el título del volumen nos puede llevar a realizar una
clasificación tripartita, un vistazo con cierto cuidado del contenido nos lleva
finalmente a estimar en cinco las partes en las que se pueden dividir los
ensayos presentes en este cuarto volumen del companion, pues además de
las tres descritas por su título —poemas, comedias problemáticas y obras
tardías— hay otras dos más que contienen, por un lado trabajos que unen
las comedias problemáticas con las obras tardías, y por otro ensayos que
presentan temas de naturaleza miscelánea o general que están relacionados
de un modo tangencial con alguna obra de otros apartados. Vayamos, pues,
por partes. El primero de los grupos temáticos se centra en la obra poética
no dramática de William Shakespeare y aquí la subdivisión es evidente entre
los ensayos que cubren los Sonnets y aquellos que discuten Venus and Adonis
y The Rape of Lucrece.
Dos artículos pertenecen al primer grupo y en ellos se tratan dos temas,
uno externo y otro interno. En “Shakespeare’s Sonnets and the History of
Sexuality: A Reception History” (4-26) Bruce R. Smith realiza una
extraordinaria y necesaria —a la par que novedosa— historia de la recepción/
interpretación de los sonetos y de su alto contenido amoroso y erótico a lo
largo de los tiempos. De un modo muy acertado Bruce R. Smith divide el
artículo en una introducción al tema y cuatro periodos que marcan la
cronología de la recepción de los sonetos: “The Man of Two Loves: 15901639”, “The Cavalier Poet: 1640-1779”, “The National Bard: 1780-1888”
y “Hostage in the Culture Wars: 1889-present”. En el segundo trabajo “The
Sonnets: Sequence, Sexuality, and Shakespeare’s Two Loves” (275-301),
Valerie Traub ofrece una más que interesante aproximación a la secuencia
de sonetos que tiene en cuenta el tema de la sexualidad y de las dos figuras
destinatarias de los sonetos pero apoyándose para su estudio no sólo en los
propios textos poéticos sino también en algunas obras dramáticas de
Shakespeare e incluso en la aclamada película de John Madden Shakespeare
in Love (1999).
Sobre el resto de la obra poética los temas tratados cubren desde la
relación entre las Metamorfosis de Ovidio y Venus and Adonis como obras
de impacto que arrojan cierta luz sobre la Inglaterra de la reforma religiosa
—“The Book of Changes in a Time of Change: Ovid’s Metamorphoses in
Post-Reformation England and Venus and Adonis”, Dympna Callaghan (27259
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45)—, hasta las interpretaciones que el feminismo y los queer studies arrojan
sobre Venus and Adonis y The Rape of Lucrece —“What It Feels Like For a
Boy: Shakespeare s Venus and Adonis”, Richard Rambuss (240-258) y
“Publishing Shame: The Rape of Lucrece”, Coppelia Kahn (259-274)—.
La segunda parte del volumen analiza las llamadas comedias/obras
problemáticas de William Shakespeare, aquellas cuya clasificación siempre
ha estado a caballo entre varios grupos o en ninguno de ellos. Dentro de
esta categoría aunque las obras a tratar son muy concretas —Troilus and
Cressida, All’s Well That Ends Well y Measure for Measure— los temas son
de lo más variado: la descripción de las obras problemáticas dentro de la
concepción dramática de la época de Shakespeare —“Shakespeare’s Problem
Plays and the Drama of His Time: Troilus and Cressida, All’s Well That
Ends Well, Measure for Measure”, Paul Yachnin (46-68)—, el matrimonio,
su concepción en la Inglaterra isabelina y su uso como tema teatral
—“Hymeneal Blood, Interchangeable Women, and the Early Modern
Marriage Economy in Measure for Measure and All’s Well That Ends Well”,
Theodora A. Jankowski (89-105)—, el bipartidismo como tema político de
fondo3— “The Two-Party System in Troilus and Cressida”, Linda Charnes
(302-315)—, la ley y su cumplimiento como metáfora —“Opening Doubts
Upon the Law: Measure for Measure”, Karen Cunningham (316-332)— o
la enfermedad, el sexo y la curación como engranajes de la comedia
—“Doctor She. Healing and Sex in All’s Well That Ends Well”, Barbara
Howard Traister (333-347)—.
La tercera parte se centra en las llamadas comedias tardías, que la
crítica adscribe al último periodo compositivo de la vida de William
3

La reflexión de la autora sobre cómo la política norteamericana y el bipartidismo en general se
va pareciendo cada vez más peligrosamente a la situación de la Guerra de Troya en Troilus and
Cressida dota al presente trabajo de una modernidad temática muy interesante: cuando dos
posturas originariamente distintas se van pareciendo cada vez más, los peligros son evidentes.
La misma Linda Charnes resume al final de su excelente trabajo su argumento principal, y no
puedo sino volver a caer en la misma tentación anterior y citar sus palabras: “Shakespeare’s
Problem Play Troilus and Cressida brilliantly represents an originary farce “as if” it were a
tragedy, and clearly shows us how a legendary war, begun for a trivial cause, is tragic only in its
inability and unwillingness to transcend its own astonishing triviality. In this respect, Shakespeare
presciently anticipates the inevitable endgame of any rigidly entrenched two party system that
refuses to give up its constitutive differences, no matter how outrageous and expensive the ultimate
costs”. Que sea ahora el lector, cuando lea el trabajo de Linda Charnes, el que juzgue el argumento.
Si tenemos en cuenta que una de las próximas superproducciones que van a llegar de Hollywood
narra precisamente la Guerra de Troya (Troy 2004, dir. Wolfgang Petersen) precisamente en este
momento presente, el clic inconsciente que al autor de esta reseña se le enciende en la cabeza
seguro que será compartido por más de un lector .
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Shakespeare. Forman parte de esta subclasificación genérica4 obras como
Pericles, Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale, The Tempest y las tres obras escritas
en colaboración con John Flecther, King Henry VIII, la desaparecida
Cardenio y The Two Noble Kinsmen. Los temas, de nuevo vuelven a ser
diversos en su tratamiento y en su contenido: el lugar y el espacio en Pericles,
The Winter’s Tale, y The Tempest —“Place and Space in Three Late Plays”,
John Gillies (175-193)—, política, entretenimiento y representación escénica
en las obras tardías —“The Politics and Technology of Spectacle in the
Late Plays”, David M. Bergeron (194-215)—, la representación dramática
de un texto y sus dificultades de puesta en escena —“The Tempest in
Performance”, Diana E. Henderson (216-239)—, la estructura familiar como
eje textual y temático del drama —“You not your child well loving. Text
and Family Structure in Pericles”, Suzanne Gossett (348-364)—, la
iconoclasia como tema dramático y objeto de la reforma religiosa en
Inglaterra —“Imagine Me, Gentle Spectators. Iconomachy and The Winters
Tale”, Marion O Connor (365-388)—, el patriotismo como tema y
condicionante de la puesta en escena —“Cymbeline: Patriotism and
Performance”, Valerie Wayne (389-407)—, la labor teatral y el mundo de
los empresarios del teatro como metáfora crítica —“Meaner Ministers:
Mastery, Bondage, and Theatrical Labor in The Tempest”, Daniel Vitkus
(408-426)—, o la estructura y la estética como elementos cruciales para la
interpretación —“Queens and the Structure of History in Henry VIII”, Susan
Frye (427-444), y “Mixed Messages: The Aesthetics of The Two Noble
Kinsmen”, Julie Sanders (445-461)—.
La penúltima parte del volumen incluye dos ensayos que tratan sobre
las dos categorías anteriores. En el primero, “Varieties of Collaboration in
Shakespeare’s Problem Plays and Late Plays” (106-128), John Jowett analiza
el tema de la autoría múltiple y la colaboración especialmente en las obras
de Shakespeare que sabemos que escribió con Fletcher, si bien extiende la
reflexión a otras obras shakespearianas. En el segundo, “What’s in a Name?
Tragicomedy, Romance, or Late Comedy” (129-149), Barbara A. Mowat
analiza las diversas etiquetas con las que podemos clasificar las obras de
Shakespeare analizando precisamente algunas de las obras tardías —Pericles,
Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale, y The Tempest— a la luz de los conceptos de
tragedia, comedia (tardía o no) y romance.
4

La clasificación de obras tardías que se maneja en este volumen es la misma que habitualmente
se viene aceptando por la crítica shakespeariana y que, por ejemplo, aparece en cronología de las
últimas obras completas de The Arden Shakespeare (Proudfoot et al 2001:6).
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En esta división temática de los artículos incluidos en este cuarto volumen,
nos encontramos con una última categoría miscelánea que recoge dos
trabajos que no se incluirían de un modo directo en ninguna de las
clasificaciones anteriores, si bien uno de ellos toca tangencialmente una de
las problem plays. En el primero de estos dos ensayos —“Fashion:
Shakespeare and Beaumont and Fletcher” (150-174)—, Russ McDonald
analiza las figuras de Beaumont y Fletcher tanto en su condición de
dramaturgos renacentistas de cierto renombre como en su relación con la
obra y la persona de William Shakespeare. En el segundo —“The Privy and
Its Double: Scatology and Satire in Shakespeare’s Theatre” (69-88)— Bruce
Boehrer realiza un estudio sobre el elemento escatológico y satírico en la
construcción del humor en el teatro shakespeariano comparando Troilus
and Cressida con The Alchemist de Jonson y A Game of Chess de Middleton.
De esta manera, concluye la división temática de los contenidos del cuarto
volumen y con ella se cierra la obra.

6. PALABRAS FINALES
Como hemos visto en este breve repaso al amplio contenido que presenta
este companion en 4 volúmenes, la tarea realizada por los autores y por los
editores —magnífico, por otra parte, el trabajo de edición y unificación de
los estilos en toda la obra— ha sido realmente ingente, y creo que necesaria,
así como la labor de confección de los excelentes índices temáticos que
cierran cada volumen y que facilitan sobremanera la búsqueda de
información específica en todos los trabajos que los componen. Es de
agradecer la ausencia de una bibliografía final, algo que sería a todas luces
redundante pues se utilizan muy escasas referencias comunes a todos los
ensayos y en cada uno de ellos ya se ofrecen de un modo muy adecuado las
notas y las referencias bibliográficas usadas por cada autor en su trabajo.
Aunque ya tuviésemos diferentes trabajos previos de parecida índole,
cuyo contenido en muchas ocasiones era bastante más simple que lo expuesto
en las obras que nos ocupa, el modo en el que estos cuatro volúmenes dan
cumplida y exhaustiva cuenta de todos los aspectos esenciales para iniciarse
en la comprensión de y en la investigación sobre las obras de William
Shakespeare es algo muy de agradecer en el panorama crítico actual. Y el
hecho de que esta tarea se lleve a cabo con ensayos de tema novedoso en
varios casos y nivel avanzado en todos ellos, con trabajos escritos de fellow
scholar a fellow scholar como se decía en la introducción, incrementa más
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si cabe el valor de la obra y constituye un elemento destacable que se echaba
en falta en algunos trabajos publicados recientemente. Hay, pues, que felicitar
tanto a Blackwell por la decisión, valiente a mi juicio, de publicar esta obra
como a los autores/editores por el excelente resultado final de sus trabajos.
“Our revels now are ended” y tras este paseo a modo de revisión de
contenidos finaliza el trabajo del autor de esta reseña y comienza el del
lector, si tiene a bien adentrarse en las páginas de estos magníficos cuatro
volúmenes y juzgar por si mismo si constituirán una referencia sin duda
indispensable para nuestras bibliotecas universitarias. Este humilde
reseñador, tras la lectura y revisión del contenido de los ensayos que dan
forma a este monumental Companion to Shakespeare’s Works, así lo cree.
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“Let us kiss, let us kiss, à la mode d’Angleterre,” this is the final line of the
song which foppish Pacheco sings in Act IV, scene 3, of Joseph Arrowsmith’s
The Reformation (1673). It conveys one of the main ideas developed
throughout this comedy, in particular that which the title refers to: the
reformation of Venetian social and sexual mores under the model of libertine
Restoration England. Maybe because that project was considered too
immoral, but more likely because it was accompanied by a harsh satire on
literary critics, particularly John Dryden, the play failed when it was first
performed and published, and it was only reissued in two facsimile editions
in 1974 and 1986. We must congratulate Juan Antonio Prieto-Pablos, María
José Mora, Manuel Gómez-Lara and Rafael Portillo for their original and
audacious decision to undertake the first critical edition of The Reformation.
This congratulation must be extended to the publishers for their similarly
daring choice of this play to start their collection of “Textos y comentarios”.
No doubt they were persuaded by both the interesting qualities of the text
and the academic prestige of the editors, whose merit has been demonstrated
in the critical editions of Thomas Shadwell’s The Virtuoso and Epsom Wells,
published by the University of Seville in 1997 and 2000 respectively.
This is certainly a fine edition, which includes a very scholarly and
extensive introduction; the text of the play with its prologue, list of Dramatis
Personae, five acts, and epilogue —all this with abundant footnote
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annotations with useful linguistic, cultural, and textual information; an
appendix with the musical transcription of the songs of the play, and another
one with a checklist of extant copies of this comedy; and finally a lengthy
compilation of the works cited. Therefore the expected readership may range
from teachers and students of Restoration drama to the general public interested
in English literature. This edition manages to cater for all: the learned and the lay.
As previously said, the introduction is very comprehensive (pages
15-64). Its first section gives plenty of facts to establish the date and
authorship of the play. Taking into account external and internal evidence,
the editors conclude that The Reformation was first performed and published
in 1673. Although no author’s name appears in the first edition, the play is
attributed to Joseph Arrowsmith, a man who studied at Trinity College,
Cambridge, where he got an M.A. in 1670. The failure of The Reformation
most likely made him give up playwriting and devote his life to the Church.
As an aside, allow me to say that this religious devotion seems to
clash with the manner this comedy was interpreted by some early critics,
such as John Downes, who claimed that the immoral nature of the
reformation proposed in the play was the reason for its failure (in PrietoPablos et al eds. 2003:19). However, it must be pointed out that the
reformation did not completely succeed in the play, maybe not so much
because “it is false to human nature” as Hughes (1996:134) puts it, but
because it was very difficult to implement in the capitalistic, patriarchal
society of the seventeenth century. Pedro and Antonio could not elude
marriage because they needed the parental acceptance of their unions and
the consequent financial benefits. In this respect they ironically ended up
like the reformed rakes of other Restoration comedies. For his part, Pacheco
sought a match based on love, but was tricked into marrying Lelia, who was
only interested in his money. Moreover, it has been argued that Arrowsmith
wrote The Reformation as a response to Dryden’s Marriage A-la-Mode,
which he and other contemporaries saw more as “a contribution to sexual
innuendo than to morality” (Hume 1976:292). So Downes’s censure seems
unjustified.
Moving now back to the introduction, its second section sets the play
in the background of contemporary drama. The editors argue that The
Reformation combines the three models of Restoration comedy: on the one
hand it is a “comedy of wit” because it features witty men and women “of
quality,” and two fops as their counterpoint and object of ridicule; on the
other hand the play contains elements of the “comedy of humours,” such as
the characterisation of jealous Leandro; and finally, the plot of young lovers
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who strive to shun the strict control of stern fathers and prospective husbands
is similar to that of the “comedy of intrigue”. The features and concerns of
the main characters are then briefly analysed, for instance, Pacheco’s
foppishness, Leandro’s melancholy and jealousy, and Ismena’s
outspokenness and self-confidence. This section ends with some words on
Venice as a recurrent setting in seventeenth-century English drama, mostly
connoting licentiousness, and also about the parodic reverse image of the
inglese italianato that Pacheco represents.
The following section focuses on the Tutor as the butt of personal
and literary satire. He is presented as a conceited coxcomb who deems
himself a successful poet and a man of fashion. His words in Act IV, scene
1, are clearly meant to ridicule Dryden’s opinions on drama: he admires
Shakespeare, Fletcher, Jonson, and Davenant, although they did not know
the laws of heroic drama nor did they write good English; his favourite
genre is tragedy, even though people like the “little things” (comedies) he
sometimes writes; the subject should be some warlike action; the characters
should all be invincible aristocratic heroes, no matter how anachronistically
mixed; and the plot should revolve around a conflict between love and
honour, and end with multiple deaths. In the final scene of The Reformation,
the Tutor does not get married, but is also reformed: he is made to promise
he will try to write a play with no borrowings, nor improbabilities, nor
bawdy material. Hume (1976:292) considers him “the heart of the play”,
and no doubt the editors of this volume do too, because they devote the
largest part of their introduction to him and his satirical parallelism with
Dryden. Yet I miss some comments about the relationship between this
play and Marriage A-la-Mode, which most critics point out and the editors
themselves briefly mention too (page 16).
The next section gives information about the company that first
performed the play (the Duke’s Company) and their playhouse (Dorset
Garden Theatre), as well as about stage setting, music, dancing, and the
audience, both in this play and in Restoration drama. Then there are some
notes on the language and style of the text, which generally followed the
standard of the time, although with certain syntactic and lexical constructions
which were rare in the period. They include a list of some linguistic features
that were common in Restoration comedies but are no longer in use now,
information which may be useful to foreign students of English, and to all
those readers who may not be familiar with seventeenth-century literature.
The introduction ends with data about the text, which first appeared in a
quarto volume printed for William Cademan (who, curiously enough, played
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the role of one of the ‘reformers’ in the first performance). The present
edition leaves grammar and vocabulary unaltered, but regularises or
modernises spelling, punctuation, and the presentation of character names,
stage directions, and scene headings.
As for the play itself, I do not agree with Shepherd and Womack
(1996:144), who describe it as an “unconvincing satire” without really
explaining why. I think it is amusing, clever, and interesting enough, not
only for casual reading but also for academic research. The Reformation
bears the sign of the times, featuring most characteristics of the Restoration
comedy in the Carolean period, many of which are quite successfully treated.
The very idea of a foppish anglicised Italian leading a society for the
reformation of sexual and social mores in Venice —known at the time as
the Adriatic Whore— under the model of libertine Restoration England is a
very witty and effective foundation for satirical comedy. Arrowsmith adds
to this an element of literary satire which is developed in the prologue, the
figure of the Tutor, the last lines of Act V, and the epilogue. The play shows
the rivalry between the two London theatre companies, a burlesque of heroic
drama, a mockery of Dryden’s arrogant nature and questionable literary
style, and a complaint about the critics’ exaggerated power to influence on
the plays’ reception. No doubt Arrowsmith foresaw the fate of his play, as
prove both the epilogue encouraging the audience to free themselves from
“these usurpers’ tyranny” (line 26), and the quotation from Horace’s Satires,
“Sunt, quibus in Satyra videor nimis acer”. There were actually people who
thought he was too harsh in his satire, and made the play fail.
The Reformation is a good text to study issues such as gender,
sexuality, and marriage, so recurrent in Restoration drama (cf. Gill 2000).
The play presents the usual conflict between the young generation, in pursuit
of sex and personal freedom, and the old generation, representative of the
power of money and social restrictions, which become the main obstacles
for the young to satisfy their desires. Pedro’s 80-year-old father is not “so
civil as to die” (I, 1, 34) and let him inherit his fortune. The young lovers
must evade the watchful eye of the girls’ father but finally get his blessing
(and consequent dowry). The Nurse who helps Camillo watch his “brisk”
daughters is cheated and scorned: “Thy being old is enough to make us hate
thee,” says Pedro (115); whereas she envies the young ladies for their
attractiveness and vital energy. As usual in Restoration comedy, both
generations reach a final compromise: marriage conceived as “a witty,
cultivated alliance of elegant, like-minded individuals” (Gill 2000:191) who
freely choose a union based on mutual affection, respect, and faithfulness.
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The play offers interesting material to study seventeenth-century
masculinity. Camillo and Lysander show to what extent men’s honour
depended on their daughters’ or wives’ behaviour. The old man is obsessed
with the confinement of his daughters, and grows furious when he learns he
has been gulled because he will become the talk of the town and the subject
of ballads. Lysander complains that an unfaithful wife is considered cunning
whereas the cuckolded husband is scorned. For his part, Leandro finds his
jealousy incompatible with the sexual freedom of the Reformation, prefers
to accept the rules of the old, and reveals himself a prospective tyrannical
husband, thus receiving no final reward. Yet the male character who draws
more attention is probably Pacheco, “the strangest piece of fantasticness …
a mere switching fop” (II, 1, 61-62). His social affectation and overt
effeminacy make him laughable: he looks at himself in the mirror, combs
his wig, prinks, struts about, sings, … As all fops, he delusively thinks he
masters wit and fashion but is actually laughed at by the really witty
characters, so his comicity largely comes from the incongruity between the
way he thinks he appears and the way he is perceived (Williams 1995:60).
This kind of masculinity is unacceptable and therefore rejected (Gill
2000:203), yet Pacheco is no threat to Pedro and Antonio but an assistant in
their courtship of his sisters.
As for the female characters, most prove to be witty, outspoken, and
rebellious. Hughes (1996:134) has pointed out “the satire of male tyranny
over women” present in this play. The text actually abounds in images of
confinement, oppression, and slavery applied to women, and in female voices
that openly long for love, liberty, and laughter. For Mariana women are
miserable creatures who depend on a severe father or a cruel husband. For
Ismena their bodies are confined but “there’s no man can rule a woman’s
mind” (I, iii, 69), so they must muster courage to rebel. One of the alleged
aims of The Reformation is to free women from male tyranny, and in the
epilogue the author tells the ladies his objective is “to gain and give you
liberty” (34).
To sum up, this is a fine, scholarly edition of The Reformation, which
recovers this amusing satire from near oblivion, and hands it over to the
academic world for its study and re-assessment, and to the general public
for its sheer enjoyment. The editors’ introduction and annotations place the
play in its social, cultural, and linguistic context. And the text offers us new
insights into important issues in Restoration drama such as literary rivalry,
social mores, sexuality, gender, national identity, and so on. Surely this
time the play will have a better reception than in 1673.
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As the old saying goes, some books are just bought by the cover. However,
the one written by Jorge Figueroa Dorrego can certainly boast of being, at
least, one step ahead, since it also attracts its would-be readers by the
intriguing play on words of its title. Juggling with etymological meanings
is quite an effective procedure in Galician, the language in which the author
chose to write his work. The comparison between spinning thread and
weaving a piece of cloth and spinning thread and interweaving the many
episodes of a fictional intrigue builds up an ironic metaphor of the new role
that some women took upon themselves in the seventeeth century, that of
writers.
Taken as a whole, the book by Jorge Figueroa Dorrego seems to be
primarily meant to impart information on a subject which had been neglected,
avoided or even conveniently forgotten until the second half of the twentieth
century, when it was rescued from oblivion by the feminist literary criticism,
as the author repeatedly underlines.
The first chapter can be considered an introduction. It presents a
detailed summary (no contradiction in terms) of most of what has been
written about the matter by the various scholars that have dealt with it. Its
thoroughness coupled with a straightforward discourse provides the students
who approach this theme for the first time with all the information they
need and may prompt their interest to engage further in research. Even those
scholars who have already delved into the matter will find that reading the
chapter in question can prove to be a quick way of testing how much or how
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little they can still remember of the vital guidelines that compelled them to
expand their quest.
In the next four chapters, Jorge Figueroa Dorrego widens the scope
of the suject by choosing the work of four different female writers —Mary
Wroth, Anna Weamys, Margaret Cavendish and Aphra Behn— brought up
as examples of what has been stated before. By analysing their writings and
the influence they exerted in their authors’ everyday lives, he conveys the
picture of a society where being a woman and daring to intrude in a male’s
exclusive ‘club’ could actually mean public difamation and ridicule and, in
Mary Wroth’s case, a ban on, at least, one of her books. However, Jorge
Figueroa Dorrego proves beyond any possible doubt, that the analysis of
their work carried out by all the scholars who have done research on the
subject is invaluable to understand the role of female writing not only in the
development of the English novel as such, but also in the subtle reversal
and/or ingenious criticism of the male-oriented set of values that it
traditionally conveyed.
The last chapter is really a conclusion. In it Jorge Figueroa Dorrego
ties together all the lose ends of thread that have been left behind and weaves
them into a final pattern where general and specific issues intermingle to
build a coherent and enlightening whole, which sums up the gist and matter
of his work.
Having reached what can be considered the end of the book, it would
be unfair not to mention one of its most important assets —a ready-made,
extensive, carefully chosen and up-to-date list of Reference Books which is
a downright bonus for all those who want to further their research on the
subject. The fact that this list of Reference Books consists mainly of works
written in English may help to counteract the unfortunate limitations imposed
on a wider recognition of the work by Jorge Figueroa Dorrego arising from
the language in which it is written, the author’s native Galician.
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This collection of articles has its immediate source in the conference held
in Murcia (Spain) in late 1999; but it also bears close links with other, earlier
meetings held by European academics interested in seeing how
Shakespeare’s works were received on the other side of the English Channel.
The editors, Angel Luis Pujante and Ton Hoenselaars, acknowledge their
indebtedness to these precedents (15-16); in fact, they are proud to present
this edition as another stage in an on-going process whose goal is to build
up a corpus of works on Shakespeare in Europe, or rather on Shakespeare
as viewed by non-British Europeans. The process was no doubt generated
by the need to vindicate both the coming of age of Shakespearean studies
on the Continent and the extent to which Shakespeare has become a cultural
icon outside the English-speaking countries.
That there was such a need is remarked in a comment by Delabastita
and D’hulst (the editors of European Shakespeares, the earliest precedent
of Four Hundred Years of Shakespeare in Europe) which Hoenselaars and
Pujante quote in their Introduction: “European Shakespeares presented itself
‘not just as a supplement to recent Shakespeare studies, but in a way as a
critical comment on its British insularity’ ” (15). They also observe that,
more than a decade after the publication by Delabastita and D’hulst, the
impression remains that “from the British perspective, the continent still
seems rather isolated” (18). But Hoenselaars and Pujante do not seem willing
to follow up on this claim. This may explain why they have granted a British
academic, Emeritus Professor Stanley Wells, the “privilege” of a Foreword,
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in which he nevertheless admits, somewhat shamefacedly, that this area of
Shakespearean studies has indeed been ignored by his insular colleagues.
Wells also argues that “much remains to be done” but that “the task is
of its very nature unending [and] scholars will never be able to keep up with
the European products of Shakespeare’s creativity” (9). This assertion may
seem to be infelicitous, if one regards that the work done on Shakespeare in
Europe —practically all of it by continental Europeans— is really impressive.
But the task ahead must look daunting to anyone with a clear sense of what
needs to be done; and Stanley Wells’s comment shows that he, like any
other clear-sighted academic, is overwhelmed by the prospect of a
Shakespeare continually revised, redefined and remade from a multi-lingual,
multicultural context.
Pujante and Hoenselaar’s edition provides evidence of the difficulties
inherent in the European-Shakespeares project. Its aim is to offer a panorama
covering Europe in the last four hundred years. To do so in one single volume
would be pointless; therefore, the editors seek their foundations in earlier
initiatives. These are located in Delabastita and D’hulst’s initiative in 1990,
in discussions held in the Glasgow ESSE Conference of 1995, and above
all in the meeting “Shakespeare in the New Europe”, organised in Sofia
(Bulgaria) in 1993 (see 15-16). This conference stands as a clear landmark
in the development of continental Shakespearean studies, as it succeeded in
energetically bringing in —and offering to the academic world— the
perspectives of the eastern countries after the fall of the communist regimes.
Moreover, as several of the participants in Sofia met again to discuss matters
in Murcia, the earlier experience was an inevitable referent. The purpose of
the latter conference was to bring in both a continuation and a complementary
perspective to the topics under discussion; and as the focus in Sofia was
mostly on recent constructions of Shakespeare, so the conference held in
Murcia in 1999 aimed to place Shakespeare historically. But if the Sofia
conference could not possibly attract contributions form all the countries in
Europe, so likewise the Murcia conference could only provide a partial —though
fairly significant— output as national criteria merged with diachronic and
thematic concerns. Spain, Poland, Germany, the Czech Republic, Portugal,
Austria, Switzerland, Belgium and France are represented with some
centrality; other countries and areas, such as Russia, the Balkans and some
other Eastern-European countries, are mentioned more in passing. And most
contributions do indeed debate issues concerning the presence of
Shakespeare in past centuries; but in some articles the focus in the most
recent past. Strictly speaking, only Schwartz-Gastine’s survey of
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“Shakespeare on the French Stage” and, to a certain extent, the contributions
by Portillo and Salvador on Spain and Gibinska on Poland, cover the four
centuries mentioned in the conference title. Finally, the articles included in
the edition deal with a wide-ranging variety of topics and approaches. The
result is, inevitably, a kaleidoscopic view —and not quite a symmetrical one—
of Shakespeare the man and his works, in Europe in the last four centuries.
Defining this edition as kaleidoscopic should not be interpreted as
derogatory; nothing but a kaleidoscope can be provided as yet, and nothing
can be realistically expected. It is worth bearing in mind that “Europe” is
still only the name of a continent, and that there is no such thing as a
“European culture”. The articles collected by Hoenselaars and Pujante
provide welcome information of how Shakespeare has been viewed in a
plurality of cultural contexts, and that is their most valuable asset.
The collection starts with Part I, which includes Stanley Wells’s
Foreword and two Introductions: one by Hoenselaars and Pujante, who
provide the historic and thematic background of their edition; the other by
Balz Engler, who offers the theoretical background and proposes “a
framework in which European Shakespeare reception may be
conceptualized” (27) based on three main areas, namely, scholarship,
theatrical performance and common culture.
In his discussion of the ways in which Shakespeare has been presented
to the Europeans in the last four centuries, Engler notices how he has been
consistently transformed. Engler shuffles terms such as “influence”,
“reception” and “appropriation” to express this process of transformation
and in the end declares his preference for “production” and “reproduction”.
In my opinion, however, the word “construction” —which Engler used in
the title of his Introduction— more appropriate, if not to cover the wide
variety of transformations Shakespeare has suffered over the years, at least
to present one of the most consistent connecting threads among the
contributions included in Pujante and Hoenselaar’s edition.
Indeed, most of the articles included in this edition aim to present the
various ways in which Shakespeare has been “constructed” or “construed”
throughout Europe. Commenting on the poll conducted by the BBC which
chose Shakespeare as the man of the millennium, Boika Sokolova quotes
from Lisa Jardine to wonder if he “is much more than a convenient empty
box to put things into”, and if “Shakespeare has become a cipher, one of
those iconic figures ... who can be filled with any consumer message you
fancy” (98). What Pujante and Hoenselaars’ edition shows is that he has
certainly been used —but often in what might be called a “constructive”
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way— in processes which sought both to instil ideas drawn from a specific
local and temporal context and to extract them from the layers in which
they lay semi-concealed among Shakespeare’s own words.
This is perhaps most evident in the articles included in “Part II:
Appropriation”. Keith Gregor aims to show how Shakespeare the person
was recreated as a fictional or dramatic character, in “Shakespeare as a
Character on the Spanish Stage” (43-53); Boika Sokolova debates why and
how Shakespeare was chosen the Man of the Millennium (98-109); and
Marta Gibinska in “Enter Shakespeare: The Contexts of Early Polish
Appropriations” (54-69), and Manfred Pfister in “Route 66: The Political
Performance of Shakespeare’s Sonnet 66 in Germany and Elsewhere” (7088) explain how his figure has been shaped according to political
considerations in order to make him an icon of political resistance, in striking
contrast with attempts to present him in the light of philo-fascist ideas, as
G.D. White argues in “A.K. Chesterton and the Politics of Cultural Despair”
(89-97).
In “Part III: Translations”, the thread acquires more technical
overtones. This is particularly the case in Martin Hilsky’s contribution,
“Telling What is Told: Original, Translation, and the Third TextShakespeare’s sonnets in Czech” (134-143). In “More Alternative
Shakespeares” (113-133), Dirk Delabastita focuses also on “the endless
complexities of cultural reality” that need to be adjusted and the many
disciplines that must be involved in the process of translation (113) and
offers an elaborate diagram to explain the various intertextual and metatextual
operations to which a play like Hamlet can be submitted in its re-writing
(119-122); but he is at the same time the most belligerent contributor in his
claim that the “empire has used Shakespeare as an instrument of hegemonic
English” both linguistically and culturally (129). The third contribution to
this section, Filomena Mesquita’s “Royal and Bourgeois Translator: Two
Late-Nineteenth-Century Portuguese Readings of The Merchant of Venice”
(145-162) takes readers back to the matter of ideological constructions as
she explains how two closely contemporary Portuguese translations
expressed different, even contrasting, political ideas.
While Mesquita’s article focuses on the printed translations, those
included in “Part IV: Productions” discuss the ways in which Shakespeare’s
plays have been translated and, in the process, adapted, reconstructed and
finally performed to suit specific purposes. But once again the emphasis is
on how the original plays were transformed into something new in the hands
of directors and producers —to the extent that at times Shakespeare’s
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authorship is literally transferred to the directors: that is the case with Stefan
Bachmann’s Troilus and Cressida, analysed by Sylvia Zysset (196-210)
and Jan Decorte’s spectacular adaptation of the Henriad in Ten Oorlog, as
presented by Josef de Vos in “Shakespeare’s History Plays in Belgium: Taken
Apart and Reconstructed as ‘Grand Narrative’ ” (211-222). In these
instances, the plays are reshaped by the directors in order to challenge their
audiences into a new view of Shakespeare’s work, but above all into a
recognition of the essence of their own societies, perhaps even of their own
selves in a Europe that was about to enter the new millennium.
The remaining contributions have a more general and varied outlook.
Politico-ideological concerns can be discerned as well in Dennis Kennedy’s
discussion of the ways in which Shakespeare became an instrument for the
promotion of western thought during the Cold War, in a sort of conspiracy
orchestrated by American Intelligence services (163-179). But these concerns
become marginal in the more factually-oriented descriptions provided by
Rafael Portillo and Mercedes Salvador in “Spanish Productions of Hamlet
in the Twentieth Century” (180-195) and Isabelle Schwartz-Gastine in
“Shakespeare on the French Stage: a Historical Survey” (223-240). The
latter should perhaps not have been placed last in the edition. The strong
influence that the French stage exerted throughout Europe can be noticed in
the frequency with which it is mentioned on other pages in this edition. As
a consequence, while reading Schwartz-Gastine’s article one cannot help
having a sense of dejà vu, which undermines somewhat the value of her
survey. Finally, facts are also the final contribution by Ton Hoenselaars, in
his “Bibliography: Shakespeare in European Culture” (241-259) which,
though illustrative of the work undergone in the continent, is only a “selective
bibliography”, as the author asserts.
As a conclusion, it could be said that Four Hundred Years of
Shakespeare in Europe is a welcome and highly rewarding contribution to
the study of Shakespeare’s impact in Europe. However, in order to appreciate
its value, it should be regarded in combination with earlier works, especially
with Shakespeare in the New Europe, whose topics of discussion it continues
and develops into new lines of research. It should also leave readers willing
to see further contributions by the researchers involved in the project.
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